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Elements required to qualify state
ment as exception to 149-50

Excited utterance as separate ex

ception to 145
General theory justifying most
exceptions 160

Mental state as circumstantial
evidence of previous acts 167
Of subsequent conduct 165-67

Necessity of admitting past recol
lection recorded as evidence 156-58

Rules of reliability of past recol
lection recorded 158-59

Special need required to qualify
particular type of statement
as exception to hearsay rule 148-49

Status of declarant 151-52
Subject matter of exclamation 152
Theory behind admission of spon
taneous exclamations 146-47

Industrial Arbitration

Right of bargaining agent to con

tract away the rights of non
union members 272

International Law
See Jurisprudence ; Sovereignty
A legal world organization possi-

6 bility through international law 636
5 Antagonism between legal con-

7 structions of monistic theory
analogized to Ptolemy and Co
pernicus 638

Assumption of epistemological
unity of international and na-

5 tional law is possible 630
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Concept of sovereignty 632
Determination of adoption of pri
macy of national or internation
al law constructions is political
and not within the science of
law 640

Dualist theory
Adoption doctrine 445
Considerably abandoned since
World War II 484

Deficiencies 438
Definition 432, 436, 629
Transformation doctrine 444

Limitations of the science of law 638
Misapplication of the concept of
sovereignty 634

Monist theory
As recently associated with Kel-

sen 433-35
Construction of relation of in
ternational and national law 630

Defined 432, 629
Failings 438
Premise on which it collapses 629

Municipal (national) law
Defined 633
Norm of national law can only
be annulled if it conflicts with
international law 635

Primacy of national law 630
False conclusions resulting
from primacy concept 636-37

Primacy of national law plays a

decisive part in the ideology of
imperialism 637

Obligates and authorizes the state
to behave in a certain way
through the human beings who
are its organs 628

Primacy of 631
Primacy of international law plays

a decisive part in the ideology
of pacifism 636

Primacy of national or interna
tional law constructions are both
equally correct and legitimate 639-40

Principle of sovereign equality 632-33
Relationship between internation
al law and municipal law
Adoption doctrine 445
Both autonomous but harmoni

ous 438
Canons of harmonization 447
Case most conclusive in favor of

supremacy of international law 443
Common law and customary in
ternational law relationship in:
Austria 483

Burma 461
England 452
France 468
Germany in the Empire, Wei
mar Republic and Federal
Republic 475

India 458
Israel 462
Italy 471
Japan 481
Luxembourg 483
Netherlands 482
Philippines 467
Switzerland 483
United States 462

Dualist theory 486
In international courts 441
In municipal courts 444
Internal law and treaty opera
tion relationship in:
Austria 483
Burma 461
England 455
France 470
Germany in the Empire, Wei
mar Republic and Federal
Republic 478

India 459
Israel 462
Italy 473
Japan 481
Luxembourg 483
Mexico 483
Netherlands 482

Philippines 462
Switzerland 483
United States 464

Internal operation of treaties 450
Inverted monism theory 437
Italian methods of adopting in
ternational law into municipal
law 473

Monist theory 432-36
Proposition that international
law is superior to municipal
law

*

435
Suggested approach to solution
of conflict 439

Theory of harmonization 437,446
Theory that there is no point of
conflict

'

436
Transformation doctrine 444

Rules of proof 449
Rules of statutory construction 447
Sovereignty of the state is re
stricted by content of inter
national law 638
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and

State's failure because of its con

stitution to keep its international
obligations does not exonerate it
from liability 443

International Monetary Fund

Agreement requires members to
control par value and exchange
rates of separate currencies 81

Articles of Agreement cause obli
gations of currency value of
United Kingdom to extend to all
separate currencies 81

Conversion rate maintained in
spite of crisis of 1957 94

De facto rate of pound becomes
de jure under Fund 88

Exchange Equalization Account
regulates to exclude fluctuations
inconsistent with Fund Agree
ment 100

Exchange policy involves interna
tional arrangement contemplat
ing measures to fix exchange rates 87

Executive director representing
United Kingdom directs much of
international exchange policy un

der chancellor 83
Implementation through national
regulations and policies neces

sary for effective par value com

mitments 99
"Nonresident" convertibility of
currencies established by nine
European nations and England 95

Par value regulations:
United States 102
Belgium 103
West Germany 103

Parities of separate currencies of
United Kingdom are coordinated
with sterling 81

United Kingdom lowers par value
under International Monetary
Fund Agreement 90

Judges
Review of selections of Mr. Justice
Douglas' opinions 199

Judicial Review
See Habeas Corpus
Court of Military Appeals review
is final 44

Limited review doctrine
Limitations on Supreme Court
review of courts-martial 45-46

Jurisdiction
District Courts' power to protect
union member's rights 263

Jurisprudence
See International Law; Nat
ural Law

Anglo-Saxon jurisprudence 487
Contrast between the philosophy
of natural law and the scientific
theory 617

Limitations of the science of law 638
Materialist dialectic philosophy 193

Principle of contradiction does not

directly apply to norms but does
to ought statements 629-30

Labor Law

See Actions and Defenses; Col
lective Bargaining; Elections;
Equity ; Labor Management
Relations ; Legislation ; Mas
ter and Servant; Picketing;
Strikes and Boycotts; Unions

Amendment of mandatory injunc
tion provision in Taft-Hartley
Act 369

Board of Monitors created to avoid
undesirable receivership over

union 182-83
Concerted labor activities not regu
lated by the NLRA�"unpro
tected" 733

Courts hesitant to place unions
under receivership 180-81

Criminal action for use of force in
restraining union member from
voting 268

Destruction of free elections by un

fair labor practices 377
Errors in the early history of the
Wagner Act 210

Important changes of the final un
ion bill of rights, LMRDA 247

Jurisdiction of labor disputes
Opposition to LMRDA, section

701 (a) 309-12
Pre-LMRDA congressional pro
posals 308-09

State-federal government con

flicts prior to LMRDA 304-07
States must apply federal law
when given jurisdiction 312-14;

318-24
Jurisdiction of the NLRB over

questions of representation and
unfair labor practices 710-11
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Labor-Management Reporting and
Disclosure Act of 1959 (LMRDA)
Can be good or bad depending
on size of contractor 400

Constitutional problems pre
sented

"

210
Gives new life to closed-shop prac

tices in construction industry 397
Implications of the union bill of
rights 250-56

Intent to plug NLRA loopholes
as to secondary boycotts 330

Legalizes the prehire agreement
in construction industry 388

Secondary boycotts and hot

cargo agreements not outlawed
in so many words 346

Section 8(e) allows hot-cargo
clauses in the construction in

dustry 397
Substantive collective-bargain
ing clause prohibited for first
time 354

Technically denned contracts or

agreements made unlawful by
section 8(e)
Contracts to cease and re

frain 354-55
Contracts to cease doing busi

ness 355-57
Union ratification of contracts as

safe procedure 383
Monitor board created may not

be given control belonging to
court 180

National Labor Relations Act tai
lored to stable work force 380

New provisos added to section
8(b) (4) of Taft-Hartley Act
Consumer boycotts 352-54
Exclusion of garment industry 351-52
Primary strikes and primary
picketing 349-51

No man's land between NLRB and
state boards
Congress did not close it insofar

as federally protected rights
lacked a remedy 729

State can take jurisdiction over

cases declined by NLRB under

� 701 LMRDA 720-21
Jurisdiction upon the accordion
theory 730-31

Law to be applied where state
takes jurisdiction 721-24

May give a remedy through its
own procedures so as to pro

hibit activity protected under
the NLRA

.

732
May not impair activities falling
under NLRA protection 723

States may give remedy for
harms which previously came

under exclusive jurisdiction of
the NLRB and may establish
representation in procedures 729

When state tribunals may assert

jurisdiction 715
No-strike clause 275
"Protected activity" under the
NLRA 732-33

Questions of remedy for recogni
tion picketing 734

Reports to be made public by
Secretary of Labor 258

Retrospective considerations given
to early union legislation 206

Legislative Investigation
Legislative investigation 490

Legislation
The following statutes are repro
duced in toto. Other statutes

appear under the pertinent sub
titles.

Labor-Management Reporting and
Disclosure Act of 1959 401-22

(Appendix I)
Pertinent sections of prior acts as

amended by the Labor-Manage
ment Reporting and Disclosure Act
of 1959 423-29 (Appendix II)

Labor Management Relations
See Labor Law; Unions
Case by case interpretation and ap
plication of new amendments by
NLRB and courts necessary 327-28

Considerations in avoidance of fi
nancial liabilities in public con

tracts with unions
Conflict with state union-security
restrictions 384

Conformity of area practice to
agreement 384

Conformity with standards of
Mountain Pacific case 385

Effective appeal to insure non
discrimination 38

Exclusiveness of hiring provi
sions

" *

384
Contract no bar where employer's
recognition of a former union is
unlawful 367
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Effect of agreements in construc
tion area:

Equal opportunity for experi
enced craftsmen 486

Means of training apprentices 486
Protection from mass infiltration 486

Financial consequences for illegal
hiring practices 395

History of closed-shop practices in
the construction industry 394

Hot-cargo clause can be damaging
to legitimate contractor 399

Prehire agreements in construction
industry 381, 393

Problems where project contract
differs from association-bar
gained agreements 390

Project-agreement effect where
Davis-Bacon rates are later used

391
Types of collective bargaining
agreements which prevail in con

struction industry 381

Libel and Slander

Ad-libbing from script presents
problem of classification as libel
or slander 545-46

Defamation
Balance between freedom of
speech and individual's right
to be free from assault on

his good reputation 545
Ban on censorship and implied
immunity from state law of
broadcaster for defamation by
political candidates under FCA
section 315(a) 547

Behavior constituting defama
tion is subject to changing cri
terion 544-45

Church-state jurisdiction in early
law 544

Government control of media
presents problem in weighing
of interests in political defa
mation suits 546

Immunity bills presented to
Congress from 1952 to 1959
protecting broadcasters 557

Port Huron decision:
Congress and the courts ac

quiesced in ruling as to
broadcaster censorship of
defamatory remarks in po
litical speeches 556

Implies immunity to broad
caster 552-53

Lack of confidence of FCC in
ruling indicated 558-59

Result largely responsible for
investigation of FCC on

question of censorship 554-55
Several state legislatures
granted immunity to broad
casters for defamation after
decision 560

Radio broadcaster not protected
by section 18 Radio Act of
1927 for defamatory remarks 549

States construed section 315(a)
of the FCA as not granting
immunity to broadcasters 560

Federal Radio Act of 1927 en

acted to prevent censorship by
discrimination between candi
dates as to time allowance or

rates 548-49
Old actions of libel and slander in
adequate for modern communi
cative methods 545

Ruling of immunity to broadcaster
considered fair 548

Section 18 of Radio Act unchanged
by FCA of 1934 550-51

State statutes protecting broad
caster deprive individual defamed
of right of recovery where pos
sibility of libel is increased by
prohibiting censorship 561

Municipal Corporations
See Bail; Constitutional Law;
Due Process; Criminal Law

Arguments for retention of sover

eign immunity from tort liability 783
Better rule requires a written state
ment of accusation against a

municipal ordinance violation 11
Constitutional clause against bill of
attainder applies to municipal
corporation 41

Constitutional right to jury trial
not applicable to municipal cor
poration 17

Counsel should be provided in ordi
nance prosecution if a denial
would be a denial of fair trial 28

Desirability of jury trial where
violation of municipal ordinance
was in class of case triable by
jury at common law 24

Double Jeopardy
Applies where municipal ordi
nance violation is criminal, in
applicable where civil 14,15
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Municipal corporations not sov

ereign for this purpose 13
Not violated when state and
municipal corporation punish
for same act 12

Permits retrial of ordinance vio
lator after reversal of convic
tion 15

Ex post facto clause extends to

municipal corporations 39

Imprisonment for non-payment of
municipal fine is not imprison
ment for debt 38

Inroads made into concept of
sovereign immunity from tort

liability 782
Methods of commencing ordinance
prosecutions 5

Municipal ordinances:
Are laws within meaning of four
teenth amendment 4

Self-incrimination privilege is
violated if violator of ordi
nance must testify or be found
guilty 29

Violators should be given right
to bail 8

Violators should have right to
be present at trial 26

Narrow interpretation of munici
pal power has prevented punish
ment both by state and munici
pal corporations 14

No right to appeal from ordinance
prosecution by the accused 15

Punishments for ordinance viola
tions are not prohibited if rea

sonable and approximate to state

penalties 36
Reasons for denial of jury trial in
municipal ordinance prosecu
tions 20-21

Right of confrontation in the Dis
trict of Columbia for more than
petty offenses 25

School district in Illinois not im
mune from liability for negli
gence of its employees 782

State constitutions ban cruel and
unusual punishment and exces

sive fines for municipal ordinance
violations 34

State statutes giving right of ap
peal can be conditioned 15

Suggested requirements in munici

pal ordinance prosecutions:
Compulsion of witnesses' attend
ance by accused 27

25Confrontation
Public trial where prison sen

tence is involved 17
Suspected municipal ordinance vio
lator should not be forced to
incriminate himself 29

Tests for granting jury trial for
municipal ordinance prosecu
tions in minority of states 22-24

Witnesses not compelled by accused
to attend in municipal-ordinance-
violation proceeding 27

Natural Law

Disagreement as to detailed human
behavior will not make the
natural law Catholic or non-

Catholic 195
Spinoza's influence on legal devel
opment 193

Thomistic concept of natural law
commended 193-96

Pension Plans
Status of property rights in the
assets of private-pension trusts 795

Precedents

Extra-judicial writings
As an organized scheme of lob
bying 121-25

Authors hired by special inter
ests 117-21

Citation of as recent phenome
non 113

Complaint of use by Supreme
Court 105

Examples of use in Supreme
Court opinions 113-17, 128-39

Ex parte effect of use criticized 117
First Supreme Court antitrust-

case in which dissent cited 133
First Supreme Court antitrust-

case in which majority cited 133
Five indictments of Supreme
Court reliance on antitrust
writings 112

Generally only used as minor
references in Court's opinions 142

Generally relied on as source
of facts 142

Practice of citing started by
Brandeis 140

Reasons for rejection as author-
Jty 140

T^ation of citations from
1917 to 1957 127Two specific problems in ethical
use of 141
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and

Records
See Evidence
Union records�members right to

inspect 258

Res Judicata
See Military Law
Doctrine of collateral estoppel 60, 61
Military courts use minority ap
proach 61

Sales
Privity of contract not necessary
in action for breach of implied
warranty of merchantable quality 606

Strikes and Boycotts
See Picketing
Inducement of supervisors not pro
scribed by Taft-Hartley since
they were not considered em

ployees 347
Labor-Management Reporting and
Disclosure Act of 1959:
Does not reach consumer-boy
cott technique short of picket
ing by a minority 364

Does not include secondary boy
cotts by unions exclusively
representing employees of rail
roads, airlines, municipalities,
nonprofit hospitals and farm
ers 334

Includes inducement of super
visors within its proscription 347

Inducement of employees to boy
cott individually 335

Makes it possible to include em

ployer within unlawful object
of inducement 348

Primary disputes clarified 340
Prohibits the halting of deliver

ies as an additional economic
pressure 366

Provisions against union pres
sure applied to employers in
boycotts and hot-cargo agree
ments 331

Provisions as to hot-cargo agree
ments 335-37

Publicity problems clarified 341-42
Revision of what union conduct
is prohibited in area of second
ary-boycott and hot-cargo
agreements 328-29

Problem of union arguments with
corporate officers as to boycotts 332

Right to vote of economic strikers
314-15, 324-25

Status of hot-cargo agreements
prior to amendments 335

Taft-Hartley Act prohibits striking
and picketing to compel recogni
tion unless the union is certified 361

Two individual inducements consti
tute inducement to engage in
"concerted" activity by judicial
construction 347

Unless employer is threatened with
penalty, physical or economic,
union should not be found to
have violated the 1959 Act 359

What constitutes agreement to
boycott 338-39

Wildcat strikes 275

Taxation
Exemptions are strictly construed
Gifts
Defined 185
Need of donee emphasized 186

Gross income broadly interpreted
under Congress' taxing power 184-85

Strike benefits are gifts and not in
cluded in gross income 184

Torts
Common-law recovery by third
party injured because of the in
toxication of one served by liq
uor licensee 791
Proximate cause aspect 792
Unlawful and negligent sales and
service by tavern keepers in
New Jersey 793

Dramshop or civil damage acts 791
Property owner's duty to warn of
peril
Duty towards firemen 188-89
Liability depends on knowledge
of peril and failure to warn

190-91

Treaties
Anglo-American Financial Agree
ment of 1946 89

Bretton Woods Agreement of 1945 87
European Monetary Agreement of

1955 102
International Agreement made by
executive does not constitute ipso
facto law of land of United King
dom 101

Tripartite Currency Arrangement
of 1936 87

Unfair Competition
In the phonograph-records indus
try

"

700
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Unions
See Actions and Defenses

Bribery of union representative by
employer's representative is a

crime under 1959 Act 211
Cannot prevent members from
assembling 274

Chaotic effect of union bill-of-
rights freezing existing legal
rights and remedies 256

Court will protect union member
from discrimination 263

Custodians of records 212
Economic pressure cannot be used
to force employee to join minor
ity union 372

Elections 262

Fiduciary responsibilities of union
officials
Breaches rarely prosecuted 279-80
Common-law fiduciary concept

278-79
Employee-benefit trust funds 293-94
Fiduciary provisions in Kennedy-
Erwin Bill 284-86

Legislative history of fiduciary
provisions in LMRDA 287-89

Principles provided by Labor-
Management Reporting and
Disclosure Act of 1959 294-96

Rights of union members to sue

for breach 301-03
Sources of law from which fed
eral courts will apply the fi
duciary provisions of LMRDA

297-301
Uncertainty of the concept be
tween union officials, unions
and their members 280-83

Union fears of legislation 290-91
Grounds for disqualification from
union office 219-23

Labor-Management Reporting and
Disclosure Act of 1959
History of new "Bill-of-Rights"

227-50
Problems presented by 227

Permits referrals based on ob
jective criteria 385

Provisions for quick election 376
"Quickie" election procedure 368
Unfair labor practice to force
employers into union activi
ties 371

Member's right to inspect union
records 257

Membership fee as a tool to shape
membership 393

Merger of two opposing bills cre

ated LMRDA compromise union
bill of rights 247

Prehire contract as tool for team
sters on a construction job 393

Rationale of the House in sub
stantially changing the union
bill of rights as voted by the
Senate 239-246

Recognition cannot be compelled
by majority if within year they
lost in elections 374

Requirement to file financial re

ports 258
Restrictions on union members
through the medium of the
union's governing laws 232

Rights of members 257
Self-determination of and federal
intervention 227

Standards for hiring hall
Nondiscrimination 396
Notices by parties to hiring
agreement 396

Right of refusal in employer 396
Statutory definition of "union
member" 249

Union participation in an election
as waiver of the prosecution of
a refusal-to-bargain charge 367

Validity of union-hall referrals 384
Weakness in analogy between "bill-
of-rights" of 1959 Act and Bill
of Rights of the Federal Con
stitution 230-32

Workmen's Compensation
Criticism of the "election" sta
tutes 767-68

Double-recovery statutes
Employer given no cause of ac
tion against the tortfeasor for
the amount of compensation
paid 761-62

Election statutes with a deficiency
award 771-73

Employer's-Lien statutes 773-75
Majority of states allow em

ployee to sue third party at
law and to claim compensation 773
Double recovery prevented by
giving employer a lien on
amount recovered from third
party to extent of compen
sation paid or due 774
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Maryland statute

Employee cannot sue third-
party tortfeasor after a com

pensation award 767
Releases and res judicata 775-77
Single-collection statutes 773
Strict-election statutes

Employee must elect to sue

either the third-party tort
feasor at law or claim compen
sation under statute 762

Employer's right of subrogation 763
Subrogation statutes 768-71
Employer subrogated to the em

ployee's right against third
party

Texas statute
Prior compensation award will
not bar a third-party action

Unsuccessful action against third
party before filing for com

pensation will bar an award 767

768

767
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS OF PERSONS
CHARGED WITH VIOLATING MUNICIPAL

ORDINANCES
Chester James Antxeatj*

The constitutional rights of those who violate municipal ordinances often
appear to be grossly transgressed in many shocking � instances. Professor
Antieau analyzes the rationale employed by the states in protecting or deny
ing certain of these rights, concluding that due process is often denied vio
lators of municipal ordinances in an area where millions of persons are

affected annually. The author has compared many of the state constitutional

provisions and cases thereunder with the federal constitution and cases from
the Supreme Court, drawing his conclusions by reason of these comparisons.

Introduction

A study of the constitutional rights of persons charged with violating
municipal ordinances is justified not only by the number of people affected
but by the gravity of the punishments imposed. Annually in this country
there are millions of ordinance violations.1 And, although there may still
be some dollar fines imposed upon violators, the permissible punishments
are far larger than is commonly understood. It is not at all unusual for
cities to imprison violators for many months as direct punishment,2 and
in practically all states if the fine imposed is not paid the citizen can be
incarcerated for even longer periods. In one case, to illustrate, a woman

who had in her confectionery for four months some automatic gum-
vending machines in violation of an ordinance, was exposed to fine in the
amount of $24,600 or, upon non-payment of the fine, approximately
* B.S., M.S., J.D., LL.M., S.J.D. (Michigan) ; Professor of Law, Georgetown University

Law Center; Author, Antieau on the Law of Municipal Corporations (three vols., 1955-58),
Antieau ed. of Seasongood Cases on the Law of Municipal Corporations.

1 In 206 cities of over 25,000 population there were during the calendar year 1955 over

ten million persons charged with motor vehicle and traffic offenses alone. 21 Uniform Crime

Reports 61 (No. 1 1956). See also ABA Report of Special Committee on Traffic Court
Program, 136-37 (1956).

2 E.g., Nev. Comp. Laws � 1128(1) (Hillyer 1929) (six months).

1
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thirty years in jail.3 And everyone will admit that the seriousness of the
offenses as measured by the permissible punishments should be highly
determinative in deciding whether constitutional rights apply.4 Further

more, it should be noted that often municipal ordinance violators can be

punished more severely than if they had been found guilty of violating
a state statute in doing the identical act. Illustratively, in 1958 in Ala
bama a person convicted of driving while intoxicated was given a sentence

at hard labor for the first ordinance violation, while under the state

statute he could not receive such a punishment until convicted of the
offense on two or more occasions.5 With thousands of ordinance violators
sentenced to imprisonment and many more subjected to heavy fines, we
can no longer indulge in the superficialism of an earlier day that denied
to such persons the customary constitutional rights of persons being
criminally prosecuted on the theory that ordinance prosecutions are

civil proceedings.
There are a number of state courts that have from time to time recog

nized that ordinance prosecutions are criminal actions.6 Admittedly,
however, many of these same courts on other occasions have treated
ordinance prosecutions as something other than criminal. In some states
certain ordinance prosecutions are understood to be criminal, while others

(usually with lesser penalties) are not.7 To some extent the method
utilized to enforce the ordinance influences the court in labelling the pro
ceedings. Where at common law the municipality sought to recover the
fine or penalty by an action in debt or assumpsit the courts were inclined

3 Mayor & Council of City of Hoboken v. Bauer, 137 NJ.L. 327, 59 A.2d 809 (1948),
affirming 26 N.J. Misc. 1, 55 A.2d 883 (1947) (ordinance struck down).

4 Note, 72 Harv. L. Rev. 377, 378 (1958).
5 Fondren v. City of Jasper, 105 So. 2d 735 (Ala. App. 1958).
6 "The violation of an ordinance ... is a crime." State v. McDonald, 121 Minn. 207,

212, 141 N.W. 110, 112 (1913). "[T]he violation of an ordinance is a criminal act . . . ."
People v. Sarnoff, 302 Mich. 266, 272, 4 N.W.2d 544, 546 (1942) ; accord, People v. Pacific
Gas & Elec. Co., 168 Cal. 496, 143 Pac. 727 (1914) ; Salt Lake City v. Robinson, 39 Utah
260, 116 Pac. 442 (1911) ; City of Roanoke v. Donckers, 187 Va. 491, 47 S.E.2d 440 (1948).
In New Jersey, prosecutions for violating municipal ordinances are governed by the rules
applicable to criminal proceedings. Asbury Park v. Shure, 148 A.2d 82 (N.J. County Ct.
1959). Ordinance violations are often misdemeanors. City of Sioux Falls v. Marshall, 48
S.D. 378, 204 N.W. 999 (1925).

7 Illustratively, Oklahoma ordinance prosecutions are criminal when the punishment can

be imprisonment or fines and costs over twenty dollars. Diehl v. City of Shidler, 79 Okla.
Crim. 355, 155 P.2d 269 (1945). And, in North Dakota where the violation of an'ordinance
is also a violation of a statewide statute, it is generally held that a prosecution for violation
of such an ordinance is governed by the rules applicable to criminal prosecutions City of
Minot v. Whitfield, 71 N.W.2d 766 (N.D. 1955).

'
'
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1959] Violation of Municipal Ordinances 3

to characterize the proceeding as civil, whereas use of a complaint has
induced many courts to recognize the prosecution as criminal or at least
"quasi-criminal." When the courts recognize that prosecutions for vio
lating municipal ordinances are criminal in their nature and effect, most
of the constitutional clauses to be discussed will necessarily apply. Thus,
the Mississippi court has held that prosecutions under municipal or

dinances are subject generally to the state constitutional clauses ap
plicable to criminal prosecutions.8
In most states the courts refuse to recognize the prosecution of or

dinance violators as criminal proceedings. "Ordinance violations are not

crimes," typically remarks the Minnesota court.9 Most frequently the
courts conclude that the enforcement of an ordinance is a civil proceed
ing.10 "A prosecution for the violation of a city ordinance is in its nature
a civil action," says the Missouri court.11 Many courts that customarily
label such a prosecution as "civil" have had to admit that by its nature
and consequences the ordinance violation case may be criminal. Thus the
Florida court confesses: "While it has been held that punishment of
offenses against municipal ordinances are not 'criminal prosecutions' as
contemplated by Section 11, Declaration of Rights, Fla. Const. . . .

nevertheless, they do partake of the nature of criminal rather than civil
proceedings."12 At times a disturbed court, understanding that the prose
cution is hardly civil, ends up by labelling the action "quasi-criminal."13
Other courts suggest it is not criminal, but only penal.14 Still others admit
that it is penal and criminal.15 The record of most state courts is quite
inconsistent. Minnesota has at different times referred to ordinance
prosecutions as civil, quasi-criminal and criminal.16 The Illinois court

notes, with much merit, "The proceeding is not strictly or exclusively
civil or criminal, but resembles both in some respects. For this reason,
problems in this area cannot be solved by a mere labeling process, and

8 Thomas v. Yazoo City, 95 Miss. 395, 48 So. 821 (1909) ; Telheard v. Bay St.
Louis, 87 Miss. 580, 40 So. 326 (1905).

9 State v. Robtishek, 60 Minn. 123, 61 N.W. 1023 (1895) ; City of St. Louis v. Page,
259 S.W.2d 98, 100 (Mo. App. 1953).

10 City of Durango v. Reinsberg, 16 Colo. 327, 26 Pac. 820 (1891) ; Village of Riverside
v. Kuhne, 335 111. App. 547, 82 N.E.2d 500 (1948).

11 City of St. Louis v. Fitch, 353 Mo. 706, 183 S.W.2d 828 (1944).
12 City of Miami v. Gilbert, 102 So. 2d 818 (Fla. 1958).
13 State v. Nelson, 157 Minn. 506, 196 N.W. 279 (1923).
14 Williamson v. Commonwealth, 43 Ky. (4 BJVT.) 146 (1843).
15 City of Roanoke v. Donckers, 187 Va. 491, 47 S.E.2d 440 (1948).
16 State v. Nelson, 157 Minn. 506, 196 N.W. 279 (1923) ; State v. McDonald, 121 Minn.

207, 141 N.W. 110 (1913) ; State v. Robtishek, 60 Minn. 123, 61 N.W. 1023 (1895).
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the decisions of the courts, in Illinois and elsewhere, do not always have

apparent logical consistency. Approaches have varied, as have the re

sults . . . ,"17
The net result of most states characterizing municipal ordinance prose

cutions as something less than criminal is that the usual omnibus state

constitutional clause applicable to criminal prosecutions is not deemed
relevant to ordinance prosecutions.18 But this does not dispose of the

inquiry even here, for a number of state constitutional clauses are not by
their wording limited to criminal prosecutions. Customarily, there are

state constitutional provisions guaranteeing juries even in civil causes.

Again, the ban upon imprisonment for debt applies to debts having civil

origins, and, of course, the state due process clauses have equal ap
plicability to civil proceedings as well as criminal. Not only do the state

constitutional clauses thus apply frequently to municipal ordinance

prosecutions, but it is definitely established that municipal ordinances
are "laws" within the meaning of the fourteenth amendment. As a result,
the due process clause of that amendment is a limitation upon prosecu
tions of ordinance violators, without much regard for how they are

labelled locally, as will be developed in the particular sections to follow.

1. The Right to Indictment by a Grand Jury as Preliminary To Being
Brought to Trial

By the great weight of authority a person accused of violating a

municipal ordinance is not entitled to an indictment by a grand jury
before being brought to trial.19 Most of the decisions explain the result
by brief reference to the notion that ordinance prosecutions are some

thing less than criminal.20 Additionally, in the states limiting grand-jury
17 Village of Maywood v. Houston, 10 HI. 2d 117, 119, 139 N.E.2d 233, 234 (19S6).
18 City of Miami v. Gilbert, 102 So. 2d 818 (Fla. 1958) ; City of Webster Groves v.

Quick, 319 S.W.2d 543 (Mo. 1959).
i� Burrow v. Hot Springs, 85 Ark. 396, 108 S.W. 823 (1908) ; Wright v. Worth, 83 Fla.

204, 91 So. 87 (1922) ; Williamson v. Commonwealth, 43 Ky. (4 B.M.) 146 (1843) ; City of
Monroe v. Meuer, 42 La. (35 La. Ann.) 1192 (1883) ; City of New Orleans v. Costello, 27
La. (14 La. Ann.) 37 (1859) ; Shafer v. Mumma, 17 Md. 331 (1861) ; Ex parte Lewis, 328

Mo. 843, 42 S.W.2d 21 (1931) ; Ex parte Hollowedell, 74 Mo. 395 (1881) ; City of St. Louis
v. Page, 259 S.W.2d 98 (Mo. App. 1953) ; City of Marshall v. Standard, 24 Mo. App. 192

(1887) ; Board of Health v. New York Cent. R.R., 10 N.J. 294, 90 A.2d 729 (1952) ;
Brewer v. Watson, 191 Misc. 117, 77 N.Y.S.2d 97 (Sup. Ct. 1947) ; Finnical v. Cadiz, 61
Ohio St. 494, 56 N.E. 200 (1900) ; Webster v. Knewel, 47 S.D. 142, 196 N.W. 549 (1924).

20 Ex parte Lewis, 328 Mo. 843, 42 S.W.2d 21 (1931) ; City of St. Louis v. Page, 259
S.W.2d 98 (Mo. App. 1953) ; Webster v. Knewel, 47 S.D. 142, 196 N.W. 549 (1924).
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indictments to felonies, it is justified on the ground that ordinance viola
tions are not felonies.21 Even where the local constitutional right extends
to misdemeanors it is customarily denied to those charged with violating
ordinances, the reason given that the ordinance violation is not a mis
demeanor22�which is not universally true by any means. In the major
ity-rule states, ordinance prosecutions can be commenced in many ways,
as by complaint, warrant, affidavit of an official, or even by report of the
police chief.23
The Supreme Court has held that the grand-jury clause of the fifth

amendment applies to certain District of Columbia offenses. In United
States v. Moreland?* the Court ruled that a defendant was entitled to

the preliminary of an indictment by a grand jury when he was charged
with willfully neglecting or refusing to support his children, which of
fense was punishable by fine or imprisonment at hard labor for not more
than twelve months. The Court announced the governing rule of law as

follows: "When an accused is in danger of an infamous punishment if
convicted, he has a right to insist that he be not put upon trial except on
the accusation of a grand jury."25 The rule was further delimited in
Duke v. United States2* where the Supreme Court indicated a grand-jury
indictment was not a necessary prerequisite to trial where the accused
was charged with attempting to influence a juror�an offense then pun
ishable by a fine of not more than $1000 or not more than six months

imprisonment without hard labor. Said the Court: "[AJny misdemeanor
not involving infamous punishment might be prosecuted by information
instead of by indictment."27 Here imprisonment was not a necessary
punishment and if imposed it was without hard labor. Clearly the grand-
jury clause of the fifth amendment does not require ordinance prosecu
tions in state courts to be begun by indictment, since the grand-jury in
dictment requirement has been held to be inapplicable to all state prose
cutions.28

21 Burrow v. Hot Springs, 85 Ark. 396, 108 S.W. 823 (1908).
22 Brewer v. Watson, 191 Misc. 117, 77 N.Y.S.2d 97 (Sup. Ct. 1947).
23 Williamson v. Commonwealth, 43 Ky. (4 B.M.) 146 (1843) (warrant) ; City of St.

Louis v. Page, 259 S.W.2d 98 (Mo. App. 1953) (report of police chief) ; Finnical v. Cadiz,
61 Ohio St. 494, 56 N.E. 200 (1900) (affidavit of the mayor); Webster v. Knewel, 47
S.D. 142, 196 N.W. 549 (1924) (complaint).
2* 258 U.S. 433 (1922).
25 Id. at 441.
26 301 U.S. 492 (1937).
27 Id. at 494-95.
28 Hurtado v. California, 110 U.S. 516 (1884).
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There have been a few decisions to the effect that state constitutional
grand-jury indictment clauses applied to certain municipal ordinance
violations. At one time the Minnesota constitution was interpreted as

extending grand-jury indictment to those charged with violating or

dinances where the punishment could exceed three months imprisonment
or a one hundred dollar fine. During this period the Minnesota court

observed:

If the state itself, directly, should make the act an offence, and prescribe the punish
ment, there could be no question but that the act would be a "crime" and the prose
cution of it a "criminal prosecution," within the meaning of the constitution; and
how can it make any difference, either in the intrinsic nature of the thing or in the

consequences to the accused, whether the state does this itself, or delegates the

power to pass the law to the municipal authorities? Again, if the provisions of the
constitution do not apply to such prosecutions, there is practically no limitation upon
the power of the legislature to delegate to these municipalities authority to try and
punish summarily, without indictment, for violations of their ordinances .... The
exercise of any such unlimited and indefinite power to summarily prosecute and

punish would result in gross violation of the spirit and evident meaning of the con

stitution.29

Indictments for violation of municipal ordinances are no longer necessary
as the people of Minnesota removed from their constitution in 1904 the

grand-jury indictment clause, but the logic and persuasiveness of the
Minnesota court's opinion have contemporary significance and meaning
in all states presently having constitutional grand-jury clauses. Currently,
the Oklahoma constitutional provision requiring indictment is applicable
to all municipal ordinance prosecutions where the punishment may be a

fine and costs in excess of twenty dollars or imprisonment. This type of
ordinance prosecution is there understood to be a criminal proceeding.30
In New Jersey the state constitutional grand-jury indictment clause ap
plies to prosecutions for violating municipal ordinances whenever the act

charged was an indictable offense at common law. The New Jersey court
states: "The touchstone in determining whether an indictment is or is

29 State v. West, 42 Minn. 147, 1S2, 43 N.W. 845, 847 (1889). The Minnesota constitu
tion (art. 1, � 7, 1857) at the time guaranteed grand-jury indictment in criminal cases

"except in cases cognizable by justices of the peace," and the constitution limited jurisdiction
of justices of the peace to cases where the punishment did not exceed three months or a

fine not exceeding one hundred dollars. (This was amended in 1904.)
30 Ex parte Bochmann, 20 Okla. Crim. 78, 201 Pac. 537 (1921). The Oklahoma consti

tution, art. 2, � 17, provides:
No person shall be prosecuted criminally in courts of record for felony or misdemeanor
otherwise than by presentment or indictment or by information. No person shall be
prosecuted for a felony by information without having had a preliminary examination
before an examining magistrate, or having waived such preliminary examination.
Prosecutions may be instituted in courts not of record upon a duly verified complaint.
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not constitutionally requisite is whether or not the offense was one at
common law."31 Thus, where offensive behavior constituted such a crime
at common law as to make necessary a grand-jury indictment as a pre
liminary to trial, municipal corporations cannot make such activity an

offense triable in municipal courts without grand-jury indictment. The
New Jersey courts have emphasized that neither the legislature nor the
local governing bodies can "whittle away the protection thus afforded by
placing a common law indictable offense within the jurisdiction of the
local criminal courts."32 Illustratively, where the habitual sale of in

toxicating liquor in an establishment contrary to law made it a public
nuisance and an indictable offense, at common law, the legislature could
not authorize trial for such offense as an ordinance violation in municipal
courts without a grand-jury indictment.33 Similarly, where keeping a

disorderly house was an indictable offense at common law, a municipality
could not prosecute this offense as an ordinance violation initiated by
complaint rather than upon grand-jury indictment.34 Other states have
also held that where grand-jury indictment is not possible as a preliminary
to trial in a municipal court for violating municipal ordinances that the

municipalities cannot prosecute as ordinance violators those who commit
within the city activity which at common law constituted an indictable
crime.35
In New York it has been held that there was no right to a grand-jury

indictment where violation of the particular ordinance was understood
to be less than a misdemeanor and punishable only by a fine not to exceed

fifty dollars. The decision has further interest, however, for the court

indicated that if the city had made the offense a misdemeanor the ac

cused would then have been entitled to a grand-jury indictment as a pre
liminary to being brought to trial.36

2. The Right to Bail
Where the state constitutional clause merely states that "excessive

bail ought not to be required," there is no absolute right to freedom on

31 Board of Health v. New York Cent. R.R., 10 N.J. 294, 305, 90 A.2d 729, 734 (1952).
32 Id. at 304, 90 A.2d at 734.
33 Everingham v. City of Millville, 3 N.J. Misc. 293, 127 Atl. 826 (1925), aff'd, 101

N.J.L. 566, 129 Atl. 921 (1925).
3* State v. Green, 96 N.J.L. 434, 115 Atl. 333 (1921) ; Atlantic City v. Rollins, 76 N.J..L

254, 69 Atl. 964 (1908) .

35 State v. Frederic, 28 Idaho 709, 155 Pac. 977 (1916) ; Slaughter v. People, 2 Dougl.
334 (Mich. 1842).

86 Brewer v. Watson, 191 Misc. 117, 77 N.Y.S.2d 97 (Sup. Ct. 1947).
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bail even before conviction. However, in many states there is now, except
often in capital cases, an absolute right to bail before conviction and this
right should surely extend to those arrested for violating municipal or
dinances. The available authority is meager but in accord.37
Under the approach of most state courts there is no constitutional

right to freedom upon bail after conviction and pending an appeal, and
this has been applied to one convicted of violating a municipal ordinance
punishable by imprisonment.38 On the other hand, some states recognize
a right to bail pending appeal and here the right clearly should be avail
able to those found guilty of violating municipal ordinances although the

authority is again sparse.39

3. Right To Know the Nature and Cause of the Accusation

Many states provide substantially in the language of the Louisiana
constitution that, "In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall be in
formed of the nature and cause of the accusation against him . . . ."40
Where ordinance prosecutions are recognized as criminal proceedings the

right applies to a person charged with violating a local ordinance. The
instant right is violated by ordinances that are so vague and uncertain
that law-abiding citizens cannot reasonably understand what to avoid.
When charged in the language of such an ordinance, courts have ruled it
is impossible for an accused to adequately comprehend what was illegal
and what he must defend. Illustratively, the Louisiana court found vio
lative of the above constitutional clause the municipal prosecution of a

person under an ordinance making it an offense to "be on the streets of
the City after midnight without a satisfactory explanation."41 Similarly,
the Massachusetts court invalidated a Boston ordinance making it crim
inal to fail to move on, along a street, after seven minutes from the time
a policeman has so ordered. Said the court: "The vice of the ordinance
lies in its failure to prescribe any standard capable of intelligent human
evaluation to enable one chargeable with its violation to discover those
conditions which convert conduct which is prima facie lawful into that
which is criminal."42 Where the applicable constitutional clause is limited

37 City of New Orleans v. Lacoste, 169 La. 717, 125 So. 865 (1930) ; cf. City of Sioux
Falls v. Marshall, 48 S.D. 378, 204 N.W. 999 (1925) .

38 City of Sioux Falls v. Marshall, supra note 37.
39 City of New Orleans v. Lacoste, 169 La. 717, 125 So. 865 (1930).
40 La. Const, art. 1, � 10.

� City of Shreveport v. Brewer, 225 La. 93, 72 So. 2d 308 (1954).
42 Commonwealth v. Carpenter, 325 Mass. 519, 520, 91 N.E.2d 666, 667 (1950).
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to criminal prosecutions, most of the states will likely hold that this type
of clause does not apply to ordinance prosecutions on their usual con
clusion that such prosecutions are not criminal proceedings.43
In some states, by the wording of the constitutional clause, the right to

know the nature and cause of the accusation is not limited to criminal

prosecutions. Illustratively, in Ohio the state constitution provides: "In
any trial, in any court, the party accused shall be allowed ... to demand
the nature and cause of the accusation against him, and to have a copy
thereof . . . ."44 Accordingly, the Ohio Supreme Court holds that one

accused of violating a municipal ordinance is entitled to rights under this
clause.45 The Mississippi court likewise follows the proposition that this
constitutional right applies to prosecutions under municipal ordinances 46

Even in states having no constitutional clause giving the accused this

right, or denying the right to those prosecuted for violating ordinances,
due process of law clauses in state and federal constitutions will require
the reversal of convictions under local ordinances when the enactments

are too vague and indefinite 47 The Supreme Court has gone beyond this in

setting aside a conviction under a municipal ordinance because the or

dinance permitted punishment without proof of either actual knowledge
or the probability of knowledge of the duty imposed by the ordinance.48
Even more significant for the present discussion, due process of law will

require that a person charged with violating a municipal ordinance be

given clear notice of the cause of the accusation, and this rule is fully
applicable in those states where ordinance prosecutions are deemed civil.

Thus, in Florida, where the courts have consistently refused to acknowl

edge the criminal nature of the prosecution, the court states:

Due process of law requires that a person charged with an "offense" against a munici
pal ordinance shall be duly advised of the nature and cause of the accusation against
him and have reasonable opportunity to conserve his defense, whether by securing
witnesses or otherwise, and have it presented to and considered by the court before
rendering judgment in the cause.49

Under the influence of both the specific clauses and the due process
clauses the law is settled that where the enforcement of a municipal

43 State ex rel. Sellers v. Parker, 87 Fla. 181, 100 So. 260 (1924).
44 Ohio Const, art. 1, � 10.
45 Village of Strongsville v. McPhee, 142 Ohio St. S34, S3 N.E.2d S22 (1944).
46 Telheard v. Bay St. Louis, 87 Miss. S80, 40 So. 326 (1905).
4? Ex parte Beard, 246 Ala. 338, 20 So. 2d 721 (1944) ; City of Shreveport v. Brewer,

225 La. 93, 72 So. 2d 721 (1954).
48 Lambert v. California, 355 U.S. 225 (1957).
49 Wright v. Worth, 83 Fla. 204, 210, 91 So. 87, 89 (1922).
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ordinance is by criminal process, an information or indictment must con
tain sufficient facts and specific reference to the ordinance so as to rea

sonably apprise the defendant of the charge being placed against him.
It was not sufficient, ruled the Mississippi court, that the person accused
of violating an ordinance was informed that he "did, on or about the
10th day of June, 1905, within the City of Bay St. Louis, then and there
violate ordinance No. 2, sec. 7, of said city."50
Even where the enforcement of the ordinance is by civil process the

majority and preferred rule requires that the complaint must reasonably
specify the part of the ordinance violated and the time, place and manner

of the alleged wrong.51 A few decisions go beyond this and require that
the complaint inform the citizen of "the exact nature of the crime with
which he is charged."52 There is, however, some authority to the effect
that when ordinances are prosecuted by civil process such as complaint
or affidavit, the information regarding the alleged offense need not
be stated with the exactness of the rule governing indictments or in
formation.53 "It is sufficient," says a New Jersey court, "if it sets out

with clearness the offense charged and the substance of that part of the
ordinance which has been violated, with a reference to the title, date,
and section."54 Here the sufficiency of the complaint is determined as in
civil actions.55 Under such rule the Florida court has held sufficient a

docket entry reading: "No. 47018, Name and complaint, Mamie Wright,
having liquor in her possession in violation of Section 18a."56 Even under
this version of the rule, a charge of violating a municipal ordinance will

generally be defective if the complaint or affidavit does not indicate the
ordinance violated as well as the time and manner of violation.57 Thus,
it has been said of the need to clearly divulge both the section of the
ordinance allegedly violated and the date of violation, "This much, how
ever, it ought to contain, for the office of the complaint is not only to

60 Telheard v. Bay St. Louis, 87 Miss. S80, 40 So. 326 (1905).
51 Scott v. City & County of Denver, 125 Colo. 68, 241 P.2d 857 (1952) ; Town of

Bellville v. Kiernan, 39 N.J. Super. 480, 121 A.2d 411 (1956).
52 City of Cleveland v. Gogola, 58 N.E.2d 101, 103 (Ohio App. 1944).
53 Borough of Seaside Heights v. Olson, 7 N.J. Super. Ill, 72 A.2d 353 (1950) ; People

v. Kempner, 95 N.Y.S.2d 425 (Mag. Ct. 1950) ; Village of Strongsville v. McPhee, 142 Ohio
St. 534, 53 N.E.2d 522 (1944).
5* Keeler v. Milledge, 24 N.J.L. 142, 145 (1853).
55 Village of Koshkonong v. Boak, 173 Mo. App. 310, 158 S.W. 874 (1913).
56 Wright v. Worth, 83 Fla. 204, 206, 91 So. 87, 89 (1922).
57 State v. Cadwalader, 36 N.J.L. 283 (1873).
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give the magistrate jurisdiction, but eventually to apprize the party of
what offense he is charged with, and it answers neither of these purposes
with certainty unless it contains these particulars."58
Even where the ordinance prosecution is recognized as criminal, there

is some inclination to rule that the demand of exactness in informing the
accused applies to a somewhat lesser degree than in criminal prosecutions
generally.59 The offense charged can ordinarily be substantially expressed
in the language of the ordinance.60 A few jurisdictions do not require a

person accused of violating an ordinance to be given a written statement
so long as he is reasonably informed of the charge,61 but the majority and
better rule acknowledges the party's right to a written statement. It is
difficult to disagree with the Oklahoma court which states, in an ordinance

prosecution: "Every person accused of an offense, under the Constitu
tion and statutes of this State, has a right to be informed of the nature

and cause of the accusation against him .... It is difficult to see how
this can be safely and orderly accomplished without a definite written
accusation or complaint."62
At least where the violation is more than a "petty offense," one charged

with violating local rules of the District of Columbia should be entitled
by the sixth amendment to be informed of the nature and cause of the
accusation against him. If the violation should be characterized as a

petty offense the accused is entitled to due process of law under the fifth
amendment and even in civil proceedings the defendant is of right to be
given adequate notice of the nature of the litigation pending against
him.63 Whether under local law an ordinance prosecution be labelled
"criminal," "quasi-criminal" or "civil," it is suggested that the right of
a defendant to be reasonably informed of the nature and cause of the
accusation against him is so fundamental as to be binding upon the
states and their municipalities under the due process clause of the four
teenth amendment.

58 Keeler v. Milledge, 24 N.J.L. 142, 145 (1853).
59 People v. Jerome, 8 Misc. 2d 883, 168 N.Y.S.2d 452 (Erie County Ct. 1957).
so Burrow v. Hot Springs, 85 Ark. 396, 108 S.W. 823 (1908) ; City of Cleveland v.

Gogola, 58 N.E.2d 101 (Ohio App. 1944) .

fil Savage v. District of Columbia, 54 A.2d 562 (Munic. Ct. App. D.C. 1947) ; People v.

Bennett, 107 Mich. 430, 65 N.W. 280 (1895).
62 Ex parte Bochmann, 20 Okla. Crim. 78, 87, 201 Pac. 537, 541 (1921) ; accord, Mayor

& Aldermen of Birmingham v. O'Hearn, 149 Ala. 307, 42 So. 836 (1906).
63 Mullane v. Central Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306 (1950).
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4. Bans upon Double Jeopardy
Under the prevailing view today a person can be brought to trial for

activity violating a municipal ordinance even though he has earlier been
either convicted or acquitted under a state statute for the same conduct.
This is not violative of the state constitutional bans upon double jeop
ardy.64 The corollary is equally true according to the majority view;
conviction or acquittal in a prosecution for violating a municipal or
dinance will not prevent subsequent punishment for the same activity if
it also violates a state statute.65 Typically, the Minnesota court states:

"It is settled law in this state that a defendant may be tried for violating
a state statute even though he has been previously convicted for the
same act under a municipal ordinance."66 Therefore, both the state and
the municipal corporation can punish the same act without violating the
bans upon double jeopardy.67
The majority position is sometimes rationalized by the statement that

the double jeopardy prohibition applies only to criminal proceedings and
does not apply to ordinance prosecutions where they are not deemed
criminal.68 Often, the majority-rule courts arrive at the rule by reason

ing that the punishments are imposed by different governments.69 From

64 Theisen v. McDavid, 34 Fla. 440, 16 So. 321 (1894) ; State v. Cavett, 171 Minn. 505,
214 N.W. 479 (1927).

65 Perry v. City of Birmingham, 88 So. 2d 577 (Ala. App. 1956) ; Bueno v. State, 40
Fla. 160, 23 So. 862 (1898) ; Hunt v. City of Jacksonville, 34 Fla. 504, 16 So. 398 (1894) ;
Hankins v. People, 106 HI. 628 (1883) ; Robbins v. People, 95 III. 175 (1880) ; Louisville
& N.R.R. v. Commonwealth, 144 Ky. 558, 139 S.W. 785 (1911) ; State v. Clifford, 45 La.
Ann. 980, 13 So. 281 (1893); State v. Fourcade, 45 La. Ann. 717, 13 So. 187 (1893);
State v. Lee, 29 Minn. 445, 13 N.W. 913 (1882) ; Johnson v. State, 59 Miss. 543 (1882) ;
State v. Garner, 360 Mo. 50, 226 S.W.2d 604 (1950) ; State v. Jackson, 220 S.W.2d 779

(Mo. App. 1949) ; State v. Tucker, 137 Wash. 162, 242 Pac. 363, aff'd, 246 Pac. 758

(1926).
66 State v. Stevens, 247 Minn. 67, 70, 75 N.W .2d 903, 90S (19S6).
67 Ex parte Hong Shin, 98 Cal. 681, 33 Pac. 799 (1893) ; Thomas v. City of Indianapolis,

195 Ind. 440, 145 N.E. 550 (1924) ; State v. Garcia, 198 Iowa 744, 200 N.W. 201 (1924) ;
Town of Bloomfield v. Trimble, 54 Iowa 399, 6 N.W. S86 (1880) ; State v. Reid, 19 N.J.
Super. 32, 87 A.2d 562 (1952) ; Ex parte Monroe, 13 Okla. 62, 162 Pac. 233 (1917) ;
Cumpton v. City of Muskogee, 23 Okla. Crim. 412, 225 Pac. 562 (1923); O'Hover v.

Montgomery, 120 Tenn. 448, 111 S.W. 449 (1908).
68 Village of Maywood v. Houston, 10 111. 2d 117, 139 N.E.2d 233 (1956) ; People v.

Smith, 146 Mich. 193, 109 N.W. 411 (1906); State v. Garner, 360 Mo. 50, 226 S.W.2d
604 (1950) ; City of Milwaukee v. Johnson, 192 Wis. 585, 213 N.W. 335 (1927).

69 Mclnerney v. City of Denver, 17 Colo. 302, 29 Pac. 516 (1892) ; overruled, City of
Canon City v. Merris, 137 Colo. 169, 323 P.2d 614 (1958) ; Gillooley v. Vaughn, 92 Fla.

943, 110 So. 653 (1926) ; Theisen v. McDavid, 34 Fla. 440, 16 So. 321 (1894).
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the Supreme Court holding that the federal and state governments being
different sovereigns can both punish the same act,70 the state courts have
concluded that municipalities and the state should both be permitted to

punish. As questionable as is the present rule of the Supreme Court, the
analogy to states and their municipalities fails utterly as in no jurisdic
tion does the local government unit occupy the status of a sovereign;
rather the city is simply the agent of the state in enforcing police regula
tions. So long as the present rule prevails it is possible to have both
federal and municipal punishment for the same act. Even worse, under
a combination of both the unfortunate doctrines mentioned, treble

punishment would be possible. "It has long been settled," says the Kansas

court, "that a single act of an individual may be punished as a violation
of a city ordinance, of a state law, and of a federal law."71
The minority view, preferred by the present writer, is that prosecution

for an ordinance violation will bar prosecution for the same activity as

violative of a state statute, as well as the converse.72 As early as 1889,
the Michigan court had ruled that where activity violated both state
statutes and local ordinances "prosecutions may be instituted under either

law, and the court that first acquires jurisdiction over the person of the
accused has exclusive jurisdiction to hear, try, and determine the case;
and a conviction for an offense which is the same in both laws will be a

bar to a prosecution for the same offense under the other law."73 In 1907
the Supreme Court held that under the federal constitution there could
be no second trial and punishment by a second unit of the federal gov
ernment. In Grafton v. United States, the Court ruled that a court-
martial barred a later prosecution by the government of the Philippine
Islands since both "exert all their powers by authority of the United
States."74 It is exactly this analogy that should control to prevent two
arms of a sovereign state from punishing for the same act.
Dissatisfaction with the majority rule permitting two punishments for

the same act has taken various forms. Statutes have been enacted pro
viding, in effect:

No person shall be punished twice for the same act or omission, although such act
or omission may be an offense against the penal laws of the State, as well as against
the ordinances of such city or town; provided, that no ordinance of a city or town

70 Hebert v. Louisiana, 272 U.S. 312 (1926).
71 City of Ft. Scott v. Arbuckle, 165 Kan. 374, 385, 196 P.2d 217, 224 (1948).
72 Champion v. State, 110 Ark. 44, 160 S.W. 878 (1913) ; State v. Flint, 63 Conn. 248,

28 Atl. 28 (1893).
73 People v. Hanrahan, 75 Mich. 611, 628, 42 N.W. 1124, 1130 (1889).
74 206 VS. 333, 355 (1907).
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shall be valid which provides a less penalty for any act, omission or offense than is
prescribed by the statutes, where such act or omission is an offense against the
State.75

The undesirable result has to some extent been judicially avoided by
narrow interpretations of municipal power. The Florida court states:
"We fully recognize the rule that a municipality cannot by ordinance

punish an act already made penal by the state law, unless it has express
or clearly implied legislative authority so to do."76 And the Georgia
court has used even more striking language, stating:
Where the act is, in its nature, one which constitutes two offenses, one against the
state and one against the municipal government, the latter may be constitutionally
authorized to punish it, though it be also an offense under the state law; but the

legislative intention that this may be done ought to be manifest and unmistakable,
or the power in the corporation should be held not to exist.77

Currently, the Georgia courts are willing to go beyond this and hold that
an act penalized by a law of the state may be penalized also by a munic

ipal ordinance only if there is in the municipal offense some ingredient
not essential to the state offense, or if the municipal offense lacks some

ingredient essential to the state offense. Illustrating the reluctance to

permit municipal corporations to duplicate state criminal statutes, a

Georgia court states: "Any city ordinance attempting to make penal the
State offense of driving a motor vehicle while intoxicated would be in
valid."78 In effect, the court has come to the desirable result that munic

ipalities and the state cannot both punish for the same act. Recently, the
Colorado court has held that where an act is punishable under a state

statute, as well as under a municipal ordinance, the prosecution must

always be brought under the state statute, thus preventing two punish
ments by different arms of the same sovereign for the same act.79
Where prosecutions for violations of municipal ordinances, or certain

of them, are recognized as criminal or quasi-criminal proceedings, the
state constitutional bans upon double jeopardy will prevent a second trial
for the violation of an ordinance after the defendant has once been ac

quitted. Similarly, where ordinance prosecutions, or some of them, are
understood to be criminal or quasi-criminal, the municipality cannot

15 Davis v. State, 37 Tex. Crim. 359, 361, 39 S.W. 937 (1897). See also City of Frank
fort v. Aughe, 114 Ind. 77, 15 N.E. 802 (1888).

76 Theisen v. McDavid, 34 Fla. 440, 445, 16 So. 321, 323 (1894).
77 Moran v. City of Atlanta, 102 Ga. 840, 844, 30 S.E. 298, 300 (1898).
78 Smith v. State, 88 Ga. App. 749, 751, 77 S.E.2d 764, 765 (1953).
79 City of Canon City v. Merris, 137 Colo. 169, 323 P.2d 614 (1958) ; overruling Mc-

Inerny v. City of Denver, 17 Colo. 302, 29 Pac. 516 (1892).
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ordinarily appeal from an acquittal.80 The Michigan court once said
with much merit:

It is true that the proceedings for the enforcement of ordinances have always been

regarded as civil actions, but where, under the statute, the enforcement is sought by
a resort to proceedings which are carried forward in all respects as criminal cases

are prosecuted, by complaint and warrant, and where the court is authorized to in
flict upon the offender not only the fine, and imprisonment for its non-payment, but
also imprisonment aside from a pecuniary fine, I have no doubt that upon a trial on
the merits the offender has been as much in jeopardy, within the meaning of that

term, as though the proceedings were strictly criminal.81

In some states, prosecutions for certain ordinances will be deemed
criminal or quasi-criminal because the permissible punishment exceeds
a particular sum or period of incarceration. In other states, an ordinance

prosecution may become criminal or quasi-criminal by the means of
enforcement chosen by the local officials. In still other states, all prosecu
tions are deemed civil. Where ordinance-violation prosecutions are con

sidered civil actions the state constitutional bans upon double jeopardy
are ruled inapplicable and hence the municipal corporation can, if a

statute permits, appeal from an acquittal.82 Colorado seems to follow the

interesting position that an ordinance prosecution is so far criminal that
the municipal corporation cannot bring the accused to trial a second time
without an appeal, but that it is not so criminal as to prevent a municipal
ity from appealing a finding of not guilty.83

Since there is no constitutional right to an appeal by the defendant
from a finding of guilty in an ordinance prosecution, state statutes giving
the right can condition its exercise in various ways. Exposing the de
fendant in an ordinance prosecution to a new trial where his conviction
was set aside upon his own appeal will not of itself violate double jeop
ardy. The use of conditions is pointedly illustrated by an Alabama de
cision holding valid a statute giving persons found guilty of ordinance

80 People v. Riksen, 284 Mich. 284, 279 N.W. S13 (1938); City of St. Paul v. Stamm,
106 Minn. 81, 118 N.W. 1S4 (1908) ; City of Newark v. Pulverman, 12 NJ. 10S, 95 A.2d
889 (1953) ; City of Hudson v. Granger, 23 Misc. 401, 52 N.Y. Supp. 9 (Sup. Ct. 1898) ;

City of Minot v. Whitfield, 71 N.W.2d 766 (N.D. 1955) ; Portland v. Erickson, 39 Ore. 1,
62 Pac. 753 (1900) ; City of Roanoke v. Donckers, 187 Va. 491, 47 S.E.2d 440 (1948) ; cf.

City of Salem v. Read, 187 Ore. 437, 211 P.2d 481 (1949).
81 Village of Northville v. Westfall, 75 Mich. 603, 608, 42 N.W. 1068, 1070 (1889).
82 Village of Maywood v. Houston, 10 111. 2d 117, 139 N.E.2d 233 (1956) ; City of St.

Louis v. Bender, 248 Mo. 113, 154 S.W. 88 (1913) ; City of Kansas v. Clarke, 68 Mo. 588
(1878).

83 Compare City of Greeley v. Hamman, 12 Colo. 94, 20 Pac. 1 (1888), with Noland v.

People, 33 Colo. 322, 80 Pac. 887 (1905).
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violations a right of appeal to the circuit court, and then a right of appeal
to the municipality from an adverse circuit court ruling.84
Even where ordinance prosecutions are recognized as criminal, the im

position of a more severe punishment upon second and subsequent of
fenders will be constitutional and will not offend the basic protections of
double jeopardy.85

5. The Right to a Speedy and Public Trial

The typical state constitution guarantees the right to a speedy and

public trial in all criminal prosecutions. Once it is recognized that an
ordinance prosecution is criminal in nature, this right clearly applies.
There is no justification for limiting the right to felonies or grave of
fenses. The Texas court has aptly stated:

The constitutional provision applies to all criminal accusations, without respect to the

grade of the crime of which the accused may stand charged ... so every other person
who might happen to be accused of any offense against the law, though it were only
a misdemeanor or petty offense, would have the same constitutional right.86

The right to a speedy trial in ordinance prosecutions, as in criminal
prosecutions generally, is relative and guarantees only a trial with rea

sonable promptness. In an ordinance case where the defendant demanded
a jury trial after the jury had been discharged for the term, it was held
that trial at the next jury term would not violate this constitutional

right.87 Further, the right can be waived by the accused, as by not ob

jecting to a continuance requested by the prosecution.88
The prosecution of municipal ordinances surely should be as open and

as public as criminal prosecutions generally, and there is authority to

support the position.89 The Florida court, however, has suggested that
the constitutional right to a speedy and public trial does not apply to

ordinance prosecutions on the usual ground that they are "only civil"

proceedings.90 There is as yet no decision by the Supreme Court that
the right to a speedy trial is so basic as to be binding upon the states and

8* City of Birmingham v. Williams, 229 Ala. 101, 155 So. 877 (1934).
8!> State v. Stewart, 79 Ohio App. 340, 64 N.E.2d 252 (1945).
8� Ex parte Turman, 26 Tex. 708, 710 (1863).
87 City of Creston v. Nye, 74 Iowa 369, 37 N.W. 777 (1888).
88 People v. Crittenden, 93 Cal. App. 2d 871, 209 P.2d 161 (1949).
89 Battenheiser v. City of Cincinnati, 41 Ohio App. 303, 180 N.E. 209 (1931). The

right was also assumed to apply in City of Creston v. Nye, 74 Iowa 369, 37 N.W. 777

(1888), and People v. Crittenden, supra note 88.
90 state ex rel. Sellers v. Parker, 87 Fla. 181, 100 So. 260 (1924).
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their political subdivisions under the due process clause of the fourteenth
amendment. However, the Court has given strong hints that the right to
a public trial is so fundamental that it cannot be denied by a state in a

criminal prosecution. In In re Oliver, where the defendant was charged
with contempt before a grand jury, the Court stated :

In view of this nation's historic distrust of secret proceedings, their inherent dangers
to freedom, and the universal requirement of our federal and state governments that
criminal trials be public, the Fourteenth Amendment's guarantee that no one shall be

deprived of his liberty without due process of law means at least that an accused
cannot thus be sentenced to prison.91

Clearly, whatever the local community labels an ordinance prosecution,
the person sentenced to imprisonment, either directly or for failure to

pay a fine, is being "deprived of his liberty" just as effectively as by the
determination of a state court. At least where ordinance violators can be
sentenced to prison, directly or indirectly, due process of law under the
fourteenth amendment, as well as under state constitutional clauses, de
mands a right to a public trial.

6. Right of Trial by Jury
Under decisions of the Supreme Court, the right of trial by jury set

forth in the sixth amendment and the right to a jury indicated in the
seventh amendment, are not binding upon the municipal corporations of
a state, nor does due process of law under the fourteenth amendment re

quire a jury trial when a person is tried for violating a municipal or
dinance.92

So far as local prosecutions by the District of Columbia are concerned,
article three of the Constitution and the sixth amendment's requirement
of jury trials "in all criminal prosecutions," call for trial by jury in some,
but not all, local prosecutions. In 1888 in the case of Callan v. Wilson,93
the Supreme Court had before it the charge of conspiracy to extort money
which had been heard in the District Police Court. The Court said:
"[Conspiracy] is an offense of a grave character, affecting the public at

large, and we are unable to hold that a person charged with having com

mitted it in this District is not entitled to a jury, when put upon his
trial."94 In 1904, however, in Schick v. United States,95 where the offense

91 333 U.S. 257, 273 (1948).
92 Natal v. Louisiana, 139 U.S. 621 (1891).
93 127 U.S. 540 (1888).
94 Id. at SS6.
95 19S U.S. 65 (1904).
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was violating the local oleomargarine regulations with a penalty of fifty
dollars, the Court, over dissent by Mr. Justice Harlan, ruled: "[S]o
small a penalty for violating a revenue statute indicates only a petty
offense .... In such a case there is no constitutional requirement of a
jury."96 Finally, in 1930 the Court, in District of Columbia v. Colts,91
ruled that there was a constitutional right to jury trial when charged
with driving a motor vehicle beyond the speed limit so as to endanger
property and individuals. The Court stated that this was in its very
nature malum in se, and was an indictable offense at common law. The
Court added that the offense was one of such obvious depravity that to
characterize it as a petty offense would be to shock the general moral
sense. The Court then concluded, "Such an act properly cannot be
described otherwise than as a grave offense�a crime within the meaning
of the third Article of the Constitution�and as such within the consti
tutional guaranty of trial by jury."98 Although District of Columbia v.

Clawans" involved a prosecution for violating an act of Congress rather
than a local regulation, the Court gave further insight into what consti
tuted a "petty offense." The Court concluded that maximum imprison
ment of ninety days for engaging in the business of dealer in second
hand properties in violation of the act did not prevent the crime from

being a petty offense, Justices McReynolds and Butler dissenting from

this conclusion.100 The Court here emphasized the importance of looking
at the permissible punishment in determining if the crime was a petty
offense. On another occasion the Court emphasized the nature of the
offense. In the Colts case the Court stated: "Whether a given offense is
to be classed as a crime, so as to require a jury trial, or as a petty offense,
triable summarily without a jury, depends primarily upon the nature of
the offense."101 Available precedent, then, suggests that an accused in
the District of Columbia will be entitled of constitutional right to a jury
trial only when the permissible punishment is something beyond ninety
days and when the court concludes the act is one "of obvious depravity"
or the offense is "grave," "malum in se" or an "indictable offense at the
common law." It cannot be stated that the right does not apply to mis
demeanors for, as indicated above, at least two misdemeanors, reckless

96 Id. at 67.
9T 282 U.S. 63 (1930).
98 Id. at 73-74 (citations omitted).
99 300 U.S. 617 (1937).
i�� Id. at 626 (dissenting opinion).
101 282 U.S. 63, 73 (1930).
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driving and conspiracy to extort money, have been held to entitle an

accused to trial by jury.
The general rule in the state courts is that one accused of violating a

municipal ordinance is not entitled to trial by jury as of constitutional

right.102 State constitutions customarily have two trial-by-jury clauses.
The first, applicable to criminal prosecutions, is ordinarily worded like
that of section 24 of the Arizona constitution: "In criminal prosecu
tions, the accused shall have the right to trial by an impartial jury."
The other constitutional clause, applicable to civil proceedings, is

typically worded in the language of section 23 of the Arizona constitu
tion: "The right of trial by jury shall remain inviolate." Since most state
courts have refused to characterize municipal ordinance prosecutions as

criminal proceedings, the first type of state constitutional clause is gen
erally ruled inapplicable to ordinance cases.103 Even though sizable fines
and incarceration can be imposed upon the defendant, this rule is or

dinarily applied.104 The same position is maintained even where the
offense prosecuted by the municipal corporation is simultaneously a

crime under state law for which the defendant, if tried for violating the
state law, would be entitled to a jury trial as of constitutional right.105

102 Natal v. Louisiana, 139 U.S. 621 (1891) ; City of Birmingham v. Williams, 229

Ala. 101, 155 So. 877 (1934); State ex rel. SeUers v. Parker, 87 Fla. 181, 100 So. 260

(1924) ; Pearson v. Wimbish, 124 Ga. 701, 52 S.E. 751 (1906) ; City of Newport v. Holly,
108 Ky. 621, 57 S.W. 491 (1900); Amite City v. Holly, 50 La. Ann. 627, 23 So. 746

(1898) ; Norwood v. Wiseman, 141 Md. 696, 119 Atl. 688 (1922) ; Chapin v. City of

Worcester, 124 Mass. 464 (1878) ; Commonwealth v. Whitney, 108 Mass. 5 (1871) ; In re

Cox, 129 Mich. 635, 89 N.W. 440 (1902) ; State v. Ketterer, 248 Minn. 173, 79 N.W .2d 136

(1956) ; City of Mankato v. Arnold, 36 Minn. 62, 30 N.W. 305 (1886) ; DeLaney v. Kansas

City, 167 Mo. 667, 67 S.W. 589 (1902); City of Marshal v. Standard, 24 Mo. App. 192

(1887) ; State v. Ruhe, 24 Nev. 251, 52 Pac. 274 (1898) ; McGear v. Woodruff, 33 N.J.L.
213 (1868); People v. Dobbertin, 202 Misc. 16, 114 N.Y.S.2d 147 (Yates County Ct.

1951) ; Brewer v. Watson, 191 Misc. 117, 77 N.Y.S.2d 97 (Sup. Ct. 1947) ; People v.

Fenton, 144 Misc. 710, 259 N.Y.S.2d 913 (Cattarangus County Ct. 1932) ; Byers v.

Commonwealth, 42 Pa. St. 89 (1862) ; Ragsdale v. City of Danville, 116 Va. 484, 82 S.E. 77

(1914).
103 City of Chicago v. Knobel, 232 HI. 112, 83 N.E. 459 (1908) ; State v. Marcinick, 97

Minn. 355, 105 N.W. 965 (1906) ; City of Oshkosh v. Lloyd, 255 Wis. 601, 39 N.W.2d 772
(1949) ; City of Milwaukee v. Johnson, 192 Wis. 585, 213 N.W. 335 (1927) ; cf. City of
Ft. Scott v. Arbuckle 165 Kan. 374, 196 P.2d 217 (1948).

i�* Loeb v. Jennings, 133 Ga. 796, 67 S.E. 101 (1910).
103 Mclnerny v. City of Denver, 17 Colo. 302, 29 Pac. 516 (1892) ; Amite City v. Holly,

50 La. Ann. 627, 23 So. 746 (1898) ; State v. Parks, 199 Minn. 622, 273 N.W. 233 (1937) ;
State v. Anderson, 165 Minn. 150, 206 N.W. 51 (1925) ; Ogden v. City of Madison, 111
Wis. 413, 87 N.W. 568 (1901). But see, City of Canon City v. Merris, 137 Colo. 169, 323
P.2d 614 (1958).
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Furthermore, the rule has been applied where the maximum punishment
possible under the ordinance was greater than under the state statute

punishing the same act.106
Even in states which are willing to recognize 'that some ordinance

prosecutions are criminal proceedings for the purpose of constitutional
interpretation, the courts have generally ruled that under the right-of-
trial-by-jury clauses the ordinance violations are but "petty offenses" for
which juries need not be provided.107

Since the majority of state courts label ordinance prosecutions as "civil"
rather than "criminal" proceedings, it might be concluded that the pro
visions in state constitutions for right of trial by jury in civil cases would
be applicable to ordinance prosecutions. This result does not always fol
low. Where, as in the usual state constitution, the clause provides that
"the right of trial by jury shall remain inviolate," the courts customarily
reason that the right extends only to those cases triable by jury at com
mon law,108 at the time of the adoption of the first state constitution with
such a clause, or at the time of the adoption of the present state consti
tution.109 Since the right of trial by jury for ordinance violations did not

exist in most states at any of the above three dates, the courts have de
cided that the constitutional clause gives no right to jury trial even in
civil cases of this kind. Typically, the Minnesota court states: "Before
the adoption of the constitution, and generally in this country and in

England ... the prevalent practice and rule was to dispense with jury
trials in municipal prosecutions for the violation of ordinances."110 Sim

ilarly, the Florida court observes:

Section 3 of the Declaration of Rights in our Constitution, providing that "the right
of trial by jury shall be secure to all, and remain inviolate forever," was never intended
to extend the right of jury trial, but merely secures it in the cases in which it was

matter of right before the adoption of the Constitution. Trials in municipal courts
for infractions of municipal ordinances were conducted generally without juries

10� City of Ft. Scott v. Arbuckle, 165 Kan. 374, 196 P.2d 217 (1948).
i�7 Ragsdale v. City of Danville, 116 Va. 484, 82 S.E. 77 (1914). Compare Frankfurter

& Corcoran, Petty Federal Offenses and the Constitutional Guaranty of Trial by Jury, 39

Harv. L. Rev. 917 (1926).
108 State ex rel. Sellers v. Parker, 87 Fla. 181, 100 So. 260 (1924).
10� Board of Health v. New York Cent. R.R., 10 N.J. 294, 90 A.2d 729 (1952) ; Town

of Montclair v. Stanoyevich, 6 N.J. 479, 79 A.2d 288 (1951). The effect of choosing the

date of the adoption of the original rather than the date of the present constitution is

brought out in the Stanoyevich case where by statute the right existed at the time of the

adoption of the present constitution, yet the court denied the right on the theory that

there was no such right in 1776 at the adoption of the original constitution.
HO City of Mankato v. Arnold, 36 Minn. 62, 64, 30 N.W. 305, 306 (1886).
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prior to the adoption of our Constitution, and, therefore, do not fall within the con

stitutional guarantee; and offenders against such ordinances are not entitled
to a jury trial in such courts.111

Some majority-rule courts have suggested that denial of jury trial is

necessary for the expeditious enforcement of the law. The Georgia court

once said: "It is well that such is the law, the constitutional law; for if
no man could be fined or imprisoned for violation of city police ordi

nances, except by jury trial on indictment, away would go all power in
our municipal authorities to preserve peace and good order within their

corporate powers."112
In sustaining the denial of a jury trial for ordinance violations at the

municipal-court level, some courts have defended the result by stating
that the availability of a jury upon appeal to a court of general jurisdic
tion where a trial de novo can be had satisfies all demands of the consti
tution. Mr. Justice Brewer, then of the Kansas court, once said:

"[W]here the summary proceeding authorized by statute is in a municipal
court, for the violation of one of the city ordinances, and the defendant

may have an appeal, clogged by no unreasonable restrictions, to an ap
pellate court in which he has a right to a trial by jury, this is sufficient,
and his constitutional rights are not invaded."113 Not all courts agree
that the availability of a jury on appeal satisfies the constitutional re

quirements. Thus, the Supreme Court states: "To accord to the accused
a right to be tried by a jury, in an appellate court, after he has been once

fully tried otherwise than by a jury, in the court of original jurisdiction,
and sentenced to pay a fine or be imprisoned . . . does not satisfy the re

quirements of the Constitution."114 This sixth amendment interpretation
is presently binding only upon the federal courts. To those accused
of violating municipal ordinances who do not have sufficient means

111 State ex rel. Sellers v. Parker, 87 Fla. 181, 186-87, 100 So. 260, 261-62 (1924) ; ac

cord, Hunt v. City of Jacksonville, 34 Fla. 504, 16 So. 398 (1894) ; City of Ft. Scott v.
Arbuckle, 165 Kan. 374, 196 P.2d 217 (1948) ; State v. City of Topeka, 36 Kan. 76, 12
Pac. 310 (1886); City of Newport v. Holly, 108 Ky. 621, 57 S.W. 491 (1900); Ragsdale
v. City of Danville, 116 Va. 484, 82 S.E. 77 (1914).

112 Hill v. Mayor of Dalton, 72 Ga. 314, 319 (1884).
113 City of Emporia v. Volmer, 12 Kan. 622, 631 (1874) ; accord, City of Des Moines

v. Pugh, 231 Iowa 1283, 2 N.W.2d 754 (1942) ; Zelle v. McHenry, 51 Iowa 572 (1879) ; In
re Jahn, 55 Kan. 694, 41 Pac. 956 (1895) ; Moundsville v. Fountain, 27 W. Va. 182 (1885) ;
City of Oshkosh v. Lloyd, 255 Wis. 601, 39 N.W.2d 772 (1949) ; Ogden v. City of Madison,
111 Wis. 413, 87 N.W. 568 (1901).

114 Callan v. Wilson, 127 U.S. 540, 557 (1888) ; accord, Franks v. City of Muskogee, 14
Okla. Crim. 391, 171 Pac. 492 (1918); Ex parte Johnson, 13 Okla. Crim. 31, 161 Pac.
1097 (1917).
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to prosecute an appeal, the availability of a jury on appeal is of
slight consolation or fairness. Furthermore, since an appeal is not or

dinarily a matter of constitutional right, appeals have been surrounded
by many conditions to the disadvantage of the defendant. Illustrative
is the Alabama statute which allows the defendant an appeal but then
gives the municipal corporation a right of further appeal should the
accused be acquitted in the court of general jurisdiction.115 Where a

state court justifies denying the jury right at the municipal-court level on
the theory that its availability on appeal should suffice, the constitutional
right to trial by jury is violated where statutes and ordinances surround
the appeal with unreasonable conditions and restrictions.116
Notwithstanding the majority rule stated, that persons accused of

violating municipal ordinances will not have a right to trial by jury, there
is a constitutional right of trial by jury in a number of states, at least as
to certain ordinance violations. Where the Texas constitution provided:
"In all cases where Justices of the Peace or other judicial officers of in
ferior tribunals shall have jurisdiction in the trial of causes, where the

penalty for the violation of a law is fine and imprisonment (except in
cases of contempt) the accused shall have the right of trial by jury,"117
it was held unconstitutional to try a person charged with assault and bat

tery in violation of a municipal ordinance without a jury.118 So, too, it
was unconstitutional to try a party without a jury for permitting gam
bling upon the premises, in violation of an ordinance.119 The Texas
constitution was amended in 1935 to read: "The right of trial by jury
shall remain inviolate."120 Clearly, the constitutional right recognized
earlier in the aforementioned cases should continue in that jurisdiction.
Wherever state constitutions provide that the right of trial by jury
shall remain inviolate and certain offenses were triable by jury pre
viously, they remain triable by jury, and this includes prosecutions for

violating ordinances.121 Additionally, where ordinance prosecutions are

recognized as criminal proceedings above the level of the petty offense,
the right to jury trial follows from the state constitutional clause guaran
teeing trial by jury in all criminal prosecutions.
In some states, as Ohio, where an ordinance may provide imprison-
115 City of Birmingham v. Williams, 229 Ala. 101, 1SS So. 877 (1934).
H6 in re Jahn, SS Kan. 694, 41 Pac. 9S6 (1895).
117 Tex. Const, art. IV, � 19 (1845).
H8 Burns v. Town of LaGrange, 17 Tex. 415 (1856).
H9 Smith v. San Antonio, 17 Tex. 644 (1856).
120 Tex. Const, art. I, � 15 (1935).
121 Belatti v. Pierce, 8 S.D. 456, 66 N.W. 1088 (1896).
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ment as a direct punishment, there is a constitutional right of trial by
jury.122 In Oklahoma, if imprisonment is possible or if fines and costs
amount to more than twenty dollars, there is a constitutional right of
trial by jury in ordinance prosecutions. An Oklahoma court states: "The
test as to whether or not the accused is entitled to a jury is whether or
not the punishment will or might be imprisonment, or a fine and costs
in excess of $20 for the nonpayment of which the accused may be im
prisoned."123 The Iowa constitution in effect guarantees a jury trial if
the punishment is imprisonment for thirty days or more or a fine of over
one hundred dollars but, as noted earlier, the Iowa court finds the re

quirement satisfied if a jury is available on appeal from the city court to
the court of general jurisdiction.124 Under the United States and Okla
homa constitutions, which recognize the right to trial by jury at the trial
court in certain local prosecutions, the constitutional right has been held
not to be satisfied by a jury on appeal.125
The Arizona court has held that where an act charged as violative of

a municipal ordinance was triable by a jury at common law, the person
accused of violating the municipal ordinance is entitled to a jury as of
constitutional right.126 The Pennsylvania rule likewise requires jury
trial as of constitutional right in ordinance prosecutions where the offense
was triable by a jury prior to the adoption of the constitution.127 So,
where gambling by lottery was an offense triable by jury when the con

stitution was adopted, the legislature or a municipal government cannot
deprive a party so accused of his constitutional right to a jury when
prosecuted for violating an ordinance.128 And, where an ordinance pro-

122 City of Fremont v. Keating, 96 Ohio St. 468, 118 N.E. 114 (1917) ; New Miami v.

White, 73 Ohio App. 12, S3 N.E.2d 664 (1943).
123 Ex parte Johnson, 20 Okla. Crim. 66, 75-76; 201 Pac. 533, 537 (1921); accord, Ex

parte Daugherty, 21 Okla. Crim. 56, 204 Pac. 917 (1922). See also Diehl v. City of Shidler,
78 Okla. Crim. 434, 150 P.2d 76 (1945) ; Franks v. City of Muskogee, 14 Okla. Crim. 391,
171 Pac. 492 (1918); Ex parte Johnson, 13 Okla. Crim. 30, 161 Pac. 1097 (1917); Ex
parte Gownlock, 13 Okla. Crim. 293, 164 Pac. 130 (1917). Professor Merrill of the Okla
homa Law School does not seem favorably impressed with the Oklahoma rule. Merrill,
Sanctions and Fora for Enforcement of Municipal Ordinances in Oklahoma, 10 Okla. L.
Rev. 1 (1957).

124 City of Des Moines v. Pugh, 231 Iowa 1283, 2 N.W.2d 754 (1942) ; City of Creston
v. Nye, 74 Iowa 369, 37 N.W. 777 (1888).

123 Callan v. Wilson, 127 U.S. 540, 556-57 (1888) ; Ex parte Johnson, 13 Okla. Crim. 30,
161 Pac. 1097 (1917).

126 Bowden v. Nugent, 26 Ariz. 485, 226 Pac. 549 (1924).
127 Commonwealth v. Wesley, 171 Pa. Super. 566, 91 A.2d 295 (1952).
128 Commonwealth v. Heiman, 127 Pa. Super. 1, 190 Atl. 479 (1937).
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vided punishment for having, making or transporting liquor contrary to
the law of the state, offenses deserving of jury trial at the time of the
adoption of the constitution, the accused could not be deprived of this
right in an ordinance prosecution.129 There is an indication in the New
York decisions that one accused of violating a municipal ordinance will
be entitled to a jury as of constitutional right when the city has made
the violation a misdemeanor.130
Following the interpretation of the federal constitution, the Michigan

Attorney General has rendered the opinion that the gravity of the munic
ipal ordinance offense determines whether there is a constitutional right
to trial by jury, and he has advised that, under the state constitution, a
statute providing for trial without jury in all municipal ordinance prose
cutions would be invalid.131 In those states providing by constitution
that the right to trial by jury "shall remain inviolate," there may well be
a constitutional right to jury trial for ordinance violators even though
the exact offense was unknown when the constitution was adopted. The
New Jersey Supreme Court, in discussing the right in ordinance cases,
has well said: "A defendant in a criminal proceeding today is entitled
as of right to a jury trial only if the offense with which he is charged was

triable by a jury at common law, or, should it be a new offense created

by statute, if it belongs to a class of cases triable by jury at common

law . . . ."132 This is a highly desirable constitutional interpretation, sup
ported by adequate analogical precedent in other interpretations of the
constitutional right to trial by jury.
Where the state constitutional clause applicable to criminal prosecu

tions gives the right, the jury is to be instructed that it must find the
defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.133 Where the clause recog
nizing the jury right in civil cases applies, the judge can direct the jury
to return a verdict against the defendant.134 Finally, many states by
statute give defendants a right to appeal to courts of general jurisdiction
where they frequently receive jury trials.135 However, since by the usual
view there is no constitutional right to trial by jury for ordinance viola
tions, the state legislatures in the majority-rule jurisdictions can, if they

129 Roy Tea v. Borough, 71 Pitts. 669, IS Mun. 38 (1923).
i3� Brewer v. Watson, 191 Misc. 117, 77 N.Y.S.2d 97 (Sup. Ct. 1947).
131 Ops. Mich. Att'y Gen. 92 (1925-26).
132 Board of Health v. New York Cent. R.R., 10 NJ. 294, 303, 90 A.2d 729, 733

(19S2).
133 City of Stanberry v. O'Neal, 166 Mo. App. 709, ISO S.W. 1104 (1912).
134 Lloyd v. City of Canon City, 46 Colo. 19S, 103 Pac. 288 (1909).
135 Miller v. Winstead, 75 Idaho 262, 270 P.2d 1010 (1954).
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desire, deny the jury right both in the municipal court and on appeal to
the state court of general jurisdiction.136
In the view of this writer, whenever one accused of violating a munic

ipal ordinance can be imprisoned, either directly or for failure to pay a

fine, constitutional right-of-trial-by-jury clauses should be applicable. At
least two Justices of the Supreme Court have warned, and well, of "the
grave danger to liberty when the accused must submit to the uncertain

judgment of a single magistrate,"137 in so-called "minor" offenses fre

quently permitting imprisonment for as long as six months for a single
violation.

7. The Right To Confront Adversary Witnesses

Most states have constitutional clauses patterned after the provision
in the sixth amendment that reads: "In all criminal prosecutions, the
accused shall enjoy the right ... to be confronted with the witnesses

against him . . . ." From analogical precedents the right of confrontation
will apply to those charged with violating local regulations in the District
of Columbia, at least as to charges more serious than the "petty of
fense."138 The Supreme Court has not yet had occasion to consider
whether the right to confront one's accusers in a criminal prosecution is
so basic and fundamental as to be part of due process of law and binding
upon the states under the fourteenth amendment. However, the Court
has said that a right to examine the witnesses against him is a right under
due process of law in the fourteenth amendment,139 and surely, even if
an ordinance prosecution should be labelled "civil," this is a right that is
the very essence of any fair judicial proceeding and, as such, should be
binding upon municipalities in their ordinance prosecutions.
There is a paucity of authority but the state courts will probably hold

this constitutional right not binding under the usually worded clause in
ordinance prosecutions on their customary theory that they are not
criminal. The Florida, Missouri and Tennessee courts have already so

concluded.140 However, some state constitutional clauses by their word
ing are not limited to criminal prosecutions and here the right should be

136 City of Ft. Scott v. Arbuckle, 165 Kan. 374, 196 P.2d 217 (1948).
137 District of Columbia v. Clawans, 300 U.S. 617, 634 (1937).
138 Cases cited notes 24-28 supra.
139 In re Oliver, 333 U.S. 257, 273 (1948).
140 State ex rel. Sellers v. Parker, 87 Fla. 181, 100 So. 260 (1924) ; City of Webster

Groves v. Quick, 319 S.W.2d 543 (Mo. 1959) ; Deitch v. City of Chattanooga, 195 Tenn.
245, 258 S.W.2d 776 (1953).
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applicable in an ordinance prosecution. Consequently, the Ohio consti
tutional provision, which states: "In any trial, in any court, the party
accused shall be allowed ... to meet the witnesses face to face . . . .", is
recognized as applicable in ordinance prosecutions.141 Furthermore, even
where an ordinance prosecution is thought to be of a civil nature, the
right of confronting adversary witnesses is, as Professor Wigmore has
concluded, fundamental "in every form of proceeding."142 It should,
accordingly, be a matter of constitutional right under state due process
clauses in all ordinance prosecutions, regardless of how they are labelled
locally.
In felony cases there is generally a constitutional right to be present

at trial. Some courts have ruled that misdemeanors could be tried with
out the presence of the accused, but the later cases and the preferred
view is to recognize the right of one charged with a misdemeanor to be

present at his trial.143 Where ordinance violations are deemed misde

meanors, as they often are, the right of one charged with violating an

ordinance to be present at the prosecution should be accepted. There is
a paucity of case law on whether one accused of an ordinance violation

can, under local constitutions, be tried in his absence. However, a Missouri
court recently concluded in a well-reasoned opinion that it is unconsti
tutional to try an ordinance violator who is ill and unable to be present
at his trial.144 There is some Ohio authority to the effect that, if the right
exists in ordinance prosecutions, it is not violated where the accused was

not present when the jury was drawn.145 There appears to be little
societal justification for trying alleged ordinance violators in their ab
sence and, where as of constitutional right an accused is entitled to be

present at his trial, the right should extend to ordinance prosecutions.
Ordinarily, he would know better than anyone else whether the prosecu
tion's witnesses were deviating from the truth, and defending an accused
without his presence becomes extremely difficult. The justifications for
the constitutional provisions seem fully applicable to ordinance prosecu
tions resulting in fines and imprisonments, and it is suggested that they
are matters of right in ordinance cases.

141 Ohio Const, art. I, � 10. But cf. City of Columbus v. Meadley, 78 Ohio App. 490, 65
N.E.2d 719 (no right to know name of informer).

142 5 Wigmore, Evidence � 1400 (3d ed. 1940).
143 People v. Aymar, 98 Cal. App. 1, 276 Pac. S9S (1929) ; Butcher v. Commonwealth,

276 S.W.2d 437 (Ky. 19SS) ; Cole v. State, 35 Okla. Crim. 50, 248 Pac. 347 (1926).
14* City of St. Louis v. Walker, 309 S.W.2d 671 (St. Louis Ct. App. 1958).
145 Molitor v. State, 6 Ohio C.C.R. 263 (1892).
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8. The Right To Compel the Attendance of Witnesses

Many states have constitutional clauses in the language of the sixth
amendment providing that: "In all criminal prosecutions, the accused
shall enjoy the right ... to have compulsory process for obtaining wit
nesses in his favor . . . ." There is no decision by the Supreme Court that
this is so fundamental as to be binding upon state courts under the due

process clause of the fourteenth amendment, and state courts, under the
majority view that ordinance prosecutions are not criminal, will very
likely deny the applicability of these clauses in ordinance prosecutions.146
However, even due process of law in civil cases should require that a

party have compulsory process to compel the attendance of witnesses,
and the Florida court has ruled that under due process the right exists
in a person charged with violating an ordinance.147 No contrary authority
has been discovered, and it is inconceivable that due process of law
would be satisfied by trying an alleged ordinance violator without giving
him the means to put in a defense. Here, labels used to describe the

prosecution have no significance, for defendants in civil cases are of
constitutional right assured of reasonable opportunities to defend the

litigation against them.148

9. The Right to Counsel
In all federal and state courts, including municipal tribunals, one ac

cused of violating an ordinance has the right to appear by counsel of his
own hiring and to be defended by him. The right to be represented by
counsel is the very essence of due process of law under the fourteenth

amendment, according to the Supreme Court.149 The constitutional right
of an indigent person charged with an ordinance violation to have the
city or state appoint counsel to defend him is somewhat more doubtful.
The sixth amendment right to counsel in the federal courts probably
applies to all prosecutions by the federal government, although con-

cededly, it is not at this writing settled by the Supreme Court that it
applies to petty offenses in the District of Columbia. In 1942 the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit granted
habeas corpus to a person convicted in the Juvenile Court of the District
of Columbia for failing to support and maintain his children, a mis
demeanor under the District Code, for which he had been sentenced to a

146 State ex rel. Sellers v. Parker, 87 Fla. 181, 100 So. 260 (1924).
147 Wright v. Worth, 83 Fla. 204, 210, 91 So. 87, 89 (1922).
148 Brinkerhoff-Faris Trust & Sav. Co. v. Hill, 281 U.S. 673 (1930).

In re Oliver, 333 U.S. 257, 263 (1948).
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year in the workhouse. The government argued that the right to counsel
under the sixth amendment applied only to grave offenses, but the court

rejected the argument, stating:
No such differentiation is made in the wording of the guaranty itself, and we are

cited to no authority, and know of none, making this distinction. The purpose of
the guaranty is to give assurance against deprivation of life or liberty except strictly
according to law. The petitioner would be as effectively deprived of his liberty by a

sentence to a year in jail for the crime of non-support of a minor child as by a

sentence to a year in jail for any other crime, however serious. And so far as the
right to the assistance of counsel is concerned, the Constitution draws no distinction
between loss of liberty for a short period and such loss for a long one.150

The language of the court is properly persuasive and there seems little
justification for denying the right to have counsel provided on the theory
that the ordinance prosecution is but a petty offense.

So far as the federal constitution is concerned, there is no absolute
right of an indigent defendant in a non-capital state prosecution to have
counsel provided for him. Under the doctrine of Betts v. Brady,151 the
due process clause of the fourteenth amendment only requires states to

provide counsel in non-capital cases when to deny counsel would be to

deny the accused a fair trial. The Supreme Court in applying this rule
has weighed, inter alia, the gravity of the offense and there is no sug
gestion on the horizon that the Court will require a state or municipality
to provide counsel for one accused of violating a municipal ordinance.
Nor is there as yet any indication in state-court interpretations of local
constitutions that one accused of violating a municipal ordinance has a

right to have counsel provided for his defense by the city or state. How

ever, where the particular ordinance prosecution is recognized, and

properly so, as a criminal proceeding, there should be a right to have
counsel appointed if the accused is an indigent and if the local state
constitutional clause gives counsel as of right in all criminal prosecu
tions. Regardless of whether state courts always understand that or

dinance prosecutions are in effect criminal proceedings, an indigent person,
unable to secure a fair trial without counsel either because of the com

plexity of the charges or because of his inability to comprehend defenses
available and the mechanics of courtroom procedures, should be entitled
as of constitutional right to have the municipality provide counsel for
his defense. One of the most shocking and shameful inadequacies of our
administration of justice is our willingness, in some cases at least, to try

150 Evans v. Rives, 75 U.S. App. D.C. 242, 245, 126 F.2d 633, 638 (1942). But see Smith
v. United States, 288 Fed. 259 (D.D.C. 1923).

151 316 U.S. 455 (1942).
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impoverished individuals without legal assistance on the pious but utterly
unrealistic theory that they can ensure themselves a fair trial.

10. The Privilege Against Self-incrimination
A person suspected of having violated a municipal ordinance should

not be forced to incriminate himself. This, of course, follows readily as

the operative rule in states recognizing ordinance violations as crimes,
and there is even a willingness to apply the suggested rule in those states

where ordinance prosecutions at times are labelled "civil." Thus, an

Illinois court has ruled that the privilege is available in an ordinance

prosecution and necessitates the suppression of evidentiary matters

tending to show violation of the ordinance but unlawfully seized from
the accused.152 Where an ordinance prosecution is understood to be

criminal, a defendant should not even be forced to take the stand. Il

lustratively, the Wisconsin court has ruled that a defendant in an or

dinance prosecution could claim his constitutional privilege against self-
incrimination when charged with violating a municipal ordinance pro
hibiting the possession of gambling equipment and refuse to testify to

anything that might incriminate him.153 Since such an accused generally
need not even take the stand, any comment by the prosecutor on the de
fendant's decision not to testify will be an invasion of the latter's
constitutional right.154 Furthermore, where an ordinance violation is
understood to be a crime, a party would not have to incriminate himself
in any kind of trial or investigation by testifying as to his illegal
violation.155

Equally unconstitutional, as violative of the privilege against self-
incrimination, are municipal ordinances in effect forcing persons to testify
in order to be found not guilty of violating a municipal ordinance. And
this has been similarly held even in states which do not for all purposes
recognize ordinance prosecutions as criminal. Thus, the Michigan court
has held unconstitutional a Detroit ordinance creating a presumption
that the owner parked his car in violation of an ordinance from the fact
that the license plates on the vehicle at the time of the misdeed were in
his name, which presumption could only be rebutted by the owner taking
the stand and testifying.156 With this should be compared other Michigan

152 City of Chicago v. Lord, 3 111. App. 2d 410, 122 N.E.2d 439 (19S4), aff'd, 7 111. 2d
379, 130 N.E.2d 504 (1955).

153 City of Milwaukee v. Burns, 225 Wis. 296, 274 N.W. 273 (1937).
154 City of Seattle v. Hawley, 13 Wash. 2d 357, 124 P.2d 961 (1942).
155 Cf. State v. Beery, 198 Minn. 550, 270 N.W. 600 (1936).
15� People v. Hoogy, 277 Mich. 578, 269 N.W. 605 (1936).
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and Missouri decisions sustaining as not violative of this constitutional
right ordinances creating a presumption that the owner parked the car

from the fact that the license plates were in his name, where it was not

necessary for the owner to take the stand to rebut the presumption which
could be dissipated by other evidence.157
Various municipal ordinances demanding that individuals report and

register have been held to violate this privilege against self-incrimination.
Illustratively, an Ohio court has invalidated an ordinance which at

tempted to force the driver of a car to report fully to the police all the
circumstances surrounding an accident in which he was involved, and

penalizing his failure to do so.158 Again, it is an even more serious in
vasion of the constitutional right where the local ordinance requires the
citizen by reporting or registering to violate a state statute. Thus, an

ordinance requiring members of "any communist organization" to register
with local police was ruled an unconstitutional intrusion upon the priv
ilege against self-incrimination where it would amount in the view of the
court to a virtual confession that the person had violated a state statute.159

11. Due Process of Law
Since neither the federal nor the state constitutions limit due process

of law to criminal prosecutions, the fact that local courts usually char
acterize ordinance prosecutions as something other than criminal does
not remove the proceedings from the requirement that they comport with
due process. Due process means many things to one charged with vio

lating a municipal ordinance. First, it demands that the defendant have

adequate notice of the proceedings against him.160 Whether a summons

or some other paper is used to bring the person into court and initiate
the proceedings, the document must indicate with reasonable clarity the
nature of the offense he has been called upon to defend.161 However, in

157 People v. Kayne, 286 Mich. 571, 282 N.W. 248 (1938) ; City of St. Louis v. Cook,
359 Mo. 270, 221 S.W .2d 468 (1949).

158 Rembrandt v. City of Cleveland, 28 Ohio App. 4, 161 N.E. 364 (1927). But cf.

Peters v. Shear, 351 Pa. 521, 41 A.2d 556 (1945) ; Dale v. Philadelphia, 337 Pa. 375, 11

A.2d 163 (1940).
159 People v. McCormick, 102 Cal. App. 2d 954, 228 P.2d 349 (1951). See also City of

Chicago v. Lord, 3 111. App. 2d 410, 122 N.E.2d 439 (1954), aff'd, 7 111. 2d 379, 130 N.E.2d
504 (1955).

160 Walker v. City of Hutchinson, 352 U.S. 112 (1956) ; Covey v. Town of Somers, 351
U.S. 141 (1956) ; Delaney v. Police Court, 167 Mo. 667, 67 S.W. 589 (1902) ; City of Buffalo
v. Neubeck, 209 App. Div. 386, 204 N.Y. Supp. 737 (1924).

161 City of Buffalo v. Neubeck, supra note 160.
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accord with the usual rules, appearing and litigating will customarily
waive defects in notice.162 There are many reasons why vague and in
definite ordinances are unconstitutional and one of the most persuasive
is that an individual charged with violating such an ordinance has little
idea of what he has done wrong and what he will be called upon to defend
in court. The Florida court has appropriately stated: "The accused can

not be put to speculation or conjecture as to the offense defined in the
ordinance."163 And there is a host of authority invalidating municipal
ordinances that are too vague and indefinite.164 An ordinance with penal
sanctions, says the Michigan court, "cannot be sustained unless its
mandates are so clearly expressed that any ordinary person can determine
in advance what he may, or what he may not, do under it."165
Due process of law also requires that one defending a municipal or

dinance prosecution be given his day in court, i.e., a fair hearing and a

reasonable opportunity to be heard.166 The Supreme Court in one case

from a state court involving contempt stated: "We further hold that
failure to afford the petitioner a reasonable opportunity to defend him
self . . . was a denial of due process of law. A person's right to reasonable
notice of a charge against him, and an opportunity to be heard in his
defense�a right to his day in court�are basic in our system of juris
prudence."167 The Court added that due process of law included the
right to offer testimony. Violative of the due process clause of the four
teenth amendment, according to the Maine court, were ex parte proceed
ings committing individuals to the local workhouse for vagrancy.168
A fair hearing requires a fair and impartial judge, and the Supreme

Court has condemned any practice whereby a municipal judge stands to

gain from convictions. The judge cannot have "a direct, personal, pecuni
ary interest in convicting the defendant."169 The California court had even

earlier ruled that the municipal judge was disqualified if he had "any
certain, definable, pecuniary, or proprietary interest or relation which
will be directly affected by the judgment that may be rendered."170

162 Id. at 391, 204 N.Y. Supp. at 741.
163 State ex rel. Sellers v. Parker, 87 Fla. 184, 190, 100 So. 260, 263 (1924).
164 E.g., Edwards & Browne Coal Co. v. City of Sioux City, 213 Iowa 1027, 240 N.W.

711 (1932) ; Ex parte Meadows, 133 Tex. Crim. 292, 109 S.W.2d 1061 (1937).
165 People v. Sarnoff, 302 Mich. 266, 270, 4 N.W.2d 544, 545 (1942).
166 Delaney v. Police Court, 167 Mo. 667, 67 S.W. 589 (1902).
167 In re Oliver, 333 U.S. 257, 273 (1948).
168 City of Portland v. City of Bangor, 65 Me. 120 (1876).
16� Tumey v. Ohio, 273 U.S. 510, 523 (1927). See also Mayor of Montezuma v. Minor,

73 Ga. 484 (1884).
"0 Meyer v. City of San Diego, 121 Cal. 102, 109, 53 Pac. 434, 437 (1898).
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Where the municipal judge is paid a salary regardless of whether he con

victs or not, the Supreme Court has ruled that the present principle is
not violated.171 The decision does not adequately seem to take into con

sideration local practices whereby the municipal judges' salaries may
depend upon the income they can produce for the city. The Michigan
court has ruled that a local judge was not disqualified even though his
salary from the city was then up for consideration by the city council.172
The cases suggest that ordinarily the disqualifying interest must be of
a pecuniary nature, and that a judge is not partial because he has an

interest that is "remote, contingent and speculative."173 Admittedly, the
interest of a municipal judge as a local taxpayer is not enough to dis

qualify him for partiality.174 Nor is his interest as a resident of the
town.175
Not only must judges be impartial but where jurors are used in

the prosecutions of municipal ordinances they, too, must be impar
tial.176 At early common law the fact that the juror was a resident of the
town was deemed sufficient cause to disqualify him,177 but statutes and
the later decisions have rather generally changed this rule. Today the

juror's interest as a resident of the municipality and taxpayer ordinarily
will not disqualify him.178 The Massachusetts court, however, has prop
erly ruled that a member of the common council of the city has no place
on the jury in a case wherein the city is involved.179 Not only must the

judge presiding at the ordinance prosecution be impartial, but due process
of law demands that he conduct the trial in a fair and impartial manner.
The accused's right was denied when a judge referred to the defendants
as "communists," pronounced sentence while one of the defendants was

still on the stand, and refused to hear their evidence or arguments by
their counsel.180 There is apparently no case authority but it seems clear

171 Dugan v. Ohio, 277 U.S. 61 (1928).
172 Prawdzik v. City of Grand Rapids, 313 Mich. 376, 21 N.W.2d 168 (1946).
173 Meyer v. City of San Diego, 121 Cal. 102, 111, S3 Pac. 434, 437 (1898) ; accord,

City of Valdosta v. Singleton, 197 Ga. 194, 28 S.E.2d 759 (1944) ; State ex rel. Austin v.

City of Mobile, 248 Ala. 467, 28 So. 2d 177 (1946).
174 City Council v. Pepper, 12 S.C. (1 Rich.) 344 (1845).
175 Thomas v. Town of Mount Vernon, 9 Ohio 291 (1839) ; Mayor of Montezuma v.

Minor, 73 Ga. 484 (1883).
176 City of Boston v. Baldwin, 139 Mass. 315 (1885).
177 Id. at 316.
178 Mayor of Cartersville v. Lyon, 69 Ga. 577 (1882) ; City of Omaha v. Olmstead, 5

Neb. 446 (1877).
179 City of Boston v. Baldwin, 139 Mass. 315 (1885).
180 Thomas v. District of Columbia, 67 App. D.C. 179, 90 F.2d 424 (1937).
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that just as a mob-dominated trial violates due process of law in state

criminal proceedings,181 so too, would it render the proceedings invalid
in the prosecution of an ordinance violation.
The Supreme Court has held that summary proceedings without jury

trial for ordinance violations will not violate due process of law of the
fourteenth amendment.182 By the weight of state-court authority due

process does not require a jury trial,183 although there are contra state
ments by the Oklahoma courts.184
Due process of law will be violated by securing an ordinance convic

tion through the use of an irrational presumption.185 In the language of
the Missouri court: "[T]he fact upon which the presumption or in
ference is to rest must have some relation to or natural connection with
the fact to be inferred, and the inference of the existence of the fact to
be inferred from the existence of the fact proved must not be purely
arbitrary or wholly unreasonable, unnatural, or extraordinary."186 In

holding unconstitutional an ordinance presuming from mere possession
of liquor that it was purchased in the city, a Georgia court stated: "[T]he
fact or facts which will raise the presumption and shift the burden of

proof must have some fair relation to or material connection with, the
main fact as to which the presumption is raised."187 On the other

hand, where the presumption is rational and the fact to be presumed
"naturally follows" from the proved fact, the use of the presumption
in an ordinance prosecution does not violate due process.188 It is be
cause of this that courts have been inclined to sustain ordinance pro
visions to the effect that it will be presumed at trial from the presence
of a vehicle in violation of a parking ordinance that it was parked by the
owner or with his consent.189 So long as the presumption is rational and
the prosecution has the burden of proving guilt beyond a reasonable

181 Moore v. Dempsey, 261 U.S. 86 (1923).
182 Natal v. Louisiana, 139 U.S. 621 (1891).
188 Delaney v. Police Court, 167 Mo. 667, 67 S.W. 589 (1902).
184 Ex parte Gownlock, 13 Okla. Crim. 293, 164 Pac. 130 (1917) ; Ex parte Monroe,

13 Okla. Crim. 62, 162 Pac. 233 (1917) ; Ex parte Johnson, 13 Okla. Crim. 30, 161
Pac. 1097 (1917). As set forth in the section on jury trials, this is limited to certain
ordinance prosecutions.

185 People v. Marcello, 25 N.Y.S.2d 533 (Mag. Ct. 1941).
ige City of St. Louis v. Cook, 359 Mo. 270, 275, 221 S.W.2d 468, 470 (1949).
187 Stafford v. City of Valdosta, 49 Ga. App. 243, 245, 174 S.E. 810, 811 (1934).
188 State v. Spiller, 146 Wash. 180, 262 Pac. 128 (1927) ; see City of Paducah v. Ragsdale,

122 Ky. 425, 92 S.W. 13 (1906).
189 People v. Kayne, 286 Mich. 571, 282 N.W. 248 (1938). But cf. People v Hoogy,

277 Mich. 578, 269 N.W. 605 (1936).
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doubt, it has been held not violative of due process to put upon the de
fendant the burden of going forward on particular points to rebut the
prima facie showing that arose from the use of the presumption.190 In
ordinance cases, as in crimes generally, it must be accepted that the
defendant is presumed innocent until proved guilty. Thus, a New York
court struck down an ordinance containing a presumption that coal
brought into the city was stolen unless the driver of the truck could
show a certificate of origin. Said the court: "It makes a man guilty and
imposes penalties upon him unless he can prove himself innocent."191
Similarly, the California court invalidated an ordinance making it "un
lawful for any person to have in his possession, unless it be shown that
such possession is innocent, any lottery ticket," as an unconstitutional
attempt to make a defendant prove his innocence.192
There does not seem to be a decision on point, but it appears safe to

indicate that due process of law would be violated by convicting a person
of an ordinance violation through the use of his involuntary confession.
Due process of law does not give to one convicted of violating a munic

ipal ordinance any right to an appeal,193 although certain punishments
imposed may be violative of due process. Thus, a Missouri court has
ruled that due process was violated by an ordinance permitting the super
intendent of the workhouse to keep a prisoner longer if he refused to

work and charging to the defendant the time spent in solitary confine
ment.194

12. Bans upon Cruel and Unusual Punishments and Excessive Fines
Most states have constitutional clauses rather comparable to that of

Iowa which provides: "Cruel and unusual punishments shall not be in
flicted."195 Many append, with New York, "nor excessive fines im
posed."196 Florida adds, "nor . . . indefinite imprisonment be allowed."197
A few constitutions, such as that of Illinois, provide: "All penalties shall
be proportionate to the nature of the offense . . . ,"198 As can be noted,
these constitutional clauses are not restricted by their wording to criminal

190 people v. Kayne, supra note 189.
191 People v. Marcello, 25 N.Y.S.2d 533, 543 (Mag. Ct. 1941).
192 In re Wong Hane, 108 Cal. 680, 41 Pac. 693 (1895).
193 Harwood v. United States, 268 Fed. 795 (7th Cir. 1920).
194 City of St. Louis v. Karr, 85 Mo. App. 608 (1900).
195 Iowa Const, art. I, � 17.
19� N.Y. Const, art. I, � 5.
197 Fla. Const, art. I, � 8.
198 III. Const, art. II, � 11.
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prosecutions, and theoretically are applicable to punishments meted out

for violating municipal ordinances.
Just as there are few punishments under state statutes ever set aside

because they are violative of these clauses, relatively few ordinance

punishments have ever been ruled violative of such provisions. In one

reported case, however, a New Jersey court found a violation of the
clause where a local ordinance forbade automatic gum-vending machines
and exposed violators to a fine of $24,600 or, upon non-payment of the
fine, thirty years in jail for a four month violation.199 Further, the Iowa
court has voided a fine of one hundred dollars or thirty days for each
violation of a municipal ordinance requiring oil to be kept safely.200 The

applicability of these constitutional clauses to ordinance prosecutions has
been assumed in a number of other cases.201
The South Carolina court has noted the applicability of the clause but

ruled it was not violated by a fine so long as it was within the limits pre
scribed by the municipal charter and ordinances 202 Ohio courts have
also concluded that this constitutional ban was not infringed by or

dinances permitting punishments of $1000 fine and imprisonment in the
workhouse for one year for assault and battery.203 Similarly, the Florida
court has announced that a municipal ordinance permitting punishments
of $500 or imprisonment for not more than three months does not run

afoul of this constitutional prohibition.204 The same court has ruled that
sentencing a person to jail until his fine and costs are paid is not uncon
stitutional as imposing an indefinite sentence.205 And it was not cruel
and unusual punishment to sentence a man to labor on the public streets
and alleys for non-payment of a fine for violating an ordinance outlawing
liquor sales, according to a Missouri court.206 Similarly, the Georgia
court has ruled that for keeping liquor in violation of law a fine of $500
plus imprisonment for thirty days with labor on the streets did not con
stitute cruel and unusual punishment nor violate the ban upon excessive

199 Mayor & Council of City of Hoboken v. Bauer, 26 NJ. Misc. 1, 55 A.2d 883

(1947), aff'd, 137 N.J.L. 327, 59 A.2d 809 (1948).
200 Edwards & Browne Coal Co. v. City of Sioux City, 213 Iowa 1027, 240 N.W. 711

(1932).
201 Town of Montclair v. Stanoyevich, 6 N.J. 479, 79 A.2d 288 (1951) ; City of Green

ville v. Kemmis, 58 S.C. 427, 36 S.E. 727 (1900).
202 City of Greenville v. Kemmis, supra note 201.
203 In re Calhoun, 87 Ohio App. 193, 94 N.E.2d 388 (1949) ; Matthews v. Russell, 87

Ohio App. 443, 95 N.E.2d 696 (1949).
204 Kinkaid v. Jackson, 66 Fla. 378, 63 So. 706 (1913).
205 Ex parte Peacock, 25 Fla. 478, 6 So. 473 (1889).
206 Ex parte Bedell, 20 Mo. App. 125 (1886).
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fines.207 Nor was a fine of $200 and imprisonment for ninety days cruel
and unusual punishment for violating a licensing ordinance.208
Where each day's continued disregard of an ordinance constitutes a

separate offense, separate and cumulative punishments have been im
posed. Arguments that such practice constitutes cruel and unusual pun
ishment in violation of the state constitution have been generally unsuc

cessful.209 Ordinance punishments will seldom violate these constitutional
clauses so long as they amount to reasonable and proper chastisements
considering the seriousness of the offense, and so long as they remain

approximately within the range of punishments meted out for the same

or similar offenses under state statutes. Illustratively, the Florida court

observes :

[W]hen the term of imprisonment for violating a city ordinance is similar to that
imposed under the law for violating a statute, and the term and nature of the im
prisonment are appropriate to suitably and reasonably punish for the offense com

mitted in view of its nature and enormity, it cannot be said that the punishment
is cruel or unusual, within the meaning of the constitutional inhibition.210

And, in sustaining as not oppressive a New Jersey ordinance, the court

compared its punishment for Sunday business with the state statute

banning the sale of motor vehicles on Sunday and concluded, "Judged in
the light of the penalties in these statutes, the penalties provided in the

present ordinance are not oppressive."211 Indeed, it has occasionally
been held that an ordinance punishment will not necessarily be cruel or
unusual simply because the minimum punishment under the ordinance
is a good deal in excess of the minimum punishment carried by the state

statute for the same act.212

The prohibition upon cruel and unusual punishments antedates our

federal and state constitutions although to Blackstone it was a ban only
upon the grossest brutalities, such as quartering the accused and drag
ging him live through the streets.213 The Supreme Court at times, un
fortunately, has suggested that the pre-constitutional interpretations

2�7 Loeb v. Jennings, 133 Ga. 796, 67 S.E. 101 (1910).
208 Independent Warehouse, Inc. v. Scheele, 134 N.J.L. 133, 45 A.2d 703 (1945), aff'd,

331 U.S. 70 (1947).
209 Ex parte Biggs, 58 Okla. Crim. 43, 54 P.2d 404 (1935) (fine of nineteen dollars

for each offense).
21(> State ex rel. Sellers v. Parker, 87 Fla. 181, 192, 100 So. 260, 263 (1924).
211 Town of West Orange v. Carr's Dep't Store, 53 N.J. Super. 237, 250, 147 A.2d 97,

104 (1958).
212 Thomas v. Yazoo City, 95 Miss. 395, 48 So. 821 (1909).
213 4 Blackstone, Commentaries *176-77.
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might be relevant in determining the contemporary scope of the prohibi
tion,214 and the Court has not as yet set aside any ordinance punishments
as violative of the federal constitution. It is not conclusively settled by
the Court whether the ban announced in the eighth amendment expresses
a principle so basic to the concept of ordered liberty that it must be a

limitation upon the states and their political subdivisions under the
fourteenth amendment due process clause, but all available indications
favor the tentative conclusion that it is such a limitation.215 Surely, under
the federal constitution, no municipality in punishing an ordinance vio
lator can be permitted brutalities and inhumanities that are degrading or

shocking to the conscience.
As noted previously, most state constitutions ban excessive fines and

the clauses are clearly applicable to fines imposed by municipalities for
violations of their ordinances.216 There are additional cases wherein the

applicability of the ban upon excessive fines was recognized but deemed
not violated on the facts. This is so of a New Jersey Supreme Court

ruling that a fine of one hundred dollars and costs for violating a

zoning ordinance was constitutional.217 Similarly, the Illinois court con

cluded that the clause was applicable to municipal fines but that it
was not infringed by a penalty of from five to one hundred dollars for
not having paid a required license fee.218 The same court could find no

abuse of the constitutional clause by a fine of $200 for selling or giving
away intoxicating liquor in violation of an ordinance.219

So long as the fine imposed for violating a municipal ordinance is
within the limits set by statute or charter, courts are inclined to hold that
there has been no unconstitutional "excessive fine."220 Within such limits
the municipal judges have broad discretion, as do municipal legislators
in suggesting the range of fines. "[M]unicipal authorities," says the
Illinois Supreme Court, "have a large discretion in providing penalties
for the violation of ordinances."221 At this writing there is no indication

214 Wilkerson v. Utah, 99 U.S. 130 (1878).
215 See Louisiana ex rel. Francis v. Reswever, 329 U.S. 4S9 (1947).
216 Edwards & Browne Coal Co. v. City of Sioux City, 213 Iowa 1027, 240 N.W. 711

(1932) ; Mayor & Council of City of Hoboken v. Bauer, 26 NJ. Misc. 1, SS A.2d 883
(1947), aff'd, 137 N.J.L. 327, 59 A.2d 809 (1948).
217 Town of Montclair v. Stanoyevich, 6 N.J. 479, 79 A.2d 288 (1951).
218 City of Lincoln v. Gerard, 329 HI. 250, 160 N.E. 839 (1928).
219 City of Areola v. Wilkinson, 233 111. 250, 84 N.E. 264 (1908).
22<> In re Cheney, 90 Cal. 617, 27 Pac. 436 (1891) ; City of Greenville v. Kemmis, 58 S.C.

427, 36 S.E. 727 (1900).
221 City of Areola v. Wilkinson, 233 111. 250, 253, 84 N.E. 264, 265 (1908) ; see Jackson

v. City of Glenwood Springs, 122 Colo. 323, 221 P.2d 1083 (1950).
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that the Supreme Court presently deems the ban upon excessive fines
by states and cities to be so basic and fundamental as to be binding upon
them under the due process clause of the fourteenth amendment.222

13. Bans Upon Imprisonment for Debt
Most states have constitutional clauses prohibiting imprisonment for

debt. A number are in the language of the Texas constitution which pro
vides: "No person shall ever be imprisoned for debt."223 Others are more

specific and provide, in the words of the South Dakota enactment: "No
person shall be imprisoned for debt arising out of or founded upon a

contract,"224 or in the language of the Oklahoma constitution: "Im
prisonment for debt is prohibited, except for the non-payment of fines
and penalties imposed for the violation of law."225 According to the great
weight of authority, regardless of the local language, imprisonment for
non-payment of a fine or penalty imposed for violating a municipal or
dinance is not violative of these constitutional clauses.226 Such fines are

not "debts" as the term is used in the constitutional sense.227
Imprisonment for non-payment of a penalty under an ordinance levy

ing a fee for garbage collection and DDT spraying has been held not to

infringe such a clause.228 Nor is imprisonment for failure to pay a valid

municipal tax within the constitutional ban upon imprisonment for
debt.229 Typically, a California court has said:

It has been so long conceded in this state that imprisonment for failure to pay
a license tax is not an imprisonment for debt within the meaning of article 1 of the
Constitution that the question can scarcely be deemed to be open for discussion.

222 See Independent Warehouses, Inc. v. Scheele, 331 U.S. 70 (1947), affirming 134 N.J.L.
133, 45 A.2d 703 (1946).

223 Art. I, � 18.
224 Art. VI, � 15.
225 Art. II, � 13.
22� City of Chicago v. Morell, 247 111. 383, 93 N.E. 295 (1910) ; City of St. Louis v.

Hoffman, 312 Mo. 600, 280 S.W. 421 (1926) ; City of St. Louis v. Sternberg, 69 Mo. 289

(1879) ; Voelkel v. City of Cincinnati, 112 Ohio St. 374, 147 N.E. 754 (1925) ; City of
Deadwood v. Allen, 9 SJD. 221, 68 N.W. 333 (1896); Thompson v. State ex rel. Burris,
191 Tenn. 221, 232 S.W.2d 42 (1950).

227 City of Chicago v. Williams, 254 HI. 360, 98 N.E. 666 (1912) ; Kennedy v. People,
122 HI. 649, 13 N.E. 213 (1887); Hardenbrook v. Town of Ligonier, 95 Ind. 70 (1883);
Kansas City v. Pengilley, 269 Mo. 59, 189 S.W. 380 (1916) .

228 Ex parte Small, 92 Okla. Crim. 101, 221 P.2d 669 (1950).
22� Ex parte Marler, 140 Okla. 194, 282 Pac. 353 (1929) ; Town of Marion v. Baxley,

192 S.C. 112, 5 S.E.2d 573 (1939) ; Salt Lake City v. Christensen Co., 34 Utah 38, 95 Pac.
523 (1908) ; Austin v. City of Seattle, 176 Wash. 654, 30 P.2d 646 (1934).
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Failure to procure a license in a case required by law is a neglect of a duty due to
the public. For such neglect the offender may be punished by imprisonment. In
such case the punishment is penal, and not merely in the nature of a remedy. It is
not auxiliary to a civil action.230

The same is true where imprisonment follows non-payment of a municipal
license fee.231 It is established, says a federal court that "such a fine is
not a debt within the purview of [the constitutional clause] . . . and that

imprisonment for the nonpayment of a fine imposed for violation of a

municipal ordinance of this sort does not contravene constitutional pro
visions."232
In rare cases a municipal ordinance has run afoul of a state constitu

tional ban upon imprisonment for debt. In one such case the Missouri
court faced the situation where a man was committed to jail for the
failure to pay his fine under an ordinance providing that any one refusing
to pay "the agreed price, or the reasonable price, or the rate fixed by any
ordinance" for a cab ride shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and fined not

less than $100 nor more than $500. The court concluded that incar

cerating the cab patron for failure to pay fifteen dollars and forty cents

allegedly due for the ride made such an application of the ordinance an

unconstitutional imprisonment for debt.233 There is doubt whether the
same result will follow in other jurisdictions.234
North Carolina, in a distinct minority, has espoused the view that a

person cannot be arrested and imprisoned for not paying a fine or penalty
imposed for violating a municipal ordinance.235

14. Ex Post Facto Laws and Bills of Attainder
The Constitution bans ex post facto laws and bills of attainder by the

states,236 and these prohibitions extend to municipal corporations of the
state. In the leading case the Supreme Court remarked: "The ordinance
would be ex post facto if it imposed punishment for past conduct . . . ."237

230 In the Matter of Johnson, 47 Cal. App. 465, 190 Pac. 8S2, 853 (1920).
23i In re Diehl, 8 Cal. App. 51, 96 Pac. 98 (1908) ; Norris v. City of Lincoln, 93 Neb.

658, 142 N.W. 114 (1913).
232 jewel Tea Co. v. City of Troy, 80 F.2d 366, 369 (7th Cir. 1935) (citations omitted).
233 Kansas City v. Pengilley, 269 Mo. 59, 189 S.W. 380 (1916).
234 See Bray v. State, 140 Ala. 172 (1903). See generally 3 Calif. L. Rev. 137 (1915).
235 State v. Earnhardt, 107 N.C. 538, 12 S.E. 426 (1890).
236 Art. I, � 10.
237 Garner v. Board of Pub. Works, 341 U.S. 716, 721 (1951); accord, Clark v. Cin

cinnati, 121 N.E.2d 834 (Ohio CP. 1954), rev'd on other grounds, 99 Ohio App. 152, 131
N.E.2d 599 (1954), aff'd, 163 Ohio St. 532, 127 N.E.2d 363 (1955).
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Additionally, the constitutions in practically all states prohibit both
ex post facto laws and bills of attainder. The state courts have held the
ban upon ex post facto laws applicable to municipal ordinances. Thus, a
Galveston ordinance making it unlawful to locate billboards within a cer

tain district was held unconstitutional as ex post facto in its application to
a company that had erected such billboards previous to the passage of the
ordinance.238 The relevance of the ban to municipal legislation has been
assumed in other cases. In accordance with the usual approach to

statutes, courts customarily hold that so long as the ordinance makes
future conduct criminal it is not ex post facto, even though related con

duct might have been completed antecedent to the enactment of the or

dinance. So, ordinances making unlawful the operation of wells for the
production of gas and oil within the city have been held not to violate
the ex post facto ban even where the wells had been drilled prior to the

passage of the ordinance.239 Nor will ordinances requiring municipal em
ployees to take oaths that they are not members of subversive organiza
tions be invalid as ex post facto laws, regardless of when they were em

ployed and even though previous to the passage of the ordinance they
might have joined such an organization when it was legal to belong.240
So long as an ordinance is reasonably related to continuing qualifications
for public employment or the practice of an activity serving the public,
it is highly unlikely that the ordinance will be invalidated by either state
or federal courts as ex post facto although it may eliminate certain in

dividuals, and largely on the basis of past conduct.
The ex post facto ban is applicable traditionally only to criminal enact

ments, and thus does not apply to an act of a municipal legislature that
is civil in nature.241 There are, however, some instances in which the
courts have invalidated local ordinances that were only remotely criminal.
Thus, in one case an ordinance was voided as ex post facto because it cut
off the right to redeem property tax-deeded to the city.242 Even civil
enactments of a municipal corporation are unconstitutional, of course, in
those states having constitutional clauses forbidding retroactive legisla-

238 Cain v. State, 10S Tex. Crim. 204, 287 S.W. 262 (1926).
239 Ex parte Biggs, 58 Okla. Crim. 43, 54 P.2d 404 (1935) ; Ex parte Courter, 58 Okla.

Crim. 50, 54 P.2d 407 (1935).
240 Garner v. Board of Pub. Works, 341 U.S. 716 (1951) ; Orange Coast Junior College

Dist. v. St. John, 146 Cal. App. 2d 455, 303 P.2d 1056 (1956).
241 Gay v. Mayor of Lyons, 212 Ga. 438, 93 S.E.2d 352 (1956) ; State ex rel. Prahlow V.

City of Milwaukee, 251 Wis. 521, 30 N.W.2d 260 (1947).
242 Hossom v. City of Long Beach, 83 Cal. App. 2d 745, 189 P.2d 787 (1948).
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tion.243 Where it is appreciated that municipalities are creating crimes by
their punitive ordinances, the constitutional bans upon ex post facto legis
lation, both state and federal, are clearly applicable.
There are few instances of municipal ordinances being voided as bills

of attainder but general agreement exists that the constitutional pro
hibition upon such legislative trial applies to municipal legislation.244
Admitting readily that the constitutional ban bound municipal corpora
tions, the Wisconsin court held that it was not violated by a resolution
of the city council ordering the chief of police to file charges against a
policeman.245 A Florida ordinance provided that any municipal officer
guilty of disobeying a municipal ordinance, resolution or order of the
council should "by a two-thirds vote of the City Council" be fined or

imprisoned, or both, and removed from office. This, said the Florida
court "strongly resembles an attainder and its operation would constitute

deprivation without due process of law."246 There is no persuasive reason

why municipal legislatures should be exempted from the constitutional
ban upon bills of attainder.

Conclusion

A few states regularly give to persons accused of violating municipal
ordinances all the procedural safeguards enumerated in the local consti
tution as applicable to criminal prosecutions. Even though most of the
other states refer to ordinance prosecutions as "civil" proceedings, this
study indicates that the majority of these courts have conceded that
ordinance prosecutions are "quasi-criminal" or "criminal," as they ob
serve "for some purposes," so that in many of these states particular
constitutional protections are made available. Alleged ordinance viola
tors have in various jurisdictions been accorded the protection of state
constitutional clauses: (1) guaranteeing the accused the right to know
the nature of the accusation against him; (2) giving the right to bail;
(3) banning double jeopardy; (4) giving the right of trial by jury; (5)
conferring the right of confrontation; (6) granting the right to a speedy
and public trial; (7) acknowledging the right to be present at trial and
to be heard by himself or his counsel; (8) giving due process of law in
all its forms; (9) barring cruel and unusual punishment; (10) pro-

243 Williams Bros. Lumber Co. v. Anderson, 210 Ga. 198, 78 S.E.2d 612 (19S3).
244 Garner v. Board of Pub. Works, 341 U.S. 716 (1951) ; Perez v. Board of Police

Comm'rs, 78 Cal. App. 2d 638, 178 P.2d 338 (1947).
245 Christie v. Lueth, 265 Wis. 326, 61 N.W .2d 338 (1953).
246 Jones v. Slick, 56 So. 2d 459, 461 (Fla. 1952).
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hibiting imprisonment for debt; and (11) banning ex post facto laws and
bills of attainder. All these procedural safeguards are so basic that they
have been enshrined in the constitutions of most of our states. They are

fully as fundamental to the doing of justice in an ordinance prosecution,
and as of constitutional right should belong to every person charged with
violating an ordinance wherever the action is in form criminal or wher
ever, directly or indirectly, the possible punishment includes incarcera
tion. The denial of these safeguards that are of the very essence of our

concept of ordered liberty on the theory that ordinance violations are but

"petty" offenses or that ordinance prosecutions are "only civil" actions
should be abandoned forthwith.



DOUBLE JEOPARDY AND CUMULATIVE
SENTENCING IN THE MILITARY

William Laurence Craig*

"Nor shall any person be subject for the same offence to be twice put in
jeopardy of life or limb." U.S. Const, amend. V.
In a context of the historical development of the United States Court of

Military Appeals, Lieutenant Craig has traced the applicability of this clause of
the fifth amendment to our military forces since it has served as the basis for
limiting multiple trials and cumulative sentences. Also many comparisons are

made between federal, military and state decisions to emphasize the sig
nificant developments which have been made by the Court of Military Ap
peals in this area.

Introduction

A comparison of the approaches taken by different legal systems in

dealing with a common problem frequently aids in a better understanding
of the problem and occasionally influences the solution within one of the
systems. Thus, comparisons between civil law and common law are com

monplace and American solutions are frequently compared with those of
the Commonwealth countries. The comparison, however, between mili
tary law and civilian law is seldom made as the civilian community has
traditionally looked with suspicion at the practice of military law. It is
a rare civilian court that looks to the decision of a military case for guid
ance. Yet, when it is considered that both systems approach similar crim
inal problems guided by the same Constitution and the same common-law
background, comparisons are apt. Furthermore, today's military justice
is experimental, functioning only since 1951 with a new penal code and
with the new civilian Court of Military Appeals. The court's treatment,
over a period of seven years, of criminal law concepts common to both
civilian and military life may evoke more than intramural interest. The
purpose of this article is to explore and compare two developments in the
military: one is the law of double jeopardy, or the attempt at two separate
times to put a defendant in jeopardy of punishment; the other is the law
of cumulative sentencing, or the attempt at one trial to multiply a single
offense into several offenses, for each of which a separate punishment
may be imposed. Before looking at the solutions of the Court of Military
Appeals it is necessary to understand its background.
* Lieutenant, USNR, Appellate Defense Counsel, Office of the Judge Advocate General

of the Navy. LL.B., Harvard University; Member of the Bar of the State of New York
and of the Court of Military Appeals. This article reflects the personal opinion of the author
and does not necessarily express the views of the Department of the Navy.
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The Role of the Court of Military Appeals

Technically, the court is not a part of the federal judicial system as it
was created by Congress pursuant to the authority of article I of the
Constitution (making rules governing the land and naval forces) rather
than that of article III (the establishment of inferior courts).1 Never
theless, due to the prior judicial experience of its present judges and their
conception of their role, the proceedings before the court and the opinions
of the court are judicial rather than administrative in nature.2 The Court
of Military Appeals seems very much aware that it is the court of last
resort in substantially all the cases that it reviews. It frequently seeks to
rule in the same way as would a federal district court or court of appeals
if it had jurisdiction to consider the case. This role may explain the
court's insistence that the letter of the law, as well as its spirit, must be
observed, an insistence which has caused criticism by many professional
military men. Yet this was most likely intended by Congress. As was

said in a recent opinion by a federal court of appeals :

But, in any view, the Court of Military Appeals appears to us to be a court in every
significant respect, rather than an administrative agency. Certainly Congress in
tended that in its dignity and in its standards of administering justice the Court
of Military Appeals should be assimilated to and equated with the established courts
of the Federal system.3

By statute, review by the Court of Military Appeals is final and
binding upon all courts, agencies and officers of the United States.4 While
this does not bar collateral attack,5 the scope of habeas corpus review of
military cases has traditionally been limited to an inquiry as to whether
a properly constituted court-martial has jurisdiction over the person and

1 Walker, An Evaluation of the United States Court of Military Appeals, 48 Nw. U.L.
Rev. 714, 716-19 (19S4) ; see also Walker & Niebank, The Court of Military Appeals�Its

History, Organization and Operation, 6 Vand. L. Rev. 228 (1953).
2 Chief Judge Robert E. Quinn served on the Superior Court of Rhode Island. Judge

George W. Latimer had been a justice on the Supreme Court of Utah while Judge Homer
Ferguson served on a Michigan Circuit Court from 1929-43. The late Judge Paul W.
Brosman was a former Dean of the College of Law of Tulane University. See Walker &
Niebank, supra note 1, at 231.

3 Shaw v. United States, 93 U.S. App. D.C. 300, 302, 209 F.2d 811, 813 (1954) (holding
that the Court of Military Appeals could not be considered an administrative agency for
the purpose of establishing a right to judicial review) .

4 Uniform Code of Military Justice, art. 76, 10 U.S.C. � 876 (Supp. V, 1958).
5 A similar provision of the Articles of War was held not to bar collateral attack on

traditional grounds. Gusik v. Schilder, 340 U.S. 128 (1950). Courts frequently do not give
such statutory provisions the finality that a literal reading of the statute would require.
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the offense.6 It might have been expected that the expansion of habeas
corpus jurisdiction which has marked the collateral review of state and
federal criminal proceedings by federal courts would also be extended to
the review of courts-martial.7 But the Supreme Court has not yet applied
to a military case the civilian rule that a court will be divested of juris
diction over a case when errors at trial deprive the defendant of his con

stitutional rights. In Burns v. Wilson? the Supreme Court affirmed the
denial of a writ of habeas corpus to two Air Force enlisted men who had

sought review of their death sentences on the grounds that government
abuses at the trial and pre-trial level amounted to a denial of due process
of law and had caused the court-martial to lose jurisdiction over the case.

Although a majority of the Court could not be mustered to agree on a

single opinion, four Justices adopted the seemingly novel approach that
the scope of review was limited to an inquiry as to whether the military
tribunals had fully considered the constitutional claims of the defend
ants.9 While this widens the scope of review beyond the traditional tests
for technical jurisdiction, it still adheres to the rule that a court-martial
conviction is treated with greater finality than a corresponding federal or
state court conviction.
Since the decision in Burns there have been no federal appellate

cases granting habeas corpus on the grounds that a court-martial lost
jurisdiction by depriving the defendant of constitutional rights.10 At

6 See, e.g., Hiatt v. Brown, 339 U.S. 103 (19S0) ; Snedeker, Habeas Corpus and Court-
Martial Prisoners, 6 Vand. L. Rev. 288, 295 (19S3).

7 For a review of cases which appeared to indicate that collateral review of court-
martial convictions would be broadened, see Pasley, The Federal Courts Look at the Court-
Martial, 12 U. Pitt. L. Rev. 7 (1950) ; Note, Collateral Attack on Courts-Martial in the
Federal Courts, 57 Yale LJ. 483 (1948).

8 346 U.S. 137 (1953).
9 Mr. Chief Justice Vinson authored this doctrine in an opinion concurred in by

Justices Reed, Burton and Clark. Mr. Justice Jackson concurred in the result without
opinion while Mr. Justice Minton concurred in affirming the judgment in an opinion ad
hering to the old view that the scope of review was limited to finding the technical
prerequisites for jurisdiction and violations of due process of law would not be investigated.
It appears that a majority of the Court agreed at least on these propositions: 1) habeas
corpus will not lie where technical jurisdiction exists and where military courts have given
adequate consideration to defendant's constitutional contentions; 2) habeas corpus review
of military cases continues to be more limited than review of civilian cases.

It has been argued that since there was no opinion of the Court the case has no value
as a precedent. Wiener, Courts-Martial and the Bill of Rights: The Original Practice II,
72 Harv. L. Rev. 266, 297 (1958).

10 For cases following the Burns v. Wilson Umitations see, e.g., Dickenson v. Davis, 245
F.2d 317 (10th Cir. 1957) ; Bisson v. Howard, 224 F.2d 586 (5th Cir. 1955) (dictum).
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least one court has interpreted Burns as a mandate to military au

thorities to consider carefully the constitutional questions raised at
court-martial.11 Subsequent events have surely shown that Mr. Justice
Frankfurter was correct in his prediction in Burns that that case

"necessarily will have a strong bearing upon the relations of the civil
courts to the new Court of Military Appeals."12 Changes in the member
ship of the Court could well lead to a reconsideration of the "limited
review" doctrine. However, as long as the Court of Military Appeals
continues its strict requirement that due process of law be afforded in
the military, there may be no cases which can serve as an attractive
vehicle for raising the question.
As a practical matter military law has, since the enactment of the Uni

form Code of Military Justice in 1951, been insulated from judicial re
view except in those cases concerning the constitutionality of statutory
provisions providing for court-martial jurisdiction over certain classes of
civilians. The Court of Military Appeals is thus, in effect, the final
arbiter of servicemen's constitutional and statutory rights. The main
source of law applied by the court is the Uniform Code of Military
Justice,13 as implemented by the Manual for Courts-Martial.14 Consti
tutional guarantees have frequently been afforded by interpreting statu

tory provisions of the Code in the context of the constitutional provisions
from which they were derived, and might well be called "statutory due

process."15 In the earlier days, the court took the position that this con

stitutional protection originated from congressional action.16 More re

cently, a majority of the court has concluded that the Bill of Rights, with
the exception of provision for grand and petit jury, affords direct pro
tection to a military accused, although in applying these rights account

must be taken of the differing circumstances of a military community.17
It is difficult to predict with certainty every action of the court in ap

plying the hierarchy of values of the Constitution, Code and Manual.

n Easley v. Hunter, 209 F.2d 483, 487 (10th Cir. 1953).
12 Burns v. Wilson, 346 U.S. 137, ISO (19S3).
is 10 U.S.C. �� 801-940 (Supp. V, 19S8) [hereinafter cited as the Code or UCMJ].
14 Manual for Courts-Martial, United States, (19S1) Exec. Order No. 10214, 16 Fed. Reg.

1303 (1951) [hereinafter cited as the Manual or M.C.M.].
15 United States v. Clay, 1 U.S.C.M.A. 74, 1 C.M.R. 74 (1951).
16 United States v. Sutton, 3 U.S.C.M.A. 220, 11 C.M.R. 220 (1953).
17 United States v. Wilson, 10 U.S.C.M.A. 337, 27 C.M.R. 411 (1959) (speedy trial pro

vision of the sixth amendment) ; United States v. Ivory, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 516, 26 C.M.R. 296

(1958) (concurring opinions of Quinn, C.J. and Ferguson, J.) ; United States v. Voorhees,
4 U.S.C.M.A. 509, 521, 16 C.M.R. 83, 95 (1954) (first amendment). But see United States

v Blevens, 5 U.S.C.M.A. 480, 18 C.M.R. 104 (1955) ; Note, 65 Yale L.J. 1207 (1956).
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The court has, however, traditionally assumed the constitutionality of
Code provisions18 and thus has upheld, prior to collateral attack in fed
eral court, military jurisdiction over dependents19 and civilians employed
by the armed forces overseas.20 The court's assumption that it had power
to make this constitutional determination seems correct,21 and its inter

pretation was considered conclusive in the military until the Supreme
Court decided otherwise.

The deference that the court has manifested towards the Code is not

followed in its treatment of the Manual, an executive order. Its pro
visions will be struck down whenever they are in conflict with the Code
or the Constitution. Recently, the opinion has been expressed that on

questions of law, as contrasted to questions of evidence, the court need
not follow Manual provisions and may look to civilian precedent and
authority.22
With this background we move to a discussion of two developments in

military law which in large measure owe their growth to interpretations
by the Court of Military Appeals. The first area is double jeopardy
where military case law has supplemented the Code and Manual pro
visions in view of constitutional and common-law protection; the second
area is the protection against what may be called "double punishment,"
or cumulative sentencing. In civilian courts this problem is marked by
consecutive sentences as punishment for one act which violates several

statutes, or for one transaction which has been formally divided into

separate steps in order to increase the punishment. In the military, where

18 For instance the Court of Military Appeals unanimously upheld court-martial juris
diction over a retired naval officer for a civilian type of offense (sodomy) committed in the
civilian community. United States v. Hooper, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 637, 26 C.M.R. 417 (19S8).
But see Note, S7 Mich. L. Rev. 762 (19S9) (critical).

19 United States v. Covert, 6 U.S.C.M.A. 48, 19 C.M.R. 174 (1955) ; United States v.

Smith, S U.S.C.M.A. 314, 17 C.M.R. 314 (19S4) ; cases combined and habeas corpus
granted, Reid v. Covert, 354 U.S. 1 (19S7).

20 United States v. Wilson, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 60, 2S C.M.R. 322 (19S8) ; habeas corpus denied
sub nom. Wilson v. Bohlander (D. Colo., Nov. 10, 1958) ; cert, granted, 359 U.S. 906
(1959) (No. 499 Misc., 1959 Term; renumbered No. 725, 1959 Term); United States
v. Guagliardo, petition for grant of review denied, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 819 (1958) ; habeas corpus
granted sub nom. United States ex rel. Guagliardo v. McElroy, 259 F.2d (D.C. Cir. 1958) ;
cert, granted, 359 U.S. 904 (1959) (No. 570).

21 It has been assumed that a legislative court has the power to decide constitutional
questions. Hart & Wechsler, The Federal Courts and the Federal System 348 (1953).
22 See United States v. Martin, 8 U.S.C.M.A. 346, 24 C.M.R. 156 (1957) (concurring

opinion of Quinn, CJ.) ; United States v. Mims, 8 U.S.C.M.A. 316, 24 C.M.R. 126 (1957)
(concurring opinion of Ferguson, J.).
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a gross sentence is imposed for all offenses charged, the problem concerns

allowing a court-martial to consider, in sentencing, the larger maximum
punishment for all the offenses of which the defendant has been convicted
where those offenses are not "separate." Whereas the Court of Military
Appeals in the area of double jeopardy has followed federal practice and
has sought to apply federal precedent as closely as possible to the dif
fering military circumstances, in the area of "double punishment" it has
departed from the federal approach. The court here has turned away
from the traditional concept that two offenses are separately punishable
if technically they need not be proved by the same evidence, and instead
has ruled that a court-martial in assessing punishment may not consider
artificial multiplications of what is essentially one offense.

Fifth Amendment Double Jeopardy Protection

The fifth amendment specifically provides that no person shall be twice

put in jeopardy for the same offense. Over the years the concept of what
constitutes jeopardy has given rise to "subtle technical controversies" in
the federal courts.23 A new trial following conviction or acquittal by a

federal court has always been barred. The early cases indicate that this
was the only constitutional protection.24 However, the rule developed
that jeopardy attached prior to verdict and that if trial was discontinued
without necessity or through no fault of the defendant, then further

prosecution was barred.25 It is considered that the defendant has a right
to be tried by the jury first impaneled and the government may not dis
continue trial to proceed later before another jury with a stronger case.26
This right is not absolute, however, for a second trial is not barred where
the defendant has waived his right to claim double jeopardy by his actions
in causing a halt to the initial proceedings,27 or where the trial judge is
forced to terminate proceedings due to manifest necessity because the
ends of justice would otherwise be defeated.28 Also the plea of double

23 Brock v. North Carolina, 344 U.S. 424, 428 (19S3) (concurring opinion).
2* See, e.g., United States v. Haskell, 26 Fed. Cas. 207 (No. 1S321) (C.C.E.D. Pa. 1823).
25 Ex parte Glenn, 111 Fed. 257 (C.C.N.D. W. Va. 1901) ; United States v. Watson, 28

Fed. Cas. 499 (No. 16651) (S.D.N.Y. 1868).
28 Cornero v. United States, 48 F.2d 69 (9th Cir. 1931).
27 For example, where defendant moves for mistrial. But see United States v. Whitlow,

110 F. Supp. 871 (D.D.C. 1953) (holding that a mistrial awarded by the judge for the
misconduct of defense counsel barred a new trial) .

28 Thompson v. United States, 155 U.S. 271 (1894) (disqualified juror) ; United States
v. Perez, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 579 (1824) (hung jury).
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jeopardy has succeeded in preventing an appeal by the government fol
lowing an acquittal of the accused at trial.29

It is not considered that these procedural aspects of fifth amendment
double jeopardy protection are so important as to be contained in the

concept of due process of law under the fourteenth amendment. Thus, a
state may appeal on errors of law from a trial court acquittal,30 or may
terminate a trial in order to secure for itself new witnesses.31 It would,
however, not be completely accurate to say categorically that the four
teenth amendment includes no double jeopardy protection. Extreme
harassment of a defendant by new prosecutions for an offense of which
he has previously been acquitted might well raise a due process issue.
But thus far a majority of the Supreme Court has found no due process
violation in the double jeopardy cases which it has considered.32 This
much is certain: the measure of due process is not to be found merely by
considering the ramifications of the federal concept of double jeopardy.
The question arises whether the specific double jeopardy provision of

the fifth amendment as applied in federal courts applies to the military.
The Supreme Court has not as yet held that the Bill of Rights is directly
applicable to the armed forces,33 although it has recently been contended
that this was the original intention of the Framers.34 Those who argue
that the original practice and understanding were to the contrary suggest
that adequate constitutional protection for servicemen could be found in
the due process clause of the fifth amendment, if the guarantees presently
contained in the fourteenth amendment could likewise be attributed to
the fifth amendment.35
Prior to the enactment of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, the
29 Kepner v. United States, 195 U.S. 100 (1904).
30 Palko v. Connecticut, 302 U.S. 319 (1937).
31 Brock v. North Carolina, 344 U.S. 424 (1953).
32 In Hoag v. New Jersey, 356 U.S. 464 (1958), a 5-3 decision, no fundamental unfair

ness was found in trying defendant for robbing the patron of a bar immediately after he
had been acquitted of robbing another patron of the bar at the same time and place where
the principal issue at the first trial was defendant's identity. In Ciucci v. Illinois, 356 U.S.
571 (1958), the Court found, in a 5-4 decision, no unfairness in trying defendant three
times for murders occurring at one time and place.

33 Typical dictum in the Supreme Court states: "As yet it has not been clearly settled
to what extent the Bill of Rights and other protective parts of the Constitution apply to
military trials." Reid v. Covert, 354 U.S. 1, 37 (1957) (opinion of Black, J.).

3* Henderson, Courts-Martial and the Constitution: The Original Understanding, 71 Harv.
L. Rev. 293 (1957).

33 Wiener, Courts-Martial and the Bill of Rights: The Original Practice II, 72 Harv. L.
Rev. 266, 303 (1958).
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practice within the military was to afford a degree of protection against
double jeopardy which fell short of the demands of the fifth amendment.
Specifically, the articles for the Government of the Navy36 contained no

prohibition of double jeopardy, but the Judge Advocate General of the
Navy had ruled that double jeopardy was generally forbidden,37 and
article 40 of the Articles of War of 1920 provided that no person "shall
... be tried a second time for the same offense . . . ,"38 As has been noted,
the protection against undergoing two complete trials falls short of pro
tection from being twice put in jeopardy. This is particularly true in the

military where a trial is not considered complete until the findings of a
court-martial have been approved by all reviewing authorities. This con

cept has allowed a convening authority in the past to return for revision

proceedings in which the defendant had been acquitted at trial,39 or to

return a conviction in order to secure a more severe punishment.40 This
is without parallel in federal courts and illustrates a dichotomy between
earlier military practice and the demands of the Constitution.
Federal courts have had an opportunity to rule on the applicability of

double jeopardy protection to the military where a trial in a federal court
follows a court-martial for the same offense and also in habeas corpus
proceedings attacking the denial in amilitary court of the double jeopardy
defense. The availability of habeas corpus has been well considered
elsewhere.41 It appears to be the majority view that collateral attack is
available to test the defense of double jeopardy which is said to be juris
dictional.42 However, there do not appear to be any federal appellate
cases in which the writ was actually granted and the leading Supreme
Court case on military double jeopardy, Wade v. Hunter,43 expressly re

serves judgment on this point.
One of the earliest and most broadly written opinions on military

double jeopardy is found in Grafton v. United States,44 where the Su

preme Court ruled that once a trial by court-martial had taken place fur-

36 44 Stat. (pt. 1) 1154 (1926).
37 Court-Martial Order 10 of 1921 at 11, in I Navy Department, Compilation of Court-

Martial Orders 1916-37 at 749 (1940) ; see � 408, Naval Courts and Boards (1937) (pro
viding protection only after a final conviction or acquittal).

38 41 Stat. 795 (1920).
39 Wiener, supra note 35, at 273.
40 Swaim v. United States, 165 U.S. 553 (1897) ; Ex parte Reed, 100 U.S. 13 (1879).
41 See, e.g., Meriam & Thornton, Double Jeopardy and the Court-Martial, 19 Brooklyn

L. Rev. 62 (1952).
42 Clawans v. Rives, 70 App. D.C. 107, 104 F.2d 240 (1939).
43 336 U.S. 684, 688 n.4 (1949).
44 206 U.S. 333 (1907).
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ther prosecution in any court deriving its authority from the federal

government was barred. There an Army private had been charged with
the military offense of killing two Filipinos while he was stationed as a

sentry, and had been acquitted by the court-martial which presumably
had found that the killing was justified. Several months later a Phillipine
provincial court convicted Grafton of "assassination" and sentenced him
to twelve years imprisonment. The Supreme Court reversed this con

viction on the ground that it violated the constitutional double jeopardy
provision which applied to all courts deriving their authority from the
United States. In passing the Court stated:

Congress, by express constitutional provision, has the power to prescribe rules for
the government and regulation of the Army, but those rules must be interpreted in
connection with the prohibition against a man's being put twice in jeopardy for the
same offense. The former provision must not be so interpreted as to nullify the
latter.45

Despite the ruling in Grafton, the application of constitutional double

jeopardy protection to the military remained debatable for many years
although most of the federal courts in tangentially meeting double jeop
ardy claims raised in habeas corpus petitions indicated a belief that some
constitutional protection was available.46
In Wade v. Hunter?1 the Court squarely faced a claim that, although

no statutory right had been violated, the defendant had been twice put
in jeopardy in contravention of the terms of the fifth amendment. That
case arose in Germany in March of 1945 when the tactical situation was

extremely fluid with the American army advancing rapidly. During the
defendant's trial for rape, the court-martial, after having heard all the
evidence and having deliberated for a short while, ordered a continuance
of a week in order that additional evidence be brought before it. During
the week the advance was so rapid that it became impractical to secure

attendance of witnesses before the court and the charges were withdrawn
and were later referred to another court. Defendant was convicted despite
his plea of former jeopardy. While an Army board of review recom

mended reversal of the conviction on the grounds that fifth amendment
double jeopardy protection had been violated, its decision was overruled
by the Commanding General of the European Theater and the conviction
was sustained. After exhausting all available military remedies, the de
fendant sought a writ of habeas corpus.

45 Id. at 352.
46 See, e.g., Sanford v. Robbins, 115 F.2d 435 (5th Cir. 1940).
47 336 U.S. 684 (1949).
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In the Supreme Court, the government strongly urged the view that
the civilian interpretation of the fifth amendment, that jeopardy at
tached prior to verdict, was not applicable to the military and that even
if it were, the circumstances of the case caused it to fall within the
recognized exception that a judge has the power to discharge a jury
when there is a "manifest necessity." The Court was unwilling to base
its decision on the first ground but instead agreed that the officer con

vening a court-martial did have the discretion to withdraw the charges,
at least where the decision was based on compelling tactical considera
tions and, absent some showing of bad faith, jeopardy did not attach
where he exercised his discretion in order to transfer charges to a dif
ferent court.48 In looking to the motive for terminating the first pro
ceeding, the Court took a basically flexible approach and refused to be
bound by precedent suggesting that the fifth amendment forbade a

retrial under any and all circumstances where the first trial had been
terminated due to an absence of witnesses.49
When Grafton and Wade are compared there is little room for con

tention that the rules of military and civilian double jeopardy are very
different. Yet the Court in Wade specifically reserved decision on the
constitutionality of the fortieth Article of War,50 as it was unnecessary
to the disposition of the case.51 However, the assumption of Wade that
the fifth amendment applied to the military leads irresistibly to the con

clusion that the Article of War provision was insufficient. Congress imme

diately felt the impact of the Wade decision as hearings on the Uniform
Code of Military Justice, and the double jeopardy provision contained
therein, were underway at the very time the opinion was rendered.

Statutory Protection Against Double Jeopardy�Enactment
and Interpretation

The Uniform Code of Military Justice is one of the newest penal codes
in existence today. In general, its drafters took advantage of the oppor
tunity to adopt those procedural and substantive provisions considered
to be most progressive. In many areas there was a drastic change from
the military law of the Articles of War52 and the Articles for the Govern
ment of the Navy.53 The initial double jeopardy provision, however, was

48 Id. at 691-92.
49 Cornero v. United States, 48 F.2d 69 (9th Cir. 1931).
50 41 Stat. 795 (1920).
51 336 U.S. 684, 688 n.4 (1949).
52 41 Stat. 787 (1920).
53 44 Stat. (pt. 1) 1154 (1926).
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in all material respects identical to the fortieth Article of War considered
in the Wade case. The House draft of the Code's double jeopardy sec

tion, Article 44, provided as follows:

No person shall, without his consent, be tried a second time for the same offense;
but no proceeding in which an accused has been found guilty by a court-martial

upon any charge or specification shall be held to be a trial in the sense of this article
until the finding of guilty has become final after review of the case has been fully
completed.54

The report of the House Committee on Armed Services accompanying
this draft frankly recognized that the proposed statutory provision was

unconstitutional, but stated:
The question is whether the constitutional provision of jeopardy follows a person
who enters military service. While arguments have been offered on both sides of the

question, it remains a fact that persons entering the military service must of neces

sity forfeit certain constitutional protections.55

This report was printed on April 28, 1949, and its authors presumably
did not consider the impact of the Wade case which had been decided on

April 25th. Later, however, at the Senate hearings, witnesses recognized
that the decision necessitated revision of the statute to expand the concept
of jeopardy beyond that encompassed in the fortieth Article of War

(limited to a plea in bar following a former conviction or acquittal) to

include the concept of jeopardy attaching at the time witnesses were

sworn and evidence was taken.56 The problem was to provide the same

double jeopardy protection that applied in civil courts, while keeping the
beneficial and necessary system of automatic review rather than appeal
by petition of the accused.57 The amendment suggested by the Senate
subcommittee was accepted by Congress and incorporated into the Uni
form Code of Military Justice as follows:

Art. 44. Former Jeopardy.
(a) No person shall, without his consent, be tried a second time for the same

offense.
(b) No proceeding in which an accused has been found guilty by a court-martial

upon any charge or specification shall be held to be a trial in the sense of this article
until the finding of guilty has become final after review of the case has been fully
completed.
(c) A proceeding which, subsequent to the introduction of evidence but prior to

54 H.R. 2498, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. (1949).
55 H.R. Rep. No. 491, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 23 (1949).
56 Hearings on S. 857 and H.R. 4080 Before a Subcommittee of the Senate Committee

on Armed Services, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 170 (1949).
57 Id. at 321-24.
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a finding, is dismissed or terminated by the convening authority or on motion of
the prosecution for failure of available evidence or witnesses without any fault of
the accused shall be a trial in the sense of this article.58

The statute is no exemplar of clarity. It does attempt to encompass
the civilian concept of jeopardy attaching prior to verdict but on its face
it might bar a new trial on precisely the facts of Wade, for it is certainly
a possible interpretation that the first trial there was terminated "for fail
ure of evidence or witnesses without any fault of the accused." Although
the entire legislative history of this amended provision reflects a desire
to codify the Wade decision, the statute itself lacks the necessary flex

ibility, and hence it has been left to the military courts to accomplish
judicially the purpose indicated by Congress.
The Manual provision, in explaining the convening authority's power

to withdraw charges as provided in Article 44(c), Uniform Code of Mili

tary Justice, states:
[I]f inadmissible information, highly prejudicial to either the Goverment or the

accused, has been brought to the attention of the court, and it appears to the con

vening authority that the members of the court cannot be reasonably expected to

remain uninfluenced thereby, he may withdraw the case from that court and refer it
to another court.59

To the extent that this provision could be relied upon to terminate trial
for the benefit of the government, it is without constitutional or statutory
basis. The Court of Military Appeals, sensing this objection, has ac

cordingly limited the discretion of the convening authority to withdraw
charges. In United States v. Stringer,60 where a convening authority with
drew charges from a court-martial allegedly due to the misconduct of one
of its members, a majority of the Court of Military Appeals indicated by
way of dictum that a new trial would be barred by double jeopardy.
There was some evidence that the withdrawal had been in part motivated
by a desire to allow the prosecution the opportunity to better prepare a

mishandled case.61 Furthermore, one of the judges indicated that the
real harm was the interference by a commanding officer (the convening
authority) with procedural matters better handled by the law officer.62
The most important ramifications which developed from the Stringer
58 UCMJ art. 44, 10 U.S.C. � 844 (Supp. V, 1958).
59 M.C.M., 1951, H 56 b.
60 5 U.S.C.M.A. 122, 17 C.M.R. 122 (1954).
61 The alleged misconduct was a remark of one of the members of the court, who, after

listening to a singularly inept counsel for the prosecution, said that unless the trial was

better prepared "we will hang the man innocently." Id. at 127, 17 C.M.R. at 127.
62 5 U.S.C.M.A. 122, 17 C.M.R. 122 (1954) (concurring opinion).
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case stemmed from the declaration by the court that the law officer had
the power to grant a mistrial. The court had earlier indicated its desire
to enhance the position of the law officer and to equate his role to that of
a federal judge when, in an earlier decision they reversed a conviction
because the convening authority had interfered with the law officer's

granting of a continuance.63 But giving him the power to grant a mistrial
was a much more startling decision not only because there was no military
precedent for this action prior to the Uniform Code of Military Justice,
but also because the Code itself is silent on the subject. Since Stringer it
has been held that the law officer has broad power to grant a mistrial, and
that failure to exercise this power upon request by the defendant in a

proper case can constitute an abuse of discretion and is thus reversible
error.64
Where a mistrial is granted due to "manifest necessity," this termina

tion is without prejudice to a subsequent prosecution. A typical example
would be the technical failure at trial of a tape recorder or other mechan
ical recording device used in preparing the verbatim transcript required
for the purposes of mandatory review.65 Less clear is the grant of a mis
trial on the law officer's instance in order to rectify the untoward appear
ance of misconduct by a court member. It is rationalized that the ends
of public justice (and not the disposition of the particular case) may
require the law officer's drastic action, but a close inquiry must always
be made to see if the real motivation was not an incipient lack of evidence
sufficient to sustain a conviction. One of the problems of this new power
to grant a mistrial is that since Article 44 of the Code makes absolutely
no provision for termination of trial by the law officer, it is possible that
he could, without violating this statute, declare a mistrial for the express
purpose of saving a case for the prosecution without placing the defend
ant in jeopardy, as this does not occur until after a "trial," which by
definition takes place only after appellate review or improper withdrawal
by the convening authority. The only answer to this apparent dilemma
is to assume that the double jeopardy provision of the Constitution ap
plies of its own force to the military. Illustratively, the opinions in

Stringer cite extensively from federal double jeopardy cases and an in
ferior military tribunal has expressly applied the fifth amendment in a

mistrial case.66 On other occasions a majority of the Court of Military
�3 United States v. Knudsen, 4 U.S.C.M.A. 587, 16 C.M.R. 161 (1954).
64 United States v. Harris, 8 U.S.CM.A. 199, 24 C.M.R. 9 (1957).
65 United States v. Schilling, 7 U.S.CM.A. 482, 22 C.M.R. 272 (1957) (semble).
66 United States v. Reese, 24 CM.R. 467, 477 (1957), rev'd on other grounds, 9
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Appeals has apparently concluded that the double jeopardy clause of the
fifth amendment must be considered in addition to statutory provisions.67
The dual requirements of the Uniform Code of Military Justice and

the Constitution have yielded results predictably similar to those in
civilian cases. Jeopardy attaches in a court-martial after evidence has
been received on the merits of the case.68 Subsequent to this time neither
the convening authority nor the law officer may terminate proceedings
for the purpose of giving the prosecution a second chance to present their
case to the court. Also, the military seems more willing than are civilian
courts to recognize circumstances justifying a sua sponte declaration of
mistrial without prejudice by the law officer 69 Of course, where the de
fendant himself asks for a mistrial, he is held to have waived his right to
plead double jeopardy as a bar to retrial. Indeed, the defense can

always be waived merely by failure to raise it at the second trial.70
The question arises next as to the protection from double jeopardy

on appeal. In federal courts the law is well settled. In Kepner v. United
States,71 it was held that jeopardy attached at trial and that an appeal
by the government of an acquittal constituted a second jeopardy. The

Supreme Court also noted that double jeopardy protection could not

be evaded by a statute purporting to declare that a proceeding was not
final until the government, if it wished, had appealed from an acquittal.
Since then it has been found that jeopardy attaches at each stage of ap
pellate proceedings, but a close study is made to determine whether de
fendant by affirmative conduct has waived his right to claim the defense.
The result is reasonable and the defendant will not be allowed to claim
double jeopardy at a new trial after reversal of his conviction by an ap
pellate court,72 nor can he prevent the government from appealing to the

Supreme Court when he has first initiated an appeal to a court of ap-

U.S.C.M.A. 205, 25 C.M.R. 467 (1958). It was held that the law officer's grant of mis
trial fell within the "manifest necessity" exception to fifth amendment double jeopardy
protection.

67 United States v. Ivory, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 516, 26 C.M.R. 296 (1958) (concurring opinions
of Quinn, CJ. and Ferguson, J.) ; United States v. Zimmerman, 2 U.S.C.M.A. 12, 6

C.M.R. 12 (1952) (dictum).
68 United States v. Wells, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 509, 26 C.M.R. 289 (1958).
69 Compare United States v. Reese, 24 C.M.R. 467, 489 (1957), with Brock v. North

Carolina, 344 U.S. 424 (1953) (concurring opinion indicating that the grant of a mistrial
followed by a retrial might contravene the fifth amendment without violating the four

teenth) .

70 United States v. Kreitzer, 2 U.S.C.M.A. 284, 8 C.M.R. 84 (1953).
71 195 U.S. 100 (1904).
72 United States v. Ball, 163 U.S. 662, 671-72 (1896).
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peals.73 While the result is just, the rationale seems weak, for if there is a

second jeopardy at each step of an appeal, or at a new trial granted on

appeal, it requires that defendant waive his right to a constitutional
double jeopardy defense as a condition of taking an appeal.74 Mr. Justice
Holmes dissented with vigor in the Kepner case, finding that there was

but one jeopardy throughout whatever proceedings of trial and appeal
are provided by statute. Holmes' view of trial and appellate proceedings
as a single unit is in many ways a more logical manner of reaching the
results intended in making the plea of former jeopardy available to the
defendant�the prevention of double punishment and harassment. It

remains, however, a minority view75 because it would logically allow an

appeal by the government of an acquittal.
In the military, the federal court theory of waiver is inapplicable as

defendants do not perfect their own appeals and all cases are auto

matically reviewed as provided by statute.76 While the defendant is

provided all the rights that he would have in a civilian appeal, e.g., ap
pellate counsel, it cannot be said that he has initiated any action con

stituting a waiver. The Code therefore has adopted Holmes' theory of

"continuing jeopardy," but has specifically added that an acquittal by
the trial court bars further consideration of the case unless the court

was without jurisdiction.77 According to this unitary appellate procedure,
a defendant has not been "tried" until his case has gone through all
the appropriate stages of mandatory review analogous to appeal. Thus

appellate bodies may, without action by the accused, reverse and order

rehearings as often as may be necessary to obtain an error-free trial.
The provision for mandatory review is extremely beneficial to a mili

tary defendant. Not only is centralized review helpful in wiping out

disparities in sentence but the critics of military justice should also recog
nize that detailed review by a board of review takes place in an at

mosphere completely divorced from "command influence." An auto

matic and full appeal in which the record is exposed to close scrutiny
in further adversary proceedings provides a military defendant with a

right that really has no genuine counterpart in civilian criminal law.
The first step of review following a conviction will be by the convening

authority, who can examine both the law and the facts, and who is con-

73 United States v. Gulf Ref. Co., 268 U.S. 542 (1925).
74 Compare Green v. United States, 355 U.S. 184 (1957) (waiver theory disapproved),

with Trono v. United States, 199 U.S. 521 (1905) (waiver theory followed).
75 See Green v. United States, supra note 74, at 197.
7� UCMJ arts. 64-70, 10 U.S.C. �� 864-70 (Supp. V, 1958).
77 UCMJ art. 61, 10 U.S.C. � 861 (Supp. V, 1958).
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sidered an auxiliary fact-finder to the extent that his dismissal, even

if granted for an erroneous reason, will serve as an absolute bar to
further proceedings.78 If jurisdictional limits are met, further review
will be had at a board of review, which is the intermediate appellate
tribunal having power to affirm or dismiss the charges or order a rehear
ing, except that a rehearing may not be ordered where there was in
sufficient evidence to support the findings of the court-martial as

approved by the convening authority.79
The only harm which may result to the defendant in automatic review

comes not at the board level where any action taken only redounds to
his benefit, but rather occurs at the Court of Military Appeals, for, ac
cording to statute, the Judge Advocate General may certify to the court

any case for the purpose of obtaining a reversal of errors of law made
by the board contrary to the interests of the government.80 The rationale
of the federal cases allowing "prosecution appeals" is that the defendant
has waived his jeopardy defense by taking an intermediate appeal. Can
the fact that this rationale is not available in the military change the
result? The court in United States v. Zimmerman*1 took a common-

sense approach and was untroubled by the inapplicability of the waiver

theory to the military, and after noting that the accused is protected
on appeal from ever being punished more severely than the first court
directed (for reasons that will be discussed below), stated:
The provision for automatic review simply constitutes the device adopted by Congress
for insuring that no man may stand convicted on an inadequate record. To rule
that the consequences of its action contravene the Fifth Amendment would be

palpably absurd .... For the present purpose, therefore, we hold that automatic
board of review consideration on behalf of a convicted military person is tantamount
to intermediate appellate review sought by the accused himself�this for the reasons

that the dangers of double jeopardy have been eliminated.82

It is submitted that the content given to an inadequate statutory pro
vision by the Court of Military Appeals has assured to military defendants
each and every right assured to a defendant in a federal criminal case
by the double jeopardy clause of the fifth amendment.
But to say that the minimum of constitutional double jeopardy pro

tection has been met is not to reach a stopping point. The current inter-

78 United States v. Allen, 20 C.M.R. 539 (19SS).
79 UCMJ art. 66, 10 U.S.C. � 866 (Supp. V, 1958).
so UCMJ art. 67, 10 U.S.C. � 867 (Supp. V, 1958) .

81 2 U.S.C.M.A. 12, 6 C.M.R. 12 (1952), 21 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 497 (1953), 26 Temp.
L.Q. 446 (1953).

82 United States v. Zimmerman, supra note 81, at 20, 6 C.M.R. at 20.
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pretation of the constitutional provision has itself been much criticized
as not affording realistic protection against either multiple prosecutions
or multiple punishments as judicially created technicalities have been
taken advantage of by ingenious prosecutors.83
Three broad areas may be defined where it is at least arguable that

the constitutional doctrine of double jeopardy does not coincide with
commonly accepted standards of justice and fair play. The first is the
harassment of a defendant with multiple prosecutions until the conviction
desired by the government has been obtained.84 Multiple punishment is
not an issue, but the danger to a defendant of being forced to stand trial

repeatedly after his defense tactics have been once revealed is obvious.
The financial burden to a defendant is, of course, greater in the civilian
context than in the military where qualified counsel is assigned by the

government. The second is where a single act of the defendant or closely
related acts in a single transaction violate separate statutory provisions
and multiple convictions are sought in separate trials.85 Here the de
fendant is faced with multiple punishment as well as harassment. The
third situation involves but one trial where in a multiple-count indictment
one act is alleged as violating separate statutory provisions or where
several closely related acts occurring in one transaction are separately
alleged.86 The danger here is the prejudice to the defendant from the
artificial increase in authorized punishment.
Legislation has frequently been suggested as the solution to the in-

efficacy of constitutional double jeopardy protection.87 The statutory
provisions of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, and to an even

greater extent, the procedural provisions of the Manual for Courts-
Martial, have met head-on the problems of both harassment and of
multiple punishment. The Court of Military Appeals has shown itself
anxious to give full content to these provisions, unbound by the full
weight of the restrictive decisions in federal courts regarding double
jeopardy.

83 See, e.g., Note, Statutory Implementation of Double Jeopardy Clauses: New Life
for a Moribund Constitutional Guarantee, 65 Yale L.J. 339 (1956).
8i See Burton v. United States, 202 U.S. 344 (1906) ; United States v. Coplon, 88 F.

Supp. 910 (S.D .NY. 1949) ; Note, Trial by Persistence, 4 Stan. L. Rev. 537 (1952).
85 See Gavieres v. United States, 220 U.S. 338 (1911).
86 See Gore v. United States, 357 U.S. 386 (1958) ; Pereira v. United States, 347 U.S. 1

(1954); United States v. Michener, 331 U.S. 789 (1947) (per curiam), reversing 157 F.2d
616 (8th Cir. 1946).

87 Model Penal Code �� 1.08, 1.10-.11 (Tent. Draft No. 5, 1956) ; ALI Administration
of the Criminal Law, Double Jeopardy (1935).
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The simplest way to prevent the harassment of multiple trials is to

provide that all offenses should be joined whether or not they grow out
of the same transaction, and this is the rule of the Manual88 as interpreted
by the Court of Military Appeals.89 This encompasses different crimes,
taking place at different times, against different persons. The only ex

ception to the custom of joinder in the military occurs when the joinder
of a minor offense with a more serious one would be prejudicial to the
accused.90 This procedure should be contrasted with the federal joinder
rule which merely permits the joinder of offenses arising out of related
acts or transactions91 and which in practice has imposed no limit on the
number of indictments which may be brought.92 The mandatory joinder
provision is the solution to the harassment problem suggested by the
American Law Institute 93 Its adoption in the service has done away
with multiple courts-martial as a practical problem, and the willingness
of the military to join all offenses in a single trial has made it unnecessary
for defendants to test as a matter of law their right to require it.
Further protection is encompassed in the Manual which provides that

res judicata (more properly collateral estoppel), as it applies in military
criminal law, is intended primarily for use by the defendant and only
in rare circumstances for the government.94 This defense is, of course,
applicable only where there has been a prior acquittal based on necessary
findings of facts which the government is seeking to relitigate in a dif
ferent prosecution, and will not be resorted to if the second prosecution
is for an offense which is barred by the double jeopardy provision. It
appears that there is no res judicata as to questions of law. However,
it is frequently difficult to determine whether a finding below was of a

question of law or fact. In United States v. Smith?5 the Court of Military
Appeals held that a ruling at one court-martial that a confession was il

legally obtained and hence inadmissible was a question of fact (or at

88 M.C.M., 1951, If 30 f.
89 United States v. Keith, 1 U.S.C.M.A. 442, 448, 4 C.M.R. 34, 40 (1952) (dictum).
90 M.C.M., 1951, If 26 c.

91 Fed. R. Crim. P. 8(a).
92 For a dramatic example of the application of this rule in a state court, see Ciucci v.

Illinois, 356 U.S. 571 (195S) (per curiam), where defendant had shot and killed his wife

and three children. Four separate indictments for first degree murder were secured. At the

first trial the defendant was sentenced to twenty years confinement, at the second to forty-
five years confinement and at the third to death. The Supreme Court found no violation of

the due process clause of the fourteenth amendment.
93 Model Penal Code �� 1.08, 1.10-.11 (Tent. Draft No. 5, 1956).
94 M.C.M., 1951, If 71b.
95 4 U S.C.M.A. 369, 15 C.M.R. 369 (1954).
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least a mixed question of law and fact) and that res judicata pre
vented use of the same confession in a subsequent trial for a separate
offense also described in the confession, although the exclusion of the
confession at the first trial was later held to be erroneous.

While it is easy to say that the government should be estopped from

relitigating a matter adversely determined in a prior prosecution against
the same defendant, it is much more difficult to discover what facts or

issues were necessarily determined in arriving at the prior acquittal. In
other words, the efficacy of the doctrine of collateral estoppel depends
on sifting out a "meaningful acquittal" from the general verdict of a

criminal trial. While federal cases hold that res judicata may be used in
criminal trials,96 there is a tendency to find that the doctrine is in

applicable when it is impossible to determine what issues were necessarily
decided at the first trial.97 The more liberal approach taken by the Court
of Military Appeals is demonstrated by the case of United States v.

Martin?* In that case the accused had originally been acquitted on

the charge of sodomy, the principal issue being his alibi. At another
trial at which his alleged partner was convicted of the same crime, the
accused was called as a witness and again denied being near the locus
of the crime at the time in question. The court was willing to go behind
the general verdict to find that the court-martial must have believed the
defendant's alibi and that a perjury charge would relitigate an issue
earlier determined.
In its application of res judicata to a subsequent trial for perjury, the

Court of Military Appeals has adopted a minority approach.99 A majority
of the court has rationalized this position on the theory that it possesses
the right to choose precedent from sources other than the mere inter
pretation of the rules of the Manual as to questions of the scope of res
judicata.100 The court appears to be willing to give content to the ap
plication of res judicata to military criminal law by giving meaning to
the prior acquittal.101
Further protection against possible double prosecution is afforded by
86 Sealfon v. United States, 332 U.S. 575 (1948) ; United States v. Oppenheimer, 242

U.S. 85 (1916).
97 See, e.g., United States v. Adams, 281 U.S. 202 (1930) (by implication).
98 8 U.S.C.M.A. 346, 24 C.M.R. 1S6 (1957).
99 See Gershenson, Res Judicata in Successive Criminal Prosecutions, 34 Brooklyn L.

Rev. 12, 19, 20-21 (1957).
100 United States v. Martin, 8 U.S.C.M.A. 346, 352, 24 C.M.R. 156, 162 (1957).
101 Contrast the extremely limited meaning given to an acquittal in State v. Hoag, 21

N.J. 496, 122 A.2d 628 (1956), aff'd, 356 U.S. 464 (1958).
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the Code in the provision that no rehearing will be had where a reviewing
body finds that there was insufficient evidence to support the conviction
at the trial level and also that if there is a rehearing it shall not extend
to any offense of which the accused was acquitted at trial.102 Both of
these provisions anticipated the rulings made by the Supreme Court
some years later in analogous civilian cases. The first instance merely
provides that a holding by a reviewing authority that the prosecution
failed to make out a prima facie case will amount to a final finding of
not guilty.103 Likewise, the prohibition of retrial as to any count on

which there has been an acquittal is a prior enactment to the landmark
double jeopardy case of Green v. United States.104 In Green the de

fendant, who allegedly had caused a death by arson, was charged with
first degree murder but was found guilty of the second degree offense.
After being sentenced to a term of imprisonment, the defendant appealed
and secured a reversal of his conviction on the ground that there was no

evidence of intent to kill. He was then retried on the original indictment
and convicted of felony murder and sentenced to death. The Supreme
Court, however, held that the second conviction constituted double

jeopardy as the defendant's appeal could not be considered a waiver of
his right to claim former jeopardy as to the charge of first degree mur

der. Thus, it was considered that the jury's finding of guilt of only second

degree murder was an implicit acquittal of the greater offense of first

degree murder. This theory of acquittal by implication has also been

employed in the military and in fact is specifically provided for in the
Manual.105
The Code further provides that the punishment at a rehearing shall

not exceed that imposed at the first trial.106 This is certainly within
the spirit of the double jeopardy clause and appears to offer greater pro
tection than is afforded by the Constitution itself.107
While legislation has done much to clarify the rules of double jeopardy

in the military, it has offered no additional guidance in one important area.
This is in defining what is the "same offense" for the purposes of

102 UCMJ art. 63(a), 10 U.S.C. � 863 (Supp. V, 1958).
103 Sapir v. United States, 348 U.S. 373 (19SS) (semble) (per curiam). But cf. Bryan v.

United States, 338 U.S. 552 (1950).
10* 355 U.S. 184 (1957).
105 M.C.M., 1951, If 92.
106 UCMJ art. 63(b), 10 U.S.C. � 863 (Supp. V, 1958). This limitation applies only to a

rehearing and not to a new trial following proceedings void for lack of jurisdiction.
United States v. Padilla, 1 U.S.C.M.A. 603, 5 C.M.R. 31 (1952) (dictum).

107 See Stroud v. United States, 251 U.S. 15 (1919).
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prohibiting a second trial or additional punishment for a separately
alleged offense at one trial. The difficulties in determining the identity
of offenses have accounted for a major portion of the literature on the

subject of double jeopardy.108 The very same difficulties have enabled
federal prosecutors to obtain double punishment of an accused by seek

ing consecutive sentences for offenses which are alleged as separate counts
of an indictment but which are derived from a single antisocial act. Be
cause of the provisions for mandatory joinder, the Court of Military
Appeals has seldom been faced with deciding the same-offense issue in

regards to a second trial but it has frequently been forced to decide
what is the same offense for the purpose of authorizing additional punish
ment. The court's treatment of the identity of offenses for punishment
purposes has gone far beyond federal case-law precedent and exemplifies
the opportunity for improvements in the law that can be made by a court

working with a new statute, unfettered by binding precedent.

What Is the Same Offense? Judicial Interpretation of the

"Same Evidence" Rule

The first issue to be met is whether the criteria for determining the
identity of offenses are the same for barring cumulative punishment as

they are for barring a second trial. A possible differentiation exists since
it is the better view that the fifth amendment double jeopardy provision
does not deal with the amount of punishment flowing from one trial.
From the point of view of semantics it is difficult to show a defendant
to be twice in jeopardy from a multiple-count indictment or multiple
charges, although in fact he may be exposed to double punishment when
he receives a sentence twice as severe as was intended by Congress.
In general, doubt has existed as to the extent of constitutional coverage

in this area since the Supreme Court ruled in Ex parte Lange that the
fifth amendment restrained a court from twice punishing the accused by
imposing the second of two alternative punishments after the accused
had satisfied one of them following his conviction.109 Also, in numerous

federal cumulative-sentencing cases the double jeopardy provision has
been referred to110 and occasionally has been the ratio decidendi in

108 See, e.g., Horack, The Multiple Consequences of a Single Criminal Act, 21 Minn. L.
Rev. 80S (1937) ; Kirchheimer, The Act, the Offense and Double Jeopardy, 58 Yale L.J.
513 (1949) ; Lugar, Criminal Law, Double Jeopardy and Res Judicata, 39 Iowa L. Rev. 317
(1954).
109 85 U.S. (18 Wall.) 163, 174-76 (1873).
119 Carter v. McClaughry, 183 U.S. 365, 390-93 (1902) ; United States v. Johnson, 235

F.2d 159 (7th Cir. 1956).
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granting relief.111 The doubt has been resolved in recent Supreme Court
cumulative-sentencing cases, decided solely on the basis of legislative
intent and expressly denying that a constitutional question was involved.112
The Court of Military Appeals has not relied on constitutional grounds to
strike down attempts to increase punishment for what is essentially one

offense.
The basis for prohibiting two trials for one offense is the fifth amend

ment and the basis for preventing sentencing on multiple charges at one
trial for what is essentially one offense is statutory interpretation, common
law, and in the military, the provisions of the Manual for Courts-
Martial.113 Granting this to be so, is there any difference in the definition
of an offense for double jeopardy or for sentencing purposes? It has been

argued that the policy in preventing multiple trials is stronger than that
of limiting the discretion of the sentencing authority in cumulating the

punishments authorized by various statutes, and that therefore different

interpretations were justified for each situation.114 It is submitted that
the variety of factors involved in making such a distinction render it
valueless as a practical matter.115 It must be concluded that what is
an offense for a "unit of trial" is the same as an offense for a "unit of

punishment."
The test for the identity of offenses has historically been the "same

evidence" rule which the Supreme Court has applied to both cumulative

sentencing and double jeopardy cases.116 A sound interpretation and

application of this rule appears to be the key to effective protection
against both double jeopardy and double punishment. In an early double

jeopardy case, acquittal on an indictment was held not a bar to a second

prosecution unless a conviction on the first indictment could have been
sustained by proof of the facts as alleged in the second.117 Developments
in the rule have resulted in various definitions,118 but in the federal courts
i11 Tritico v. United States, 4 F.2d 664 (5th Cir. 1925) ; Murphy v. United States, 285

Fed. 801, 815-18 (7th Cir. 1923).
112 Ladner v. United States, 358 U.S. 169 (1958) ; Gore v. United States, 357 U.S. 386

(1958) (semble).
"� See, e.g., M.C.M., 1951, fl 76(a)8.
114 Abbate v. United States, 359 U.S. 187 (1959) (separate opinion of Brennan, J.);

Kirchheimer, supra note 108, at 526-27; Note, 65 Yale L.J. 339, 346 (1956).
115 See Note, Consecutive Sentences in Single Prosecutions: Judicial Multiplication of

Statutory Penalties, 67 Yale L.J. 916, 921-23 (1958) (expressing a similar view).
H6 Blockburger v. United States, 284 U.S. 299 (1932) (cumulative sentencing), relying

on Gavieres v. United States, 220 U.S. 338 (1911) (two prosecutions).
H7 The King v. Vandercomb, 2 Leach 708, 168 Eng. Rep. 455 (Ex. 1796).
us See ALI Administration of the Criminal Law, Double Jeopardy, � 5 (March 1954

Draft).
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it is the form of the indictment which is crucial. The test is whether, in
theory, each indictment or each count of the multiple-count indictment
could be proved by different evidence. That the same evidence was in
fact used at trial in proving each statutory offense is of no moment.

What is important is an examination of the elements of the offenses al

leged, for if they vary in any degree, the offenses will be separate and
will support separate sentences.

The issue of cumulative sentencing most often arises where a single
act by the defendant allegedly violates several statutes at the same time.
The result of applying the "same evidence" rule, for practical purposes,
is that there are as many different offenses (permitting separate punish
ment) as there are closely related statutory provisions forbidding crim
inal conduct. The other branch of the multiplicity problem involves one

course of criminal conduct, the issue being whether each separate physical
act of the defendant may be punished as a separate statutory violation.
In both situations we find in the federal cases a judicially created pre
sumption in favor of separateness of the offenses alleged allowing cumula
tive punishment.
The Supreme Court was faced with both aspects of the problem in

the leading case of Blockburger v. United States119 where the defendant
received consecutive sentences following his conviction on three counts:
the first for the sale of ten grams of narcotics not in or from the original
stamped package (as required by statute); the second for a sale the

following day to the same vendee of another eight grams of the drug,
again not made in or from the original stamped package; and the third,
because he had not made the second sale pursuant to a written order.
The Court had little difficulty in finding that the sales on separate days
constituted offenses for which Congress intended separate punishment.
As to the second aspect of the problem the opinion laid down the rule
as follows:

Each of the offenses created requires proof of a different element. The applicable
rule is that where the same act or transaction constitutes a violation of two distinct
statutory provisions, the test to be applied to determine whether there are two
offenses or only one is whether each provision requires proof of a fact which the
other does not.120

Clearly the statutory provisions require proof of different facts as failure
to have the required tax stamps is an element of proof in one instance,
while failure to have a written order is an element in another. The same

"� 284 U.S. 299 (1932).
120 Id. at 304.
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rationale was extended by the Supreme Court to allow the imposition
of consecutive sentences where one narcotics sale violated three statutory
provisions,121 and further it has made no difference that a single act of
possession was the basis for enabling the government to invoke the aid
of the several statutory presumptions of guilt contained in the respective
provisions violated.122
Under the federal view of the "same evidence" rule as a rigid and

theoretical test, it has been held that conspiracy and the principal offense
are separate even where the overt act proved at trial to sustain a con

spiracy conviction was the principal offense.123 Also, an agreement to

receive a bribe may be punished in addition to receipt of the bribe,124
and procuring engraving plates for counterfeiting is an offense separate
from possessing the same plates.125 Finally, where defendants cashed
a fraudulently obtained check, thus causing it to be charged against a

bank account in another state, this single act sustained separate punish
ments for fraudulently using the mails and also for causing stolen

property to be transported through interstate commerce.126
The federal cases have been equally strict in punishing separate steps

of one course of criminal conduct. For instance, larceny of liquor from
a truck, part of the load belonging to A and part to B, constitutes two

separately punishable offenses.127 And where defendant cut six mail

bags each cutting was held to be a separate mail offense for which cumula
tive sentencing was allowed.128

The only exception to this rigid "same evidence" rule occurs when
the Court cannot find a clear intent on the part of Congress to punish
the separate elements of a course of conduct,129 for it may be that the
statute is aimed at the evil of the business engaged in without regard
to the number of the people affected thereby. Thus, it has been held
that transporting two women across a state line for immoral purposes
constitutes but one violation of the Mann Act,130 and firing a shotgun at

121 Gore v. United States, 357 U.S. 386 (1958).
122 Harris v. United States, 3S9 U.S. 19 (1959).
123 Toliver v. United States, 224 F.2d 742 (9th Cir. 1955).
124 Burton v. United States, 202 U.S. 344, 377-81 (1906).
125 United States v. Michener, 331 U.S. 789 (1947) (per curiam), reversing 157 F.2d

616 (8th Cir. 1946).
126 Pereira v. United States, 347 U.S. 1 (1954).
127 Oddo v. United States, 171 F.2d 854 (2d Cir. 1949).
128 Ebeling v. Morgan, 237 U.S. 625 (1915).
129 United States v. Universal C.I.T. Credit Corp., 344 U.S. 218 (1952).
130 Bell v. United States, 349 U.S. 81 (1955).
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two federal officers constitutes one assault.131 Also, in other instances,
the Court has found that Congress must have intended a "merger"^ of
a statutory provision importing lesser culpability into a provision im-

porting greater culpability and thus has allowed punishment for only
the more severe offense. For example, in Prince v. United States,13,2
the defendant entered a bank, robbed it, and was apprehended after

completing the act. For these actions, he was convicted by the lower

court under two statutory provisions of the Bank Robbery Act; one sec

tion forbidding the entering of a bank with the intent to commit a crime

therein for which he received a sentence of fifteen years imprisonment,
the other section forbidding armed robbery in a bank for which he was

sentenced to twenty years imprisonment. The Supreme Court reversed,
however, ruling that the statute could not be read as allowing both pun
ishments and noted that the legislative history of the statute showed
that the provision prohibiting unlawful entry was meant only as a sup

plement, and was not intended to authorize additional punishment where
the principal crime was successfully committed.133
Enthusiasm on the Supreme Court for the rigid "same evidence" test

seems to be on the wane. In Gore v. United States,134 a 1958 decision,
where three offenses were charged from one narcotics sale, cumulative
punishment was upheld, but only by a 5-4 decision. At least two of the
dissenters found that where Congress creates a multiplicity of statutory
offenses which may apply to a single course of criminal conduct, the legis
lative intent is to give to the prosecutor a multiplicity of methods of se

curing a single punishment.135 Following this minority view might well
yield results more nearly in accord with common notions of justice in
criminal sentencing. However, the main thrust of the "same evidence"
rule seems so firmly imbedded in federal case law that a complete reversal
by judicial decision seems unlikely. One possible approach which might
be more generally applied in sentencing cases would be an extension
of the holding of Yates v. United States136 that it was an abuse of dis
cretion by the trial court to impose multiple penalties for separate acts
in contempt of court which arose out of the witness' single course of
behavior.

131 Ladner v. United States, 358 U.S. 169 (1958).
132 352 U.S. 322 (1957).
133 See also United States v. Di Canio, 245 F.2d 713 (2d Cir. 1957) ; Brooks v. United

States, 223 F.2d 393 (10th Cir. 1955).
134 357 U.S. 386 (1958).
135 Id. at 393-97 (dissenting opinion).
136 356 U.S. 363 (1958) (per curiam).
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Military protection from double punishment for one criminal act is

provided in the Manual for Courts-Martial. Paragraph 26(b) forbids
an unreasonable multiplication of charges by carving a course of conduct
into artificially created separate steps or by alleging that a single act

violated several statutory provisions. More particularly, it is provided
that larceny at one time of articles belonging to several people may be

charged as but one offense.137 Although charges may not be unreasonably
multiplied this is not to say that the liberal "same transaction" test has
been adopted, for the Manual also provides: "The accused may be
found guilty of two or more offenses arising out of the same act or

transaction, without regard to whether the offenses are separate. In this

connection, however, see 76a(8)."138 This latter reference provides as

follows:
The maximum authorized punishment may be imposed for each of two or more

separate offenses arising out of the same act or transaction. The test to be applied
in determining whether the offenses of which the accused has been convicted are

separate is this : The offenses are separate if each offense requires proof of an element
not required to prove the other. ... An accused may not be punished for both a

principal offense and for an offense included therein because it would not be neces

sary in proving the included offense to prove any element not required to prove the

principal offense. (Emphasis added.)
The first provision defines a chargeable-punishable dichotomy. Mul

tiple avenues are open to the prosecution to obtain conviction but only
one of the offenses may be punished unless they are "separate." The

court, incidentally, has found it prejudicial error whenever a court-

martial, in imposing its gross sentence for all charges, is allowed to

consider a maximum sentence greater than that authorized for the one

essential offense. The fact that the sentence actually was within the limits
of the permissible maximum is immaterial as it is impossible to speculate
what lesser sentence might have been imposed had the court been cor

rectly instructed on the sentence.139
The second provision, cited above, is nothing but an incorporation

of the federal "same evidence" rule, and reference to the Manual's

legislative history indicates that the Blockburger rule was intended to

137 M.C.M., 1951, If 200(a) 7.
138 M.C.M., 1951, If 74(b) 4.
139 United States v. McVey, 4 U.S.C.M.A. 167, 174, 15 C.M.R. 167, 174 (1954). This

is a departure from the federal rule disallowing appeal on one or more counts of a multi-

count indictment where concurrent sentences have been imposed and at least one of the

counts is error free. Federal courts speculate that the sentence was imposed on the valid

count. Claasen v. United States, 142 U.S. 140 (1891). But see United States v. Hines,
256 F.2d 561 (2d Cir. 1958) ; 107 U. Pa. L. Rev. 726 (1959).
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apply to the military.140 At first the Court of Military Appeals found

this binding. In United States v. Larney,141 the defendant had been

charged with an unauthorized absence from the Naval Training Station

in Newport and also with disobedience of a lawful order to report to

that station. The court considered the federal "same evidence" cases

and then found that it was possible to be guilty of an unauthorized ab

sence without disobeying an order; likewise the defendant could have

disobeyed the order without ever absenting himself from naval jurisdic
tion. Accordingly, it was proper for the court-martial to consider both
offenses as justifying separate punishment. The result is in accord
with the federal cases, but it is a result with which the Court of Military
Appeals was not satisfied because the proof at trial of but one fact, the
absence, was the crux of both charges. The court's realization that

rigid adherence to the "same evidence" rule could result in double

punishment caused a case-by-case re-examination of the rule eventually
resulting in reversal of the principal case.
In attempting to mitigate the rigors of the rule the court essayed a

variety of solutions. The starting point was the traditional examination
of the statutory definition of the offenses involved to see if either contained
an "element" not common to the other,142 and when it became apparent
that these separate elements might be proved by the same facts, the court
then adopted as a test of separateness whether each offense, as defined

by statute, necessarily required proof of a "material fact" that the other
did not.143 Other tests would have emphasized the conduct of the de
fendant to see whether he violated separate "duties"144 or whether he
was motivated by separate "impulses."145
The late Judge Brosman was the author and prime advocate of a

theory which would determine whether offenses were separately punish
able dependent upon whether the offenses violated separate societal
norms or standards. This theory arose out of a realization that the rigid
"same evidence" test in the Manual was an artificial test, and abstract
adherence to it would attain results contrary to what persons familiar
with military law would consider fundamentally fair.146 The theory was

140 Legal and Legislative Basis, Manual for Courts-Martial, 1951, pp. 77-78.
141 2 U.S.C.M.A. 563, 10 CM.R. 61 (1953).
142 United States v. Yarborough, 1 U.S.CM.A. 678, 5 C.M.R. 106 (1952).
143 United States v. Redenius, 4 U.S.C.M.A. 161, 15 CM.R. 161 (1954).
144 United States v. Soukup, 2 U.S.C.M.A. 141, 7 C.M.R. 17 (1953).
145 United States v. Real, 8 U.S.C.M.A. 644, 25 C.M.R. 148 (1958).
146 United States v. Larney, 2 U.S.C.M.A. 563, 10 C.M.R. 61 (1953) (concurring opinion

of Brosman, J.).
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further expounded in United States v. Beene1" where the defendant had
been convicted both of drunken driving and of involuntary manslaughter
as a result of that driving. Judge Brosman sought to correlate his theory
with the federal rule as follows:

It is suggested that the views proposed here are in no wise immiscible with
those expressed by the Supreme Court in the Blockburger case. Blockburger indicates
that each count of an indictment must require proof of a distinct and additional
fact in order that it may constitute a basis for separate punishment. Our point
simply is that this fact, of which proof is demanded, must be significant in that it
involves the infringement by the accused of a distinct norm established by society
through its lawmaking agencies. In short, this separate fact must constitute the

open sesame to a separate norm. To require less would be to permit the multiplica
tion of punishments through the artful, but meaningless, rephrasings of the

prosecutor.148

In many ways, turning to societal norms as a guide in imposing punish
ment seems a most flexible and reasonable solution. However, this rule
could easily become inflexible by finding that legislative enactment of

separate statutory provisions is evidence that separate societal norms are

being protected.
Out of this diversity of tentative solutions to the "same evidence" test

the court has derived a two-pronged attack on the federal rule. On the
one hand, the concept of a lesser included offense was expanded, pro
viding that multiple punishment for a principal offense and one included
therein is not authorized.149 On the other hand, the "same evidence" test

was changed to bar cumulative punishment where evidence which was

essential at trial to prove one offense was used to prove another offense.150
The dividing line between each of these categories is ill defined and to
the extent that there is one it is artificial. It may be that in the future
the court will cease to draw any distinction in this area and will merely
find that an examination of the pleading and proof shows a merger of
the offenses charged for punishment purposes.151

147 4 U.S.CM.A. 177, IS CM.R. 177 (1954).
148 Id. at 180, 15 CM.R. at 180.
i� M.C.M., 1951, f 76 (a) 8.
150 United States v. Modesett, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 152, 25 CM.R. 414 (19S8).
151 This is the language used in the famous espionage case of United States v. French,

10 U.S.C.M.A. 171, 27 CM.R. 245 (19S9). It was there held that the separately alleged
offenses of offering to sell security information to Russia and of delivering to the Soviet

Embassy a letter offering to sell security information merged for punishment pur

poses with the principal offense of attempting to communicate restricted data to a foreign
government. Punishment was limited to the maximum sentence allowed for that offense.

This interpretation of the "same offense" conflicts with that of a federal court considering
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The theory that a lesser included offense cannot be punished in addi
tion to the principal offense has been the traditional escape valve to avoid
double punishment in federal cases.152 By a most liberal definition of an
"included offense," the Court of Military Appeals has substantially cut

down the opportunity for using two units of punishment for one course

of conduct. This was first hinted at in a case holding that unpremeditated
murder was a lesser included offense of felony murder where the same

facts used to prove the felony murder also proved the other offense.153
The court reasoned that unpremeditated murder must be a lesser included
offense because otherwise being a separate offense, the accused could be

charged with and convicted of both and sentenced separately for each.

Regarding this the court said: "No one�we dare suggest�would coun

tenance such a result."154 It is also of importance that the court reached
this decision even though the lesser included offense demanded proof of
a higher degree of intent than did the principal crime.
Essentially, the court has said that one must look to the proof evinced

at trial in order to determine whether one offense is included in the other
for punishment purposes. This was the rationale in holding that an

accused could not be sentenced for both assault with a dangerous weapon
and robbery, as the former was "necessarily" included in the latter.155
Ordinarily, a simple assault and battery provides sufficient force and
violence to establish robbery; hence, in theory, assault with a dangerous
weapon need not be included in a charge of robbery. However, in this
case the only evidence the government produced to show force in the
robbery was assault with a club and a belt, without which showing the
robbery conviction would have fallen. In this context assault with a

dangerous weapon is necessarily (as a matter of proof) included within
the major offense and cannot be separately punished.
The rule can be drawn from the court's opinions that cumulative

punishment will be disallowed where one of the offenses alleged is only
a more aggravated or more particular type of forbidden conduct. This
result has been reached both by the lesser included offense approach and
by finding that proof of one of the offenses proved, for practical purposes,
the other. Attempts to double the punishment appear to be made par-

similar espionage allegations. See United States v. Coplon, 88 F. Supp. 910 (S.D.N.Y.
1949).
152 District of Columbia v. Buckley, 75 U.S. App. D.C. 301, 128 F.2d 17 (1942) (con

curring opinion of Rutledge, J.).
153 United States v. Davis, 2 U.S.C.M.A. SOS, 10 CM.R. 3 (19S3).
154 Id. at 509, 10 CM.R. at 7.
155 United States v. McVey, 4 U.S.CM.A. 167, 15 CM.R. 167 (1954).
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ticularly in the strictly military offenses. In United States v. Posnick,156
it was held that missing the movement of a ship was only an aggravated
form of unauthorized absence. The comment was made:

It is of no consequence that we label the individual test of separateness used, "the
gravamen test" or the "juristic norms test," or what have you, if we apply the funda
mental rule that a person may not be twice punished for the same offense. The law
is not the slave of its own terminology�rather, language is the servant of the law.157

Posnick led to a series of reversals by the Court of Military Appeals on

the grounds that unauthorized absence was not a separately punishable
offense when combined with aggravated variations thereof such as breach
of restriction, or escape from confinement.158 This series of cases logically
led to the reversal of Larney and it was held that desertion and failure
to obey an order to report to duty on the date the desertion commenced
could not be separately punished.159
While these cases are of but passing interest to those not connected

with military law, their principle has likewise been applied in cases having
exact civilian counterparts and has resulted in extending the protection
from double punishment further than has been accepted in analogous
federal cases. In United States v. Brown,1*0 it was held that when an

airman pawned an Air Force parka he could not be punished for both

wrongful disposition of military property (a violation of Article 108,
UCMJ) and larceny (a violation of Article 121, UCMJ).161 In another
case162 the evidence showed that the defendant had broken into the mail
room of his unit, had taken a number of letters, and later had removed

money from them. He was charged with larceny of the money and also
with a violation of the federal mail statute prohibiting unauthorized ab
stractions from the mail of postal matter. The federal statute applied to

the military through Article 134, UCMJ, (the general article) which pro
hibits, in addition to the Code's specific provisions, all "crimes and of
fenses not capital." The majority of the court held that the offenses as

alleged were substantially the same, as proof of the theft of the contents

of the letter (larceny) created a practically irrebuttable presumption of

156 8 U.S.C.M.A. 201, 24 C.M.R. 11 (1957).
157 Id. at 203, 24 CM.R. at 13.

158 United States v. Welch, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 255, 26 C.M.R. 35 (1958).
159 United States v. Granger, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 719, 26 C.M.R. 499 (1958).
160 8 U.S.C.M.A. 18, 23 C.M.R. 242 (1957).
161 See also United States v. Rosen, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 175, 25 C.M.R. 437 (1958).
162 United States v. Dicario, 8 U.S.CM.A. 353, 24 C.M.R. 163 (1957).
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violation of the mail statute. Judge Latimer dissented on the grounds
that federal precedent indicated a contrary result.163
Most of the court's decisions have dealt with situations where a single

act violated separate statutory provisions. The court has also been faced
with "step" transactions where it must be decided whether physical acts
are so far separated that they may be punished as separate criminal of
fenses. There is no difficulty in following the court's reasoning in finding
that the act of larceny on one day, and sale of the stolen goods on the
next day constituted separately punishable offenses.164 On the other

hand, the court found to be multiplicious specifications separately alleging
that, in pursuance of a plan to defraud the government, defendant pre
sented a false and fraudulent claim, made and used a pay order con

taining a false statement, forged a signature and used that forged sig
nature.165 Although each act occurred at a different interval of time, the
decision must be made as to whether that interval of time is material for
the purposes of sentencing.
Certainly, it may be concluded that the Court of Military Appeals has

frequently reached a different result in cumulative-sentencing cases than
do most federal courts. The court certainly does not consider itself ab
solutely bound by federal precedent.166 Not only may the court adopt a
different rationale in dealing with its cases but it sometimes will rely
heavily on the authority of state court decisions. Such a case was United
States v. Morgan167 where a court-martial had been instructed that the
defendant could be sentenced to a maximum of fifteen years confine
ment after his conviction of both an assault with intent to commit
sodomy (ten years) and sodomy (five years). Looking at the ele
ments of the offenses it would appear that the assault could not be a

lesser included offense as sodomy may be consensual and need not re

quire an assault. The court, however, in a majority opinion written by
Chief Judge Quinn, noted that a non-consensual act of sodomy is sim
ilar to rape and since an assault is included within that offense it should
likewise be included in the completed act of sodomy. The court then
held that the defendant could not be punished for both offenses, but did

163 See Kinsella v. Looney, 217 F.2d 445 (10th Cir. 1954); In re Snow, 147 F.2d 1006
(9th Cir. 1945).
164 United States v. McClary, 10 U.S.C.M.A. 147, 27 C.M.R. 221 (1959).
165 United States v. Rosen, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 175, 25 C.M.R. 437 (1958).
166 See United States v. Thurman, 10 U.S.CM.A. 377, 27 CM.R. 451 (1959) (by im

plication) ; United States v. Villasenor, 6 U.S.C.M.A. 3, 19 C.M.R. 129 (1955).
i�7 8 U.S.C.M.A. 341, 24 C.M.R. 151 (1957). See also United States v. Baldwin, 10

U.S.C.M.A. 193, 27 C.M.R. 267 (1959).
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rule that the more severe ten-year sentence was authorized. It appears
difficult to reconcile this case with the typical principal and lesser in
cluded offense case for which but one punishment is authorized. The
difficulty here is that the included offense carries the greater penalty.
Judge Latimer caustically pointed out in dissent that the reasoning of
the majority would result in limiting the punishment to that provided
for the principal offense of sodomy, thus affording incentive to the ac

cused to complete the non-consensual act in order to receive the lesser
punishment. However, the majority was able to draw a great deal of
support from New York law where it had been consistently held that

separate sentences were not authorized for these two offenses. But that

state, as was noted by the court, unlike the military, has a specific
statute which provides that:

An act or omission which is made criminal and punishable in different ways, by
different provisions of law, may be punished under any one of those provisions, but
not under more than one; and a conviction or acquittal under one bars a prosecution
for the same act or omission under any other provision.168

It would be unfair to say that the court relied entirely upon New York

precedent with its differing statute in reaching their result for there is

ample and well-reasoned military precedent to support it. Nonetheless,
it is submitted that the court's approach of considering well-reasoned
state cases in its search for a fair and just result represents both a help
ful and forward-looking attitude. In so doing, the court has attained for
the military an over-all result remarkably similar to that obtained in

New York and California without the aid of a statute as exists in the
case of those states.169
It has been demonstrated that the definition of "same offense" by the

Court of Military Appeals is a good deal more inclusive than that of most
federal courts in both double jeopardy and cumulative-sentencing cases.

The military approach is even more of a departure when it is compared
to the especially narrow definition of "same offense" applied by federal
courts in the few military cases they have considered thus far regarding
cumulative sentencing and double jeopardy. In Carter v. McClaughry,1�
the Supreme Court was faced with a case where defendant, an army of-

168 n.y. Penal Law � 1938.
169 The California statute is almost identical to its counterpart in New York. Cal.

Penal Code � 654. For a discussion of the case law interpreting these provisions, see

People v. Savarese, 1 Misc. 2d 30S, 114 N.Y.S.2d 816 (Kings County Ct. 1952) ; Comment,
32 So. Cal. L. Rev. 50 (1958) ; 3 N.Y.L.F. 220 (1957).

1� 183 U.S. 365, 387-401 (1902).
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ficer, had been charged and punished for conspiracy, causing false and
fraudulent claims to be made against the Government, and conduct un

becoming an officer. The particular conduct which was the basis for

these charges was the defendant's payment as disbursing officer of two
fraudulent contract claims. In order to decide the case the Court assumed
first that cumulative sentencing would offend fifth amendment double

jeopardy protection, and secondly that such a violation could be raised

by habeas corpus. Nevertheless, the Court held that there had been no

double punishment as the offenses were entirely different. There is, of
course, much authority for the holding that a conspiracy differs from the

principal offense,171 but the Court had to make a formalistic application
of the "same evidence" rule in order to find that the conduct unbecoming
an officer could be separately punished from the principal offense which
constituted the unbecoming conduct. It was reasoned that the unbecom

ing conduct offense involved proof of two additional facts, namely that
defendant was an officer and that the conduct was unbecoming, neither
of which was involved in the first offense. The same rationale was in
volved in holding that a petty officer who was convicted in federal court
for theft could subsequently be court-martialed for conduct to the

prejudice of good order and discipline based on the same theft.172 Finally,
in United States v. Bayer,173 the Supreme Court defined an "offense" so

narrowly that if its definition were followed it would practically eliminate
a successful plea of double jeopardy in cases involving prosecution in a

federal court following military trial. There an Army Air Corps officer
named Radovich had been court-martialed for both conduct unbecoming
an officer and conduct to the prejudice of good order and military dis

cipline for receiving money and arranging the transfer of two young
enlisted men so that they would not be sent to a combat area overseas.

The military specification alleged the receipt of $2,000 on one occasion
and $5,000 on another. The defendant was convicted by court-martial
and was then tried in a federal district court, along with the generous
donors who had sought to arrange for the safety of their sons, for the
crime of conspiracy to defraud the Government by depriving it of the
faithful services of one of its officers, viz., Radovich. Alleged as overt
acts in the conspiracy were the transfer of the sums of $2,000 and $5,000
for which Radovich had already been court-martialed. The Court of

171 E.g., Pinkerton v. United States, 328 U.S. 640 (1946).
172 United States ex rel. Pasela v. Fenno, 76 F. Supp. 203 (D. Conn. 1947), aff'd, 167

F.2d 593 (2d Cir. 1948) .

"3 331 U.S. 532 (1947), reversing 156 F.2d 964 (2d Cir. 1946).
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Appeals for the Second Circuit, reversing and remanding to the district
court for a determination of the status of the military conviction, stated
regarding the double jeopardy plea:
The fact that the indictment charges a conspiracy . . . does not obscure the fact
that, from any realistic viewpoint, the offenses are identical. It is of course true
that cases have held a conspiracy to do an act and the act itself to be separate
offenses. But here we have a conviction on each of the two broadest and most in
clusive of military charges, where the act involved required, and was alleged to in
clude, the participation of the other defendants. ... [I]t is hard to believe that a

careful distinction was made, or could have been made, between the actual giving
and receiving of the money for the purpose involved and the arrangement made to
that end.174

The Supreme Court reversed the Court of Appeals and held that the
offenses were different, hence double jeopardy was not involved.

The Court of Military Appeals has not followed the lead of these cases,
and while not faced with identical fact situations it is submitted that a

study of their decisions indicates that the military would reach an op
posite result in each of the three cases just discussed. In federal courts
it is the elements of the offenses charged and not the evidence offered
which determine the identity of offenses, while in the military a more

realistic look is taken at the evidence offered in support of the offenses

charged to determine whether each offense constitutes a separate punish
ment unit.

Conclusion

Certainly not all of the ramifications of the law of double jeopardy as

it applies to the military have been considered here. Profitable discussion
could well have been made of the application of the federal rule that two
trials for the same offense by different sovereigns do not constitute double

jeopardy.175 Thus in the military a prior state trial is not a legal bar to
a court-martial176 although there is a well-defined military policy for

bidding such a trial.177 Also many double jeopardy problems have arisen
out of the frequent subjection of military personnel to concurrent criminal
law jurisdiction when stationed in foreign countries. The interpretation

174 156 F.2d at 970.
ITS Bartkus v. Illinois, 359 U.S. 121 (1959).
i7� M.C.M., 1951, f 68 d.
177 See, e.g., SECNAV INST. 5813.1, 15 Sept. 1954, providing that after a state trial a

court-martial may retry the same offense only with the permission of the Secretary of the

Navy. The other services have similar policy statements. For a discussion of the reverse

situation, where a court-martial may bar a state prosecution, see Perry v. Harper, 307

P.2d 168 (Okla. Crim. App. 1957), 11 Okla. L. Rev. 212 (1958).
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and administration of Status of Forces Agreements and the double jeop
ardy provisions therein have occupied an important place in the work of
the military lawyer, but the subject is too broad to attempt treatment of
the problem here.178 There is also the difficult task of determining when
administrative non-judicial punishment may be treated as a bar to trial.
While these are basic subjects to the military lawyer they exceed the

scope of this paper whose purpose was to show the development of two
military law concepts by the Court of Military Appeals.
Enough has been shown to indicate that there is a growing body of

military case law which has become an adjunct to the provisions of the
Code and the Manual. This was inevitable as soon as a court was set up
as the final arbiter of servicemen's rights, replacing administrative re

view within the services themselves. Development of the law by the
court has necessitated many changes in the administration of justice
within the military. What are the forces that motivate these develop
ments? It seems that the two developments studied here are illustrative
of the two contrasting drives which can be found in military justice today.
Insofar as protection from double jeopardy is concerned, it appears that
the court is seeking to carry over to the military the identical protection
from double jeopardy that is given in the federal system. Here the court

is acting in the same way as would a federal district court or court of

appeals if it had jurisdiction over military cases. This seems to be the
role that was intended by Congress when it first provided for a three-man
civilian court at the top of the military justice hierarchy. In the area of
cumulative sentencing, the court appears to have struck out on a new

track and, unbound by federal precedent, has developed a body of case

law for the military which is sound in practical reason if not supported
by the weight of authority.
What is the motive for this innovation? The most obvious has been

suggested earlier: that this is a new court working under a new penal
code. It is receptive to new ideas and change. Many criminal law con

cepts, well settled in other jurisdictions, are being dealt with as cases of
first impression by the Court of Military Appeals. Because of this its
decisions may be of general interest.
On a more subtle level is the suspicion, not founded on articulation in

opinions, that the court has considered very carefully in this area, as it
has in many other cases, the role of command influence. It may be that
cumulative sentencing in civilian jurisdictions is not a serious or wide
spread problem. The prosecutor who makes the decision to seek an

See Snee & Pye, Status of Forces Agreement: Criminal Jurisdiction 73-91 (19S7).
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extended prison term by means of cumulative sentencing is a public of

ficial, a lawyer of some experience, frequently elected to the office which
he holds. Experience tells us that he cannot afford to become a "per
secutor." Furthermore, as a matter of administration he frequently will
seek to drop charges arising out of bona fide separate offenses in order
to secure a guilty plea to one charge. In the military, on the other hand,
the person who ultimately decides what charges shall go to trial is a

military commander who may or may not be advised by a lawyer. There
is always the risk that he will find it more important to stress the role of

military discipline by seeking a severe sentence than to go to trial on as

simple a set of charges as is possible. Whatever the cause it has certainly
been common in the military to encounter charges which appear to be

multiplied beyond that which is essential by various means such as

separately pleading a principal offense and aggravations thereof. The

military rule on cumulative sentencing has cured any prejudice resulting
from this practice.
Whatever the motives behind the cumulative-sentencing cases no

mistake should be made as to the extent of the charges they encompass.
The Court of Military Appeals has substantially ceased referring to

analogous federal cases and has attained results identical to those ob
tained in the states of New York and California. Both of these states

have specific statutory provisions forbidding more than one punishment
for one act made punishable by different provisions of the penal code.
That the court has attained the same result without a statute indicates
the important role it plays in the development of military law. An ex

amination of the reasons behind this development, including the strong
policy against double punishment, and the history of occasional abuses
of prosecutors' discretion in the federal system indicates the wisdom of
the court in adopting this strong rule. Federal courts would do well to
examine this innovation by the military in the field of cumulative sen

tencing.



ADMINISTRATION OF THE EXCHANGE VALUE OF
BRITISH CURRENCY

Ervin P. Hexner*

In the fourteen years since the Bretton Woods Agreement became opera
tive the prevention of undue fluctuations in the exchange rate of sterling has
been an international obligation of the United Kingdom. Professor Hexner out
lines the obligations which were created by the establishment of the Inter
national Monetary Fund and discusses the effect of the Fund upon the
administration of the pound sterling. The interrelationships of the British

Treasury, the Bank of England and the Exchange Equalization Account are

depicted in their efforts to achieve internal monetary stability. The author

presents a note of criticism for the informal manner in which the British

monetary authorities executed tlieir decisions on currency questions that

vitally affected the world economy; particularly criticised is the manner in
which the 1949 devaluation of sterling was accomplished.

Introduction

Public policy and operational practice in determining and maintaining
the exchange value of a national currency are delicate subjects of public
administration which are infrequently discussed.1 British currency reg
ulations, policies and international arrangements merit special study
not only because they illuminate an important sector of British govern
mental practice but also because they affect important public and

private interests throughout the world. Executive discretion in currency
matters is extremely wide while public accountability is relatively nar

row. That top-level executive action conforms to the will of the parlia
mentary majority is assumed even more generally in the currency field
than in other areas of British political life. The Executive is sometimes

* Professor, Pennsylvania State University; A.B.L. D. pol. sc. State University Kolozsvar

1918; S.J.D. University of Bratislava 1919; Professor, University of North Carolina 1939-

1946; Assistant General Counsel, International Monetary Fund 1946-1958; author of
numerous books and articles on economics, law and international politics in English,
Slovak, French and German. The author's latest books in English include: Studies in
Legal Terminology (1941), The International Steel Cartel (1943) and International
Cartels (1945).
i At some time in the future, when the events of the last half-century can be seen
in better perspective, it is quite conceivable that the nineteen-thirties will be charac
terised as marking the beginning of a new era in the history of the monetary system�
an era when the value of money came to be regulated according to political principles
instead of being determined by the mechanical operations of the monetary system itself.

Lindahl, Full Employment Without Inflation, 33 The Three Banks Review 27 (1957).
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prone to act first and ask for parliamentary approval later.2 There can

be no doubt about Parliament's authority to empower, limit, investigate
and censure the Cabinet and the Chancellor of the Exchequer on their
currency policies. It may be difficult, however, for Parliament to estab
lish workable and effective safeguards which will prevent arbitrary use

of public power without obstructing the rapid action that currency
matters often require. Currency policies are frequently irreversible and
not susceptible to ex post facto investigations.
There are good reasons why certain aspects of currency policy require

�at least in the preparatory stage�confidential treatment. It seems,
however, that secrecy in currency administration has been excessive.3

Complaints that currency policies, regulations and practices are neither

explicit nor adequately publicized have persisted for several decades. In

pointing out that there are certain governmental affairs which are so

secret that the parliamentary majority will support the Government's
refusal to disclose information about them, Sir Ivor Jennings cites the

operations of the Exchange Equalization Account (an administrative

department responsible for checking fluctuations in the value of the

pound sterling) along with the use of secret service money.* In his

chapter on "The Bank of England in 1953," R. S. Sayers complains
that secretiveness in reporting on monetary developments has been
excessive :

The Bank of England issues a weekly statement of accounts, cast in a form dictated

by a theory abandoned eighty years or more ago, and meaning scarcely anything.
As a nationalized industry it publishes an annual report in which it gives us a few
new facts, some of interest but most of them only curiosities, and pads this out

with a few pages of facts already published elsewhere. I do not want to be thought
too critical of this: I recognize that there are quite exceptional difficulties which go
some way towards justifying the Bank of England in producing the dullest central
bank report in the world. . . .

All the same, I cannot avoid the feeling that all of this extreme secretiveness is

overdone; and that for largely historical reasons it has grown to be a habit almost to
the extent of being a vice.5

2 A Government can act first and ask for approval afterwards .... It can enter into
treaties without parliamentary sanction and accept obligations even when legislation is
necessary. ... It can authorise the Bank of England to break the law�as when the
Bank Charter Act was suspended in 1847 and 1857 and when the Bank was authorised
to suspend payments in gold in 1931�though again the immediate summoning of Par
liament was necessary.

Jennings, Cabinet Government 448 (2d ed. 1951).
3 See 114 Economist 902 (1932).
* Jennings, op. cit. supra note 2, at 448.

5 Sayers, Central Banking After Bagehot 44 (1957).
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The monetary unit and the unit of account of the United Kingdom is
the pound sterling. It is of no relevance from the aspect of this study
whether this currency unit appears in physical symbols (metallic coins
or notes) or as book money or otherwise.6 R. G. Hawtrey's definition of

money may be here adopted that: "It is the means established by law (or
by custom having the force of law) for the payment of debts. Conse

quential upon this characteristic are both the functions . . . that of a
medium of exchange and that of a standard of value."7 This study does
not deal with the exchange values of the "separate" currencies of the
British non-metropolitan territories although they are organically con

nected with the exchange value of sterling. However, much of what is
said concerning sterling applies, mutatis mutandis, to those dependent
separate currencies. Internationally (i.e., according to the Articles of

Agreement of the International Monetary Fund) the obligations of the
United Kingdom concerning the value of its currency extend to all its

"separate" currencies.8 The parities of these currencies are fully coordi
nated with those of sterling. The Fund Agreement places responsibility
on a metropolitan member to control the par values and exchange-rate
systems of its separate currencies.
The present study is concerned with political and administrative

processes; it does not deal with such substantive questions of financial

policy as what the exchange-rate parity of sterling should be, how

exchange-rate effects are induced, or how fiscal and monetary (e.g.,
budget and credit) policies influence Britain's foreign-exchange position.
Rather, it concentrates on domestic and international arrangements and
certain administrative practices by which the exchange-rate parity is
determined. The study centers on the period after World War II and
deals with the preceding period only to the extent necessary for under

standing later events. Since there is little published material on the
British regulations relating to the exchange-rate parity, a summary
analysis of the legal bases must be the first step in studying the forma
tion and administration of Britain's par-value policies.

6 A pound sterling is not a thing at all. It is a name handed down in history. It is
open to the government to proclaim at any time that a coin constituted in such-and-
such a way, or a paper note on which such-and-such device is printed�or, if it should
so choose, a peach or a strawberry�is equivalent to a pound sterling; so that debts
falling due, that were contracted in terms of sterling, are legally acquitted by a transfer
from debtor to creditor of the appropriate number of these things.

Pigou, The Veil of Money 3-4 (1949).
7 Hawtrey, Currency and Credit 17 (4th ed. 1950).
8 International Monetary Fund, Articles of Agreement, art. 4, � 9 [hereinafter cited

as IMF, Articles].
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I

British Regulations Concerning Exchange Parity

According to common law, the right to issue money and to determine
its value is a Crown prerogative unless statutory provisions apply.9 The
prerogative to regulate monetary affairs is frequently considered in
British treatises under the somewhat antiquated heading "Coinage" and
sometimes also under "Banknotes." For example, Halsbury's Laws of
England contain in the part dealing with the Royal Prerogative, in the
section on "The Coinage," the following statement:

Legal Money. The tokens known as "money," which constitute a legal medium
of exchange, consist in England either of coins made and issued by the Crown under
the exclusive power it enjoys at common law, which are now for the most part regu
lated by statute, or of bank notes made and issued by the Bank of England under

statutory power.10

The Crown exercises this Royal Prerogative through the Chancellor
of the Exchequer who is responsible for domestic and international

policies concerning the exchange value of the British currency. Subject
to the controlling influence of the Cabinet and in consultation with other
executive departments, the Chancellor of the Exchequer determines cur

rency policy. The Cabinet and especially the Chancellor of the Ex

chequer are, of course, responsible to Parliament for their exercise of the

prerogative powers. This responsibility is discharged not only by answer

ing questions but by submitting to Parliament important projects (even
if they do not require formal statutory action) and reporting on impor
tant executive actions and policies. In 1949, for example, the Chancellor
of the Exchequer reported to Parliament on the devaluation of the

sterling and the continuation of fixed-exchange rates. Although Parlia
ment's ex post facto approval of these policies certainly reinforced the
Government's political position, the fact remains that the Executive

9 [A]s money is the medium of commerce, it is the king's prerogative, as the arbiter
of domestic commerce, to give it authority or make it current.

[T]he king's prerogative seemeth not to extend to the debasing or enhancing the value
of the coin, below or above the sterling value, though Sir Matthew Hale appears of
another opinion. The king may also, by his proclamation, legitimate foreign coin, and
make it current here; declaring at what value it shall be taken in payments. But this,
I apprehend, ought to be by comparison with the standard of our own coin; other
wise the consent of parliament will be necessary.

1 Blackstone, Commentaries 237, 276, 278.
io 7 Halsbury, Laws of England 303-04 (3d ed. 1954). See also 2 Halsbury, supra at

153-55; 23 Halsbury, Laws of England 172-81 (2d ed. 1936).
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changed the par value.11 Currency policy is frequently effected by the

Chancellor of the Exchequer through the Bank of England. According
to present regulations, especially since the nationalization, the Treasury
may give directions to the Bank of England after consultation with the

Governor of the Bank.12 It is interesting to note that George Canning, in
his famous speech on the Report of the Bullion Committee, referred in
the House of Commons to the "new" role of the Bank of England in

managing the British currency and mentioned that this would be an

exercise of the prerogative power.13
The power to conduct Britain's foreign relations is a second preroga

tive power which provides a legal basis for many executive actions

affecting par-value policy. Such actions are taken in the course of con

ducting relations with foreign states and with such international organ
izations as the International Monetary Fund.14 The Chancellor of the

Exchequer through the Treasury and the Bank of England directs a

large section of international exchange policy through the work of an

appointed Executive Director who represents the United Kingdom in the
IMF.

Statutory regulations have, of course, modified the Crown's preroga
tive in currency affairs. Before World War I, the Bank of England was

required by law to purchase gold from any person at a price of �3.17.9d
and to sell it at �3.17.10>^d per standard ounce.15 The Currency and
Bank Notes Act of 191416 required the Bank of England to accept cur
rency notes at face value in exchange for gold coin. From August of

11 For discussion of the parliamentary power and parliamentary function to control the
British "executive power" see Hughes, The British Statute Book 141 (1957).

12 Before the Bank was nationalized, there occurred occasionally open conflicts with the

Treasury. One such clash involved the raising of the bank rate on December 3, 1925, and
pitted Winston Churchill as Chancellor of the Exchequer against Montagu Norman, who
was then Governor of the Bank of England. See Sir Henry Clay, Lord Norman 293

(1957). See also ISO Economist 344 (1946).
13 19 Pari. Deb. (4th ser.) 1077 (1811). The responsibilities and the actual functions

of the Bank of England were extremely controversial during the 19th Century. Until the
eighteen-seventies central banking operations were considered unwelcome and unnecessary.
See Bagehot, Lombard Street: A Description of the Money Market (1873) passim; Viner,
Studies in the Theory of International Trade 254-89 (1937).

14 Hereinafter the International Monetary Fund will be referred to as Fund or IMF. Its
basic instrument, the Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund, will be
referred to as Fund Agreement. References to specific provisions of the Fund Agreement
will indicate only the article and section concerned.

15 Bank Charter Act, 1844, 7 & 8 Vict., c. 32, � 4.
16 4 & 5 Geo. 5, c. 14.
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1914 until 1925, the Bank of England did not actually sell gold to private
persons although its legal obligation to do so was not formally suspended
or repealed. The public was simply requested not to present notes to the
Bank of England for conversion into gold. Regulations issued in 1916
under the Defense of the Realm Act forbade both the melting of gold
coin and the selling or accepting of current coin for an amount exceeding
its face value.17 On April 1, 1919, the Government issued an order-in-
council which placed an embargo on the export of gold.18 The United
Kingdom did, however, permit outgoing foreign payments. On the other
hand, these payments and the underlying transactions were indirectly
limited by such measures as export licensing and informal restrictions
on foreign investments. These attempts to control the exchange rate for

outgoing payments held the sterling within approximately two percent of
its dollar parity.19 But, as A. E. Feavearyear pointed out, these meas

ures insidiously broke the link between gold and British currency with
out most people's realizing what was happening.20
In 1925 the Government attempted to reforge the link between gold

and sterling. In his budget speech on April 28 of that year, Chancellor
of the Exchequer Winston Churchill announced that the gold embargo
would not be renewed and that export licenses would be available in the
meantime. The Gold Standard Act of 192 521 required the Bank of

England to sell gold in 400-ounce bars at the rate of �3.17.10>4d per
standard ounce. The Bank was required by former statutory regula
tions22 to purchase gold at the rate of �3.17.9d per standard ounce.

These were, of course, the same as the pre-war rates for the purchase
and sale of gold. The exchange-rate parity of sterling vis-a-vis foreign
convertible currencies was maintained within the narrow range of 1^4d

17 Feavearyear, The Pound Sterling 306, 314 (1931).
18 2 London Gazette 4209-10 (April 1, 1919).
19 At the end of August 1915, the Bank of England warned that it could not always

support the sterling-dollar rate. Consequently, the dollar rate fell seriously. On November

18, 1915, the Court of the Bank of England cautioned the Treasury that the drain of gold
and foreign exchange might imperil the gold standard. In September of 1916, Governor
Norman tried to persuade Lord Robert Cecil, the Minister of Blockade, to introduce

exchange restrictions. Sir Henry Clay, op. cit. supra note 12, at 94-98. Many years later

in a letter to Sir Frederick Phillips, John Maynard Keynes described the difficulties faced

by Britain's monetary authorities in attempting to transfer foreign payments at the official

exchange rate. Harrod, The Life of John Maynard Keynes 204-06 (1951). When the

United States entered the War in 1917, the pressure on the sterling was relieved.
20 Feavearyear, op. cit. supra note 17, at 306.

21 15 & 16 Geo. 5, c. 29, � 1(2).
22 Bank Charter Act, 1844, 7 & 8 Vict., c. 32, � 4.
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per standard ounce.23 The Currency and Banknote Act of 192 824 author
ized the Bank of England to require anyone who held gold in the United

Kingdom to sell that gold to the Bank at the rate of �3.17.9d per ounce

if the gold exceeded �10,000 in value and was not intended for immediate

export or for industrial use. The Gold Standard Amendment Act of

193 125 relieved the Bank of England from the obligation of selling gold
after September 20, 1931. Under the heading of "The End of an

Epoch," The Economist said: "It is safe to predict that Monday, Sep
tember 21, 1931, will become a historic date, the suspension of the gold
standard in Great Britain."26
The Finance Act of 193227 established a government department,

called Exchange Equalization Account,28 to check "undue" fluctuations
in the value of sterling.29 The Account is supplied by the Treasury
with Treasury bills which it sells to acquire sterling. This sterling is
sold in turn for foreign currency or gold and, conversely, the Account

may sell gold or foreign currency for sterling. Through these trans

actions the Account may decisively influence the sterling exchange rate.30
Since its establishment on July 1, 1932, the Account has been operated
by the Bank of England under Treasury control. This triplex relation

ship between the Bank, the Treasury and the Account was described by
the Bank's Governor, in 1937:
The money in the Exchange Equalization Account is public money, and those who
administer the Account are responsible as an Administrative Department to the
Executive, and so to Parliament. . . . When the Gold Standard was abandoned, there
took place an immediate redistribution of authority and responsibility, which deprived
the Bank of some of its essential functions. Foreign exchange became a Treasury
matter, and it still remains to be seen what other responsibilities pass with it from
Threadneedle Street to Whitehall. ... In managing the Exchange Equalization Ac
count, we are given an extraordinarily free hand. ... In actual practice it means that

23 Crowther, An Outline of Money 282-83 (1948).
24 18 & 19 Geo. 5, c. 13, � 11.
25 21 & 22 Geo. S, c. 46, � 1.
26 113 Economist 547 (1931). See also Clay, op. cit. supra note 12, at 436.
27 22 & 23 Geo. 5, c. 25.
28 22 & 23 Geo. 5, c. 25, � 24.
29 22 & 23 Geo. 5, c. 25, � 25.
30 It is a small Government Department, supplied with a predetermined amount of
Treasury bills which it can sell to acquire sterling. This sterling is then sold to holders
of foreign currencies, with the result that the Account has changed part of its assets
from Treasury bills into foreign currencies. The rate at which the foreign exchange is
acquired is determined by the Account, and by adjusting the rate it can influence the
speed at which its Treasury bills are turned into foreign exchange and vice versa.

Hall, Exchange Equalisation Account 24 (1935).
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the Treasury are kept currently informed about the operations of the Account. . . .

As to the general trend and outlook, the Treasury are kept in touch by regular personal
contact with the Governors, and all questions of policy are discussed with the
Treasury by the Governors alone. . . . But the executive management of the Account
is normally left entirely to the Bank, and beyond rendering the regular (weekly)
Statements ex post facto, we are not called upon to explain our interventions or our

failure to intervene, or to justify the complete discretion which the Treasury allow
us in matters of day to day practice. . .

31

The Currency and Bank Notes Act of 1939,32 obligated the Bank of

England to make a weekly assessment of the gold stocks held by its
Issue Department and to assess them at a "market price" which would
be set periodically by agreement between the Treasury and the Bank.
One purpose of the Act was to bring the Issue Department's gold hold

ings as recorded in the Weekly Statement into accord with the market

price of gold. "Valuable as this objective realism is, it is probable that
historians will honor the Act as the legislative birth of a new financial

system which, as The Times suggests, may come to be known as the
'market value gold standard.' "33

On March 1, 1946, the Bank of England was nationalized. The Chan
cellor of the Exchequer received legal authority to influence the Bank's

organizational and operational policies, and the Government became

formally responsible for the Bank. The Chancellor of the Exchequer
called the statute which nationalized the Bank "a streamlined Socialist
statute." Public opinion in the United Kingdom and abroad did not

expect nationalization to work great changes in currency administration.
The Economist disapprovingly commented on the parliamentary discus
sion: "The debates, as always on monetary matters, have been disap
pointing. Hardly any fresh light has been shed upon the structure and

working of the Bank in the past, and little more upon the way in which
it�and the banking system as a whole�is expected to work in the
future."34
The Finance Act of 1946 amended the provisions of the Finance Act

of 1932, on the Exchange Equalization Account to the effect that the
Account may be used for "the conservation or disposition in the national
interest of the means of making payments abroad."35 There might be

31 Address at a Meeting of the Governors of the Empire Central Banks, 1937, in Sir

Henry Clay, op. cit. supra note 12, at 437-40.
32 2 & 3 Geo. 6, c. 7, � 2.

33 Waight, The History and the Mechanism of the Exchange Equalisation Account 149

(1939).
34 ISO Economist 259 (1946).
35 9 & 10 Geo. 6, c. 64, � 63.
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some connection between the enactment of this amendment and the
British intention to fulfill their parity obligations under the Fund
Agreement.
From 1932 to 1946, Britain's attempt to check "undue" fluctuations

in the exchange-rate parity of sterling was simply a national policy. Al
though the "Tripartite Currency Arrangement,"36 concluded among the
British, French and American Governments on September 26, 1936,
obligated the Bank of England to buy and sell gold at agreed rates,
exchange rates of foreign currencies fluctuated within limits allowed by
the operations of the Exchange Equalization Account.37 The dollar
rate became stabilized for all practical purposes in 1940. Preventing
fluctuations in the exchange-rate parity of sterling became an interna
tional obligation when the United Kingdom signed the Bretton Woods
agreements on December 27, 1945. Since this international agreement
became one of the decisive elements in British currency affairs, exchange
policy involves�as shall be discussed below�an international arrange
ment which contemplates "appropriate measures" to maintain "fixed"
exchange rates. This policy implies that the determination of the

sterling exchange rate is left only within very narrow limits to the forces
of supply and demand in privately operated markets. In short, the
Fund Agreement may be considered a major landmark in the develop
ment of the British exchange system.
Lord Keynes, one of the founders of the Fund, explained in the House

of Lords, in an often quoted speech, that the Fund system constitutes
an epoch-making innovation in the field of monetary administration "far
removed from the old orthodoxy." This system, especially as it is based
on the harmonization of the internal and external values of a currency,
was referred to by Keynes as "the exact opposite of the gold stand
ard."378 Another British scholar, who on the side of Keynes participated
in the Bretton Woods discussions, Sir Dennis H. Robertson, classifies
the Fund scheme�which requires a member country to maintain ef
fective arrangements to keep the value of its monetary unit in terms of
gold constant�as a "new gold standard."376

36 Waight, op. cit. supra note 33, at 169-72. See also Keller, Von Zusammenwirken der
Wahrungen, 9 Aussenwirtschaft 101-02 (1954) ; Address of Maurice Frere, XXXII Vol. II,
Banque Nationale de Belgique, Bulletin d'Information et de Documentation 441 (1957).

37 See Hinshaw, Toward European Convertibility, 31 Essays in International Finance
4 (1958) ; XXXII Vol. II, Banque Nationale de Belgique, Bulletin d'Information et de
Documentation 102, 189, 257 (1957).

37a Speech of May 23, 1944. Reproduced in Harris, The New Economics 376 (1948).37b Robertson, Lectures on Economic Principles, Vol. Ill, IS (1959).
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II
The Establishment of an Initial Par Value

and the Subsequent Development of British Exchange Policy

Agreement between the United Kingdom and the International Mone
tary Fund on an exchange parity resulted from negotiations that began
in October of 1946. On December 18, 1946, the United Kingdom and
the Fund agreed on an initial par value of �1 = U. S. $4.03. This rela
tion of sterling to the dollar and to gold conformed to the officially
stabilized exchange rates that had prevailed in the United Kingdom
since 1940 (buying rate, $4,035; selling rate, $4.025).38 In other
words, the de facto rate was accepted as the de jure standard.39 This
agreement implemented the fixed exchange-rate system which the United
Kingdom had previously accepted by adhering to the Fund's Articles of

Agreement. The British Government did not officially announce the
establishment of an intial par value, apparently because the par-value
agreement did not change the previous de facto situation in respect to
either exchange rates or restrictions on foreign payments.40 The Fund

approved the initial par value on December 18, 1946.41
It is important to note that during and after World War II the

stabilized exchange rate of the sterling was guarded from "undue"

pressure on the part of residents and nonresidents by a complex system
of exchange (and import) restrictions. Opinions varied as to how the
British exchange-rate position would develop if restrictions would be
removed or relaxed and if a part of the frozen sterling balances would
be liberalized for conversion into dollars. Some official and some unoffi
cial factors thought that the British currency position was considerably
strengthened by the American and Canadian lines of credit agreed in

38 Vol. 1, No. 1, IMF, International Financial Statistics 124 (1948).
39 See IMF, Articles, art. 20, � 4(a) (b), which requires original members to propose an

initial par value based on exchange rates prevailing on the sixtieth day before the entry
into force of the Fund Agreement.

40 1S1 Economist 10S4, 1061 (1946).
41 IMF, Press Release No. 4, Dec. 18, 1946. The Fund approved the following initial

par value for the pound sterling:

Par Value in Gold Par Value in Dollars

Grams of fine gold
per currency unit

3.S81 34

Currency units per
troy ounce of fine

gold
8.684 86 (or

173 shillings and
8.367 pence)

Currency units per
U. S. dollar

0.248 139

U. S. cents per
currency unit

403.000
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December 1945, and by the improved British trade situation, and that
the improved external financial position made a relaxation of payment
restrictions feasible. A decision concerning liberalization of payments
had to be made in the summer of 1947. The terms of the Anglo-Ameri
can Financial Agreement42 (which entered into force on July 15, 1946)
required the United Kingdom, inter alia, to relax its exchange controls
as of July 16, 1947, and to allow nonresidents of the sterling area to

convert sterling earned from current transactions after July 15, 1947.
This free conversion (mostly into dollars) was to be arranged, of

course, at exchange rates governed by the par value. On the basis of these
new regulations, and on the basis of British agreements with certain

countries, unexpectedly large amounts of sterlings were converted into
dollars.

An exchange crisis resulted from the large scale conversion in the
latter part of July 1947, and the sterling-dollar position deteriorated.
The circumstances for the liberalization were extremely unfavorable,
and on August 20, 1947, the experiment was unilaterally terminated by
the United Kingdom after consultation with the U. S. Government.43
The monetary authorities reverted to the convertibility rules prevailing
before July 16, 1947. Commenting on this crisis, The Economist wrote:

The private observer might have his doubts, but they melted away by the optimism
of those who had access to all of the detailed information.
This is, indeed, one of the morals to be drawn from the affair�that it is possible

even for expert technicians, who have all the available data at their disposal, to be
very badly wrong in their estimate of the probabilities.44

In 1949 sterling again was under great pressure. This time the British
Government resorted to depreciating the sterling's external value. It
asked the IMF to approve a change in the initial par value in order to
correct a "fundamental disequilibrium."45 After consulting with the IMF,
the United Kingdom altered the exchange parity to which it had agreed
in December of 1946.46 On September 18, 1949, the Fund announced
that the United Kingdom had proposed, and the Fund had agreed to,

42 Financial Agreement with the United Kingdom, July IS, 1946, 60 Stat. 1841, T.I.A.S.
No. 1S4S.

43 1S3 Economist 30S (1947).
44 Ibid.
45 Harrod, The Pound Sterling, 1951-58 in 30 Essays in International Finance 7

(19S8).
46 See IMF, Articles, art. 4, � 5.
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changing the par value from the rate of �1 = U. S. $4.03 to �1 = U. S.
$2.80.47
The decision to change the par value of sterling was, of course, made

by the executive branch of the British Government. How this decision
was reached, how it was published and executed, and how Parliament
dealt with the matter are questions, whose answers reveal a great deal
about monetary administration in the United Kingdom.
Legislative and administrative action connected with devaluation

showed the informal way in which the British Administration considers
and puts into effect its decisions on currency questions that vitally affect
the interests of both British citizens and the outside world, while much
less significant matters are often determined by statutory regulations.
It is also interesting to notice the way these decisions that affect millions
of private exchange contracts at home and abroad are announced.

According to newspaper reports,48 the decision to devalue sterling was

taken in a Cabinet meeting on August 29, 1949. The Cabinet did not

decide on the exact percentage of the depreciation, however, until shortly
before submitting the proposal to the Fund for approval. The decision
was published on the same day that the IMF announced its approval49
(September 18, 1949). The Treasury then officially declared that the
new sterling-dollar exchange rate would become effective that evening
and that the official price of gold would be adjusted accordingly.50 After
the Treasury announcement was issued, the Chancellor of the Exchequer
made a radio broadcast:

The Government decided�and we told our American and Canadian colleagues of this
decision on the first day of our arrival before starting on any discussions or con

sultations�to reduce the dollar exchange value of the [pound] sterling. In the last
few days we have settled what the new rate should be and now I have to tell you of
that decision; it is that in place of the present rate, fixed in 1946, of $4.03 for the

[pound] the rate will in future be $2.80 to the pound. We consulted the International
Monetary Fund and they agree with our action. . . .51

47 IMF, Press Release No. 91, Sept. 18, 1949. The new parity was the following:
Par Value in Gold Par Value in Dollars

Grams of fine gold Currency units per Currency units per U. S. cents per
per currency unit troy ounce of fine U. S. dollar currency unit

gold
2.488 28 12.500 O 0.357 143 280.000

(or 250 shillings)
48 The Financial Times (London), Sept. 23, 1949, p. 1, col. 4.

49 The Times (London), Sept. 19, 1949, p. 4, col. 1.

so Ibid.
51 7 Keesing's Contemporary Archives 10225 (1949).
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A Royal Proclamation closed the banks and stock exchanges on

Monday, September 19, 1949.52 On that day, the Bank of England
increased its buying price for gold from �8.12.3 to �12.8. per fine ounce.

The price for "essential-purpose silver" was raised on September 20

from 44y2d. to 64d. per ounce, a price that was based on the New York
market price converted at the new rate of exchange.53
The sterling depreciation was discussed in the House of Commons on

September 27, 1949, nine days after it was put into effect. The following
motion was submitted by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Sir Stafford
Cripps, and adopted by a vote of 342 to 5 :

Resolved :

That this House approves the action taken by His Majesty's Government in re

lation to the exchange value of the pound sterling, supports the measures agreed upon
at Washington by the Ministers of the United States, Canada and the United King
dom which are designed to assist in restoring equilibrium in the sterling-dollar balance
of trade for the purpose of enabling the economy of the sterling area to maintain

stability independent of external aid; and calls upon the people for their full co

operation with the Government in achieving this aim, whilst maintaining full em

ployment and safeguarding the social services.54

When submitting the motion, Sir Stafford Cripps made it clear that
official circles had given consideration to the possibility of departing
from an exchange system based on a fixed unitary standard with one

percent margins either side of parity and of adopting some form of float
ing rate. The Government had decided, he said, not to embark on a

"floating rate" system.55 In view of the Chancellor's explanation, the
affirmative vote seems to imply that the House of Commons approved
not only the actual depreciation of the pound but also the Government's
policy of changing from one fixed parity to another rather than embark
ing on a new policy of a floating rate.

Nevertheless, the question of whether the United Kingdom should
depart from the "fixed rate" system and embark on a "floating rate"
system continued to be a frequent subject of both official and unofficial
discussions.56 At their 1952 Conference, the finance ministers of the

52 The Times (London), Sept. 20, 1949, p. 4, col. 3.
63 Keesing, op. cit. supra note Si, at 10228.
54 468 H.C. Deb. (Sth ser.) 7 (1949).
55 Id. at 12, 13.
56 "A number of scholars have suggested that the United Kingdom should abandon the

system of a fixed parity and substitute either a policy of fluctuating exchange rates not
governed by an agreed standard (parity) or an agreed standard with considerably wider
margins." Meade, The Balance-of-Payments Problems of a European Free Trade Area, 67
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Commonwealth countries seriously considered a "floating rate" system in
connection with proposals for some form of sterling convertibility. Sir
Roy Harrod describes their decision and comments on the problem :

It was also decided [at the Commonwealth Conference] , although this was not
published, that, in the event of convertibility, larger margins of fluctuation should
be allowed around the official par of exchange as established at the International
Monetary Fund.
About this time and in the years immediately following, there was much discussion

about the merits of a fixed par of exchange; not only were wider margins canvassed,
but it was also proposed to allow the pound to "float freely" in foreign exchange
markets. It was suggested that convertibility might be established with a freely
floating pound; this terminology is not in agreement with historic usage, by which
convertibility implies a fixed par.57

In January of 1954, the United States Commission on Foreign Eco
nomic Policy, the so-called Randall Commission, reported to the Presi
dent and Congress that it was "sympathetic to the concept of a 'floating
rate,' which provides alternative methods of meeting trade and specula
tive pressures."58 The Commission thought, however, that each country
would have to decide for itself whether it is strong enough, externally
and internally, to administer such a system effectively.59
When the fundamental reform of the European Payments System was

considered in 1955, the United Kingdom Delegation suggested an ar

rangement which envisaged fluctuations outside permitted margins. Sir

Roy Harrod stated:

Economic Journal 379, 39S-96 (19S7) ; but see Robertson, Utility and All That 171 (1953).
See also, Katz, Exchange Flexibility and the Stability of Sterling, 44 Am. Econ. Rev.

(1954) ; Mikesell, Foreign Exchange in the Postwar World 183-190 (1954).
57 Harrod, op. cit. supra note 45, at 21.
58 United States Commission on Foreign Economic Policy, Report to the President and

to Congress 73 (Jan. 1954). See also, Joint Committee on the Economic Report, Foreign
Economic Policy, S. Rep. No. 1312, 84th Cong., 2d Sess. (1956), which concludes that no

final judgment is possible in choosing between fixed and floating rates although the Report
presents a prima facie case for stable rates. S. Rep. No. 1312, supra at 10-11. Senator

Paul R. Douglas commented as follows:

Although this section [of the Report] carefully qualifies [the] view of the relative
merits of stable and fluctuating rates, it advocates stable rates as essential to orderly
trade. I would personally feel that the disadvantages of fluctuating rates have been
overplayed and their merits as a means to adjust pressure on the balance of payments
understated. Fluctuating rates would permit a much quicker adjustment of the balance
of payments and it would put pressure upon a country not to let its cost of production
rise too high. We should remind our English friends of this when they try to protect
themselves against American competition by discriminating against American imports.

S. Rep. No. 1312, supra at 10.
59 Report to the President and to Congress, op. cit. supra note 58, at 73.
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[T]he British delegation to the O.E.E.C. meeting in Paris in June made a most

unfortunate demarche. Under pressure to agree that, in the event of formal converti

bility, the monthly E.P.U. settlements should be put on a 100 percent gold basis,
they claimed, no doubt with the Commonwealth Conference of 1952 in mind . . . that
3 percent margins of fluctuation on either side of par should be allowed.60

Reports and decisions of the IMF indicate that the Fund has ap

proached the problem of fluctuating exchange rates "realistically"; it
has not insisted on strict adherence to the Articles of Agreement if a

member country can use a floating rate to make the transition to an

exchange system which conforms to the Fund's "par value" system.61
According to Dr. Otmar Emminger, former Executive Director of the
International Monetary Fund for the Federal Republic of Germany,
in certain circumstances a fluctuating exchange rate might be the most

appropriate solution in a situation of disequilibrium.
If a fundamental disequilibrium which necessitates devaluation and inflation was not

yet under control, it might be desirable not to determine a new exchange parity im

mediately. The rules of the Fund require realistic exchange rates and, at least in
practice, permit temporarily fluctuating rates . . . until internal monetary stability
has been attained.62

Although the United Kingdom's exchange system was officially con

sidered as a "fixed rate" system, certain sterling transactions took place
abroad, largely in "transferable area" countries, at rates which fell
outside the "permitted" margins. It was generally expected that the
exchange rates for these "transferable" sterlings would move closer to
the official rates as the sterling area's balance-of-payments improved.
Although the Exchange Equalization Account probably intervened in the
market of "transferable" sterlings, the British monetary authorities did
not assume formal responsibility for the exchange rates of these sterling
transactions. Such responsibility was informally assumed by the Ex
change Equalization Account on February 24, 1955. According to Sir
Roy Harrod:
February 24, 19SS, should be thought of as the date at which the British authori

ties restored the de facto convertibility of sterling after the second world war. Other
steps remained to be taken to restore convertibility in the fullest sense, but no future
step could be nearly so important as that one was. The British authorities decided
to intervene in the free markets for transferable sterling and to sustain it above the
commodity shunting point. This meant that the authorities were willing to convert

60 Harrod, op. cit. supra note 45, at 30.
61 See IMF, First Ten Years 9-16 (1956) ; IMF, Annual Report of the Executive Direc

tors 125 (1955); IMF, Annual Report of the Executive Directors 36-41 (1951).
62 11 International Financial News Survey 173 (1958).
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sterling held by non-residents into gold or dollars at a very small discount (about 1
percent) on the official rate.63

Referring to the technical problems arising from the international use
of sterling and to the situation caused by unofficial markets trading
sterling at a discount, the Chancellor of the Exchequer told the House
of Commons on February 24, 1955, that he had authorized the Exchange
Equalization Account "to use wider discretion in operating in these
markets so that they may be in a better position to carry out our

general exchange policy . . . ."64 The new policy was executed with
admirable skill.
In the last months of 1956, the United Kingdom suffered great losses

in its monetary reserves. After some recovery in the first half of 1957,
reserves fell again. An exchange crisis resulted from pressure on the

sterling exchange rate in world markets during the summer of 1957.
There were rumors that the British Government might consider reliev
ing that pressure by departing from a fixed-exchange standard, by wide

ning the prescribed margins within which exchange transactions were to
take place, or by depreciating the currency.

What, after all, was the question at issue in that critical week in the middle of
September? There was a run on the pound at a time when the British balance of
payments on current account�that is, the balance between our current earnings and
outgoings�was extremely strong. It was probably stronger than at any other time
since the war. But there were capital movements out of sterling into other cur

rencies .... As the gold reserve fell, there were rumors that the pound would be
devalued.65

The Government's assurance that it would support the official exchange
rate and maintain the stability of its currency had universal interest and

importance. The policy was announced at the meeting of the Board of
Governors of the IMF in Washington, D.C, on September 24, 1957,
when the Chancellor of the Exchequer of the United Kingdom, Peter

Thorneycroft, stated with great emphasis: "I have not come here even

to discuss the exchange rate parity of the pound. It stays at $2.80. Nor
shall we allow the margins to widen."66

The meaning of this statement was that conversion between sterling
and other currencies in the United Kingdom would continue to take

place at rates which would not differ more than one percent from the

63 Harrod, op. cit. supra note 45, at 27-28.
64 537 H.C. Deb. (5th ser.) 1454 (1955).
65 Shonfield, The Future of the Bank of England, 59 The Listener 183-84 (1958).
66 IMF, Summary Proceedings of the Board of Governors 43, 44 (1957).
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established par-value rates. The House of Commons reaffirmed the
Chancellor's position that the United Kingdom's national and interna
tional policy would be directed toward maintaining the "stability" of
its exchange parity and that a "floating rate" system would not be con

sidered, when it passed Derick Heathcoat-Amory's motion on January
23, 1958: "That this House support Her Majesty's Government in their
resolve to maintain by every effective means the internal and external
value of the pound sterling."67
The Chancellor's stand was clear at the Meeting of the Board of

Governors at New Delhi, in October of 1958, when he referred to the

exchange crisis of 1957 as a turning point in British currency develop
ments :

[N]ot only in 1955, but also in 1956 and in 1957, we suffered severely from a per
sistent and at times an acute weakening of foreign confidence in sterling. . . . Though
some of these fears may have been exaggerated, they had their effect and they call
for strenuous measures by the Government. Those we took last September on the
eve of our last Meeting, and I believe they will prove to have marked a decisive

turning point.

I do not discount the tasks which lie ahead, but I am sure we are now much
better equipped to play our part as a dynamic element in an expanding world. We
shall continue to make the strength of our currency our first concern.68

The Christmas announcement on "External Convertibility" was con

tained in a much quoted press release of the IMF of December 27,
1958. According to that communication the United Kingdom and nine
other European countries informed the Fund of their establishment
of "nonresident" convertibility for their currencies. "In general terms
this means that the currencies of countries will, with some minor ex

ceptions, be convertible by nonresidents not only as hitherto into
each other's currencies, but also in U. S. dollars."69 A Fund publica
tion, The International Financial News Survey, of January 9, 1959,
discussing the new currency policies of Western Europe, called at
tention to the fact that exchange controls to regulate capital move
ments are permitted by the Fund Agreement and that those controls
are not affected by the action of the ten countries. The publication also
indicated the formal basis in terms of the Fund Agreement on which
the limitations which distinguish the new situation (external converti
bility) from "full" convertibility are founded. The new British measures

�T 580 H.C. Deb. (5th ser.) 1267 (1958).
68 IMF, Summary Proceedings of the Board of Governors 59, 61 (1958).
69 IMF, Press Release No. 294, Dec. 27, 1958.
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were discussed in the House of Commons on January 29, 1959, in con

nection with a bill authorizing the Government to carry out the provi
sions of the European Monetary Agreement. The following statement
of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr. Heathcoat-Amory, is relevant
from the aspect of this study:
It was not intended in any way to change the declared parity of the � with the

dollar, or the margins of the � against the dollar, which would continue to be 2.78
to 2.82.

The move did not mean any change in the current policy of removal of discrimina
tory quota restrictions against the dollar area. ... It was the Government's inten
tion to see the programme for the removal of discrimination on imports from the
dollar area well launched before a move was made from the postwar transitional
provisions of the International Monetary Fund, Article 14, to the permanent provi
sions of Article 8. That move would make our currency de jure convertible in the
full sense of the Monetary Fund.70

On December 27, 1958, the Treasury announced officially: "[F]rom
9 a.m. on Monday, December 29, sterling held or acquired by non

residents of the Sterling Area will be freely transferable throughout the
world. As a consequence all non-resident Sterling will be convertible
into dollars at the official rate of exchange."71
Although the United Kingdom removed in the first semester of 1959

many of its discriminatory restrictions against the dollar area, the dollar
countries seem to expect the establishment of a completely nondiscrim

inatory regime and a very early return of the Western European coun

tries (especially the United Kingdom) to full convertibility.72
The United Kingdom maintains at present, market rates for "spot"

transactions in U. S. dollars between the official limits of U. S. $2.82
buying, and U. S. $2.78 selling rates. The official limits for a number
of European continental currencies (e.g., Austria, Belgium, Luxemburg,
Denmark, Holland and Norway) are within one and one-half percent
on either side of parity. The official limits for transactions with those
currencies exceed the normal Fund margins. It may be assumed that
the Fund approved those currency arrangements, presumably within
the framework of the present European monetary arrangements. Under
the European Monetary Agreement there is no obligation for the sup
port of the European currencies vis-a-vis each other except through
arbitrage with the U. S. dollar. The official limits are, of course, the

7� The Times (London), Jan. 29, 19S9, p. 5, col. 2.

7i IMF, Press Release No. 294, Dec. 27, 1958.
72 General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, Press Release No. 446, May 13, 1959.
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extreme limits at which the British monetary authorities stand ready
to buy and sell, though they do intervene in the market before those
limits are reached.

Ill

The United Kingdom's International Commitments
and Their Implementation

The Fund Agreement specifies certain par-value obligations which
are fundamental to the structure of the Fund. These obligations were

included in all the preparatory drafts and were not substantially altered
in the version adopted at the Bretton Woods Conference. The par-
value commitments have considerable impact not only on payment rela
tions of member states but also on the rights and obligations of private
persons.
The United Kingdom is obligated to operate its exchange system on

the basis of a national exchange parity which is denned in gold or in
1944 dollars; the national parity and any subsequent alterations of it are
to be submitted to the Fund for approval.73 This IMF approval gives
the United Kingdom's parity an international status which both the
Fund and its members must respect in their exchange transactions.74
Additional parity obligations under the Fund Agreement are that the
United Kingdom may not buy gold at a price above the par value plus
the margin prescribed by the Fund, or sell gold at a price below the par
value minus the prescribed margin.75 The United Kingdom may permit
within its territories exchange transactions between its currency and the
currencies of other Fund members only within specified limits and must
make this undertaking effective through appropriate measures. The
specified limits are set by the provision of the Fund Agreement that the
maximum and the minimum rates for exchange transactions shall not
differ from parity by more than one percent in the case of "spot"
exchange transactions, and in the case of other transactions (e.g., for
ward transactions or purchase and sale of banknotes) by a margin that
exceeds the margin for "spot" exchange transactions by no more than
the Fund considers reasonable.76 Furthermore, the United Kingdom

73 IMF, First Ten Years 9 (19S6).
74 For discussion of national exchange parities with international status see IMF, Annual

Report of the Executive Directors 82 (1956).
75 To be sure, there is nothing expressed or implied in the par-value obligations of the

Fund requiring a member (even a member not applying restrictions on payments) to sell
gold to residents or nonresidents.

76 IMF Articles, art. 4, � 3. Par values and exchange rates, unless specifically indicated
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may not engage in, or permit its fiscal agencies to engage in, multiple
currency practices either within or outside its territory unless authorized
under the Fund Agreement. Under specified circumstances the United

Kingdom must repurchase balances of its currency held by monetary au

thorities of other member countries.77 In addition to these specific obli

gations, the United Kingdom undertook to collaborate with the Fund on

exchange stability, to maintain orderly exchange arrangements with
other members, and to avoid competitive exchange alterations.78 The in
ternational responsibility of the United Kingdom relative to transactions

involving its own currency is clearly defined.79 Its commitment is, how
ever, somewhat vague concerning exchange transactions which do not

involve its own currency, e.g., the sale of Japanese yen against Dutch
guilders in London. Responsibility of a member for this latter category
of transactions is limited to mere collaboration with the Fund to pro
mote exchange stability.
In the preparation of the Bretton Woods discussions, the Government

of the United Kingdom played a major role. In July 1944, it sponsored,
along with the Governments of the United States and of the Soviet Union,
the International Monetary and Financial Conference at Bretton Woods,
New Hampshire, which was to draft the basic instruments establishing
the Fund and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Finance.80
The Articles of Agreement of the Fund adopted at Bretton Woods were

laid before Parliament in August 1944.81 After thorough discussion in
both Houses "The Bretton Woods Agreements Act, 1945,"82 was passed,
enabling the British Government to accede to the international agree
ment for the establishment and operation of the Fund and Bank and

authorizing other steps connected with these matters.83 The statute,

otherwise, refer to "spot" exchange transactions. Certain types of immediate transfer of

foreign exchange are called "spot exchange transactions" in common financial practice.
Telegraphic transfers and equivalent fast transfers from bank to bank (by telephone and
often by air mail) are such types. Transactions in coins and notes are customarily not

considered "spot" transactions, and exchange rates different from those for telegraphic
transfers are frequently quoted for them. Forward exchange transactions, by definition,
do not fall under the concept of "spot" transactions.

77 IMF, Articles, art. 8, � 4.

78 IMF, Articles, art. 4, � 4(a).
79 IMF, Articles, art. 4, � 4(b).
80 United States Department of State, Proceedings and Documents of the United Nations

Monetary and Financial Conference, Bretton Woods, N.H., July 1-22, 1944 (No. 2866).
81 The Times (London), Aug. 4, 1944, p. 9, col. 5.
82 9 & 10 Geo. 6, c. 19.

83 Ibid.
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inter alia, authorized the Executive Power to give by order-in-council
the force of law to specified provisions of the Fund Agreement. These

provisions concern first, the status, immunities and privileges of the

Fund; and second, the unenforceability in the United Kingdom of
certain exchange contracts involving foreign currencies.84 On January
10, 1946, the Bretton Woods Agreements Order-in-Council was issued

declaring that Article VIII, Section 2(b) of the Fund Agreement (unen
forceability of certain exchange contracts) and (with minor qualifica
tions) Sections 2-9 of Article IX of the Fund Agreement (status, im
munities and privileges) had the force of law in the United Kingdom.88
On December 27, 1945, the Ambassador of the United Kingdom signed

the Articles of Agreement and deposited an "Instrument of Acceptance"
according to which the United Kingdom "has accepted this Agreement
in accordance with its law and has taken all steps necessary to enable it
to carry out all of its obligations under this Agreement."86 This signa
ture and the deposition of the "Instrument of Acceptance" were the

steps required for the acquisition of membership in the Fund. The
Fund Agreement entered into force on December 27, 1945.87
Implementation through national regulations and policies is needed to

make the par-value commitments effective. The Fund Agreement
expressly provides for such implementation. Under the Fund Agreement
the member must ensure "through appropriate measures" that, in its
territory, exchange rates will not exceed certain limits in transactions
between its currency and those of other members.88 In addition to this
specific undertaking, a general undertaking (covering, of course, also
par-value obligations) provides that members must take measures

enabling their government to carry out all their obligations under the
Fund Agreement.89 While the member itself may, as a rule, determine
by what means it wishes to make the par-value obligations effective,
these implementary measures must be appropriate, and consistent with
the Fund Agreement.90

84 Bretton Woods Agreement Act, 1945, 9 & io Geo. 6, c. 19, � 3(1).
85 Bretton Woods Agreement Order in Council, 1946, S.R. & O. 1946, No. 36.
86 IMF, Articles, art. 20, � 2.
87 Cmd. 6885 (T.S. No. 21 of 1946), 2 U.N.T.S. 39.
88 IMF, Articles, art. 4, � 4(6).
89 IMF, Articles, art. 20, � 2(a). A reasonable construction of the provision, which is

consistent with the principle of international law, that agreed international arrangements
must be made effective rather than ineffective, requires the member to establish and main
tain policies and regulations in its national sphere by which all of its obligations are

implemented during the whole time of its membership in the Fund.
90 It can be argued that the Fund's authority to issue final interpretations of the Agree-
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How is the British Government implementing its international par-
value commitments? What "status" does the par value (1� = U. S.
$2.80) have in the national sphere? Does the international commitment
that exchange rates of transactions which involve sterling shall not
exceed specified limits have the force of law in the United Kingdom?91
An attempt is made here to answer these questions with the exactness
which the subject matter permits. British legislative and administrative
policies show a considerable degree of vagueness in this area.

To be sure, experience shows that the British exchange system is
operated in a way that exchange rates do not exceed permitted margins
and that, in general, the effects envisaged by the par-value provisions
of the Fund Agreement are achieved. The Exchange Equalization Ac

count, especially after February 24, 1955, regulated the exchange market
so as to exclude exchange-rate fluctuations which would be inconsistent
with the Fund Agreement. Transactions of residents involving foreign
payments are, at present, to a considerable extent subject to licensing,
or at least to administrative control. As long as this exchange regime
prevails the United Kingdom takes advantage of the exchange-control
machinery to implement its par-value obligations. This machinery, ac

companied by the operations of the Exchange Equalization Account
whose purpose is "checking undue fluctuations in the exchange value of
the sterling," might be regarded at present as the principal implementary
arrangements. In the opinion of F. A. Mann, the United Kingdom is

discharging its obligation in respect to the maintenance of parity by its

exchange-control regime which permits foreign exchange dealings only
within the narrow limits based on parity.92 The British exchange-
control regime is not expected to last many years (the payment restric
tions of the United Kingdom are "transitional arrangements"). One

may assume that after removal of exchange controls (i.e., under con-

ment (art. 18) includes the power to require that a specified principle contained in the

Fund Agreement be made a part of the national law of members. See IMF, Annual Report
of the Executive Directors 82-83 (1949).

91 This question may be asked in view of the fact that the Bretton Woods Agreements
Act, 194S, did not list the par-value provisions of the Fund Agreement among those which
the Executive Power could declare as having the force of law in the United Kingdom. To

be sure, the prevailing majority of Fund members gave the force of law in their national

sphere only to the provisions on privileges and immunities, and on the unenforceability of

certain exchange contracts. They acted in that respect as the United Kingdom did. How

ever, in most member countries, separate national regulations promulgate the par value of

the currency in conformity with the Fund parity.
92 Mann, The Legal Aspect of Money 30 (2d ed. 1953). See also Nussbaum, Money in

the Law, National and International 123, 333-34, 48S (1950).
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vertibility conditions) the United Kingdom will implement its par-value
obligations through the operations of the Exchange Equalization Ac

count and other appropriate exchange policies of the monetary authori

ties. The United Kingdom might, of course, choose in the process of

time to settle its international accounts by buying and selling gold at

par-value rates as the United States does, or it may return to some other

form of the gold standard system.
Neither the initial par value (1� = $4.03) nor the present par value

(1� = $2.80) were declared as national exchange parities by a for

mal proclamation of the Government nor are they founded on ex

press statutory provisions. They were agreed upon with the IMF by
executive actions of the Government. These actions may be considered
"acts of state." According to F. A. Mann and other authors, "The

present [par value] system is founded upon this country's membership
in the International Monetary Fund."93
Do the par-value obligations of the United Kingdom vis-a-vis the

Fund have any direct effect on the legal position of private persons?
Doctrine and court practice in regard to the binding force of inter
national arrangements in the domestic sphere are not settled in all

respects.9* The opinion is generally held in British legal literature that
an international agreement concluded by the Executive Power does not

constitute ipso facto the law of the land. It creates rights and obliga
tions between the contracting states. It is well settled that international

agreements affecting private rights of individuals or those requiring
court enforcement require affirmative action by Parliament.95 The

following statement prepared by the Secretariat of the United Nations
on the basis of official information from the United Kingdom seems to
be relevant for the question whether international agreements constitute
the law of the land:

[U]nder the law the United Kingdom treaties are not self-executing; they are not
ipso facto part of the law of the land. If, therefore, the stipulations of a treaty
require something to be done which may come into question in a court of law, or

require for its enforcement the assistance of a court of law, the question will at

93 Mann, op. cit. supra note 92, at 30.
9* McNair, The Law of Treaties 333 (1938).
95 Such treaties as effect private rights and, generally, as require for their enforcement
[by English courts] a modification of common law or of a statute must receive parlia
mentary assent through an enabling Act of Parliament. To that extent binding treaties
which are part of International Law do not form part of the law of the land unless
expressly made so by the legislature.

Oppenheim-Lauterpacht, International Law 40 (8th ed. 1955).
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once arise whether there is any inconsistency between the treaty and the existing
law of the land, or whether the Executive is sufficiently equipped with powers under
existing law to implement the treaty. In such cases legislative action by Parliament
is required. This is so:

(a) Where the treaty requires for its execution and application by the United
Kingdom a change in existing law;

(b) Treaties requiring for their execution by the United Kingdom that the
Crown receive some new powers not already possessed by it ;

(c) Treaties creating a direct or contingent financial obligation upon the United
Kingdom ;

(d) Treaties specifically providing that Parliament be consulted.96

No conclusive answer can be given in the abstract as to whether the par-
value obligations involve a situation specified under (a)-(d).
The European Monetary Agreement of August 5, 195 5,97 which

replaced the Agreement of the European Payments Union as of De
cember 29, 1958, contains par-value provisions which do not preclude
fluctuations outside of the margins determined by the Fund Agreement.
It was drafted and signed at a time when the British monetary author
ities were not decided on the direction in which their exchange policy
would move. It seems probable that the European Monetary Agree
ment will be revised soon in the light of new developments.

IV

Par-Value Regulations of Western Countries

The par-value regulations of the United States, Belgium and Ger

many which are of relatively recent origin are here briefly presented
for the purpose of comparison with the British system. The United
States and Belgium became original members of the Fund with the
United Kingdom on December 27, 1945. The Federal Republic of

Germany joined the Fund in 1952.
The "parity of value" of the United States dollar is fixed in a Procla

mation of the President of January 31, 1934.98 According to that
determination the gold content of the dollar is 15 5/21 grains of 9/10
fineness.99 Until June 30, 1943, the President had authority to change
the "parity of value" of the dollar within limits specified by the Gold
Reserve Act of 1934.100 The gold content was to remain between fifty to

96 Laws and Practices Concerning the Conclusions of Treaties, U.N. Doc. No. ST/LEG/
SR. B/3 at 125 (1953).

97 C.M.D. No. 9602 (T.S. No. 20 of 1955).
�8 48 Stat. 1730 (1934).
99 48 Stat. 1731 (1934).
ioo 48 Stat. 337 (1934).
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sixty percent of the old (1837) dollar. The President did not exercise

his power to change the parity. Since July 1, 1943, changes in the parity
require action by Congress. It is the statutory duty of the Secretary of

the Treasury "to maintain such parity."101 The national exchange parity
of the United States was accepted by the IMF in December 1946 as

the initial par value of the United States under the Fund Agreement.
According to section 5 of the Bretton Woods Agreement Act,102 con

gressional authorization is necessary before the Administration may

propose a change in the parity of the dollar to the Fund or before the

Administration consents to a universal change of par values. The
United States settles its international payments with foreign monetary
authorities by freely buying and selling gold at (approximately) of
ficial rates. These are the parity rates vis-a-vis nations maintaining
an effective par value under the Fund Agreement.
In Belgium the national exchange parity was fixed by statute which

expressly requires the Central Bank to conduct its operations in con

formity with that parity.103 The Belgian national exchange parity
conforms to the Belgian par value under the Fund Agreement. The
Minister of Finance is responsible to Parliament for currency policies.
According to Article 74 of the Belgian Constitution, Parliament has
exclusive jurisdiction concerning regulation of important currency affairs.

Accordingly, the monetary statute explicitly states that changes in the
exchange parity are subject to parliamentary approval.104
In the Western Zone of Germany, the Allied authorities in May 1948

stabilized the exchange value of the German currency unit, the deutsche
mark, at 1 DM = 0.30 U. S. dollars. This rate prevailed until Septem
ber 19, 1949. At that time the Allied authorities approved a proposal
of the German monetary authorities to change the stabilized exchange
rate and establish a national exchange parity of 4.20 DM = 1 U. S.
dollar. This exchange standard was proposed by the Federal Republic
of Germany and agreed to by the Fund in February 1953. Germany
incorporated the par-value provisions of the Fund Agreement into its

31 Stat. 45 (1900) ; 31 U.S.C. � 314 (1952).
102 59 Stat. 514 (1945) ; 22 U.S.C. � 286(c) (1952).
103 XXXII Banque Nationale de Belgique, Bulletin d'Information et de Documentation

433-34 (1957).
104 Before the Statute of April 12, 1957, entered into force, the Executive Power acted in

matters of exchange parity in conformity with Decree Law No. 5 of May 1, 1944. It is
generally recognized in Belgium that the provision of Decree Law No. 5, authorizing the
Executive to regulate monetary affairs of fundamental significance, was inconsistent with
the Constitution. XXXII Banque Nationale de Belgique, op. cit. supra note 103, at 435-36.
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domestic law.105 The German Central Bank is required by law to main
tain that parity.106 The Minister of Economic Affairs has primary
responsibility for currency policies. According to one German authority,
important measures in the field of monetary policy (presumably also
changes in exchange parity) require, pursuant to the Bonn Constitution,
parliamentary approval because they substantively affect "the freedom
of action and the property rights" of individuals.107
There are a number of large and small countries, members and non-

members of the Fund, whose par-value regulations are less formalized
than those of the United States, Belgium and Germany, and even less
explicit than those of the United Kingdom. France, for example, an

original member of the Fund, did not operate its exchange system on

the basis of an established par value between January 1949 and Decem
ber 1958. Italy, a member of the Fund since March 1947 has not

established as yet a par value with the Fund although its exchange rate
is for all practical purposes stabilized since September 1949. In Canada,
the operation of the par-value system was suspended by a Proclamation
of the Governor General on September 30, 1950. Since then the exchange
rates of the Canadian currency have not been governed by a fixed
standard.108
The British par-value regulations are flexible and somewhat complex,

but in practice workable. The prevailing opinion in British official
circles seems to be that the present political and economic instability of
the world is inauspicious either of a fundamental reconsideration of

monetary administration or for issuing consolidated and clearly stated

regulations which conform to the principles of modern public adminis
tration.

105 Law of July 26, 1957, Gesetz iiber die Deutsche Bundesbank � 5 (Ger. Dem. Rep.).
106 Law of July 26, 1957, Gesetz iiber die Deutsche Bundesbank � 3 (Ger. Dem. Rep.).
107 See Erler, Grundprobleme des Internationalen Wirtschaftsrechts 174 (1955).
108 See Vol. 1, No. 12, IMF International Financial Statistics 62 (1958).



COMMENT

THE SUPREME COURT AND LEGAL WRITING:
LEARNED JOURNALS AS VEHICLES OF AN

ANTI-ANTITRUST LOBBY?
Chester A. Newland*

Professor Newland examines .recent congressional criticism of the now-

prevalent Supreme Court practice of citing legal periodicals and other pro
fessional journals in antitrust opinions. The author, while admitting that

an injudicious utilization of partisan or anonymously produced articles may

justify criticism, concludes nevertheless that a wholesale indictment of legal
writing as judicial source material is unwarranted.

In August 1957, shortly before the eighty-fifth Congress adjourned its
late summer marathon, Congressman Wright Patman inserted in the

Congressional Record a sketchy tabulation of antitrust cases in which
the Supreme Court had cited law review articles and related sources.1 In
his remarks before the House of Representatives, Patman called atten

tion to these cases and other information collected by the House Select
Committee on Small Business as evidence of the Supreme Court's "con
sideration of unknown, unrecognized and nonauthoritative text books,
Law Review articles, and other writings of propaganda artists and lobby
ists."2 Congressman Patman concluded his remarks with the admonition
that "an investigation of plans, programs, and schemes to propagandize
and influence our Federal judiciary against our public policy is long
overdue and should be undertaken by a special investigating committee
of the Congress without further delay."3
Such congressional criticism of the citation of extrajudicial sources

has been one of the most serious of the recent challenges to the Supreme
Court's decision-making process. While the substance of some of these
indictments may appear to be transparent�for example, Senator East
land's fulminations against judicial reliance "not upon the law but upon
pro-Communist agitators and enemies of our system of government"*�
Patman's criticism was based upon a large-scale investigation.
* Ph.D., University of Kansas; political science faculty, Idaho State College. The author

is grateful to Dr. Francis H. Heller for suggestions and criticisms regarding portions of the
research for this article. A Social Science Research Council training fellowship permitted
completion of this research.

1 103 Cong. Rec. 16160-61 (1957).
2 Id. at 16160.
3 Id. at 16169.
4 101 Cong. Rec. 7124 (1955).
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This article will briefly examine Congressman Patman's serious indict
ment. It will also present additional evidence of the actual role of
journal writing in opinions of the Supreme Court in antitrust cases.
Such writing plays a prominent part in the judicial process today, as is
evident from even a casual perusal of the United States Reports.5 While
this article will be concerned with the influence of periodical sources in
a few Supreme Court opinions, it will also reveal in part their relation
ship to the broader legal and political processes.

I

Competing Views of Antitrust Policy

Wright Patman's criticism of sources relied upon by the Court grew
out of an investigation by the House Select Committee on Small Busi
ness, chaired by Patman. The pertinent hearings6 and report7 of this
Committee dealt principally with the work of a committee appointed in
1953 by Attorney General Brownell to study the antitrust laws. Both
the efforts of the Attorney General's Committee and of the Select Com
mittee on Small Business appeared as prominent items in a continuing
flow of competing ideas about what antitrust policy should be. The
issue arose in this context because the conflict over what the law ought
to be was debated largely in terms of what the law is, with each side

arguing that a correct interpretation of the statutes would support its
policy views.
The far-reaching role assigned to the Supreme Court in the develop

ment of antitrust law and the vital issues involved especially encourage
such debate. The Supreme Court has been delegated wide responsibility
in the interpretation of the Sherman Act,8 and antitrust law has moved
with the tides of social change. This is emphasized by Mr. Chief Justice
Hughes' familiar characterization of the Sherman Act as a "charter of
freedom" with "a generality and adaptability comparable to that found
to be desirable in constitutional provisions."9 Because of this character

5 See Newland, Legal Periodicals and the United States Supreme Court, 3 Midwest J.
Pol. Sci. 58 (1959) ; reprinted in 7 Kan. L. Rev. 477 (1959).

6 Hearings on Price Discrimination Before the House Select Comm. on Small Business,
84th Cong., 1st Sess. (1955) [hereinafter cited as Patman Committee Hearings].
' House Select Comm. on Small Business, Price Discrimination, the Robinson-Patman

Act, and the Attorney General's National Committee to Study the Antitrust Laws, H.R.

Rep. No. 2966, 84th Cong., 2d Sess. (1956) [hereinafter cited as Patman Committee

Report] .

8 26 Stat. 209 (1890), 15 U.S.C. �� 1-7 (1952).
9 Appalachian Coals, Inc. v. United States, 288 U.S. 344, 359-60 (1933).
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of judicial application of antitrust policy, its record provides one of the
most vital sources of information on the judicial process. Even aside
from the recent controversy centering around the Attorney General's
Antitrust Committee, this record provides an interesting example of the
Court's reliance on legal periodical writing. However, the Patman

inquiry and the debate over antitrust policy of which it was a part add
to the significance of the area of law as an illustration of the influence of

legal writing on the Court.
It is necessary to sketch the background of the investigation by the

Select Committee on Small Business as a prelude to a summary of Pat
man's indictment. This background immediately involves periodical
writing about antitrust policy and the Attorney General's Committee.
The appointment by Attorney General Brownell of a committee to study
the antitrust laws came as a response to an insistent clamor to adapt
the laws to practices conducive to the development of big business.
Criticism of the antitrust laws usually stressed the "hazards of uncer

tainty" in the antitrust field.10 Two principles of Sherman Act inter

pretation gained widespread support among proponents of big business
as supposed correctives of the uncertainty. First, administrative agencies
and the courts were urged to adopt a rule of reason as the rule of con
struction of the antitrust laws. Second, a concept of "workable" or

"effective" competition was advocated as the basis of a practical standard
of industrial performance under the rule of reason.

The Rule of Reason

Briefly, as espoused by proponents of big business, the rule of reason
provides for judicial determination whether a restraint of trade chal
lenged under the antitrust laws is harmful to the public or not. Unless
found to be harmful, the restraint is not illegal. To make this determi
nation, the court must study a mass of relevant evidence bearing on the
history of the industry, its existing practices, and their possible conse

quences. This makes it possible for a defendant to justify his action as

harmless or even beneficial. In the process, economic theories become
significant.
The controversy over the rule of reason as a principle of Sherman Act

interpretation dates from the first decisions by the Supreme Court

10 E.g., Barnes, Background and Report of the Attorney General's Committee, 104
U. Pa. L. Rev. 147 (19SS) ; Smith, Effective Competition: Hypothesis for Modernizing
the Antitrust Laws, 26 N.Y.TJ.L. Rev. 405 (1951) ; Sunderland, Changing Legal Concepts
in the Antitrust Field, 3 Syracuse L. Rev. 60 (1951).
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interpreting the Act, and the principle itself was derived in a confused
and inconsistent condition from the preceding common law. Debate
over the principle first erupted in the five to four division of the Supreme
Court in the disposition of United States v. Trans-Missouri Freight
Ass'n11 in 1897. Mr. Justice Peckham and the majority in that case held
that the prohibitory provisions of the Sherman Act applied to all con
tracts in restraint of trade and not simply to those in which the restraint
is unreasonable. Upon a review of the common law, Mr. Justice White

argued in dissent that it was "impossible to construe the words every
restraint of trade used in the act in any other sense than as excluding
reasonable contracts . . . ."12
In the landmark case of Standard Oil Co. v. United States15 in 1911,

the Supreme Court, through Mr. Chief Justice White, again summarized
the common law regarding restraint of trade and concluded that the
standard of reason which White believed had been applied there was

intended to be the criterion for deciding the legality of a particular
restraint under the antitrust statute. In a long and confusing opinion,
the Chief Justice sketched an outline for the development of the Sher
man Act, providing for resort by courts to the rule of reason in the inter

pretation of its sections 1 and 2. Two weeks later, the rule of reason

was again applied by the Court in United States v. American Tobacco
Co}4 In applying the rule in these two cases, the Court made detailed
examinations of the conduct of the companies in an effort to judge their
motives.

Limits to the scope of the rule of reason have been drawn in several
cases. Price-fixing agreements, for example, are held illegal per se,
according to the doctrine stated most clearly by Mr. Justice Stone in
1927 in United States v. Trenton Potteries Co.15 This doctrine holds
that certain restraints are so clearly harmful that their illegality is not

subject to a test in a particular case of whether more good than harm

may result from them in practice. In the period immediately preceding
the appointment of the Attorney General's Committee, application of
the per se doctrine to restrictive agreements among competitors gen
erally increased.16

H 166 U.S. 290 (1897).
12 Id. at 354.
is 221 U.S. 1 (1911).
I* 221 U.S. 106 (1911).
15 273 U.S. 392 (1927).
16 Timken Roller Bearing Co. v. United States, 341 U.S. 593 (1951) ; FTC v. Cement
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A departure from the rule of reason in cases involving concentration
of economic power also disturbed proponents of big business in that

period.17 This dilution of the rule of reason aroused strong criticism.

Writing in the Syracuse Law Review, for example, Thomas E. Sunder

land, general counsel for the Standard Oil Company of Indiana, cau

tioned that the "courts should revert to the rule of reason; avoid scare

words, rules-of-thumb and a priori assumptions, and employ doctrines
of automatic illegality only with the utmost caution."18

Workable Competition
Connected with these demands of big business for sole reliance on the

rule of reason have been recommendations that the concept of workable
competition be adopted in antitrust interpretation and that supposed
conflicts between the Robinson-Patman Act and the main body of anti
trust law be reconciled, preferably by abolishing or revising the Robin
son-Patman Act.
The concept of workable competition lacks an agreed definition. The

term was first elaborated in 1939 by Professor J. M. Clark of Columbia
University in a paper read before the American Economic Association
and later published in the American Economic Review}9 It has subse
quently undergone modification in a struggle for general acceptance.
Although economists are not fully agreed on what constitutes workability
in competition, big business advocates of revision of antitrust law have

attempted to formulate criteria for judging industrial performance by
the standard. Blackwell Smith, a leading proponent of revision of the
antitrust laws, undertook to develop standards of antitrust policy built
around the concept of workable competition in a report prepared for the
Business Advisory Council of the Department of Commerce in 1950. A
revision of sections of the report was prepared by Smith for publication
in an article in the New York University Law Review in 1951.20 A
pamphlet presenting views which were virtually identical to those ex

pressed by Smith in his article was published by the Department of

Institute, 333 U.S. 683 (1948); United States v. National Lead Co., 332 U.S. 319 (1947);
Fashion Originators' Guild of America v. FTC, 312 U.S. 4S7 (1941) ; United States v.

Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., 310 U.S. ISO (1940).
17 Judge Learned Hand's rejection of the earlier distinction between possession of and

abuse of monopoly power in the Alcoa case was especially a source of concern. United
States v. Aluminum Co. of America, 148 F.2d 416 (2d Cir. 1945).

18 Sunderland, supra note 10, at 80. See also Smith, supra note 10.
19 Clark, Toward a Concept of Workable Competition, 30 Am. Econ. Rev. 241 (1940).
20 Smith, supra note 10. The full report was not released.
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Commerce in December 1952 as a report of the Business Advisory
Council.21
The Robinson-Patman Act has been subjected to a barrage of criti

cism by advocates of a system of workable competition who view the
measure as anticompetitive in its opposition to the mass distributors in
that system.22 For example, Morris Adelman, professor of economics at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has effectively argued that
the result of the act "could only be to safeguard not competition, but
competitors: manufacturers who disliked a rude insistence upon lower

prices, and retailers who resented the 'unfairness' of price reduction."23
These growing elements of dissatisfaction with the antitrust laws and

the trend of their interpretation were carefully elaborated in June 1952
in a Michigan Law Review article24 by S. Chesterfield Oppenheim,
professor of law at the University of Michigan. Professor Oppenheim's
detailed proposal for a revision of the antitrust laws later became one of
the major objects of scrutiny at the hearings of the Select Committee on

Small Business on which Congressman Patman based his charges of

lobbying against the antitrust laws.

Professor Oppenheim proposed "that a Committee on Revision of
National Antitrust Policy be established to make a comprehensive study
of the antitrust laws of the United States . . . and to make specific recom

mendations for their coordination and revision."25 The bulk of the
article was devoted to an analysis of the antitrust laws and a presenta
tion of Professor Oppenheim's personal suggestions for their improve
ment. As a first step he proposed the formulation of a congressional
declaration of national antitrust policy. He listed three elements "of

prime significance" to be contained in such a declaration: (1) "a state

ment of the distinctive characteristics of the public policy of maintaining
a private competitive enterprise system"; (2) "adoption of the concept
of Workable Competition"; and (3) "adoption of the Rule of Reason

21 Dept. of Commerce, Report to the Secretary of Commerce by his Business Advisory
Council, Effective Competition (1952).

22 Adelman, Effective Competition and the Antitrust Laws, 61 Harv. L. Rev. 1289

(1948) ; Burns, The Anti-Trust Laws and the Regulation of Price Competition, 4 Law &

Contemp. Prob. 301 (1937) ; Learned & Isaacs, The Robinson-Patman Law: Some As

sumptions and Expectations, Harv. Bus. Rev., Winter 1937, p. 137; McAllister, Price
Control by Law in the United States: A Survey, 4 Law & Contemp. Prob. 273 (1937).

23 Adelman, supra note 22, at 1335.
24 Oppenheim, Federal Antitrust Legislation: Guideposts to a Revised National Anti

trust Policy, 50 Mich. L. Rev. 1139 (1952).
25 Id. at 1238.
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as master yardstick of interpretation and procedure in applying the

general standards of the antitrust laws to specific factual situations."26
This article was a pre-eminent statement of big business dissatisfaction
with the antitrust laws.

The Attorney General's Committee

These demands during the post-World War II period for a revision of
the antitrust laws culminated in the creation of the Attorney General's
National Committee To Study the Antitrust Laws.27 Formation of the

group designated to attempt the ambitious task was started on July 9,
1953, when Attorney General Brownell appointed Judge Barnes and S.
Chesterfield Oppenheim as co-chairmen of the Committee. Since the

purpose of this review of the Attorney General's Committee is only to

sketch in broad outline the background events which help explain Wright
Patman's charges that legal periodicals and related sources have been
used as instruments for lobbying to influence the Supreme Court, no

separate analysis of the organization and report of the Committee will
be attempted. Only a brief note is necessary here concerning two gen
eral aspects of the text of the Committee's report which relate most

closely to congressional criticisms and of dissenting views of Committee
members.
Patman was most disturbed by the emphasis placed on the rule of

reason and by the treatment of the Robinson-Patman Act in the report
of the Attorney General's Committee. Although the report did not

expressly call for an overall expansion of the rule of reason, it placed
great emphasis upon it as the rule of Sherman Act construction. Per se

offenses were strictly limited, with great attention to the difficulties of

establishing the existence of such restraints. The Robinson-Patman Act
was subjected to interpretations designed to accommodate its provisions
as nearly as possible to a system of workable competition.
Seven members of the Attorney General's Committee registered dissent

from various portions of the analysis contained in the report. Because
the format of the report departed from the customary scheme of print
ing separate dissents in public reports and, instead, scattered segments of
the dissenters' views throughout the body of the report, one dissenter,
Louis B. Schwartz, published his views separately.28 Professor Schwartz

26 Id. at 1236.
27 See Att'y. Gen. Nat'l Comm. Antitrust Rep.
28 Schwartz, The Schwartz Dissent, 1 Antitrust Bull. 37 (1955). The dissent was later

printed in the Patman Committee Report at 260.
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opened his dissent with the statement that, "The majority report would
weaken the antitrust laws in a number of respects, and, even more im
portant, it fails to adopt necessary measures for strengthening the law so

as to create a truly competitive economy in this country."29 In turn,
the Schwartz dissent was briefly answered by Morris Adelman in an

article in the Antitrust Bulletin.30

II

Indictment of Reliance on Antitrust Writing

The hearings and report of the House Select Committee on Small
Business on which Representative Patman largely based his charges of

lobbying were devoted principally to a disparaging investigation of the
Attorney General's Committee and to a strong defense of the Robinson-
Patman Act. Patman's indictment may be summarized under five
counts. Although Patman did not separate the elements of his charge in
this manner, the following counts contain the substance of his broad
criticisms as they appeared in the Congressional Record:

( 1 ) That the Supreme Court has considered and relied upon writings
published in textbooks, legal periodicals and related sources; that this
is a recent practice dating only from about 1940; and that such writings
are unacceptable as sources in court decisions.

(2) That these "unacceptable" sources have often been cited by the
Court "in an ex parte fashion,"31 not having appeared in briefs or argu
ments in the cases or having been cited by only one side and then

"improperly" considered by the Court without first giving notice of such
intention to opposing counsel.

(3) That the authors of many of these materials have been either

partisan advocates or unknown; and that prominent scholars have been
hired by antitrust defendants to promote big business views "in highly
respected publications in the form of law review articles and economic
reviews."32

(4) That many of these materials have appeared as a part of an

organized lobbying effort; that many of the articles, pamphlets and
books "have been carefully planned and devised by opponents of our

public policy against monopoly with a 'view to formulate future antitrust

29 Schwartz, supra note 28, at 37.
30 Adelman, General Comment on the Schwartz Dissent, 1 Antitrust Bull. 71 (19SS).
31 103 Cong. Rec. 16160 (1957).
32 Id. at 16163, quoting from Patman Committee Report at 220.
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policy'";33 and that since it has become apparent that the Court will

rely on these sources, "the supply of such propaganda [has] multi

plied."34
(5) That the Attorney General's Committee's report is a major item

in this overall lobbying scheme; and that this organized effort to under
mine the antitrust laws through publications is moving ahead at full
force.
The evidence presented by Patman to support his indictment will be

summarized here. For the most part, evaluation of the criticisms (where
such additional comment appears necessary) will be postponed to subse

quent sections of this article.

Supreme Court Reliance on Extra-Judicial Writing
Representative Patman was apparently alarmed to discover that the

Supreme Court had been citing legal periodicals and related sources in

opinions in antitrust cases. From the Library of Congress he obtained a

list of nineteen cases in which legal periodicals had been cited by the

Supreme Court.35 This list was based on an examination of antitrust
cases from 1890 to 1957; no case was disclosed prior to 1940 in which a

law review article had been cited "on the point in issue and upon which
it [the Supreme Court] relied for decision in the case."36 This list of cases
omitted some early antitrust cases in which journals were cited (such as

the 1927 Trenton Potteries case37) and included some cases which might
better have been omitted.38 From this sketchy list of cases, Representa
tive Patman concluded that the citation of legal periodicals was only a

recent phenomenon in the judicial process.
Representative Patman was especially disturbed about the influence

of legal periodicals in a few opinions which he singled out for criticism
in his remarks to the House. The citation of articles in two of these
opinions will be noted here as examples; in a subsequent section of this
article, the role of legal periodicals in several other cases will be analyzed.

33 Id. at 16162.
34 Id. at 16161.
35 As noted above, this list of cases was inserted in the Congressional Record, id. at

16160-61.
36 Id. at 16160.
37 United States v. Trenton Potteries Co., 273 U.S. 392 (1927).
38 Although all of the cases in the list involved antitrust, the articles cited in some of

them were minor or they were on other matters: Bowman Dairy Co. v. United States, 341
U.S. 214 (1951) ; United States v. Scophony Corp. of America, 333 U.S. 795 (1948) ; United
States v. National Lead Co., 332 U.S. 319 (1947); United States v. Monia, 317 US 424
(1943).
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The case which troubled Patman most was Standard Oil Co. of Ind. v.
FTC.� Five Justices of the Supreme Court, in an opinion by Mr. Justice
Burton, held in that case that meeting in good faith a competitor's low
price constitutes a complete defense of price differentials. As was noted
above, the Attorney General's Committee expressed approval of the
decision "as consonant with the Nation's antitrust policy."40 Representa
tive Patman took an opposing view, as follows: "One of the most

devastating blows suffered by those provisions of our antitrust laws de
signed to nip monopolistic practices in the bud and before they arrive
at full bloom was the decision by the Supreme Court of the United States
in the case of Standard Oil Company of Indiana v. Federal Trade Com
mission (340 U.S. 231) in 195 1."41
Patman's reaction to the Standard Oil Co. holding is what might be

expected. Of greater interest is his objection to the sources "relied on"

by the Court in this case. Actually, the sources to which Patman
referred were mentioned by the Court in an almost passing manner. A

glance at the reference, however, reveals some of the broader significance
which Patman attached to it�especially in the context of this case.

In discussing the underlying philosophy of competition behind antitrust

policy, Burton said: "We need not now reconcile, in its entirety, the
economic theory which underlies the Robinson-Patman Act with that
of the Sherman and Clayton Acts."42 In a footnote to this statement,
Burton explained:
It has been suggested that, in theory, the Robinson-Patman Act as a whole is in

consistent with the Sherman and Clayton Acts. See Adelman, Effective Competition
and the Antitrust Laws, 61 Harv. L. Rev. 1289, 1327-1350; Burns, The Anti-Trust
Laws and the Regulation of Price Competition, 4 Law & Contemp. Prob. 301;
Learned & Isaacs, The Robinson-Patman Law: Some Assumptions and Expectations,
15 Harv. Bus. Rev. 137; McAllister, Price Control by Law in the United States:
A Survey, 4 Law & Contemp. Prob. 273.4.3

Three of the articles referred to by Burton were cited in the argument
of an amicus brief for Citron-Kolb Oil Co.44 These articles were cited
in an effort to convince the Court that the antitrust laws are basically
inconsistent in their economic theory. Evidently this effort was success-

39 340 U.S. 231 (1951).
40 Att'y. Gen. Nat'l Comm. Antitrust Rep. at 181.
� 103 Cong. Rec. 16161 (1957).
42 340 U.S. at 249,
43 Id. n.42.
44 Brief for Citron-Kolb Oil Co. as Amicus Curiae, pp. 12-14, Standard Oil Co. of Ind.

v. FTC, 340 U.S. 231 (1951).
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ful. The writings of Morris Adelman and the others cited by Burton in
this case have already been noted in reference to criticisms of the
Robinson-Patman Act. Morris Adelman was personally criticized by
Representative Patman because of his antitrust writings.
A second Supreme Court decision which greatly disturbed Representa

tive Patman was in The Cellophane Case, decided in June 1956�

United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.45 Differences about
the proper rule of Sherman Act construction and legal periodical writing
on the subject were most evident in this much-discussed case. The ques
tion of alleged monopolizing by an individual firm was presented to the

Supreme Court in this case for the first time, although Judge Learned
Hand's 1945 decision in United States v. Aluminum Co. of America46
provided a close analogy. The principal issue involved in determining
whether du Pont violated the Sherman Act was whether the company
possessed control over price and competition in the market. The critical

question presented was a definition of the cellophane market.
In the Court opinion, deciding in favor of du Pont, Mr. Justice Reed

relied in part on articles from legal periodicals and other sources. He
also cited the report of the Attorney General's Committee. In his dissent,
Mr. Chief Justice Warren also cited two articles. One of the articles
cited by both Reed and Warren was referred to both in the govern
ment's brief and in the brief for du Pont.47 This was a detailed analysis
by George W. Stocking and Willard F. Mueller of economic factors
concerned in the district court's Cellophane decision; it was published
in the American Economic Review some fifteen months before the
Supreme Court's decision in the case. Other articles cited by Reed were

by S. Chesterfield Oppenheim, Louis B. Schwartz, Eugene V. Rostow,
Alfred E. Kahn and Walter Adams. The article by Professor Oppen
heim which was cited was his 1952 proposal in the Michigan Law Review,
summarized above. The article by Louis B. Schwartz was his dissent
from the Attorney General's Committee's report, also noted above.
Rostow, Kahn and Adams were also dissenting members of the At
torney General's Committee; their articles which were cited by Reed
advanced arguments in conflict with some majority views of the Com
mittee's report.
While the writers just mentioned were cited by Reed concerning the

45 351 U.S. 377 (1956).
46 148 F.2d 416 (2d Cir. 1945).
47 Brief for Appellant, pp. 17, 86, 97, Brief for Appellee, p. 110, United States v. E.I.

du Pont de Nemours & Co., 351 U.S. 377 (1956).
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rule of reason, the question on which the Court's decision turned was

whether cellophane by itself constituted the relevant market or whether
cellophane-substitutes competed with it in a broader market. To answer

this, Reed turned to an appraisal of the cross-elasticity of demand in
the trade in wrappings. On the necessity of such an appraisal he referred
to a short note in the Columbia Law Review.48 This was followed by a

detailed market analysis in which Reed quoted at length from Stocking
and Mueller. From this analysis, Reed concluded that the relevant
market was the broader one and that du Pont did not hold monopoly
power over it.
Mr. Chief Justice Warren dissented in an opinion in which Justices

Black and Douglas joined. Warren disagreed with Reed's definition of
the relevant market. First, he observed that although the majority
opinion relied upon materials from Stocking and Mueller's analysis,
Reed failed to note the conclusion which these economists reached.49
This comment could also be extended to Reed's use of some other
sources. Except for the report of the Attorney General's Committee
and Professor Oppenheim's article, Reed's conclusions differ, at least in
emphasis, from those reached by the writers whose articles he cited.
The similarity between the reasoning of the majority in The Cello

phane Case and the views expressed by Professor Oppenheim and the

report of the Antitrust Committee suggests that the Court was influenced

by these writings, or that the majority of the Court at least agreed with
them. Oppenheim's ideas of "workable competition" and of the neces

sity of a flexible rule of reason provide approaches which very much
resemble those adopted by Reed. Citation of these writings as references

suggests a direct influence. However, Reed's references to other writers
like Schwartz, Rostow, Adams, and Stocking and Mueller are not easy to

explain. In some instances, they seem simply to have supplied usable
facts or ideas. But, generally, their conclusions are opposed to those
reached by Reed. Yet, the majority opinion fails to note these differ
ences. Instead, the articles are listed as if their authors supported the
views of the Court.
In his criticism of the citation of legal periodical articles and the report

of the Attorney General's Committee in The Cellophane Case, Congress
man Patman failed to note that several of the articles cited opposed the

concepts of workable competition and the rule of reason (as those
terms are espoused by big business), and that the dissenting opinion

48 Note, The Market: A Concept in Antitrust, 54 Colum. L. Rev. 580 (1954).
49 351 U.S. at 415 n.2.
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cited such writing. Patman's failure to analyze the actual reliance on

legal periodicals and related sources cited in Supreme Court opinions�
as in The Cellophane Case�may have been responsible in part for his
severe indictment of the Court. The mere listing of cases and articles
cited provides evidence to support the charge that the Court is availing
itself of current legal writing�but that is a generally recognized prac
tice. With further inquiry, it might easily have been discovered that
even the limited selection of cases given special notice in support of
Patman's indictment indicates that the Court is not necessarily blind to

the existence of conflicting views among legal writers.

Ex Parte Consideration of Periodical Writing
The second count of Patman's indictment was that periodicals and

related sources have been cited "in an ex parte fashion," not having
appeared in briefs or arguments in the cases or having been cited by only
one party and then improperly considered by the Court without first

giving notice of such intention to opposing counsel.
To anyone acquainted with court decisions, the practice of citing

sources not referred to in the briefs and records in the cases is familiar.
Although Patman took strong exception to this practice, he did not
examine its details. Both the Standard Oil of Indiana case and The
Cellophane Case provide examples of such citation. Of the articles cited
by the Court in The Cellophane Case, only the one by Stocking and
Mueller was referred to in the briefs. In Standard Oil of Indiana, three
of the articles cited by the Court were referred to in an amicus brief,
but none of the articles cited was relied upon in briefs of parties to the
case.

It was Patman's opinion that the Court should not consider anything
of this nature unless it was first argued before the Court. He even

stretched his contention to the extreme that the Court should not "pay
attention" to those sources when cited by one party and not subse
quently argued. He based this view on the proposition that writing in
law reviews and related sources is not "authoritative."

Partisans and Hired Defenders of Big Business

The third element of Patman's criticism was directed not at the Court
but at the legal writers cited in Supreme Court opinions. He complained
that the authors of many cited publications have been either partisan
advocates or unknown. Most serious is the charge that legal scholars
have been hired to write defenses of big business "in the form of law
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review articles and economic reviews." In the words of the report of the
Select Committee on Small Business, "the defenders of monopoly hired
prominent professors of economics, who were teaching in a number of
our large and fine educational institutions, to assist in building a new

body of literature on the subject of price discrimination in the field of
economics."50
Little effort is required to discover that the Court often cites unsigned

law review notes and comments. This practice was not investigated by
the Select Committee on Small Business; Patman relied upon the list of
nineteen antitrust cases inserted by him in the Congressional Record for

examples. He singled out Mr. Justice Frankfurter's reference to a Har
vard Law Review note in Automatic Canteen Co. of America v. FTC51
and Mr. Justice Clark's citation of a Yale Law Journal note in Times-

Picayune Publishing Co. v. United States52 as examples. No attempt
was made to analyze the possible influence of these unsigned notes. The
Harvard Law Review note cited by Frankfurter in his Automatic Canteen

opinion reviewed the detailed cost analysis demanded by the FTC when
ever costs are in issue. This was one of several articles referred to on the
"elusiveness" of cost data in Robinson-Patman Act proceedings. The
Yale Law Journal note cited by Justice Clark in the Times-Picayune
case, to which Patman objected, was only one of several periodical
articles referred to in his opinion. Two other unsigned articles were

cited. The note objected to was relied upon as a source of statistical
information in three briefs filed in the case.53 From this and other
market data, the Court upheld "unit rate" contracts under which pur
chasers of advertising were required to buy the same space in both the

morning and evening paper of the Times Publishing Company. Having
decided this, Justice Clark added that "Refusals to sell, without more,
do not violate the law," and that therefore no Sherman Act violation
occurred in this case.54 As a reference he cited an unsigned comment in
the Yale Law Journal;55 although the comment concerned the same

50 Patman Committee Report at 220.
51 346 U.S. 61, 68 n.6 (19S3), citing Note, Proof of Cost Differentials under the Robin

son-Patman Act, 65 Harv. L. Rev. 1011 (1952).
52 345 U.S. 594, 603 n.13 (1953), citing Note, Local Monopoly in the Daily Newspaper

Industry, 61 Yale L.J. 948 (1952).
53 Brief for Appellee, pp. 47-48, Brief for Ninety-Eight Newspaper Publishers as Amici

Curiae, p. 25, Brief for Post Publishing Co. of Boston, Mass. as Amicus Curiae, p. 2, Times-
Picayune Publishing Co. v. United States, 345 U.S. 594 (1953).

54 345 U.S. at 625.
55 Comment, Refusals to Sell and Public Control of Competition, 58 Yale L.J. 1121

(1949).
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problem, the similarity to Clark's statement ceased at about that point.
Considerable effort was expended by the House Select Committee on

Small Business to uncover evidence of influential legal writing by
scholars in the pay of big business defendants in antitrust cases. The
most severe criticism was directed at Professor Morris Adelman. In his
remarks to the House, Patman said: "I have called attention to the fact
that Morris A. Adelman was a member of the Attorney General's
National Committee To Study the Antitrust Laws. Also I have referred
to the fact that he received pay to produce propaganda in opposition to
the application of our antitrust laws to price discrimination situations
and that he wrote law-review articles which furthered that propaganda."56
It was then shown how the Supreme Court cited and relied upon some

of those writings by Adelman.
To support his criticism, Patman first called attention to Professor

Adelman's writing at the time of the Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.
controversy in 1949. Patman said: "Writings by Adelman propagandiz
ing against the application of the antitrust laws to monopolistic practices
were reprinted and widely distributed by the Great Atlantic and Pacific
Tea Co."57 This matter was not investigated by the Select Committee
on Small Business, and the hearings and report of the Committee contain
practically no information on the subject. The writings by Adelman
which were referred to were evidently three articles which he wrote in
1949 before and after the Department of Justice filed a civil suit in

September, petitioning that A & P be broken up into seven parts and
that its food manufacturing and retailing establishments be separated.
Two of the articles, published in May, concerned an earlier criminal
suit disposed of in a lower federal court in February in which A & P
was found guilty of violating the Sherman Act.58 These articles, pub
lished in the American Economic Review59 and the Quarterly Journal
of Economics?0 contained criticisms of the position taken by the Justice
Department in the A & P case. Adelman's third article was published

56 103 Cong. Rec. 16167 (19S7).
87 Id. at 16162.
58 United States v. New York Great Atl. & Pac. Tea Co., 173 F.2d 79 (7th Cir. 1949).

The civil suit, filed in the Southern District of New York, was settled by a consent decree.
United States v. New York Great Atl. & Pac. Tea Co., (19S4 Trade Cas. f 676S8).

59 Adelman, The Economic Consequences of Some Recent Antitrust Decisions, The
A & P Case, 39 Am. Econ. Rev. 280 (1949). This was a brief comment before the Sixty-
First Annual Meeting of the American Economic Association.

60 Adelman, The A & P Case: A Study in Applied Economic Theory, 63 QJ. Econ. 238
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in the December issue of Fortune magazine, following institution of the
civil suit by the Justice Department.61 In this article, Adelman argued
that "commonsense economics" was flouted by the Justice Department's
position "in pursuit of an outstanding price competitor."62
No evidence was gathered by the Select Committee on Small Business

to support Patman's charge that A & P "reprinted and widely dis
tributed" Adelman's writings. The A & P Co. did launch a gigantic
nationwide propaganda effort, using large institutional-type advertise
ments in newspapers, in opposition to the Justice Department's suit.
These newspaper advertisements, printed in late September and early
October of 1949, contained simple appeals directed to the general public;
if they contained material derived from Adelman's analysis, it had been
diluted to the vanishing point by Madison Avenue's persuaders.63
Charges that Adelman was a hired exponent of big business were based

primarily on evidence that he was retained by the Business Advisory
Council of the Department of Commerce. This information was dis
closed in an investigation of the B.A.C. by the Antitrust Subcommittee
of the House Committee on the Judiciary; it was summarized in an

interim report.64 The same investigation revealed information about

relationships of Blackwell Smith and H. Thomas Austern65 with the
B.A.C. This interim report furnished much of the basis for the
Patman charge that writers had been hired by big business interests to

produce defenses of monopolistic practices.
According to the interim report of the Antitrust Subcommittee of the

House Committee on the Judiciary, a special antitrust fund of $25,500
was raised by B.A.C. members in 1947. The majority of the Antitrust
Subcommittee found that the fund's contributors, "in the main, had been
or were then defendants in important antitrust suits."66 According to

the interim report, several antitrust experts were "hired" by the B.A.C.

61 Adelman, The Great A & P Muddle, Fortune, December 1949, p. 122.
62 Ibid.
63 Advertisements in the Washington Post were typical. From the time that the Justice

Department filed its civil suit in September, and up through October 23, A & P ran five

advertisements on the suit in that paper. The Washington Post, Sept. 21, 1949, � A, p. 9;
id., Sept. 30, 1949, � A, p. 9; id., Oct. 7, 1949, � A, p. 17, col. 3-8; id., Oct. 14, 1949, � A,
p. 20; id., Oct. 21, 1949, � A, p. 14, col. 3-8.
6* Antitrust Subcomm., House Comm. on the Judiciary, 84th Cong., 1st Sess., Interim

Report on the Business Advisory Council for the Department of Commerce (Comm.
Print 19SS) [hereinafter cited as Interim Report].

65 Like Adelman and Smith, Austern was a member of the Attorney General's Committee.
66 Interim Report at 20.
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"to present talks or papers to the Council dealing with various phases of
antitrust."67 Blackwell Smith's New York University Law Review
article68 on effective competition grew out of research conducted in this

program. The interim report discloses that for his services Smith
received $13,335.51; Adelman received $8,544.37; and Austern received

$6,048.58.69 Other evidence used by the majority of the Select Commit
tee on Small Business to support the charge that writers were employed
by big business interests will be noted below.

An Organized Scheme of Lobbying?
Several threads of evidence were woven together by the Select Com

mittee on Small Business to suggest the existence of an organized scheme
of lobbying. Some of the material relied upon was derived from the

hearings of the Patman Committee while much background information
in the report was evidently supplied by Everette Maclntyre, the Com
mittee's counsel, from his personal experience.
The first two instances noted as evidence of "a general plan to weaken

the antitrust laws" involved cases with which Maclntyre was familiar
from his long FTC experience. Both concerned pricing practices in the
cement industry and defenses of the industry by prominent economists.
The first case referred to in this section of the Patman Committee's
report was Cement Mjrs. Protective Ass'n v. United States.10 It was

suggested that testimony by Professor Thomas Sewell Adams of Yale

University for the cement industry in that case was evidence of the

beginning of a general effort to undermine the antitrust laws by con

structing a body of economic literature in support of challenged pricing
practices. However that may be, an examination of the records showed
that the testimony of Professor Adams was so used in arguments before
the Supreme Court that it assumed a critical importance and that it
influenced the outcome of the case. Professor Adams was retained by
the cement industry to examine the pricing methods challenged in the
Cement case. He was also retained by the United States Chamber of
Commerce to serve on a committee on trade associations. As a witness
for the Cement Manufacturers Protective Association, Adams testified

67 Id. at 21.
68 Smith, Effective Competition: Hypothesis for Modernizing the Antitrust Laws, 26

N.Y.U.L. Rev. 405 (19S1).
69 Other individuals are reported to have received similar sums, Interim Report at 21.

The report does not explain the source of the funds reported as spent on antitrust policy
beyond the original $25,500 collected for that purpose.

70 2 68 U.S. 588 (1925), noted in Patman Committee Report at 14-16.
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that a standardized commodity such as cement tends to a uniform price
under conditions of competition, especially when sold at wholesale to

fully informed professional buyers. As authorities, Adams listed six
economists and seventeen books which he said supported his view.71
Apparently, Mr. Justice Stone referred to this "testimony" when he said
in the Supreme Court opinion favoring the cement companies: "A great
volume of testimony was also given by distinguished economists in sup
port of the thesis that, in the case of a standardized product sold whole
sale to fully informed professional buyers, as were the dealers in cement,
uniformity of price will inevitably result from active, free and unre

strained competition . . . ,"72
In addition to the assistance of Professor Adams, the Patman Com

mittee's report noted that producers of cement enjoyed the services of
H. Parker Willis and John R. B. Byers at the time that the Cement
case was on appeal. Professors Willis and Byers prepared an analysis
of prices and price levels in the Portland cement industry, reaching con

clusions in support of basing-point pricing. In the preface to the small
volume in which their analysis was published, the authors said: "The
work was undertaken at the request, and in behalf of some leading
producers of Portland Cement in the eastern district of the United States
who have felt that the actual facts with regard to the economic condi
tions by which Portland cement prices are determined should be made
available."73
The second example noted briefly in the Patman Committee's report

as evidence of a general scheme by big business to undermine the .anti
trust laws was derived from FTC exhibits and findings in FTC v. Cement
Institute.� The FTC found that a public relations committee of the
Cement Institute undertook a vigorous campaign to influence public
opinion during the thirties. At the same time, the Institute attempted to

persuade the FTC "to undertake a study of the basing-point system
'with the cooperation of the cement industry . . . .' "75 When that effort

failed, the Institute employed James M. Clark and Arthur R. Burns,
both professors of economics at Columbia University, to conduct a study
of the cement industry. Members of a marketing research committee of
the Institute "advised and collaborated" with the professors "and read

71 Record, Vol. 1, pp. 294-95, Cement Mfrs. Protective Ass'n v. United States, 268 U.S.

588 (1925).
72 268 U.S. at 605.
73 Willis & Byers, Portland Cement Prices iii (1924).
74 37 F.T.C. 87 (1943), aff'd, 333 U.S. 683 (1948).
75 37 F.T.C. at 248.
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for criticism and suggestions draft copies of various chapters in the

proposed report."76 Evidently, the Cement Institute's marketing research
committee did not approach this project as one for objective inquiry, as

was revealed in a letter by the president of the Pennsylvania-Dixie
Cement Corporation to the president of the Riverside Cement Company.
The letter read: "Altho [sic] all of the members of the Committee in the
East have had in mind the same objective that you evidently are striving
for, namely attempting to mold the professors' minds before any definite
conclusions have been reached, it has been our thought that much more

could be accomplished by personal contact than through the medium of

correspondence."77 Professors Clark and Burns worked on the cement

study from 1934 until the FTC proceeding against the Institute was

started in July of 1937. Evidently, either the issuance of the FTC com

plaint upset the purpose of the study or the professors' work was found

unsatisfactory by the Institute, for no study was ever published.78
The third matter noted in the Patman Committee's report to illustrate

the operation of a general plan to weaken the antitrust laws involved an

effort by big business to obtain congressional action to offset the Cement
Institute case.79 A lobbying plan designed "to reestablish the legality of
delivered price marketing methods" was disclosed in the hearings of the
Patman Committee. This plan was designed in large measure to suggest
a program to influence the Capehart Committee, which was created in
1948 as a result of business pressures to investigate the effects of the
Cement Institute case. The lobbying blueprint assumed a prominent
place in the Patman Committee's hearings. The authors were revealed
as George P. Lamb, who later became a member of the Attorney Gen
eral's Committee, and two other members of the same Washington, D.C,
law office. The plan was distributed to "a number of industries" repre
sented by Mr. Lamb's law office. Among others who received a copy
was William Simon, counsel of the Capehart Committee.80 Simon testi
fied that he did nothing with the document except to file it, but the
majority of the Select Committee on Small Business nevertheless believed
that Mr. Simon's work with the Capehart Committee and other activities

76 Id. at 249.
77 Ibid.
78 In its findings the FTC stated that "the issuance of the complaint in this proceeding

intervened and the report was not published." Ibid.
79 See generally Latham, The Politics of Basing Point Legislation, IS Law & Contemp.

Prob. 272 (19S0). The lobbying plan described below had not been disclosed at the time
of Prof. Latham's investigation.

80 Patman Committee Hearings at 476.
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indicated an intimate connection with an overall scheme to undermine
the antitrust laws, such as that suggested by the lobbying blueprint.
The fourth body of material presented in the Patman Committee's

report as evidence of an overall lobbying scheme consisted of legal writ
ing published largely in legal periodicals and journals of economics.
Most of the authors and publications referred to have already been
noted in other connections. The principal writers who were singled out

were J. M. Clark, Parker McCollester, Blackwell Smith and S. Chester
field Oppenheim.
According to the Patman Committee's report, Professor J. M. Clark

continued in the employment of the Cement Institute after his work on

cement pricing was interrupted by the FTC's case against the Institute.
He was reported to have been engaged in the preparation of an economic
defense for the cement industry. During the same period, Professor
Clark's influential article in the American Economic Review on the

concept of workable competition was published.
Two papers read in 1948 before the New York State Bar Association

in the course of a Robinson-Patman Act symposium were noted in the
Patman Committee's report. Parker McCollester, who had unsuccess

fully defended the Corn Products Refining Co.81 some three years before,
proposed amendments to the Robinson-Patman Act "desirable in the
interests of business."82 Immediately following McCollester's paper in
the symposium was an article by S. Chesterfield Oppenheim on the

subject of Robinson-Patman Act revision.83
The other articles singled out in the Patman Committee's report were

Blackwell Smith's 1951 article in the New York University Law Review
on effective competition84 and S. Chesterfield Oppenheim's comprehensive
proposal for revision of the antitrust laws published in the Michigan
Law Review in 1952.85 Of these several publications, the Patman Com
mittee's report said:
Professor Oppenheim, who was destined to become one of the two Cochairmen of
the Attorney General's National Committee To Study the Antitrust Laws, and a

number of other writers who were destined to become members of that committee
were by that time [1952] speaking and writing as though they were one person with

81 Corn Prods. Ref. Co. v. FTC, 324 U.S. 726 (194S).
82 McCollester, Suggestions As to Certain Amendments, in Robinson-Patman Act Sym

posium, 1948, 133 (1948).
83 Oppenheim, Should the Robinson-Patman Act Be Amended? Id. at 141.
84 Smith, supra note 68.
85 Oppenheim, Federal Antitrust Legislation: Guideposts to a Revised National Anti

trust Policy, 50 Mich. L. Rev. 1139 (1952).
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one common cause, namely, to "formulate future antitrust policy" based on a "rule
of reason" and one that would approve the "workable" or "effective" competition
concepts which they had been advocating.86

The final and principal count of Patman's charge that the Supreme
Court was being subjected to pressures of an organized scheme of lobby
ing dealt with the Attorney General's National Committee To Study the
Antitrust Laws. The major criticisms of the Attorney General's Com
mittee were ( 1 ) that while its membership was described as representa
tive of all interests it was actually weighted heavily with defenders of

big business, and (2) that its methods were improper. Of course, the

majority of the Select Committee on Small Business also found the
substance of the Attorney General's Committee's report unpalatable and

proceeded to publish a detailed analysis in defense of competing views
of antitrust law.

The Patman Indictment

This completes the summary of evidence on which Representative
Patman based his charges that the Supreme Court has improperly cited

legal periodicals and related writing and that, as a result, decisions in
antitrust cases have been influenced by "partisan propagandizing writ
ings." The bulk of this evidence was directed at proving the existence
of an organized effort to undermine or revise the antitrust laws. Except
for the strong defense of the Robinson-Patman Act, the hearings and
report of the Select Committee on Small Business were devoted entirely
to an effort to establish that such a lobbying scheme has been in opera
tion and that the Attorney General's Committee fitted into its plan.
For the most part, the evidence summarized speaks for itself as to

whether Patman's remarks in that regard were well-founded. At the least,
the Select Committee on Small Business showed that proponents of revision
of the antitrust laws have actively engaged in constructing an impressive
body of literature favorable to their own interests; that a few prominent
economists have at times been retained by big business interests for that
purpose; that articles favorable to antitrust defendants have been pub
lished in law reviews and learned journals over a period of several years;
that at one time or another some elements of the drive for revision of
the antitrust laws have fitted into a consciously organized but largely
undisclosed lobby to revise the antitrust laws; and that the Attorney
General's Committee and its report favored big business interests which
had sought revision of the antitrust laws. Also at the least, the effort in

Patman Committee Report at 34.
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the report of the Select Committee on Small Business to tie the numerous
criticisms of the antitrust laws together as elements of one conscious
lobbying effort sometimes strained the facts. The extent to which evi
dence showed that articles have been written by academicians while on

retainers of big business interests was exaggerated by repetition and
association of isolated incidents; the extent to which evidence revealed
that affiliations and partisanship of writers of journal articles have been
deliberately undisclosed was exaggerated; and most serious�sweeping
attacks, direct or by innuendo, on the integrity of numerous lawyers, law
professors and others who have advocated various revisions of the anti
trust laws were generally unwarranted.
Evidence of an actual influence on the Supreme Court by writing in

legal periodicals and related sources was quite limited. It consisted
chiefly of a listing in the Congressional Record of such sources cited in
nineteen antitrust cases with brief criticisms of three or four major cases.
A few such examples were also noted in the report of the Patman Com
mittee. Little analysis was attempted of the actual influence of all such
sources cited in the few cases which were listed. Congressman Patman
condemned the citation of this writing without examining its role in the

judicial process and without considering the implications of his assertion
that the Supreme Court should ignore the greater part of scholarly legal
writing except when it is first debated by counsel.
The apparent role of legal periodicals cited in a few Supreme Court

cases was nevertheless discussed in the course of the foregoing summary
to furnish examples. The next section of this article will be concerned
with the possible influence of writing cited in opinions of the Supreme
Court in several other antitrust cases. At the outset, note will also be
made of the extent of citation of such sources in cases generally, and of
the development of this important aspect of the judicial process.

Ill

The Citation of Journals
Today, periodical writing plays a leading part in the shaping of our

law. While law reviews exert some influence over legislation and admin

istration, their greatest impact in the formation of law is through the
courts. Although objections to judicial reliance on legal periodicals and
related sources have erupted in Congress and the press during the recent

period of attack on the Supreme Court, as in the criticisms by Repre
sentative Patman reviewed above, such writing has generally been ac

cepted now for several years as a central part of the judicial process. In
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1941 Mr. Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes characterized legal peri
odicals as the "fourth estate" of the law.87 Ten years earlier, in 1931,
Mr. Justice Cardozo attributed the increase in the authoritative respect
ability of law reviews to a dislocation of existing balances in which

leadership in legal thought had been passing "from the benches of the

courts to the chairs of universities."88 And during the ten years before

that, in the 1920's, Mr. Justice Brandeis began the practice of citing
law reviews in Supreme Court opinions.
An examination of all Supreme Court cases from the October Term

1916 through the October Term 1957 reveals that Justice Brandeis first
started citing journal articles when he referred to the Political Science

Quarterly and the American Labor Legislation Review in the dissent in
Adams v. Tanner?9 decided June 11, 1917. Including that case, legal
periodicals and other journals were cited in opinions in 29 cases from

June 5, 1916 (when Brandeis went on the Court), to the end of 1929.
Of these opinions, 24 were by Brandeis (16 dissents, 7 court opinions,
and 1 concurrence) ; other opinions in which articles were cited during
the period were by Justices Holmes ( 2 ) , Sanford ( 1 ) , and Stone ( 2 ) . This

practice quickly spread until today the citation of journals by the bench
and the bar has become commonplace. The total of cases in which
articles were cited by the Court in the 1930's increased to 71, and in the
1940's it mounted up to a total of 314. From the beginning of 1950

through the October Term 1957, articles were cited by the Court in 202
cases. Articles were cited in more than one opinion in many of these
cases. Citation of articles in briefs has become common since the 1920's
in much the same way.
Legal periodicals and learned journals have been cited in Supreme

Court opinions in more than 35 cases involving the antitrust laws. The
Court's apparent reliance on articles cited in several of these cases will
be briefly examined here to indicate some of the possible direct influence
of such legal writing. This material will serve as an extension of the
evidence already discussed pertinent to those portions of Patman's
remarks which related directly to the Supreme Court. The following
case analysis is not intended to be a complete survey of antitrust law or

of the antitrust opinions in which periodicals have been cited. It does
not even approach a balanced study of one area of the law in terms of

87 Hughes, Foreword, SO Yale L.J. 737 (1941).
88 Cardozo, Introduction to Selected Readings on the Law of Contracts from American

and English Legal Periodicals ix (1931).
89 244 U.S. S90, 60S, 606, 613-14, 615-16 (1917).
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antitrust objectives. Instead, it is an attempt to describe obvious aspects
of the impact of legal periodical writing on the Court in the interpreta
tion of the antitrust laws.

Trenton Potteries�the Per Se Offense
The first antitrust case in which articles were cited in the majority

opinion of the Court, United States v. Trenton Potteries Co.?0 focused
upon the rule-of-reason controversy. In his opinion in that case, Mr.
Justice Stone noted two legal periodical articles on the subject, one of
them predating the Standard Oil case of 1911. The Trenton Potteries
case involved a price-fixing agreement among members of a trade associa
tion engaged in the manufacture or distribution of 82 percent of all
vitreous pottery bathroom fixtures produced in the United States. The
trial court charged the jury that it might return a verdict of guilty if it
found that the combination actually fixed prices, regardless of the
reasonableness of the prices. The circuit court held that the trial court
erred because of a mistaken view that the rule of reason of the Standard
Oil and American Tobacco Co. cases was not applicable.91 The Supreme
Court reversed, holding that by their nature price-fixing agreements are

per se violations.
The first of the two articles noted by Stone forcefully stated this

view as follows: "An agreement limiting competition could be held
reasonable only in case it were fruitless, and did not in fact accomplish
that control over prices which was sought."92 Myron W. Watkins, the
second periodical writer cited by Stone, vigorously attacked the Standard
Oil decision and subsequent opinions which relied on its rule; he con

demned the 1911 decision as judicial legislation. Professor Watkins
briefly surveyed the common law covering market conduct and argued
that the application in English common law of the rule of reason to

restraints of trade was unwarranted. Summarizing American practice,
he said: "[N]o doubt can be entertained that at common law, in the

majority of American jurisdictions, combinations to suppress competi
tion and control prices are against public policy and illegal under the law
of conspiracy, without regard to the conditions bringing about the com

bination or the actual consequences to the public."93 The Court decision

90 273 U.S. 392 (1927).
91 Trenton Potteries Co. v. United States, 300 Fed. SSO (2d Cir. 1924) .

92 p0pe, The Legal Aspect of Monopoly, 20 Harv. L. Rev. 167, 178 (1907). This
article was not cited in the briefs in the Trenton Potteries case.

93 Watkins, The Change in Trust Policy, 35 Harv. L. Rev. 815, 821-22 (1922). Prof.
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in the Trenton Potteries case followed a line of reasoning like that
reviewed by Professor Watkins and declared price-fixing agreements to

be violations of the statute as a matter of law. However, the similarity
of views in the articles cited and in Stone's opinion is far from con

clusive of a measurable influence by these articles on the Court's deci
sion. These sources were inconspicuously cited in a footnote together
with a lengthy list of cases which provided authority for Stone's opinion.
The articles may or may not have influenced the outcome of the case,
so far as their citation is taken as evidence.

An example of the citation of an article in which the source appears
to have had no influence on the opinion is provided in United States v.

Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.94 This case, decided in 1940, concerned the

problem of defining price-fixing under the Trenton Potteries doctrine.
The one periodical article cited by Mr. Justice Douglas in the Socony-
Vacuum case was published in 1910.95 The author attempted to show
that the common law did not recognize a crime known as criminal con

spiracy in restraint of trade, and that legislation should define the crime.
Without discussing the argument of the article, Douglas dismissed the
matter in a footnote by saying that the common law had been superseded
by the broader prohibitions of the Sherman Act.

Conscious Parallelism

Proof of conspiracy under the Sherman Act may rest in some respects
on a showing of "consciously parallel" behavior of two or more legally
separate businesses. However, in Theatre Enterprises, Inc. v. Paramount
Film Distrib. Corp.?* the Court held that conscious parallelism alone is
not sufficient evidence of conspiracy. According to the Court, some proof
of agreement, express or implied, is necessary. Mr. Justice Clark's
opinion in this case is important because it rejected the view of the
FTC, based largely on the Cement Institute case, that conspiracy neces

sarily follows from parallel conduct of competitors.
In answering the crucial question in the Theatre Enterprises case,

Justice Clark cited as a lone reference an article by James A. Rahl

Watkins cited such authorities as United States v. Addyston Pipe & Steel Co., 85 Fed. 271
(6th Cir. 1898), modified and aff'd, 175 U.S. 211 (1899). This article was not cited in the
briefs in the Trenton Potteries case.

94 310 U.S. ISO (1940).
9� Allen, Criminal Conspiracies in Restraint of Trade at Common Law, 23 Harv. L. Rev.

531 (1910). This article was not cited in the briefs in the Socony-Vacuum case
96 346 U.S. S37 (1954).
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published in the Illinois Law Review.97 Professor Rahl described the
difficulty of proving conspiracy in cases of parallel non-competitive
action. Although he noted that the Court had "risen" to this problem in
such cases as American Tobacco Co.,98 Paramount Pictures,99 and
Cement Institute,190 he observed that it had not yet gone so far as to
condemn parallel conduct outright. Without considering Professor Rahl's
analysis of factors opposing and favoring acceptance of the doctrine of
conscious parallelism, Justice Clark stood by the position recognized in
the article, that conspiracy had not yet been read out of the Sherman
Act. The Attorney General's Committee found itself "in full accord with
that Supreme Court reasoning."101 In fact, as the Committee interpreted
the opinion, it would have Theatre Enterprises considerably weaken such
cases as Cement Institute.102
A secondary consideration in the Theatre Enterprises case was also

disposed of with a reference to legal periodical articles. This involved
section 5 of the Clayton Act.103 That section of the act provides that
treble damage plaintiffs may introduce, as prima facie evidence against
a defendant, final criminal judgments or decrees rendered against the
defendant in antitrust suits brought by the Government. The conviction
of the defendants in United States v. Paramount Pictures, Inc.,104 was

introduced by the plaintiffs. The instructions of the trial judge concern

ing section 5 were challenged by the plaintiffs as so superficial as to

deprive them of its benefits. This argument was rejected. The only
sources cited in interpretation of section 5 were a short note in the
Harvard Law Review105 and a Supreme Court case106 as explained in a

note in the Yale Law Journal.107 It appears that these sources carried
some weight in Justice Clark's opinion.

97 Rahl, Conspiracy and the Anti-Trust Laws, 44 111. L. Rev. 743 (1950). This article
was not cited in the briefs in the Theatre Enterprises case.

98 American Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328 U.S. 781 (1946).
99 United States v. Paramount Pictures, Inc., 334 U.S. 131 (1948).
100 FTC v. Cement Institute, 333 U.S. 683 (1948).
101 Att'y. Gen. Nat'l Comm. Antitrust Rep. at 39.
102 Eugene V. Rostow and "several other members" wrote a separate analysis of the

Theatre Enterprises case, id. at 40-42.
103 38 Stat. 731 (1914), IS U.S.C. � 16 (1952).
104 334 U.S. 131 (1948).
105 Note, Government Antitrust Judgments As Evidence in Private Actions, 65 Harv. L.

Rev. 1400 (1952). This note was not cited in the briefs in the Theatre Enterprises case.

106 Emich Motors Corp. v. General Motors Corp., 340 U.S. 558 (1951).
107 Note, Clayton Act, Section 5: Aid to Treble Damage Suitors?, 61 Yale L.J. 417

(1952). This note was not cited in the briefs in the Theatre Enterprises case.
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Price Discrimination and Fair Trade

Mr. Justice Burton's citation of legal periodicals in the Standard Oil

of Indiana case108 and Representative Patman's criticism of Burton's

opinion were discussed in section II above. Mr. Justice Frankfurter's

opinion in the Automatic Canteen case109 was also briefly noted in con

nection with Representative Patman's criticism of references to unsigned
writing in law reviews. The citation of legal writing in one other case

involving antitrust policy in distribution will be reviewed here. This case

involves law review notes analyzing the lower court's decision of the
case.

Resale price maintenance agreements, illegal under the Sherman Act
unless exempted by the "fair trade" provisions of the Miller-Tydings110
and McGuire Acts,111 came before the Court in United States v.

McKesson & Robbins, Inc.112 This was the first time that the Court was
confronted with the problems of the fair-trading manufacturer who also
maintains his own wholesale outlets. McKesson & Robbins, the largest
drug wholesaler in the country, also manufactures drugs, some of
which are distributed by competing wholesalers. The drug firm entered
into fair trade agreements with these wholesalers. The resulting arrange
ment included horizontal features in addition to the vertical price main
tenance agreements provided as exceptions to the Sherman Act.113
Both the government and the defendant pressed economic arguments

on the Court in support of their respective views. In its brief, the gov
ernment referred to three law review articles, two of which were case

notes critical of the district court's opinion in the instant case.114 In his
opinion reversing the district court, Mr. Chief Justice Warren dismissed
the economic contentions advanced by each side with only a footnote
comment. In his footnote Warren referred to one of the case notes which

108 Standard Oil Co. of Ind. v. FTC, 340 U.S. 231 (1951).
109 Automatic Canteen Co. of America v. FTC, 346 U.S. 61 (1953).
110 50 Stat. 693 (1937), 15 U.S.C. � 1 (1952).
111 66 Stat. 632 (1952), IS U.S.C. � 45 (19S2).
112 351 U.S. 305 (1956).
113 50 Stat. 693 (1937), IS U.S.C. � 1 (1952).
114 Brief for Appellant, pp. 44, 45, 55, United States v. McKesson & Robbins, Inc., 351

U.S. 305 (1956), citing: Frankfurter, Some Reflections on the Reading of Statutes, 47
Colum. L. Rev. 527, 543-44 (1947) ; Comment, The Dual Entrepreneur and Fair Trade,
SO Nw. U.L. Rev. 78, 86-87 n.SO (1955) ; Note, Use of Resale Price Maintenance by Inte
grated Manufacturers: A New Loophole for Abuse of Monopoly Powers, 64 Yale L.J. 426
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was cited by the government and to two other law review articles.115
One of the other articles cited was a case comment critical of the FTC's
view in another case involving a similar question.116 The economic argu
ments advanced in the McKesson & Robbins case, Warren said, could
reasonably have convinced Congress to support either view. But, he
added, the Court was controlled by the limitations set by Congress�
and the McKesson & Robbins arrangement was beyond that limit.

Therefore, he did not examine the economic contentions posed in the
articles to which he referred.
A creative imagination would be necessary to discover a direct influ

ence on Warren's opinion by the legal periodicals which he cited in
McKesson & Robbins, even though one of the sources was a student note
on the case and another was a note on a similar case. Such case notes

may raise questions, however, where their reasoning resembles that of

subsequent judicial opinions. For example, some parallel exists between
the McKesson & Robbins opinion and the case comment referred to in
the government's brief but not cited by the Court.117 In this instance the

pertinent views were argued in the briefs. However, that is not always
the situation.118

The FTC and Unfair Methods of Competition
When the conventional judicial machinery established by the Sherman

Act was supplemented by the Federal Trade Commission Act,119 the

newly established agency was given authority to proceed against "unfair
methods of competition." This power of the Commission was granted
by section 5 of the 1914 act. The puzzling phrase, "unfair methods of

competition" invited challenges of the Commission's jurisdiction. The

phrase has subsequently been defined by the Court as including all anti
trust violations, although in practice the FTC brings relatively few
"unfair methods" cases involving Sherman Act violations. Two cases

which are most prominent as sources of the definition of section 5 of the

115 351 U.S. at 315-16 n.20, citing: Weston, Resale Price Maintenance and Market Inte

gration: Fair Trade or Foul Play?, 22 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 658 (1954); Comment, The

McGuire Act and Resale Price Maintenance Contracts of Integrated Manufacturers, 54

Colum. L. Rev. 282 (1954) ; Case Note, 64 Yale L.J. 426 (1955).
116 54 Colum. L. Rev. 282 (1954), criticizing the commission in Eastman Kodak Co.,

3 CCH TRA 11 11197 (9th ed.) ; CCH TRA 1954-55 FTC transfer binder If 25291.

Comment, The Dual Entrepreneur and Fair Trade, 50 Nw. U.L. Rev. 78 (1955).
H8 See, e.g., Threadgill, Federal Legislation, 32 Georgetown L.J. 66 (1943), cited in

United States v. South-Eastern Underwriters Ass'n, 322 U.S. 533 (1944).
us 38 Stat. 717 (1914), 15 UJS.C. �� 41-51 (1952).
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Federal Trade Commission Act are FTC v. Gratz,120 decided in 1920,
and FTC v. Cement Institute,121 decided in 1948. Mr. Justice Brandeis
cited two journal articles in a dissent in the 1920 case�the first instance
in which such sources were cited in an opinion in an antitrust case.

Periodical writing was cited by Mr. Justice Black in the Court's im

portant opinion in the 1948 case.

The majority of the Court in FTC v. Gratz disposed of the case on the

pleadings, but in his dissent Justice Brandeis proceeded to the merits.
First he considered the sufficiency of the complaint since the majority
decided the case on that ground. Brandeis examined the background of
section 5 to elucidate the requirements of complaints under the new

legislation. As in many of his opinions in which legislative history was

pertinent, Brandeis cited several sources in footnotes to explain the
intention of Congress. One of these sources was an article published in
1914 in the Political Science Quarterly122 discussing several types of
unfair competition. Brandeis cited the article, along with a book,123 as

a source showing that when the Trade Commission Act was passed the
"belief was widespread that the great trusts had acquired their power,
in the main, through destroying or overreaching their weaker rivals by
resort to unfair practices."124 In considering the case on its merits,
Justice Brandeis reviewed several instances in which the practice com

plained of in Gratz had been found unfair. On certain of these prece
dents, he cited an article published in the Annals.125 The use of articles
by Brandeis in the Gratz case is typical; he frequently cited journals
and books as sources of historical or current facts. Although these
references were often of minor importance in his opinions, as in the Gratz
case, they were sometimes quite influential sources.126
Two articles were cited by the Court in support of its holding on FTC

jurisdiction in the Cement Institute case.127 As was noted above, the
Cement Institute case involved an FTC cease-and-desist order against

120 2S3 U.S. 421 (1920).
121 333 U.S. 683 (1948).
122 Stevens, Unfair Competition, 29 Pol. Sci. Q. 282 (1914). This article was not cited

in the briefs in the Gratz case.

123 Reed, The Morals of Monopoly and Competition (1916). This book was not cited
in the briefs in the Gratz case.
12i 2S3 U.S. at 434.
125 Stevens, Unfair Methods of Competition and Their Prevention, 63 Annals 37 (1916).

This article was not cited in the briefs in the Gratz case.
126 See, e.g., Brandeis' opinion in Erie R.R. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64 (1938).127 FTC v. Cement Institute, 333 U.S. 683 (1948).
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seventy-four corporations engaged in the cement business which, through
a trade association, agreed to employ a multiple basing-point system of

pricing. Count I of the FTC complaint charged the cement companies
with a combination in restraint of trade in violation of section 1 of the
Sherman Act, which violation also fell under section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act. The cement companies challenged the jurisdic
tion thus asserted by the Commission. Through Mr. Justice Black the
Court upheld the jurisdiction of the FTC, holding the unfair methods
of competition of the cement companies to be in violation of the Federal
Trade Commission Act although also a violation of the federal antitrust
act.

In reaching this conclusion, Black traced a series of decisions approv
ing the Commission's interpretation of section 5 as including those
restraints of trade which were covered by the Sherman Act. He also
cited books and legal periodical articles to support this view.128 The
two articles cited were part of a special issue of the George Washington
Law Review dedicated to the FTC in commemoration of its twenty-fifth
anniversary. The special editor for the Symposium was S. Chesterfield

Oppenheim. The authors of the two articles, Gilbert H. Montague and
Milton Handler, were later also members of the Antitrust Committee.
Their articles gave support to Justice Black's position in the case,
important in preventing jurisdictional obstacles from damaging the
effectiveness of the FTC.

Scope of the Sherman; Act�Insurance

The underlying problem of the scope of "trade or commerce" covered

by the Sherman Act came before the Court in 1944 in the now famous case

of United States v. South-Eastern Underwriters Ass'n}29 The debate

generated by the decision soon filled pages of law reviews. Two principal
opposing views were advanced. Justice Black's opinion won moderate

praise130 for brushing aside the fiction of Paul v. Virginia}31 On the
other hand, the four-man Court opinion was decried as a brand of
"common" knowledge equally bad as that denounced by Lord Coke and

undeserving to be called law.132 The decision provides an instructive

128 Id. at 691 n.4.
129 322 U.S. S33 (1944).
130 See, e.g., Chappell, Insurance Under the McCarran-Ferguson Act, 33 Georgetown LJ.

321 (194S).
131 75 U.S. (8 Wall.) 168 (1868).
132 See especially Powell, Insurance As Commerce, 57 Harv. L. Rev. 937 (1944).
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example of the influence of extra-judicial writing in the judicial process
and of contrasting views of "the law" in an opinion which boldly reversed

long-standing precedent.
The question decided in the South-Eastern Underwriters case�

whether the business of insurance is commerce�had arisen recurrently
in the years intervening between the enactment of federal antitrust legis
lation and this affirmative decision. The case arose out of a Sherman
Act indictment charging 198 corporations and twenty-seven individuals
with conspiring to fix and maintain arbitrary and noncompetitive rates
on fire insurance sold in several southern states, and with conspiring to

monopolize trade and commerce in fire insurance in these states in viola
tion of section 2 of the act. The district court quashed the indictment,
holding that the insurance business is not commerce.133
Under the Criminal Appeals Act134 the United States went directly to

the Supreme Court. The brief filed by Attorney General Francis Biddle
and Solicitor General Fahy cited as references a large number of articles,
several of them from legal periodicals.135 Some of these were noted by
Mr. Justice Black in the Court opinion and by Mr. Justice Stone in
dissent. One of the articles cited by the United States and relied upon
by Black dealt directly with the precedent of Paul v. Virginia.136 The

author, Peter R. Nehemkis, Jr., Special Counsel to the Securities and

Exchange Commission, argued that changed circumstances raised doubts
about the wisdom of adhering to Mr. Justice Field's dictum. He noted

particularly that the Temporary National Economic Committee137 in

vestigation had catapulted the Paul case back into controversy, in part
because counsel for defendants before government regulatory commis
sions were taking increasing refuge in the case's "obstructive possibil
ities." Nehemkis reviewed the circumstances surrounding Field's dictum
and then traced the growth of the insurance business, especially in its
control of capital. Justice Black followed a similar course in disposing
of Paul v. Virginia.138
Justice Black moved directly from his review of the circumstances

surrounding the Paul case to an attack upon its venerable dictum. He

133 United States v. South-Eastern Underwriters Ass'n, 51 F. Supp. 712 (N.D. Ga. 1943).
134 18 U.S.C. � 682 (1952).
135 Brief for Appellant, United States v. South-Eastern Underwriters Ass'n, 322 US

533 (1944).
136 Nehemkis, Paul v. Virginia: The Need for Re-examination, 27 Georgetown L T 519

(1939).
137 Created by 52 Stat. 705 (1938).
133 322 U.S. at 543-45. Justice Black relied on several additional sources.
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said: "[T]he reasons given in support of the generalization that 'the
business of insurance is not commerce' and can never be conducted so

as to constitute 'Commerce among the States' are inconsistent with many
decisions of this Court which have upheld federal statutes regulating
interstate commerce under the Commerce Clause."139 Justice Black did
not cite cases in support of this statement. Instead, he noted the views
of several insurance officials and others on the bearing of Paul v. Virginia
on the constitutionality of national insurance regulation.140 The citation
of such sources was sharply criticized by Thomas Reed Powell141 who
believed that reference to statutes and cases (if they had existed) would
have been more appropriate in support of Black's statement. In that

respect Powell's article bears a resemblance to Congressman Patman's
remarks.

In support of the position that earlier cases did not bar congressional
action, the Report of the American Bar Association, upon which Black

apparently relied most heavily at this point, summarized the major
insurance decisions in the series from 1868 to 1905.142 Black's reliance

upon these sources became clear as he moved from his preliminary
summary to a broader examination of the problem.
One other article to which Black referred is of some interest. It is an

article on the South-Eastern Underwriters case written while the case

was on appeal to the Supreme Court.143 It was cited, along with The
Federalist No. 23 (Hamilton), on the breadth of the commerce power.
The author discussed congressional reaction to the case and argued that,
although insurance companies may not have been covered in the Sherman

Act, they were included in the Clayton Act. This was a critical matter in
the decision of the Court, although the reference to this article on a more

general proposition appeared minor.

As mentioned above, the Court's opinion in this case had the support
of only four Justices: Black, Douglas, Murphy and Rutledge. Mr. Chief
Justice Stone and Justices Frankfurter and Jackson each dissented

separately.144 In his dissent, Stone took note of articles cited by Attor

ney General Biddle and other articles which did not appear in the briefs.
Stone disposed of the 1906 Report of the American Bar Association,

139 Id. at 545.
1*0 Id. at 545-46 n.23.

1*1 Powell, supra note 132, at 990.
1*2 29 A. B. A. Rep. 538, 552 (1906).
1*3 Threadgill, supra note 118.

1** Justices Roberts and Reed took no part in the consideration of this case.
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cited by Black, attempting to show that the Judiciary Committees of

the House and Senate had considered the report's proposals for sug

gested legislation and had concluded that the regulation of insurance was

beyond congressional power. One article cited by Stone in support of
this argument was noted in the government's brief.145 Attorney General
Biddle had cited the article in an effort to refute the position which it

advanced.
Thomas Reed Powell's lengthy criticism of the decision in this case,

attacking the reversal of Paul v. Virginia and the grounds for the change,
placed his views of the law in sharp contrast to Black's apparent con
ception of the judicial function. Powell rebuked Black, asserting that
"The law should be 'the golden met-wand and measure to try causes of
the subjects.' "146 In this case, Paul v. Virginia was called the "impec
cable controlling authority."147 Black, on the other hand, looked at the
results of the T.N.E.C. study and arguments by writers like Nehemkis
for other views of the law. As a result, the scope of the Sherman Act
was broadened.

Scope of the Sherman Act�Labor Organizations
Narrower problems of interpretation than the question raised in the

South-Eastern Underwriters case have been involved in other cases con

cerning the scope of the Sherman Act. But while the problem of exemp
tions of labor organizations from the antitrust laws is perhaps less broad,
it has a longer history of stormy controversy. The use of the labor
injunction and related matters concerning union organization stimulated
a vast amount of legal writing at the end of the last century and during
the Progressive period. The flood of writing on the subject has altered
with changes over the years, but it has never let up. Books and articles
have been cited in opinions in four cases on the subject of antitrust

exemptions of labor unions. Two of the opinions were dissents by
Mr. Justice Brandeis in leading cases decided in 1921 and will be noted
here.148
In his dissent in Duplex Co. v. Deering,liQ decided in January 1921,
145 Walsh, National Supervision of Insurance and Paul v. Virginia, 38 Am. L. Rev.

181 (1904).
146 Powell, supra note 132, at 988, quoting Coke.
147 Id. at 937.
148 The other two cases in this category are Allen Bradley Co. v. Local 3, Int'l Bhd.

of Elec. Workers, 325 U.S. 797 (1945), and Apex Hosiery Co. v. Leader, 310 US 469
(1940).

149 254 U.S. 443, 479 (1921).
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Justice Brandeis cited four Harvard Law Review articles and several
sources such as reports of industrial commissions and books on labor
legislation. These sources were referred to by Brandeis to support his
interpretation of the Clayton Act. The majority of the Court in the
Duplex case upheld an injunction against a labor boycott in spite of
clauses of the Clayton Act which were designed to grant labor immunity.
This Court opinion destroyed union hopes that the Clayton Act would
serve as a bill of rights for labor. According to Brandeis, the majority
improperly ignored the social situation involved in this case.

In support of a broader interpretation, Justice Brandeis summarized
both the economic facts involved in the instant case and the factors of
the industrial society which produced the Clayton Act as corrective legis
lation. He reviewed the "increasing agitation" for labor immunity which
preceded the act, recalling that "aside from the use of the injunction, the
chief source of dissatisfaction . . . lay in the doctrine of malicious com

bination . . . ."15� As references, he cited three Harvard Law Review

articles,151 Commons and Andrews' book on Principles of Labor Legisla
tion,152 and other sources which analyzed this subject. Also on the
doctrine of malicious combination, Justice Brandeis noted that a major
criticism arose from the conflicting results produced as a result of the

varying prejudices of judges about what should be branded as malicious
and unlawful. As a reference he quoted from a Harvard Law Review
article by A. V. Dicey.153
The sort of consideration which Brandeis gave to the broad social

problems involved in the Duplex case was repeated in his dissent in
Truax v. Corrigan15i decided eleven months later. In the latter case,
Brandeis' examination of economic factors was even more elaborate, and
citations of legal periodicals and related sources were more numerous.

The Truax case involved an Arizona statute which limited state court

intervention in labor disputes in much the same way as the Clayton Act
had been intended to limit federal courts. Mr. Chief Justice Taft wrote
the Court's opinion, finding the statute to be a dangerous violation of

rights guaranteed by the fourteenth amendment. Brandeis vigorously
150 H. at 484.
151 Freund, Malice and Unlawful Interference, 11 Harv. L. Rev. 449 (1898) ; McClennen,

Some of the Rights of Traders and Laborers, 16 Harv. L. Rev. 237 (1903) ; Smith, Crucial
Issues in Labor Litigation, 20 Harv. L. Rev. 429 (1907).

162 Commons & Andrews, Principles of Labor Legislation (1916).
153 Dicey, The Combination Laws as Illustrating the Relation Between Law and Opinion

in England During the Nineteenth Century, 17 Harv. L. Rev. Sll (1904).
154 2S7 U.S. 312, 354 (1921) (dissenting opinion).
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protested in a twenty-three page dissent, which he characteristically
bolstered with an array of footnotes. Several of the legal periodical
articles which were cited by Brandeis were used as references on the

history of labor relations in Commonwealth nations and in America.
Others were cited to show that a substantial body of professional legal
opinion opposed the use in the United States of the labor injunction.
Brandeis said: "In America the injunction did not secure recognition as

a possible remedy until 1888. When a few years later its use became
extensive and conspicuous, the controversy over the remedy over

shadowed in bitterness the question of the relative substantive rights of
the parties. In the storms of protest against this use many thoughtful
lawyers joined."155 At this point Brandeis cited a number of law review
articles and related sources.

Justice Brandeis' reliance on the law reviews, reports and other such
sources of expert opinion, as in the Duplex and Truax cases, was an

extension of the practice which he pioneered earlier of citing such
sources in briefs. His avowed reliance on these sources in a few of his

opinions in the 1920's was as divergent from the usual manner of opinion
writing as the Brandeis brief had been earlier in the form of argument
before the Court. And, as Mr. Justice Sutherland made plain in 1923 in
The Minimum Wage Case,156 several members of the Court were not

disposed at that time to favor these innovations. However, Brandeis
persisted, and during the next twenty years the citation of law reviews
and related sources in judicial opinions became general.

IV

The Role of Legal Writing

An analysis of the general role in the judicial process of writing in
legal periodicals and related sources would require a more extensive
examination than has been attempted in this study of a few antitrust
cases. However, this selection of cases provides a basis for comment on
congressional criticisms which were outlined in this article. The principal
object in the foregoing analysis has been to supply information on the
actual role of extrajudicial writing in court opinions in antitrust cases,
since in large measure such an examination provides answers to recent
criticisms without additional comment.
Even this limited summary of cases shows that the practice of citing
!55 Id. at 366.
156 Adkins v. Children's Hospital, 261 U.S. 525 (1923).
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law reviews and Other learned journals in Court opinions originated
some forty years ago. The practice was started by Mr. Justice Brandeis
and was most readily accepted by those other Justices, like Stone and
Cardozo, who insisted in the 1930's that the law keep pace with changes
in American society. The practice developed during the period when
economic individualism was forced to yield in large part to increased
social pressures, and when the narrow concerns of historical juris
prudence were compelled to make room for broader and more realistic

approaches.
Justice Brandeis' opinions introduced a new conception of the function

of citations and of the meaning of the word "authority." As his dissents
in the Duplex and Truax cases reveal, Brandeis believed that the law
derives its authority from the real conditions of society, and that

scholarly writing and other sources of expert opinion often provide the
best knowledge of those conditions. This view was expressed by Cardozo
in 1931, as follows: "The modern outlook ... is bringing us to a recogni
tion of the truth that an opinion derives its authority, just as law derives
its existence, from all the facts of life. The judge is free to draw upon
these facts wherever he can find them, if only they are helpful."157
Rejection of this view of legal authority stems from at least two objec
tions: first, doubt that such publications as legal periodicals actually
reflect "the facts of life" as revealed by disinterested inquiry; and

second, disagreement over the nature of law and the judicial function.
With respect to legal periodicals and other learned journals as "sources

of the facts," it would be astonishing to discover among them a unanimity
of opinion on the vital questions of public policy which reach the Su

preme Court. Everyone knows that it is idle to expect complete agree
ment even among members of the Court. This examination of sources

cited in antitrust cases reveals that disagreement also exists among the

economists, lawyers and others who write for publication in learned

journals. If an imbalance has existed among conflicting viewpoints, one
might assume from the citations in court opinions that for many years
journal writing favored more stringent antitrust enforcement and that

recently experts have been about equally divided on several matters.
It is true that learned journals have been vehicles for the expression

of views critical of the antitrust laws. But at the same time they have

provided outlets for persuasive counter-arguments. Unless legal scholars
are to return to their former preoccupation with the past, it is essential

157 Cardozo, Introduction to Selected Readings on the Law of Contracts from American

and English Legal Periodicals x (1931).
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that legal periodicals and other journals encourage such efforts to shape
the future paths of the law through the publication of empirical research
and reasoned analyses. It is also necessary that journals provide outlets
for writing by practitioners unless their communication is to be largely
one way.
With the increasing influence of current learned writing, however,

certain ethical considerations demand attention. Two specific problems
are readily apparent. The first involves authorship and anonymity.
The hearings of the Patman Committee suggest that undisclosed parti
sanship may raise serious doubts of integrity. Authorship of journal
writing should be fully identified, with recognition of pertinent affilia
tions and financial or other encouragement. If the courts respond
primarily to facts and reason instead of other pressures, it may be

argued, such revelations are beside the point. But even if reason is

accepted as the prevailing factor, authorship may be a vital test of

integrity and scholarship. By its nature, of course, much student writing
in law reviews may not be judged by such a test, since it is often the

product of joint efforts and because the individuals are at the time
unknown. The existing practice of publishing such writing as student
notes and comments and then allowing it to stand on its own merits and
the reputation of the journal involved appears to be proper.
Comments on cases while they are yet subject to appeal also raise

delicate ethical questions. For example, in four antitrust cases the Su

preme Court cited such case notes or articles on the lower court deci
sions of the cases under consideration.158 Since criticism of opinions, or
judging the judges, is a principal occupation of law review contributors,
this problem cannot be easily resolved. Law review comments are prac
tically as much associated with the judicial process in this country today
as are the opinions about which they are written. These comments are

of two general types: those that describe and catalogue opinions and
those which critically analyze opinions and suggest alternative results.
Presumably comments of the latter type are offered in the spirit of
public advocacy. Such case comments and even detailed articles com

menting on cases sub judice may be justified on the ground that argu
ments in cases before the Supreme Court are not private debate meets
of interest only to the participants. Unless the Justices are trading in
trifles, the public has the first interest in every case which reaches the

158 United States v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 3S1 U.S. 377 (1956) ; United
States v. McKesson & Robbins, Inc., 351 U.S. 305 (1956) ; FTC v. Morton Salt Co., 334
U.S. 37 (1948); United States v. South-Eastern Underwriters Ass'n, 322 U.S. 533 (1944).
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Supreme Court. At the same time, it is generally agreed that comment
would constitute a serious breach of professional ethics if written by
counsel involved in the case. Abuse may be possible in such writing.
Although Congressman Patman extended his criticisms to journals,

the primary object of his charges of impropriety was the report of the
Attorney General's Committee. Without the dissents to that report and
the flood of congressional criticism which it evoked, that Committee's
work might have passed as the objective product of an entirely repre
sentative group of antitrust experts, when in fact it was dominated by
big business' viewpoints. What may be considered by some to be faults
of that report, however, do not justify a sweeping condemnation of
reliance on current legal writing.
This analysis of antitrust cases in which journals have been cited

reveals that such sources have sometimes been influential. Most of the
opinions in which articles have been cited were in leading antitrust cases.
Many were controversial and still are. At the same time, several impor
tant cases have been decided with no reference to articles by legal
writers. And generally, when such sources have been cited, they have
been minor references in the Justices' opinions. An examination of the

opinions and the sources cited usually reveals some interaction between
the reasoning of the Justice and the author of the article in question; but
the impression produced in most cases is that the Justice cited law reviews
to support a view which he had arrived at more or less independently of
the reasoning in the source referred to.

Legal periodicals and related sources have generally been relied upon
as sources of facts�the sort of expert knowledge on which Mr. Justice
Brandeis believed that the Court must base its opinions. For this

reason, the articles cited in most cases have provided support for only
one or two detailed portions of the opinions in which they were cited.
With rare exceptions the Justices who have relied on these sources have
shown that they are aware of the existence of partisanships among legal
writers and rival arguments in legal publications. Critics may properly
object that policies favored by legal writers and adopted by the Court
are contrary to the views which they advocate, but in such cases it
would be difficult to demonstrate ignorance of the conflicting opinions on

the part of the Justices.
The growth of legal writing has enlarged the knowledge available to

the Court. When they are aware of it, the Justices are compelled to take
notice of such writing if they are to base their opinions on the best avail
able knowledge. This is true whether or not counsel in a case take notice
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of such sources. If the Justices had to be restricted by the weaknesses of

counsel, in many instances their judgment would be unnecessarily im

paired. At the same time, in our adversary system the Court must rely
heavily upon counsel for elucidation of the facts and law in a case, in

cluding information about pertinent legal writings. In this system, able
counsel are essential to the maintenance of high standards. Admittedly,
this duty imposes a heavy burden on the bar. And when counsel fail,
their weaknesses may be reflected in judicial opinions. On the other
hand, to as great an extent as possible, a Justice may be expected to
draw on "all the facts of life" as Mr. Justice Cardozo said, "wherever
he can find them . . . ,"159 Today, legal periodicals and other learned
journals are principal sources of such information.

159 Cardozo, supra note 157, at x.
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NOTES

A SURVEY OF THE HEARSAY RULE AND ITS
EXCEPTIONS IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

PART III*

SPONTANEOUS EXCLAMATIONS IN THE DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA

Introduction

When an exciting event such as an accident occurs, bystanders or

participants will make statements about it. These statements may be

very illuminating if litigation arises out of the event. However, evidence
of these statements is hearsay since it is "evidence of statements made by
persons other than the witness, introduced in order to establish the truth
of the statements."1 Therefore, if they are to be admitted into evidence
the statements must come in as an exception to the hearsay rule. The
status of the excited utterance as a separate exception to the hearsay
rule, however, has been clouded by two unfortunate tendencies: the
association of the term res gestae with the excited utterance and the
failure of some judges to distinguish this exception from others which

commonly arise out of the same set of facts.
The first cause of confusion is the use of the term res gestae which

covers five basic types of evidence: (1) non-hearsay statements such as

the publication of a slander; (2) declarations of present bodily condi
tion; (3) declarations of present mental states; (4) declarations of
present sense impressions; and (5) spontaneous statements or excited
utterances.2 This last type of evidence is the one most frequently referred
to when the term res gestae is used.3 This term has received strong
* Part I of this Survey may be found in 47 Georgetown L.J. 549 (1959), containing

the following notes: What Is Hearsay, at 551 ; Extrajudicial Admissions in the District of
Columbia, at 560; and Declarations Against Interest in the District of Columbia, at 579.
Part II may be found in 47 Georgetown L.J. 747 (1959), containing the following notes:
Declarations of Physical Condition in the District of Columbia, at 747; Dying Declarations
in the District of Columbia, at 755; Former Testimony in the District of Columbia, at
764; Official Written Statements in the District of Columbia, at 780; and Business Records
in the District of Columbia, at 787.

1 Kelley v. United States, 99 U.S. App. D.C. 13, 15, 236 F.2d 746, 748 (1956).
2 McCormick, Evidence � 274 (1954).
3 Wheeler v. United States, 93 U.S. App. D.C. 159, 164 n.ll, 211 F.2d 19, 23-24 n 11

(1953).
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criticism from both writers and courts, who have stated that it is in
capable of definition and serves as a facade for murky thinking on the
part of attorneys and judges. Judge Learned Hand once commented,
"[A]s for 'res gestae,' it is a phrase accountable for so much confusion
that it had best be denied any place whatever in legal terminology; if it
means anything but an unwillingness to think at all, what it covers can

not be put in less intelligible terms."4 In Wheeler v. United States,5 the
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia acknowledged the shaky
status of the term when it quoted favorably this passage of the Wig
more treatise:
The phrase "res gestae" has long been not only entirely useless, but even positively

harmful. It is useless, because every rule of Evidence to which it has been applied
exists as a part of some other well-established principle. ... It is harmful, because
by its ambiguity it invites the confusion of one rule with another and thus creates

uncertainty as to the limitations of both. It ought therefore wholly to be repudiated,
as a vicious element in our legal phraseology.6
The second difficulty which tends to obscure the boundaries of spon

taneous exclamations is the failure of the courts to perceive that a state

ment which qualifies as an excited utterance may also qualify under sev
eral other exceptions to the hearsay rule. For example, if a truck driver
tells the mother of the child he has run over, "I'm sorry, I was hurrying
to make a delivery," the statement may be admissible either as an ex

cited utterance, as a declaration against interest, or as a vicarious ad
mission against the principal. Instead of ruling that the statement is
admissible under three different hearsay exceptions, the courts very often
blur and blend the requirements of each. The result is that one gets the

impression that a single exception with a mass of requirements is in
volved. It is not uncommon for a court in such a situation to declare
that an excited utterance must be spontaneous, against interest, and
made by an agent within the scope of his employment.7 Fortunately, the
District of Columbia has recognized the fault in this reasoning.8

Theory of Admitting Spontaneous Exclamations

The court in United States v. Edmonds stated the theory behind the
admission of spontaneous exclamations:

4 United States v. Matot, 146 F.2d 197, 198 (2d Cir. 1944).
5 93 U.S. App. D.C. 159, 211 F.2d 19 (1953).
6 Id. at 164 n.ll, 211 F.2d at 23-24 n.ll.

7 See Cecil Paper Co. v. Nesbitt, 117 Md. 59, 83 Atl. 254 (1912); Canham v. Rhode

Island Co., 35 R.I. 177, 182-83, 85 Atl. 1050, 1052 (1913).
8 See Murphy Auto Parts Co. v. Ball, 101 U.S. App. D.C. 416, 249 F.2d 508 (1957) ;

Martin v. Savage Truck Line, Inc., 121 F. Supp. 417 (D.D.C. 1954).
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It is a well recognized psychological phenomenon that a person making an exclama
tion or a statement while under the influence of the excitement or shock caused by
witnessing or participating in an extraordinary event ... is unlikely to fabricate an

untruth, but, on the contrary, has a tendency to disclose what is actually on his
mind.9

Analysis of this rationale will reveal that it draws its support from two

major propositions: first, a belief in the declarant's ability to perceive
adequately the true course of events; and secondly, a belief that the
declarant will be unable to reflect and, therefore, be unable to fabricate

during his excited state.10
The validity of the first assumption has been called into question on

the ground that severe shock distorts the powers of perception making
any gain by way of veracity diminished by inaccurate observation.11 Be
fore this criticism is accepted at face value, however, it must be remem

bered that the question is not whether to accept the testimony of

persons who were excited, but whether their out-of-court statements are

so reliable as to be deemed evidence and therefore on a par with tes

timony. Since evidence of the original observation is desired rather than
an opinion obtained by comparison with other evidence, it seems that it
would be as valid to admit the statements made by the observers imme

diately after the event occurred as to hear their testimony months later
at the trial. The mere passage of time without further opportunity to
observe will not make the original impressions any more accurate. If
they are inaccurate when received, they will remain so until corrected.
On the other hand, the second underlying assumption that excited ut

terances are necessarily non-fabricated seems to be subject to valid
criticism. Psychologists have long believed that self-interest is very
quickly called into play,12 and in some cases it may be even stronger than
the desire to tell the truth. Often a short time interval is little protection
since the statements are very brief and little reflection is needed for many
of them. In actual practice few self-serving statements are admitted, but
often they are refused on rather tenuous grounds. In one case where the
defendant denied killing the victim, the denial was held not to be a

spontaneous exclamation since it tended to show that no exciting event
happened.13 However, the real ground for its inadmissibility should have

9 63 F. Supp. 968, 971 (D.D.C. 1946).
10 Hutchins & Slesinger, Some Observations on the Law of Evidence, 28 Colum. L. Rev.

432, 435 (1928); Note, 22 Minn. L. Rev. 391, 399 (1938).
11 Hutchins & Slesinger, supra note 10, at 437.
12 Id. at 436.
*3 United States v. Cross, 20 D.C. (9 Mackey) 365 (1892).
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been that the defendant would be likely to falsify under such circum
stances. Similarly, in an automobile accident case where the defendant
said she skidded because of a depression in the road, the court refused to

admit her statement on the basis of time (five to ten minutes).14 The
real basis for questioning the declaration should have been that the ap
parent purpose was to shift the blame to some impersonal factor. The
trial judge, therefore, should consider whether the statement was spon
taneous and made under such circumstances as to indicate truth, or

whether it is merely an attempt on the part of the declarant to exculpate
himself.

Qualifying as an Exception

Need

In general, to qualify a particular type of statement as an exception
to the hearsay rule it is necessary to show both special need and special
reliability.15 The special need usually springs from the unavailability of
the declarant. There is, however, no unavailability requirement for the
admission of excited utterances.16 An analysis of the District cases shows
that while there are many instances where the declarant is dead or for
some other reason unavailable,17 there are also instances where out-of-
court statements of a testifying witness are introduced as positive evi

dence,18 or where the prior statements of a party are admitted under this

exception rather than as admissions.19 The absence of an availability
requirement is attributable to the belief that their spontaneity makes
them so reliable that they are of greater probative value than would be
statements made in court under oath.20 However, since other very re

liable hearsay, such as former testimony, requires a showing of special
need, it is not entirely reasonable to dismiss this requirement for excited
utterances. Hearsay is refused admission into evidence not only because

� Bale v. District of Columbia, 62 A.2d SSI (Munic. Ct. App. D.C. 1948).
15 S Wigmore, Evidence �� 1421-22 (3d ed. 1940) [hereinafter cited as Wigmore].
16 6 Wigmore � 1748.
17 Guthrie v. United States, 92 U.S. App. D.C. 361, 207 F.2d 19 (19S3) ; Patterson v.

Ocean Acc. & Guar. Corp., 25 App. D.C. 46 (190S) ; Washington & G.R.R. v. McLane, 11

App. D.C. 220 (1897) ; Martin v. Savage Truck Line, Inc., 121 F. Supp. 417 (D.D.C.
1954).
is Wheeler v. United States, 93 U.S. App. D.C. 159, 211 F.2d 19 (1953); Beausoliel v.

United States, 71 App. D.C. Ill, 107 F.2d 292 (1939) ; Snowden v. United States, 2 App.
D.C. 89 (1893); United States v. Schneider, 21 D.C. (Tuck. & CI.) 381 (1893).

19 George v. United States, 75 U.S. App. D.C. 197, 125 F.2d 5S9 (1942) ; Washington Ry.
& Elec. Co. v. Wright, 38 App. D.C. 268 (1912).

20 United States v. Edmonds, 63 F. Supp. 968, 971 (D.D.C. 1946) ; 6 Wigmore � 1747.
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it was made without the sanction of the oath, but also because the parties
are deprived of the right of cross-examination. Former testimony, even
though made under oath and subject to cross-examination, still requires
a showing of necessity to justify its admission. If necessity is required
of such reliable hearsay as former testimony, at least a showing of in
convenience should be required for the less reliable spontaneous ex

clamation. There is, however, no requirement that the declarant be
unavailable.

Special Reliability
The reliability of spontaneous exclamations is based on: "[T]he ex

perience that, under certain external circumstances of physical shock, a
stress of nervous excitement may be produced which stills the reflective
faculties and removes their control, so that the utterance which then
occurs is a spontaneous and sincere response to the actual sensations and

perceptions already produced by the external shock."21
Two elements are therefore required: an exciting event and a state

ment made under the influence of the excitement.22 Evidence of the ex

citing event independent of the spontaneous exclamation must be intro

duced, but it may be merely the testimony of the declarant.23 Many
different incidents have provided the exciting event. Among these are

murder,24 rape
25 theft,26 assault,27 traffic and train accidents,28 falls,29

21 Sanitary Grocery Co. v. Snead, 67 App. D.C. 129, 131, 90 F.2d 374, 376 (1937),
quoting 3 Wigmore � 1747.
22 Murphy Auto Parts Co. v. Ball, 101 U.S. App. D.C. 416, 249 F.2d 508, Sll (1957).
23 Jones v. United States, 97 U.S. App. D.C. 291, 231 F.2d 244 (19S6).
24 Lampe v. United States, 97 U.S. App. D.C. 160, 229 F.2d 43 (19S6) ; Guthrie v.

United States, 92 U.S. App. D.C. 361, 207 F.2d 19 (1953) ; Grant v. United States, 28

App. D.C. 169 (1906) ; United States v. Schneider, 21 D.C. (Tuck. & CI.) 381 (1893) ;
United States v. Cross, 20 D.C. (9 Mackey) 36S (1892) ; United States v. Edmonds, 63
F. Supp. 968 (D.D.C. 1946).

25 Wheeler v. United States, 93 U.S. App. D.C. 1S9, 211 F.2d 19 (1953); Snowden v.

United States, 2 App. D.C. 89 (1893).
26 George v. United States, 75 U.S. App. D.C. 197, 125 F.2d 559 (1942) ; Turner v.

United States, 24 Fed. Cas. 375 (No. 14262a) (C.C.D.C. 1860).
27 Jones v. United States, 97 U.S. App. D.C. 291, 231 F.2d 244 (1956) ; Smith v.

United States, 94 U.S. App. D.C. 320, 215 F.2d 682 (1954) ; Brown v. United
States, 80 U.S. App. D.C. 270, 152 F.2d 138 (1945) ; Beausoliel v. United States, 71 App.
D.C. Ill, 107 F.2d 292 (1939) ; Traver v. Smolik, 43 App. D.C. 150 (1915) ; In re Lewis,
88 A.2d 582 (Munic. Ct. App. D.C. 1952).

28 Vicksburg & M.R.R. v. O'Brien, 119 U.S. 99 (1886) ; Murphy Auto Parts Co. v.

Ball, 101 U.S. App. D.C. 416, 249 F.2d 508 (1957) ; Kas v. Gilkerson, 91 U.S. App. D.C.
153, 199 F.2d 398 (1952) ; Washington & G.R.R. v. McLane, 11 App. D.C. 220 (1897) ;
Metropolitan R.R. v. Collins, 1 App. D.C. 383 (1893) ; Martin v. Savage Truck Line, Inc.,
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or even a wrenched back.30
The second element of an excited utterance is spontaneity, i.e., whether

the statement was prompted by the exciting event. The facts relating to

spontaneity differ from case to case, but some problems recur in many
cases. A problem frequently recurring is the time element. How long a

period may elapse between the occurrence of the exciting event and the
utterance evoked by it? Although a few early cases, each involving res

gestae, held that the utterance must be concurrent with the event,31 it is
now generally recognized that there is no fixed time limit but that the
true test is whether, taking all other circumstances into consideration,
there was enough time to reflect and contrive.32 In one case five or ten
minutes was held to be too long after an auto accident for a statement to
be an excited utterance,33 whereas in a murder case, a statement was ad
mitted which was made by the victim eleven hours after the fatal
wound.34
Another important factor in spontaneity is whether the statement was

made in answering a question and was thus prompted by some factor
other than excitement. It is now recognized that "the fact that the
statement is an answer to a question is not fatal to spontaneity,"35 al

though this fact is taken into consideration.36
The place of declaration may also be considered in determining spon

taneity, since it may indicate the influence of the exciting event on the
declarant. In one early case,37 the statement of an injured declarant was
held inadmissible because it was made in an ambulance on the way to

the hospital, whereas in a murder case,38 the court indicated that the
victim's statement at the police station should have been admitted. The

121 F. Supp. 417 (D.D.C. 1954); Bale v. District of Columbia, 62 A.2d 551 (Munic. Ct.

App. D.C. 1948).
29 Insurance Co. v. Mosley, 75 U.S. (8 Wall.) 397 (1869) ; Sanitary Grocery Co. v.

Snead, 67 App. D.C. 129, 90 F.2d 374 (1937) ; District of Columbia v. Dietrich, 23 App. D.C.
577 (1904).

30 Patterson v. Ocean Acc. & Guar. Corp., 25 App. D.C. 46 (1905).
31 See, e.g., Vicksburg & M.R.R. v. O'Brien, 119 U.S. 99 (1886).
32 Sanitary Grocery Co. v. Snead, 67 App. D.C. 129, 90 F.2d 374 (1937) ; Kehan v.

Washington Ry. & Elec. Co., 28 App. D.C. 108 (1906) ; Washington & G.R.R. v. McLane,
11 App. D.C. 220 (1897) ; Metropolitan R.R. v. Collins, 1 App. D.C. 383 (1893).

33 Bale v. District of Columbia, 62 A.2d 551 (Munic. Ct. App. D.C. 1948).
34 Guthrie v. United States, 92 U.S. App. D.C. 361, 364, 207 F.2d 19, 22 (1953).
35 Id. at 364, 207 F.2d at 23.

36 Smith v. United States, 94 U.S. App. D.C. 320, 215 F.2d 682 (1954); Beausoliel v.

United States, 71 App. D.C. Ill, 107 F.2d 292 (1939).
37 Washington & G.R.R. v. McLane, 11 App. D.C. 220 (1897).
38 Lampe v. United States, 97 U.S. App. D.C. 160, 229 F.2d 43 (1956) (dictum).
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physical condition of the declarant is also important. Many cases have
admitted testimony from an injured declarant who was suffering severe

pain when other circumstances would have led to its rejection.39 Thus, a
murder victim's statement made eleven hours after the wound was ad
mitted because she had suffered severe pain during that time.40 The fact
that the statement illuminates something other than the exciting event

may be relevant.41 Where a truck driver stated that he was in a hurry to

get home at the time he struck a child, the statement was admitted al

though the court cautioned, "It should be kept in mind that as soon as

the excited utterance goes beyond description of the exciting event and
deals with past facts ... it may tend to take on a reflective quality and
must be more carefully scrutinized with respect to . . . spontaneity."42
A statement which is self-serving may be found to lack spontaneity.43
Where an employee stated that an accident was caused by the failure of
a streetcar conductor to wait for the declarant's signal, the court rejected
the statement as exculpatory.44 Finally, the court must believe that the
declarant was actually excited at the time the statement was made.45
Since so many factors are involved, this question must be left to the sound
discretion of the trial judge.46

Status of Declarant

Another important problem is whether the declarant must be a par
ticipant in the event, or whether he may be only an observer. Some early
cases expressed doubt that the statement of a bystander could be ad
mitted, but as early as 1893 a District of Columbia court held that "the
spontaneous exclamations of bystanders witnessing a tragedy, are as

much the natural result and incident of it as those of the participants."47
Whether the event is as stress-producing for a bystander as for a par
ticipant might, however, be questioned. Perhaps the soundest approach
is to reject the rule that only statements by a participant qualify under
the exception, but at the same time to recognize that greater caution must

39 Guthrie v. United States, 92 U.S. App. D.C. 361, 207 F.2d 19 (1953).
40 Id. at 365, 207 F.2d at 23.
41 Murphy Auto Parts Co. v. Ball, 101 VS. App. D.C. 416, 249 F.2d 508 (1957).
42 Id. at 419, 249 F.2d at 511.
43 See Metropolitan R.R. v. Collins, 1 App. D.C. 383 (1893) ; United States v. Cross,

20 D.C. (9 Mackey) 365 (1892).
44 Metropolitan R.R. v. Collins, 1 App. D.C. 383 (1893).
45 United States v. Cross, 20 D.C. (9 Mackey) 365 (1892).
46 In re Lewis, 88 A.2d 582 (Munic. Ct. App. D.C. 1952).
47 United States v. Schneider, 21 D.C. (Tuck. & CI.) 381, 402 (1893).
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be used in assessing the spontaneity of utterances by mere bystanders or

observers of the event.

Ordinarily, a declarant need not be a competent witness in order for
the exclamation to be admitted. The court has indicated that the state
ments of a very young child are not to be excluded on the basis of com

petency alone,48 but it has very strictly enforced other requirements of

admissibility, is., there must be other evidence of the exciting event and
the child must have been at least apparently excited.49 There is one case

holding that more leniency should be granted to a child since he is less

likely to fabricate.50

Subject Matter of the Exclamation

Some cases, confusing this exception with others involving mental

states, have held that the spontaneous statements should be admitted

only to clarify an ambiguous action.51 However, in 1869, the Supreme
Court held that spontaneous exclamations made by the insured that he
had fallen could be used as direct evidence of the cause of his death.52
This was followed by numerous cases holding that spontaneous exclama
tions could be used to prove causality.53 It was formerly understood that
the utterance must in some way explain or illuminate the exciting event.

The local court of appeals, however, in Murphy Auto Parts Co. v.

Ball,54 pointed out that this was merely a factor in spontaneity. Con

sequently, the statement of a declarant could be used to show his agency
relationship to the defendant.55 Although excited utterances can be used
to show the cause of the exciting event, to illuminate it, or even to go
beyond the event and include facts not immediately related to it, it has
been held that they are inadmissible to show that the principal event

48 Jones v. United States, 97 U.S. App. D.C. 291, 231 F.2d 244 (1956).
49 Brown v. United States, 80 U.S. App. D.C. 270, 152 F.2d 138 (1945).
50 Beausoliel v. United States, 71 App. D.C. Ill, 107 F.2d 292 (1939).
51 George v. United States, 75 U.S. App. D.C. 197, 125 F.2d 559 (1942) ; United States

v. Cross, 20 D.C. (9 Mackey) 365 (1892).
52 Insurance Co. v. Mosley, 75 U.S. (8 Wall.) 397 (1869).
53 Lampe v. United States, 97 U.S. App. D.C. 160, 229 F.2d 43 (1956) ; Guthrie v.

United States, 92 U.S. App. D.C. 361, 297 F.2d 19 (1953) ; Sanitary Grocery Co. v. Snead,
67 App. D.C. 129, 90 F.2d 374 (1937) ; Traver v. Smolik, 43 App. D.C. 150 (1915) ; Wash

ington Ry. & Elec. Co. v. Wright, 38 App. D.C. 268 (1912); Patterson v. Ocean Acc. &

Guar. Corp., 25 App. D.C. 46 (1905) ; Snowden v. United States, 2 App. D.C. 89 (1893).
54 101 U.S. App. D.C. 416, 249 F.2d 508 (1957).
55 Id. at 416, 249 F.2d at 510; Kas v. Gilkerson, 91 U.S. App. D.C. 153, 199 F.2d

398 (1952).
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never occurred.56 Moreover, they are not sufficient without other evidence
to show that the exciting event did occur.57

Conclusion

Excited utterances are admitted in evidence in the District of Colum
bia. It is not necessary to show that the declarant is unavailable. The
basis of reliability is spontaneity which must be shown by independent
evidence of the exciting event and by a statement made without oppor
tunity to reflect. The trial judge decides on the basis of the time of the
statement and the circumstances under which it was made, whether there
was such an opportunity. The statement may be made by a participant
in the event or a bystander.
The theory behind spontaneous exclamations is that the declarant was

too excited to fabricate and hence stated the facts as he knew them. This
is probably true in the majority of cases but it would be well for the trial
court to take the attitude of self-interest into account in evaluating the
reliability of exculpatory statements.

Estella May Case

PAST RECOLLECTION RECORDED IN THE DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA

Introduction

Fundamental to a discussion of this subject is the necessity of drawing
a distinction between past recollection recorded and present recollection
revived, since the use of the general expression "refreshing the memory"
has been applied to incorporate both classes of testimony resulting in
confusion in this area. A sharp judicial distinction between the two is
found in the case of United States v. Riccardi,1 which is cited as authority
when problems dealing with past recollection recorded arise in the Dis
trict of Columbia.2 The court said:
Professor Wigmore separated, broadly, what he called "past recollection recorded"
from "present recollection revived", attributing much of the confusion in the cases

56 United States v. Cross, 20 D.C. (9 Mackey) 365 (1892).
5T Jones v. United States, 97 U.S. App. D.C. 291, 231 F.2d 244 (1956) ; Brown v.

United States, 80 U.S. App. D.C. 270, 152 F.2d 138 (1945).
1 174 F.2d 883 (3d Cir. 1949), cert, denied, 337 U.S. 941 (1949).
2 Tatum v. United States, 101 U.S. App. D.C. 373, 375, 249 F.2d 129, 131 (1957) ; Shea

v. Fridley, 123 A.2d 358, 362 n.8 (Munic. Ct. App. D.C. 1956) ; Moskios v. Gaston, 121
A.2d 722, 723 n.4 (Munic. Ct. App. D.C. 1956).
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to a failure to make this distinction and to the use of the phrase "refreshing the recol
lection" for both classes of testimony. The primary difference between the two classi
fications is the ability of the witness to testify from present knowledge: where the
witness' memory is revived, and he presently recollects the facts and swears to them,
he is obviously in a different position from the witness who cannot directly state
the facts from present memory and who must ask the court to accept a writing for
the truth of its contents . . . .3

An example will illustrate the difference. Consider the situation in
which the witness is testifying concerning a certain event. Assume that
he has no recollection of certain important details. A written record of
the event (corresponding with certain rules to be discussed later) is
shown to him. One of many things may occur. This record could pro
duce a mental "finger-snap" that reminds him of the event and enables
him to testify from his present memory concerning the event. This is a

clear example of present recollection revived in that his memory is

actually "refreshed." Hazy past events now have been brought into
focus by use of the memorandum.
From the standpoint of testimonial recollection there can be no need of the memoran

dum in evidence. It is idle to say that it is much more likely to represent the facts
than is the present recollection of the witness and at the same time to assert that
he remembers the matter exactly as set forth in the memorandum. From the hearsay
aspect also the necessity principle is not satisfied.4

Three other situations may arise: the witness may only remember the
fact of making or verifying this memorandum and a part of the facts
related therein; he may only recall that some event occurred and that
he made or verified the memorandum as a record of it; or, in the most

extreme case, he may remember nothing concerning the event or the
memorandum. In these areas, with which this note is concerned, the
memorandum must suffice in whole or in part as a substitute for the
absent memory.
The distinction between these two classes of testimony was not recog

nized in the earlier cases in the District of Columbia. Testimony was ad
mitted under the broad phrase "refreshing the recollection," though the

testimony was in some cases past recollection recorded5 and in others

present recollection revived.6 Because of this lack of judicial precision,
3 174 F.2d at 886.
4 Morgan, The Relation Between Hearsay and Preserved Memory, 40 Harv. L. Rev. 712,

718 (1927).
5 Shapiro v. Pennsylvania R.R., 65 App. D.C. 324, 326, 83 F.2d 581, 583 (1936) (by

implication) ; Burson v. Vogel, 29 App. D.C. 388, 393, cert, denied, 207 U.S. 585 (1907) ;

O'Brien v. United States, 27 App. D.C. 263, 271-72 (1906).
� Rudd v. Buxton, 41 App. D.C. 353, 359 (1914) ; Sechrist v. Atkinson, 31 App. D.C. 1,

5 (1908).
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cases will be cited throughout this article supporting matters concerning
past recollection recorded when the case itself speaks in terms of "re

freshing the recollection." They must be analyzed in the light of the
distinction set out above.7
One difficult problem is to determine whether past recollection recorded

is hearsay. The authorities are in disagreement. Wigmore does not con

sider it hearsay,8 while McCormick takes a contrary position,9 and

Morgan inclines toward the latter view.10 The better reasoned view is
that past recollection recorded is hearsay and, as such, can be admitted
in evidence only as an exception to the hearsay rule.
What does the District of Columbia consider hearsay, and how does

that definition relate to past recollection recorded? The leading case in
the District of Columbia defining hearsay is Kelley v. United States.11
Hearsay evidence was "evidence of statements made by persons other
than the witness, introduced in order to establish the truth of the state
ments."12 The classic example of past recollection recorded is the case

in which an individual observes an event or transaction and writes down
his observations and later this record is presented in evidence as the
witness' testimony. Certainly it can be argued that since it was not
written by "persons other than the witness" it should not be considered
hearsay. On the other hand, though the witness is the same person who
wrote the memorandum in a physical sense, he cannot be considered the
same from an evidentiary standpoint. The person who made the memo

randum was an individual not under oath. The person for whose tes

timony it is being substituted cannot be cross-examined about the facts
in controversy since he no longer remembers them. The witness on the
stand is presenting his own statements only in the sense that he had at
one time written or verified them. Now the statements are actually those
of someone else�the witness when he remembered the facts. Wigmore
says that the essence of the hearsay rule is to reject "assertions, offered
testimonially, which have not been in some way subjected to the test of
Cross-examination . . . ,"13 What can the opposing attorney cross-ex

amine? The paper? Only the witness can be interrogated and this ques-

7 See generally Annot., 125 A.L.R. 19 (1940).
8 3 Wigmore, Evidence � 55 (3d ed. 1940) (by implication) [hereinafter cited as Wig

more],
9 McCormick, Evidence � 9 (1954) [hereinafter cited as McCormick].
10 Morgan, supra note 4, at 719.
11 99 U.S. App. D.C. 13, 236 F.2d 746 (1956).
12 Id. at 15, 236 F.2d at 748.
13 5 Wigmore � 1362.
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tioning is limited to the validity of his alleged lack of memory and the
circumstances surrounding the writing of the memorandum. But it may
be the facts in the memorandum with which the opposition quarrels.
Morgan refers to this:
If this is not hearsay, it comes perilously close to it. . . . Where the witness re

members a portion of the facts and relies upon the memorandum for the balance,
the adversary can conduct a reasonably searching inquiry. . . . Where, however, the
present recollection is confined to the making of the memorandum, the opponent's
task is more onerous. Since at every question upon the recorded facts the witness
may flee to that perjurer's sanctuary, lack of recollection, real cross-examination is

usually impossible.14
It is significant that Morgan derived this concept utilizing a definition
similar in its elements to that set forth in the Kelley case.15
It may be of mere academic interest to argue that past recollection

recorded is hearsay and must be admitted only as an exception to that
rule. However, if the rationale behind the rules now surrounding the ad-

-missibility of past recollection recorded is not kept in mind, these rules

themselves may be questioned and in a matter of time lose their effective
ness. This would result in the admission of potentially dangerous evi
dence with fewer and fewer safeguards. Properly recognized as hearsay,
the reason for these rules will be clearer and their chances for survival

thereby improved.
Whether one accepts the view that past recollection recorded is hear

say and can be admitted as evidence only under an exception to the

hearsay rule, the practicing attorney is still faced with the fact that any
writings which he may wish to introduce as past recollection recorded
must meet certain standards to qualify as an exception. These require
ments come under the general headings, necessity and reliability.

Necessity

It may be said generally that the law considers past recollection
recorded admissible as evidence because of necessity.
While it [the admissibility of past recollection recorded] existed at common law and
is old in this country within the restricted uses for which it was first employed, the

rule has gradually been expanded to meet the exigencies and complexities of modern

business, until now the rule is recognized as a rule of necessity, without which the

administration of justice in many matters would be difficult or impossible.16

What is the necessity in the particular case? An example will illustrate

14 Morgan, supra note 4, at 719.
15 Id. at 714.
16 The J. S. Warden, 219 Fed. S17, 521 (3d Cir. 1914). (Emphasis added.)
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this point. In an action against a sublessee of an apartment by a sub

lessor for conversion,17 a list which the sublessor had made of her fur

niture numbering about 200 items was admitted in evidence. The court

in justifying this admission said: "It is inconceivable that the average
witness could testify to such an assembly of facts from memory and in

the absence of a clearer showing of the circumstances surrounding the

admission of the memoranda they were admissible as a part of the plain
tiff's past recollection recorded."18 Therefore, the necessity requirement
for the admission of these records of past recollection is generally satis
fied when the court decides that because of the frailty of the human mind
it will more properly serve the administration of justice to admit the
memorandum.19 The fact that the limitations of the human memory

supply the necessity element required for the admission of past recollec
tion recorded is most strikingly exemplified by a study of a requirement
that is peculiar to the District of Columbia and other federal jurisdic
tions. The witness, when testifying, must have no adequate recollection
of the essential facts of the transaction.20 This requisite is noted in
Tatum v. United States: "Courts have long acknowledged the propriety
of a witness adopting a recollection recorded in the past where his once

existing recollection has vanished."21 Moreover, the fact must be made
a matter of testimony.22 This view has been criticized by McCormick23
and Wigmore.24 McCormick feels that this is inexpedient because the
value of cross-examination is greater when one can cross-examine both
oral and written testimony concerning the same fact pattern.25 Since this
requirement is so steadfastly adhered to, at least in the District of Co
lumbia, it would seem to be another reason for considering past recollec
tion recorded as hearsay. This further reduces the value of cross-ex

amination since the paper and only the paper is the witness of the fact.
It is almost impossible to find an intrinsic discrepancy especially where

17 Shea v. Fridley, 123 A.2d 3S8 (Munic. Ct. App. D.C. 19S6).
18 Id. at 362.
19 Moskios v. Gaston, 121 A.2d 722, 723 (Munic. Ct. App. D.C. 1956) ; Barry v. Keith,

100 A.2d 831, 832 (Munic. Ct. App. D.C. 1953).
20 See Tatum v. United States, 101 U.S. App. D.C. 373, 375, 249 F.2d 129, 131 (1957) ;

Shimabukuro v. Nagayama, 78 U.S. App. D.C. 271, 274, 140 F.2d 13, 16 (1944) ; Putnam v.

Moore, 119 F.2d 246, 248 (Sth Cir. 1941) .

21 101 U.S. App. D.C. 373, 375, 249 F.2d 129, 131 (1957). (Emphasis added.)
22 Shimabukuro v. Nagayama, 78 U.S. App. D.C. 271, 274, 140 F.2d 13, 16 (1944).
23 McCormick � 277.
24 3 Wigmore � 738.
25 McCormick � 277.
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the witness is honest but has been erroneous concerning the facts which
the memorandum relates.

Reliability

Through the years courts have set up standards that both the writings
and the witnesses must meet. As pointed out in the Tatum case:

The chief difficulty precluding the use of past recorded recollection has been the need
to insure "the accuracy and identity of the record", i.e., that the memorandum or

document reflects the witness' past recollection. 3 Wigmore, Evidence 64 (3d ed. 1940).
To this end courts have formulated rules designed to guarantee that the recorded

knowledge was clearly and accurately remembered by the witness when the record
was made or verified.26

In regard to the need for reliability, the District of Columbia, in general,
follows those safeguards applied by the majority of American jurisdic
tions27 which can be stated as follows:

(1) The witness must have personal knowledge concerning the event
with which the memorandum deals.28 This is true whether he is con

sidered a witness or a hearsay declarant.29 It would seem to be eminently
clear that the basis of past recollection recorded is that at one time a

present recollection of the event existed. Consequently, this must have
come through personal knowledge or the memorandum would be the
rankest type of hearsay and outside the scope of any exception.
(2) There is a diversity of opinion as to when the memorandum must

be made or verified. Some courts demand that it be made or verified at

or near the time of the event,30 whereas Wigmore prefers the phrase
"fairly fresh" in the memory of the witness.31 The District of Columbia
at first seemed to hold the stricter "at or near the time of the event"

concept32 but today a more flexible view is prominent. Tatum uses the
words "fairly fresh"33 which no doubt states the technical rule for this

jurisdiction, leaving its application to the discretion of the trial judge.34
But when contemporaneousness is lacking and some of the facts in the

26 101 U.S. App. D.C. at 375, 249 F.2d at 131. (Emphasis added.)
27 See generally Annot., 125 A.L.R. 19, 80 (1940); 3 Wigmore �� 744-55; McCormick

�� 277-79.
28 Shapiro v. Pennsylvania R.R., 65 App. D.C. 324, 326, 83 F.2d 581, 583 (1936);

Belcher v. Jenkins Eng'r Co., 123 A.2d 215, 216 (Munic. Ct. App. D.C. 1956).
29 Luther v. Borden, 48 U.S. (7 How.) 1, 41 (1849).
30 Maxwell's Ex'rs v. Wilkinson, 113 U.S. 656, 658 (1885).
31 3 Wigmore � 745.
32 Hyde v. United States, 35 App. D.C. 451, 481, aff'd, 225 U.S. 347 (1912).
33 101 U.S. App. D.C. at 376, 249 F.2d at 132.
34 Fowler v. Stanford, 89 A.2d 885, 888 (Munic. Ct. App. D.C. 1952).
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memorandum are shown to be false, a strong inference against the whole

document is deduced.35
(3) The witness must testify to the adequacy of his memory at the

time he made the memorandum.36
(4) He must swear to the adequacy and accuracy of the record itself.37

(5) It must be the original memorandum if obtainable. This might seem
to be a mere restatement of the "best evidence" rule, but in the area of

past recollection recorded it takes on added significance. As was stated
in Belcher v. Jenkins Eng'r Co.: "[I]n cases of past recollection re

corded, the original memorandum is necessary, if procurable, but if it is
lost or otherwise unavailable the witness may testify from a memorandum
made from the original records."38 The reason for the court's unwilling
ness to allow a copy to be introduced is apparent. The opposing party
must either attack the credibility of the witness or the credibility of the

paper. One of the best ways of destroying the effectiveness of the docu
ment is to point out to the jury alterations and erasures on the paper
itself. The court in Jewett v. United States was aware that it would be
possible for a corrupt witness to withhold the original memorandum and
use notes purporting to be copies, "fixed up" in such a way as to make
a much more favorable showing than would be made by the original.39
(6) That the witness must be the writer of the memorandum has never

been discussed in the District cases, but the admission of records written
by one other than the witness seems to be allowed as a matter of course.40
Whether one considers records of past recollection hearsay or not, in

the final analysis the courts look to the discretion of the trial judge for
their actual admission41 and rely on the ability of the trier of fact to
make an accurate evaluation of their worth.42 These factors, in addition
to the reliability and necessity requirements, are essential to the main
tenance of a proper balance between the wholesale use and a complete
disallowance of such documents.

Edward Crehan Rapp

35 Shimabukuro v. Nagayama, 78 U.S. App. D.C. 271, 272, 140 F.2d 13, 14 (1944).
36 Moskios v. Gaston, 121 A.2d 722, 723 (Munic. Ct. App. D.C. 19S6).
37 Id. at 723.
38 123 A.2d 2 IS, 216 (Munic. Ct. App. D.C. 1956).
39 IS F.2d 9SS, 9S6 (9th Cir. 1926).
40 123 A.2d at 216 (entries made by bookkeeper used in testimony of plaintiff cor

poration's president).
41 Tatum v. United States, 101 U.S. App. D.C. 373, 376, 249 F.2d 129, 132 (1957) ;

Fowler v. Stanford, 89 A.2d 885, 888 (Munic. Ct. App. D.C. 1952).
42 Morgan, supra note 4, at 732.
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MENTAL STATE IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Introduction

The purpose of this note is to examine the admissibility of statements
of a present mental state, emotion, attitude or feeling as exceptions to
the hearsay rule. Its scope is limited to the District of Columbia.
Hearsay may be defined as statements made by persons other than

the witness, introduced in order to prove the truth of the statements.1
The principal reasons why hearsay evidence is inadmissible are first, the
lack of any opportunity for the adversary to cross-examine the absent
declarant and secondly, that the declarant was not under oath when he
made the statement.2 It is necessary to distinguish statements offered
in evidence not to prove the truth of the statements but rather to prove
only that the statements were in fact made. When statements are prof
fered for this latter purpose the hearsay rule has no application.3 Sup
pose A tells B that he will kill B if he ever sees him again. Later A sees

B but B kills A as they struggle. B later defends a murder charge on the

ground of self-defense and attempts to introduce A's threat in evidence
to show his apprehension of danger and its reasonableness. Should a

hearsay objection be sustained? No. This statement is not hearsay for
it is not being introduced to prove the truth of the statement or facts
asserted therein. It is being introduced solely to show that the threat
was in fact made. In other words the hearsay rule has no application
due to the purpose of the evidence. This distinction must constantly be

kept in mind for much evidence can be proffered for dual purposes.
The general theory justifying most of the hearsay exceptions is based

on two concepts, viz., need and reliability.4 By need is meant the fear of

losing the benefit of the evidence unless it is accepted;5 by reliability is
meant the belief that under certain circumstances the risks of hearsay
statements are so small that they should be admitted due to this increased
trustworthiness.6 The extent to which these two elements apply to mental
state will be subsequently discussed. For the present, however, it is

1 Kelley v. United States, 99 U.S. App. D.C. 13, IS, 236 F.2d 746, 748 (19S6). This

definition is almost identical with the one given by McCormick. McCormick, Evidence

� 22S (19S4) [hereinafter cited as McCormick].
2 McCormick � 224.
3 Id. � 228. See Williams v. Great So. Lumber Co., 277 U.S. 19, 25 (1928); Common

wealth v. Rubin, 318 Mass. 587, 588-89, 63 N.E.2d 344, 346 (1945).
4 5 Wigmore, Evidence � 1420-23 (3d ed. 1940) [hereinafter cited as Wigmore].
5 Id. � 1421.
6 Id. � 1422.
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necessary to state the hearsay exception for declarations of mental state.
Whenever the mental state of a person is relevant, his out-of-court state
ments of his then-existing state of mind may be admissible in evidence

provided the statements were not made under suspicious circumstances.7

Typical Situations Involving Mental State as an Exception to

the Hearsay Rule

The hearsay exception for declarations of mental state applies to

two basic situations: first, where mental state is directly in issue; and

second, where mental state is relevant circumstantially. When mental
state is directly in issue there are few pitfalls. Suppose in a question of
domicile X arrives in Florida and states that he intends to remain there
until he dies. May this statement be admitted in evidence to show that
when X made the statement he then intended to remain in Florida until
he died? Is it admissible to show that X had the same intent at an

earlier or later time?
When mental state is relevant circumstantially, however, the distinc

tions become more complex. To simplify matters mental state used cir

cumstantially will be divided into two subdivisions. The first subdivision
is mental state used as circumstantial evidence of subsequent conduct;
the second is mental state used as circumstantial evidence of prior con

duct. To illustrate the former, suppose Y declares that next week he
intends to execute a will. One month later Y dies and an attempt is made
to probate F's alleged will. Here F's intent is not directly in issue. F's
intent is relevant circumstantially, for since F said that he intended to
make a will, this is circumstantial evidence that he did in fact make a

will. Is such a declaration by F admissible to prove that when he made
the statement he then intended to execute a will? Is it admissible to

prove that he did in fact make a will? To illustrate a mental state used
as circumstantial evidence of prior conduct, suppose Z declares that she
was not present when the witnesses signed her will. Later the will is con

tested on this ground. Here Z's recollection is not directly in issue, but
her recollection is relevant circumstantially for since Z recalled that
she was not present, this is circumstantial evidence that she was not in
fact present when the witnesses signed. Is this statement admissible to
show Z's recollection that she was not present when the witnesses
signed? Is it admissible to show that she was not in fact present on
this occasion? Whether these declarations are admissible or not will be
subsequently discussed. The important thing is to see the difference in

7 6 Wigmore � 1725; Elmer v. Fessenden, 151 Mass. 359, 24 N.E. 208 (1890).
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these three situations for only then can the instant exception be prop
erly understood.
In any analysis of mental state as an exception to the hearsay rule,

one is immediately confronted with that mysterious phrase res gestae.
This phrase has been used by the courts time and time again to admit
evidence of various types.8 Any attempt to intelligently define res gestae
is futile for as was observed in In re Gleason's Estate, "definitions of
res gestae are as numerous as prescriptions for the cure of rheumatism
and generally about as useful."9 Many other authorities have voiced
similar comments but the phrase has persisted so long that it is still
found in judicial opinions. Although more frequently applied to the hear

say exception known as spontaneous exclamations, it is also used when

discussing the instant exception.10 Such indiscriminate use is not un

common in the District of Columbia.11

Mental State Directly in Issue

In the District there is authority for the proposition that when a per
son's mental state is directly in issue, out-of-court statements by this

person of his then-existing state of mind may be admitted as evidence of
his prior12 or subsequent13 state of mind. The basis for such a proposi
tion is that there is a continuity in states of mind.14 Suppose X intends
to remain in Florida until he dies. If X should die ten days after making
such a statement, it is very likely that at his death he still had the same

intent. It is obvious that the probative value of such evidence decreases
as the gap widens between the time of the statement and the time when
state of mind is in issue. Nevertheless, the basis for the proposition ap

pears to be sound. Two District of Columbia cases illustrate this proposi
tion. In Chichester Chem. Co. v. United States,15 the government filed a

libel action against defendant charging it with misbranding patent med
icines. To sustain its burden the government had to prove actual intent

8 37 Words and Phrases 209.
9 164 Cal. 756, 762, 130 Pac. 872, 875 (1913).
io 6 Wigmore � 1768.
n See Duckett v. Duckett, 77 U.S. App. D.C. 303, 134 F.2d 527 (1943) ; Thomas v.

Young, 57 App. D.C. 282, 22 F.2d 588 (1927) ; Kultz v. Jaeger, 29 App. D.C. 300 (1907) ;

Utermehle v. Norment, 22 App. D.C. 31 (1903) ; United States v. Nardello, IS D.C. (4
Mackey) S03 (1886) ; Jackson v. Goode, 49 A.2d 913 (Munic. Ct. App. D.C. 1946).

12 Savoy v. Savoy, 94 U.S. App. D.C. 411, 413, 220 F.2d 364, 36S (1954) ; Lee v.

Mitcham, 69 App. D.C, 17, 98 F.2d 298 (1938).
13 Chichester Chem. Co. v. United States, 60 App. D.C. 134, 49 F.2d 516 (1931).
i* McCormick � 269.
15 60 App. D.C. 134, 49 F.2d 516 (1931).
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to deceive at the time of the act. The trial court excluded certain letters
written by the defendant to its attorney, telling him to use extreme cau

tion so as not to violate the law. The court of appeals reversed. A close

reading of the case shows that it was defendant's theory that since it had
no intent to deceive when the letters were written, it had no intent to
deceive when the act was done.
In Savoy v. Savoy,16 the court of appeals was confronted with the prob

lem whether a torn will had been revoked. The crucial issue in the case

was whether the testator intended to revoke his will when it was torn.

The trial court excluded a statement made by the testator some months
after the tearing which indicated that he then intended his will to govern
the disposition of his property. The court of appeals again reversed. Here
also the probative value of the evidence is due to the concept of con
tinuity in state of mind. Since the testator had no intent to revoke the
will when he uttered this statement, he had no intent to revoke the will
when it was torn.
In the Chichester case the court ignored the hearsay problem while in

Savoy the court discussed it, concluding that the testator's statement was

not hearsay. It is submitted that the statements admitted in both of these
cases were hearsay. In Chichester they were introduced to prove that
the defendant had no intent to deceive when he wrote the letters; while
in Savoy they were introduced to prove that the testator had no intent to
revoke his will at the time he uttered the statement. In other words, the
statements were introduced to prove the truth of the facts asserted there
in. Since mental state is a fact17 and these statements were being intro
duced to prove that fact, by virtue of our hearsay definition these state
ments were hearsay.
Starting then with the premise that these statements were hearsay, the

question arises whether they can be admitted under the hearsay excep
tion for declarations of mental state. As stated earlier, there are three
basic elements which must be complied with for hearsay to be admitted
under this exception.18 They are: (1) the person's mental state must be
relevant; (2) the statement must be of his then-existing state of mind;
and (3) the statement must not have been made under suspicious cir
cumstances. Since all of these requirements were present in both cases,
it is submitted that this exception was the proper basis for admitting
these hearsay statements.

16 94 U.S. App. D.C. 411, 220 F.2d 364 (1954).
17 Zitlin v. Max Heit Dress Corp., 1S1 Misc. 241, 271 N.Y. Supp. 275 (Sup. Ct. 1934).
18 See authorities cited note 7 supra.
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On the basis of the foregoing analysis the proposition previously stated
can now be reiterated. Whenever a person's mental state is directly in
issue, out-of-court statements by this person of his then-existing state of
mind may be admitted as evidence of his prior or subsequent state of
mind.
The validity of this proposition is not impaired by the Supreme Court's

decision in Throckmorton v. Holt.10 There the Court held that declara
tions as to revocation of a will are inadmissible unless a part of the res

gestae?0 Whatever cloud this case may have cast on mental state directly
in issue has been removed in the District by the Savoy and Chichester
cases and the validity of the proposition stated above remains unim
paired.

One of the anomalies of mental state as an exception to the hearsay
rule is that such declarations are admissible even though the declarant is
available to testify.21 When mental state is directly in issue the reasons

why the declarant need not be unavailable for his hearsay declarations to

be admitted have been stated by Judge Hinton to be that "his contem

poraneous statements when made under conditions which are free from

suspicion, are more likely to correspond with his real state of mind than
his subsequent testimony, which may be unreliable because of faulty
memory or later bias."22 Other reasons for not having an unavailability
requirement are the following: first, whenever one attempts to explore
another's mind he is immediately confronted with the problem of lack of

good evidence; second, if the declarant knew that said statements could
not be introduced against him, it would be an inducement for him to fab

ricate; and finally, if the declarant does take the stand and his testimony
is inconsistent with his prior statement, this statement could be ad

vantageously used for impeachment purposes. It is important to realize
that these arguments against an unavailability requirement apply only
when the declarant's mental state is directly in issue.

19 180 U.S. 552 (1901). Wigmore says of this case, "in view of the authority of this

Court, and the frequent citation of this decision, it should be noted that the opinion is

only a quicksand for those who seek guidance on this subject." 6 Wigmore � 1736 n.2.

20 x80 U.S. at 586. The active holding of the Court on this point is not clear. It

could possibly be restricted to holding that when the testator's declarations are not a part
of the res gestae and the circumstances are not such as to raise a presumption of revoca

tion, such declarations are inadmissible.

21 Elmer v. Fessenden, 151 Mass. 359, 24 N.E. 208 (1890).
22 Hinton, States of Mind and the Hearsay Rule, 1 U. Chi. L. Rev. 394, 415-16 (1934).
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Mental State as Circumstantial Evidence of Subsequent Conduct

The classic case illustrating mental state as circumstantial evidence of

subsequent conduct is Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Hillmon.23 In this case the

defense to a suit on a life insurance policy was that the insured, Hillmon,
was not dead and that the body claimed to be his was that of one Walters.
The Company attempted to introduce in evidence letters written by
Walters announcing his intention of going with the insured to the locality
where the body was later found. The trial court sustained an objection
of hearsay but the Supreme Court reversed saying:
The letters in question were competent, not as narratives of facts communicated

to the writer by others, nor yet as proof that he actually went away . . . but as evi
dence that ... he had the intention of going, and of going with Hillmon, which made
it more probable both that he did go and that he went with Hillmon, than if there
had been no proof of such intention.24

Analyzing the Hillmon case it can be seen that Walters' intention at

the time he wrote the letter was circumstantial evidence as to the facts
that he did go on the journey and that he went with the insured. In other

words, Walters' intention was not directly in issue.
Whether the letters were hearsay can be answered by looking at the

manner in which Walters' intention was proved, viz., by the letters he
had written. The letters were introduced to prove the truth of a fact
asserted therein, that Walters intended to go and to go with Hillmon.
Therefore, it follows from our definition that the letters were hearsay
and hence to be admissible they must come in as an exception. Since all
of the requirements for the instant exception are met, i.e., since the letters
were relevant statements of a then-existing state of mind, not made under
suspicious circumstances, it is suggested that mental state was the proper
theory of admission.
Perhaps much of the confusion in this area has been generated by the

Supreme Court's decision in Throckmorton v. Holt.25 One of the main
issues there was whether the offered will had been forged. The caveators
attempted to introduce in evidence declarations of the testator showing
his mental state to be inconsistent with the validity of the will. These
declarations took place both before and after the alleged execution of
the will. Since we are presently concerned only with mental state as
circumstantial evidence of subsequent conduct, those declarations which
took place after the alleged execution of the will shall be discussed later.

23 145 U.S. 285 (1892).
24 Id. at 295-96.
25 180 U.S. 552 (1901).
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The Court, however, found no distinction between these two types of
declarations and stated that: "[Declarations . . . made by a testator,
either before or after the date of the alleged will, unless made near

enough to the time of its execution to become a part of the res gestae,
are not admissible as evidence in favor of or against the validity of the
will."26
Only nine years before, the same Court had decided the Hillmon case,

yet it is not even mentioned in the Court's opinion although both in
volved mental state as circumstantial evidence of subsequent conduct.27
In the Hillmon case the statements were admitted; in the Throckmorton
case the statements were excluded. In Hillmon the statements were not
classified by the Court as hearsay; in Throckmorton they were. It is
believed that the statements in both of these cases should have been
admitted by virtue of the hearsay exception for declaration of mental
state.
Due to these two cases the status of the instant exception pertaining to

situations involving mental state as circumstantial evidence of subsequent
conduct became clouded, and the law in this area has never been clear in
the District of Columbia.28 It is important to note, however, that the
Throckmorton case has not generally been followed.29
There have been many cases in the District where mental state is

involved as circumstantial evidence of subsequent conduct.30 One of the
more interesting cases is Griffin v. United States.31 In this case the court
of appeals held that "when a defendant claims self-defense and there is
substantial evidence, though it be only his own testimony, that the de
ceased attacked him, evidence of uncommunicated threats of the de
ceased against the defendant is admissible."32 The court made no ref
erence as to whether these threats were hearsay or not but it is submitted

2� Id. at 572.
21 For an interesting analysis of these two cases see Hinton, 1 U. Chi. L. Rev. 394

(1934).
28 See Lipphard v. Humphrey, 209 U.S. 264,272-73 (1908) ; Duckett v. Duckett, 77 U.S.

App. D.C. 303, 134 F.2d 527 (1943); Thomas v. Young, 57 App. D.C. 282, 22 F.2d
588 (1927) ; Kultz v. Jaeger, 29 App. D.C. 300, 309-10 (1907) ; Utermehle v. Norment, 22

App. D.C. 31 (1903).
29 Annot., 119 A.L.R. 1366 (1939); Annot, 62 A.L.R. 698 (1929).
30 In addition to the cases cited in note 28 supra, see Griffin v. United States, 87 U.S.

App. D.C. 172, 183 F.2d 990 (1950) ; United States v. Nardello, IS D.C. (4 Mackey) 503

(1886) ; Jackson v. Goode, 49 A.2d 913 (Munic. Ct. App. D.C. 1946).
31 87 U.S. App. D.C. 172, 183 F.2d 990 (1950).
32 Id. at 174, 183 F.2d at 992. See also Alexander v. United States, 138 U.S. 353 (1891) ;

Wiggin v. Utah, 93 U.S. 465 (1876).
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that they were hearsay since the threats of the deceased were introduced
to prove that he meant what he said. Hence to justify their admission

they must come in by way of an exception. Since all of the requirements
for the exception of mental state are met, it is believed that it should be

applied. The result of the case would then conform with sound legal
theory. An analysis, therefore, of the District cases shows that in no

instance has a court found a statement to be hearsay and then admitted
it as circumstantial evidence of subsequent conduct. Local courts have,
however, admitted such statements as part of the res gestae.
As previously mentioned, a characteristic of mental state is that the

declarant need not be unavailable before his hearsay statements will be
admitted.33 It was also concluded that this was entirely proper when
mental state was directly in issue. However, the situation differs when
dealing with declarations of mental state used as circumstantial evidence
of subsequent conduct. Here the declarant should be unavailable. Is the
recollection of the witness as to where the declarant said he was going
better evidence than the declarant's testimony as to where he actually
was? The answer is obviously negative,34 and to admit such evidence
when the declarant is available would be to ignore the basic reason un

derlying the rules of evidence, viz., to assist the jury in arriving at the
truth. Since the question is an open one in the District it is suggested
that this viewpoint be followed.35

Mental State as Circumstantial Evidence of Previous Acts
The classic case illustrating mental state in issue as circumstantial evi

dence of previous acts is Shepard v. United States?6 The defendant was
there charged with murder and his defense was that the death was suicide.
The trial court admitted a statement made by the victim, the defendant's
wife, that "Dr. Shepard has poisoned me." The Supreme Court reversed
and Mr. Justice Cardozo speaking for the Court said: "Declarations of
intention, casting light upon the future, have been sharply distinguished
from declarations of memory, pointing backward to the past. There
would be an end, or nearly that, to the rule against hearsay if the dis
tinction were ignored."37

33 151 Mass. 359, 24 N.E. 208 (1890).
34 Hutchins & Slesinger, Some Observations on the Law of Evidence�State of Mind to

Prove an Act, 38 Yale LJ. 283, 287 (1929).
35 The writer could find no District cases where the hearsay statements were admitted as

evidence of subsequent acts when the declarant was available to testify
36 2 90 U.S. 96 (1933).
37 Id. at 105-06.
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The primary reason for the distinction is that when declarations of
mental state are used as circumstantial evidence of prior acts there are

more risks involved.38 Perhaps the two greatest risks are those of faulty
perception and imperfect memory.39 Nevertheless, the courts have broken
away from this limitation in at least one area, viz., declaration by a tes
tator to show his prior acts.40 This can perhaps be justified on the grounds
that there is a more compelling necessity for admitting such statements
and that one of the risks mentioned above, faulty perception, is elimin
ated for in all such cases the declarant's own act is the one in question.
Here again the Throckmorton case is pertinent for in this case mental

state was involved as circumstantial evidence of prior acts. Nevertheless,
the Supreme Court saw no distinction between mental state involved as

circumstantial evidence of prior acts and mental state involved as cir
cumstantial evidence of subsequent acts.41 A distinction clearly exists
between these two situations and only by recognizing it can the rules be

correctly formulated and applied.
An interesting District case involving mental state as circumstantial

evidence of prior acts is Peters v. Peters.42 The issue there was whether
the testator was present when the witnesses signed his will. It appeared
that the testator and his wife executed their wills together and the
caveators attempted to introduce in evidence a statement made by him
fourteen years later that he was not present when his wife made her will.
The court held that the statement was hearsay and hence inadmissible.
What is significant about the Peters' case is a dictum indicating that the
court felt it was "ripe" for relaxing the rule of Throckmorton. In Peters
the caveators argued that the declarations of the testator were admis
sible as corroborative evidence. In answering this argument the court

said:

The reasoning is persuasive .... There is undoubtedly a disposition on the part
of many American courts to modify the hearsay rule and admit corroborative declara
tions of a testator where they have been preceded by direct proof .... But we think
that neither the tendency to modify the rule, or the reasons on which it is based,
should weigh in the present instance.43

33 Maguire, The Hillmon Case�Thirty-Three Years After, 38 Harv. L. Rev. 709, 721

(1925).
3� Id. at 722.
40 McCormick � 271; 6 Wigmore � 1736; see generally Annot., 119 A.L.R. 1366 (1939);

Annot., 62 A.L.R. 698 (1929).
41 180 U.S. at 572-73.
42 64 App. D.C. 331, 78 F.2d 215 (1935).
43 Id. at 334, 78 F.2d at 218. See also Annot., 119 A.L.R. 1366, 1369 (1939).
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It is important in analyzing this statement to realize that the situation

before the court was one involving a declaration of mental state used as

circumstantial evidence of prior acts. It is also important to realize that

this situation is the weakest which can arise under the present exception,
and any conclusion would be pure speculation. It appears, then, that
the exception of mental state as circumstantial evidence of prior acts is

not recognized in the District of Columbia even in cases involving wills.

The local courts, however, are aware that the majority rule in cases

involving wills is otherwise and their position may be reversed if a case

presents itself which is an attractive vehicle for such a reversal.

Conclusion

Mental state as an exception to the hearsay rule is one of the most

confused areas in the law of hearsay. Nevertheless, progress in clari

fying this area of the law has been made and will be accelerated as courts
realize that no matter what substantive law is involved in a particular
case, the same basic principles of evidence apply. Hence, a case like
Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Hillmon can be cited as authority for the propo
sition that prior declarations of a testator as to his mental state are

admissible to prove his mental state which, in turn, is circumstantial evi
dence of his subsequent conduct, e.g., on issues of forgery or alteration.
The writer does not mean to imply that there should not be variations in
the rules when the substantive law of the case varies. Obviously, what
might well be proper where a will is involved may be extremely preju
dicial in a criminal case, and some exceptions to these rules may have
to be created. Nevertheless, the basic principles remain.

Paul M. Thompson



DECISIONS
CIVIL PROCEDURE�Aircraft Passengers Are Within the Territorial

Limits of the State over Which They May Be Flying and Are
Amenable to Service of Process Issuing From a Federal Court of
That Jurisdiction. Grace v. MacArthur, 170 F. Supp. 442 (E.D Ark
1959).

On July 21, 1958, while a passenger on a commercial airliner flying non

stop from Memphis, Tennessee to Dallas, Texas, Ronnie Smith, a citizen of
Tennessee, was served with a summons and complaint naming him as defendant
in an action brought in the United States District Court for the Eastern
District of Arkansas. Delivery was made while the plane was flying over

the State of Arkansas. Smith filed a motion to quash service on the ground
that he was not served within the territorial limits of the State of Arkansas
within the meaning of Rule 4(f) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
Held, motion denied; at the time of service the airplane and all of its passengers
were within the territorial limits of the state and amenable to service of process.1
A venerable hypothetical in the law of both civil procedure and conflict

of laws was encountered by District Judge Henley in the instant case. A
determination of the validity to be accorded aerial service of process is im

portant in several areas of the law. Does a state have the power to acquire
personal jurisdiction over a prospective defendant who passes over the state
on a flight which neither originates nor terminates within the state? Does a

federal district court sitting within the state have similar powers? Will a

personal judgment entered against a non-appearing defendant who has been
so served accord the minimum requirements of due process? Will such a

judgment be entitled to full faith and credit in another jurisdiction? The
decision in the instant case answers at least the first two queries and provides
a basis for predicting the answers to the latter two.
No earlier case dealing with aerial service has been discovered. Neither the

Restatement of Judgments nor the Restatement of Conflict of Laws discusses
the problem,2 and the two leading treatises on the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure likewise provide no assistance in regard to such service in the
district courts.3
In order to determine the validity of aerial service, the initial point of

inquiry must be directed at determining whether the states exercise sovereignty
over the airspace contiguous to their terrestrial area. The Uniform Aeronautics
Act4 provides in section 2: "Sovereignty in the space above the lands and

l Grace v. MacArthur, 170 F. Supp. 442 (E.D. Ark. 19S9).
2 Restatement, Judgments � IS (1942) ; Restatement, Conflict of Laws � 78 (1934).
3 1 Barron & Holtzoff, Federal Practice and Procedure � 184 (19S0) ; 1 Moore, Federal

Practice � 4.38 (1938).
4 11 Uniform Laws Annotated �� 2-4.
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waters of this state is declared to rest in the state, except where granted to

and assumed by the United States pursuant to a constitutional grant from

the people of this state." This section has been adopted in substantially its

original form by more than twenty states.

Federal legislation regulating airspace has been enacted pursuant to the

commerce clause. The Air Commerce Act of 192 65 provides that: "The

United States of America is declared to possess and exercise complete and

exclusive national sovereignty in the air space above the United States . . . ."6
This section, however, is entitled "Foreign Aircraft . . . ." It seems clearly
intended to establish a national sovereignty with respect to foreign nations

as opposed to an intent to exclude state sovereignty. This interpretation is

consistent with that provision of a House Committee Report which reads,
concerning the act: "The declarations of the sovereignty of the United States
as against foreign nations in the air space above the United States is based

upon a similar declaration found in the International Air Navigation Con
vention."7
In Smith v. New England Aircraft Co., the Massachusetts court adopted

this view by stating:
It is essential to the safety of sovereign states that they possess jurisdiction to

control the air space above their territories. . . . This jurisdiction was vested in this
commonwealth when it became a sovereign state on its separation from Great Britain.
So far as concerns interstate commerce, postal service and some other matters,
jurisdiction over the regulation of passage through the air in large part was sur

rendered to the United States by the adoption of the Federal Constitution.8

The Minnesota court, in State v. Northwest Airlines, Inc., stated that, "An
airplane in the air over the territory of a state is within the state and subject
to its sovereign power."9 This conclusion was favored by the Supreme
Court in BranifJ Airways v. Nebraska State Bd. of Equalization and Assess
ment.10 In answering a contention of the airline that the federal government
had pre-empted the field of regulating air navigation, the Court stated:
"These Federal Acts regulating air commerce are bottomed on the commerce

power of Congress, not on national ownership of the navigable air space . . . ."u
It further sustained state action in regard to air carriers when that action is
not inconsistent with federal exercise of the commerce power.
An earlier case arising in a federal court in New York is interesting in

regard to the determination of state sovereignty. In United States v. One Pit-

5 44 Stat. 568 (1926), 49 U.S.C. �� 171-84, 401-722 (1952).
6 49 U.S.C. � 176(a) (1952).
7 H.R. Rep. No. 572, 69th Cong., 1st Sess. 10 (1926). (Emphasis added.)
8 270 Mass. 511, 518, 170 N.E. 385, 389 (1930).
9 213 Minn. 395, 399, 7 N.W.2d 691, 694 (1942).
10 347 U.S. 590 (1954).
11 Id. at 596.
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cairn Biplane,12 an airplane carrying a load of contraband was flown nonstop
from a point in Canada to Youngstown, Ohio. While en route the plane passed
over the Western District of New York. The government later seized the
plane while it was in New York and attempted to libel it. Before the District
Court for the Western District of New York could assert proper jurisdiction, it
was necessary that the plane be physically present within the state both at
the time the act occurred and at the time of the attempted libel. Since the
government had seized the plane in New York before bringing the action,, the
principal question before the court was whether the plane had entered the
state when it flew over en route to Youngstown. The court said: "Therefore,
when the airplane, carrying smuggled merchandise, crossed the international

boundary and proceeded over the Western District of New York, it entered
said district and gave this court jurisdiction for the purposes of this action."13
From such precedent, related but not directly in point, the court in the

instant case concluded that an airplane in the airspace above the terrestrial
area of a state is within the territorial limits of that state. From this point
onward, the validity of service made in such territory depends on legislative
authorization. In the instant case, the plaintiff relied on Rule 4(f) of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which reads: "All process other than a sub

poena may be served anywhere within the territorial limits of the state in
which the district court is held and, when a statute of the United States so

provides, beyond the territorial limits of that state."14 Since service of

process is authorized anywhere within the "territorial limits" of the state,
and since the "territorial limits" of the state were found to include the

contiguous airspace, the court quite logically concluded that the service in

question was sufficiently valid to confer personal jurisdiction.
It must be noted, however, that the significance of this discussion is not

limited to a construction of Rule 4(f). The identical question is bound to

arise ultimately in state practice and, presumably, the same reasoning applies.
If state sovereignty extends to the airspace, aerial service of process issuing
from a local court pursuant to legislative authority to serve anywhere within
the territorial limits of the state would also be valid. Since the presence of a

prospective defendant within the jurisdiction traditionally enables the sovereign
to acquire personal jurisdiction,15 the minimum requirements of due process
are satisfied, and a personal judgment entered pursuant to such service should
thus be valid.
Since the requirements of personal jurisdiction are satisfied, the judgment,

whether entered in state or federal courts, should be everywhere entitled to

full faith and credit. The non-appearing defendant should, of course, be en-

12 11 F. Supp. 24 (W.D.N.Y. 1935).
13 Id. at 26.
14 Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(f).
15 Fisher v. Fielding, 67 Conn. 91, 34 Atl. 714 (189S) ; Darrah v. Watson, 36 Iowa

116 (1872) ; Peabody v. Hamilton, 106 Mass. 217 (1870).
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titled to contest the validity of jurisdiction when subsequently sued on the

judgment in a foreign jurisdiction, but its validity, assuming requisite legis
lative authority, should be sustained.
The result seems to be in accord with accepted principles governing the

exercise of personal jurisdiction. It is not difficult to conceive, however, of

factual situations which will create difficulty. The rule that aerial service

is valid will become increasingly difficult in application as aircraft speeds are

increased and the size of the land mass in question is decreased. Navigational
errors, actual or claimed, will aggravate problems of proof. Mere difficulty of

proof should not, however, defeat the application of a rule sound in theory.
It is to be assumed that those excesses which may be encountered by an

unconscionable utilization of this method of service will be abrogated by a

judicious use of the doctrine of forum non conveniens.

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE�Government Agents' Memoranda of Gov
ernment Witness' Pre-Trial Statements Consisting of Selective
Summaries or Summaries Prepared Without Benefit of Complete
Notes Are Not Subject to Production Under the Exclusive Stand
ards of the "Jencks" Act. Palermo v. United States, 360 U.S. 343

(1959).

Anthony M. Palermo, a New York physician, was convicted on three counts
of willful income tax evasion in violation of section 145(b), Internal Revenue
Code of 1939.1 An important element in the prosecution's case involved

testimony of the principal partner in the accounting firm which had prepared
the defendant's tax returns. After direct examination, the defense sought pro
duction of certain documents relating to statements of the witness at pre-trial
interviews. These included transcripts and affidavits, which were produced,
and also certain memoranda, prepared by government agents subsequent
to the conversations, which were withheld. The trial court denied the de
fendant's motion for production and inspection2 on the basis that the memo

randa in question did not fit the definition of the term "statement" contained
in the so-called "Jencks" Act.3 The United States Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit upheld the trial judge,4 and the Supreme Court granted
certiorari. Held, section 3500 of the Criminal Code is the exclusive standard
in the federal field with regard to the production of government witnesses' pre
trial statements for defendant's inspection at trial, and limits the right of
inspection to reasonably accurate and authenticated statements and reports
which are the witnesses' own and which are not the impressions of the govern-

1 Ch. 2, � 145(b), 53 Stat. 62 (now Int. Rev. Code of 1954, � 7201).
2 United States v. Palermo, 21 F.R.D. 11 (S.D.N.Y. 1957).
3 18 U.S.C. � 3500 (Supp. V, 1958).
4 United States v. Palermo, 258 F.2d 397 (2d Cir. 1958).
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ment agent. Summaries showing substantial selection of material or those
which are prepared after an interview without the aid of complete notes are not

subject to production. Whenever it is doubtful whether production is required,
the practice of submitting documents for the trial judge's in camera de
termination may be used.5
When the Supreme Court announced its decision in Jencks v. United States*

on June 3, 1957, a great storm of protest immediately arose, led by those who
represented the various law enforcement agencies of the federal government.
The majority holding in the Jencks decision was that a defendant in a criminal
action is entitled to production and inspection of all reports and records of
statements made to the government by witnesses who testify for the government
at trial, and which touch upon events and activities covered in the testimony.7
The concurring Justices, Burton and Harlan, favored the procedure which
had been followed earlier of allowing an in camera inspection, thereby pre
serving the trial court's discretion. This practice is provided for in the
"Jencks" Act.8
Prior to the Jencks decision, the Supreme Court had upheld the denial by

a trial judge of a motion by a criminal defendant for inspection of memoranda
of prior statements made by a government witness where the witness had
not used the memoranda at trial.9 The Court had also reversed a holding
which denied a criminal defendant's motion to inspect prior statements by
a government witness when a foundation had been laid establishing contra
dictions between the witness' pre-trial statements and his testimony at trial.10
Thus, the pre-Jencks rule regarding production seems to have required that the
witness use the pre-trial statement during his testimony and that production
could be had where a foundation of contradiction had been established.
It appears to have been the feeling of the federal judiciary that the question

of the production and inspection of such documents should rest within the dis
cretion of the trial court. Thus, as recognized by the concurring Justices in

Jencks, the defense on cross-examination could point out that there were

prior statements or reports made by the witness in possession of the govern
ment and request their production. The judge would then conduct an in camera

inspection of these documents to determine their relevancy and materiality.
The defense would receive only that portion of the report which the court felt
to be of value for impeachment purposes. However, the entire document would
be included with the record on appeal for the appellate court's determination
of the propriety of the exclusion of any part of it.11

5 Palermo v. United States, 360 U.S. 343 (1959).
� 353 U.S. 657 (1957).
7 Id. at 668.
8 18 U.S.C. � 3500(c) (Supp. V, 1958).
� Goldman v. United States, 316 U.S. 129 (1942).
to Gordon v. United States, 344 U.S. 414 (1953).
n 353 U.S. at 672-77 (concurring opinion).
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This is the practice which the Jencks majority specifically disapproved.
The Court decided that the defense must have the right to inspect the state
ments or reports "because only the defense is adequately equipped to de
termine the effective use [of such material] for purposes of discrediting the

government's witness."12 Thus the Court abolished the requirement of the
witness' use of the document while testifying, any need for a foundation of

contradiction, and further, it effectively eliminated the trial judge's discretion
in the matter of this determination. In cases where the government was un

willing to make production, they were left to the choice of allowing a crime
to go unprosecuted or making the required disclosures.13 Justices Burton and
Harlan concurred in the result but not in the reasoning, and Mr. Justice
Clark, a former Attorney General, in dissenting, saw the ruling as creating
a "Roman holiday for rummaging through confidential information as well
as vital national secrets" and opening a "veritable Pandora's box of troubles."14
On September 2, 1957, an amendment to Title 18 of the United States Code

was passed. A brief submitted in behalf of this legislation by Senator
O'Mahoney recited:

The bill, S. 2377, adopts the principle in the majority opinion of the Jencks de
cision, insofar as it requires the Government to produce the statements and reports
of a witness in the possession of the Government, written and, when orally made, as

recorded, touching the events and activities as to which the Government witness has
testified at the trial. The bill, however, adopts the procedure set forth in the con

curring opinion for implementing the principle, as adopted.15
In essence, the act provides for production of a statement only after direct

examination, a practice long-recognized in the federal system.16 The trial
judge, in his chambers, is to determine whether the document is related to
the subject matter of the witness' testimony and whether it is a "statement" as
defined by the act, and is to preserve the document in its entirety for review.
The effect of the government's failure to make production is no longer the
dismissal of the action. Instead, the statute provides that the testimony of
the witness must be stricken from the record and a mistrial declared only if
"the interests of justice require."17
One of the basic issues in the instant case revolved about the interpretation

of the definition of the term "statement" contained in subsection (e) of the
act. This provision is very restrictive and defines a "statement" as:

(1) a written statement made by said witness and signed or otherwise adopted or

approved by him; or

12 Id. at 668-69.
13 Id. at 672.
14 Id. at 681-82 (dissenting opinion).
15 103 Cong. Rec. 15939 (1957) (brief of Senator O'Mahoney).
16 United States v. Palermo, 21 F.R.D. 11, 13 (S.D.N.Y. 1957).
17 18 U.S.C. � 3500(d) (Supp. V, 1958).
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(2) a stenographic, mechanical, electrical, or other recording, or a transcription
thereof, which is a substantially verbatim recital of an oral statement made by said
witness to an agent of the Government and recorded contemporaneously with the
making of such oral statement.18

In other words, the statement must be the witness' own and not the product
of a government investigator's editorial processes. The only statements subject
to production are those which are trustworthy recitals of past declarations
while the more dubious and less reliable records will be excluded.
The legislative history of the "Jencks" Act clearly manifests the intent

of Congress that only statements which constitute "substantially verbatim"
accounts of the witness' own words should be produced.19 This, in view of
the exclusive nature of the enactment, does not include a summary of a verbal

interrogation made after the interview such as the defense sought to have

produced in Palermo. The Court, in a footnote to the text of its opinion,
described the government's memoranda as follows:

The statement consists of a brief agent's summary, of approximately 600 words,
of a conference lasting hours. It was made up after the conference and consists
of several brief statements of information given ... in response to questions of the

agent. The typed agent's memorandum is clearly not a virtually verbatim narrative
of the conference but represents the agent's selection of those items of information
deemed appropriate for inclusion .... 20

Although subsection (e) of the act does not limit "statements" to merely
automatic reproductions of the interrogation, the memoranda at issue here
were clearly not within its purview.
The statutory method of determining what the government must produce

was also involved in the instant case. The Court recognized that Congress
has the power to require that the restrictive definition of "statements" be

applied as the test in this matter. Moreover, in contrast to the Jencks holding
that the trial judge must hear the arguments of the defense after it has had
an opportunity to inspect the documents and that the practice of in camera

examination is disapproved, the debate preceding passage of the act clearly
indicates that "examination in camera will be without the presence of counsel
for the defendant."21 Thus, subsection (c) of the act reinstates this practice
in cases of doubt.

Although much has been said and written about the rules promulgated in

Jencks, a study of what actually transpired leads to the conclusion that the

Court's holding, though possibly unwise from the viewpoint of national secur-

18 18 U.S.C. � 3500(e) (Supp. V, 1958).
19 103 Cong. Rec. 16488 (1957) (remarks of Senator Javits) ; 103 Cong. Rec. 16738-39

(1957) (remarks of Congressman (now Senator) Keating).
20 360 U.S. 343, 355 n.12 (1959).
2i 103 Cong. Rec. 15788 (1957) (remarks of Senators Clark and O'Mahoney).
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ity, was not an instance where the Court had overstepped its bounds. The

case did not involve a constitutional requirement that certain documents

be produced but was merely an instance of the Supreme Court exercising its

power to prescribe procedures to be followed in federal criminal actions in the

absence of appropriate legislation.
In the trial of the instant case, District Judge Bryan stated, "The Jencks

case does not introduce any revolutionary principles into the trial of criminal
cases."22 While it is undoubtedly true, as the Court stated in Roviaro v.

United States, that "no fixed rule with respect to disclosure is justifiable,"23
the criticism arose rather from the fact that the Jencks holding was too broadly
interpreted. As indicated earlier, the federal judiciary had evolved a working
procedure for dealing with the production of statements in criminal cases. The
Jencks decision merely modified that process by expanding the right of the

defense counsel, so that he, rather than the trial judge, could inspect the docu
ments initially and determine for himself their value for impeachment.

Because of the interpretation of Jencks by some judges, Congress felt that

legislative action was necessary to clarify the rules governing the production
of government reports.24 As a result the statute, while not totally free of

ambiguities, has at least provided a definite guide for the courts to use in

determining whether to require the government to produce a witness' pre-trial
statements or reports.
There were some misgivings about the haste with which Congress acted in

passing legislation three months after the Jencks decision.25 In addition the
concurring Justices in the instant case felt that the majority had decided more

than was necessary in holding that the act is the sole vehicle for the production
of prior statements of government witnesses made to government agents 26

It now seems clear, however, that a majority of the Court regard the statute
as the exclusive standard in the field and are ready to apply it in all cases

of a similar nature, as evidenced by two other decisions handed down with
the Palermo holding.27

ROBERT L. CALLAHAN

22 21 F.R.D. at 14.
23 3S3 U.S. S3, 62 (1957).
24 103 Cong. Rec. 15938-41 (1957) (brief of Senator O'Mahoney and cases noted).
25 103 Cong. Rec. 14913 (1957) (remarks of Senator Clark).
26 360 U.S. at 360 (concurring opinion).
27 Rosenberg v. United States, 79 Sup. Ct. 1231 (1959) ; Lev v. United States, 79 Sup.

Ct. 1431 (19S9).
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LABOR LAW�A Consent Decree Which Avoided Receivership by

Appointing an Advisory Board of Monitors To Bring About Union
Reform Was a Valid Exercise of the Court's Equity Power and

Was Modifiable Without the Consent of the Parties. English v.

Cunningham, No. 14983, D.C. Cir., June 10, 1959.

Thirteen of its members brought an unsuccessful action against the Inter
national Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers
of America (hereinafter referred to as the Union) to enjoin the holding of a

convention. After the convention was held, plaintiffs amended their complaint,
which had asserted that the rank and file of the Union were not given
adequate opportunity to select convention delegates, to attack the proceedings
at the convention, seeking to prevent the carrying out of any of its acts and
asking that new elections be held. After twenty-two days of trial, a consent
decree issued on January 31, 1958,1 under which the convention was given
provisional validity in return for Union guarantees to facilitate the holding
of a new convention consistent with the legal rights of the members. A Board
of Monitors was set up to assist and advise the Union in this endeavor.
On February 9, 1959, the district court modified the decree2 without the
consent of the Union so that the calling of the new convention was left to the
discretion of the Monitors rather than the Union. The United States Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit affirmed with some modifica
tions of its own. Held, a consent decree which avoided receivership by the
creation of an advisory Board of Monitors to bring about internal union
reform was a valid exercise of the court's equity power and was modifiable
without the consent of the parties.3
The consent decree and the court of appeals' interpretation of it covered a

wide area. Two aspects are of particular significance, viz., the modification of
the consent decree without the consent of the parties, a demonstration of the
extensive powers of equity, and the establishment of the Board of Monitors,
a unique method of bringing about union reform.

The proposition that a consent decree can be modified without the consent
of the parties is undisputed. This was established by the Supreme Court in
United States v. Swift where it was stated:

The result is all one whether the decree has been entered after litigation or by con

sent. ... In either event, a court does not abdicate its power to revoke or modify
its mandate if satisfied that what it has been doing has been turned through changing
circumstances into an instrument of wrong. . . . The consent is to be read as directed
toward events as they then were. It was not an abandonment of the right to exact

revision in future, if revision should become necessary in adaptation to events to be.4

1 English v. Cunningham, No. 14983, D.C. Cir., June 10, 1959, appendix at 29.
2 Id. at 35.
3 No. 14983, D.C. Cir., June 10, 1959 [hereinafter cited as Slip Opinion].
4 286 U.S. 106, 114-15 (1932).
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The Court in the Swift case also spelled out the conditions for modification.
"The distinction is between restraints that give protection to rights fully
accrued upon facts so nearly permanent as to be substantially impervious to

change, and those that involve the supervision of changing conduct or condi
tions and are thus provisional and tentative."5 Whether the modification here
was valid depends upon the application of this principle to the facts presented.
Under the consent decree, those elected at the convention were allowed to

assume office and an amended Union constitution was given effect. In return

for these concessions, the Union was to bring about the realization and enjoy
ment by the members of their rights as guaranteed them in their constitution
with the assistance and counsel of the Board of Monitors. The ultimate goal
was the holding of a new convention which was to be called by the General
Executive Board of the Union after the expiration of one year from the
date of the decree and within the time provided in the constitution. The
Board of Monitors was to be dissolved when the convention was held. It can
readily be seen that the Union could have rid itself of the Monitors simply
by holding a convention after a year had passed. The Board of Monitors,
however, complained to the district court that the Union had not been fulfilling
its obligations under the decree. The court found that the Union had been guilty
of bad faith in this respect and on that basis modified the decree, without the
Union's consent, so that, "The time for the next convention shall be subject
to recommendation by the Board of Monitors . . . with the exact time . . .

being subject to the final approval of the Court."6 By this modification of the
consent decree, the Union would have to satisfy the Board of Monitors and
the court that its obligations under the decree were being met before the
convention that would dissolve the Board of Monitors could be called.
In affirming the modification, the court of appeals found it unnecessary

to rule on the district court's finding of bad faith.7 It grounded its theory of
the validity of the modification on the simple proposition that under the
consent decree, in return for being allowed to remain in charge of the affairs
of the Union, the general officers of the Union accepted the obligation of
bringing matters to the point where fair elections could be held. A modification
enlarging the time within which this could be realized was valid. Obviously,
the consent decree was not a static instrument designed to maintain the status
quo or to protect solidly vested rights; it was not meant to perpetuate an

existing situation but rather to bring about an entirely new state of things. As
the court of appeals said:

[1] t does not follow, as defendants contend, that the members' right to constitutional
elections was "fully accrued,", except in the very abstract sense that the right existed.The ability to attain it did not. Nor were the facts upon which the case turned

5 Id. at 114.
6 Slip Opinion, appendix at 35.
7 Slip Opinion at 7-8.
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"nearly permanent" and "substantially impervious to change." The consent decree
clearly contemplated change which would lead toward new and valid elections. If
this basic goal of the parties could not be reached in the time originally contemplated,
an extension of time could validly be made by the court under the Swift principles.
There was here "the supervision of changing conduct or conditions."8

The court of appeals held, however, that to leave the Board of Monitors
the initiative in calling a new convention was error.9 The court emphasized
that the district court must retain control and that the function of the Moni
tors was advisory;10 to allow them to determine the appropriate time for
calling the convention was an improper abdication of judicial power.
Both the district court in the consent decree11 and the court of appeals in

its opinion12 unequivocally state that a convention must be held within the
time prescribed by the Union constitution, which is five years from the last

convention, or 1962.13 But it is entirely possible that by 1962, the present
situation will not have been corrected to such an extent that "new elections
of a de jure and non-provisional character could be held, consistently with
the legal rights of . . . [the Union members]."14 It would be rather pointless
insofar as the members were concerned to hold a convention in 1962 if they
were to have no more voice in it than they did in the gathering of 195 7.
This limitation on the district court might encourage dalliance and procrastina
tion in bringing about needed reform so that the present national officers could
not only perpetuate themselves in office via a 1962 repetition of the 1957

affair, but at the same time could rid themselves of the Monitors who of course
are to be dissolved upon the holding of a convention. If "the consent decree
is not immune from modification with respect to the time for bringing about

compliance with its primary obligations"15 then why should it be that "in all
events the convention must be called and held within the time specified in the
constitution"?16 Applying the Swift principles logically and consistently,
it would seem that the district court should be able to postpone the holding
of the convention past 1962 if it deemed it in the best interest of the parties.
There has long been a policy against judicial interference with the internal

affairs of voluntary associations such as unions.17 Undoubtedly, this attitude

8 Id. at 10.
� Id. at 11.
10 Id. at 8, 9, 11 and 13.
n Slip Opinion, appendix at 32-33.
i2 Slip Opinion at 11.
18 International Bhd. of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen, and Helpers of America

Const, art. Ill, � 1.
i* Slip Opinion at 10.
15 Id. at 11.
i� Ibid.
17 Chafee, The Internal Affairs of Associations Not for Profit, 43 Harv. L. Rev. 993

passim (1930).
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could be appropriate under certain circumstances, but the doctrine tends to be

misapplied and such occasions have not escaped criticism.18 Quite obviously,
it would have been a grievous injustice for the court to have turned a deaf ear

to plaintiffs' plea in the instant case. The other extreme is the extraordinary
remedy of placing a union in receivership. The courts have been hesitant in

employing this method of correcting organizational abuse, but they have not

refused to do so when the situation called for severe measures. The court

described a receivership as a "harsh remedy" in Mursener v. Forte19 but, never
theless, affirmed the action of the lower court in taking temporary custody
of a union in order to prevent the dissipation of trust funds and to insure fair
elections. In O'Neill v. United Ass'n of Journeymen Plumbers,29 the chan
cellor was directed to order an election under supervision of the court where
it was found that officers of a local had been appointed by the parent union
for twelve years in contravention of the union constitution which provided
for the election of these officers by the members of the local. Receiverships have
been imposed where there were alleged such wrongdoings as misappropriation
of funds and denial of members' rights,21 improper domination by a union

officer,22 and misconduct, fraud and general mismanagement by union officers.23
The rigors of receivership, however, necessarily have a crippling effect on

the vitality of a union, and the immediate benefits often are outweighed by
long range results. This criticism of receivership has been forcefully stated:

The strength of a labor union depends essentially upon the willingness of its members

implicitly to obey the decisions of the governing body. External control, and particu
larly control by the courts, is naturally objectionable to the members. The effect of

placing the direction of union activities in the hands of receivers, therefore, would be
to demoralize the organization and to emasculate its power. Moreover, since all the
funds and all the current activities of the union would be subject to the supervision
and control of the court, collective agreements could be authorized or abrogated by
the court during the receivership proceeding; and the effects of such action would
extend beyond the period of the receivership. Strikes might easily be broken by
receivership actions instituted by disaffected factions and fostered by employers in
volved therein. Finally, during a vital strike, the activities of a union when organized
by court-appointed receivers, would not be of the same militant character as when
organized under the supervision of labor leaders.24

Complete court control can be as detrimental as no judicial action at all,
especially when applied to a union as large as that involved in the instant case.

18 7 St. John's L. Rev. 68 (1932).
19 186 Ore. 253, 275, 205 P.2d 568, 577 (1949).
20 348 Pa. 531, 36 A.2d 325 (1944).
21 Robinson v. Nick, 235 Mo. App. 461, 136 S.W.2d 374 (1940).
22 Mullins v. Merchandise Drivers Local 641, 120 N.J. Eq. 376, 185 Atl. 485 (1936).
23 Collins v. International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees, 119 N.J. Eq. 230,

182 Atl. 37 (1935).
24 Pressman, Appointment of Receivers for Labor Unions, 42 Yale L.J. 1244, 1249

(1933).
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Possibly the ultimate in union reform would be action generated by the rank
and file wiping out such evils as corruption, election abuse and collusion be
tween union leaders and employers. Effective action from that source has been
meager for in many instances a union member who would challenge the prac
tices of officers or assert his rights would suffer reprisals. Moreover, it must
be remembered that the American working man has never enjoyed a higher
standard of living or a more powerful bargaining position with management
than he enjoys today. What measures to take short of total receivership was

the problem which faced the district court and the parties in the instant case

and their solution was the concept of the Board of Monitors.
The Monitors were not empowered to issue orders to the Union.25 Their

function was to make recommendations and these only in the areas allocated
to them under the consent decree. To implement this, the court of appeals
drew up a "summary of functions" of the Monitors.26 They were to make
recommendations regarding the rights of individual members with respect to

elections, qualifications for office and freedom to express views at meetings; the
Monitors were to advise in the matter of removing certain locals from the
status of trusteeship; they were to "recommend as to proper financial and ac

counting procedures and adherence to fiduciary standards of members handling
union funds."27 They could advise in the matters of calling a new convention
and the credentials of convention delegates. Also, the Monitors were to draw

up a model code of local union by-laws. Finally, if the Board of Monitors felt
that the Union was not fulfilling its obligations under the decree, they could
so report to the district court, which, after a hearing, could issue orders within
the limits of the decree as it saw fit.
The decree, as so stated, deliberately avoided the total control of full receiver

ship. By the device of an advisory Board of Monitors, the Union has been

placed in receivership only to the extent that the district court has enforced
the "recommendations" of the Monitors by court order. The creation of the
Board of Monitors struck an ideal balance. The Union was left free to bargain
collectively with employers, to call strikes and set up pickets where necessary,
and to secure and consolidate its gains. The Union's position in its dealings
with management was not weakened substantially if at all. At the same time,
internal reform could take place at a sensible and effective pace. Most im

portant, the Union itself was playing a very important function in bringing
about these reforms; they were not completely court-instigated, an approach
designed to make the idea more palatable to Union officers and members.
On the other hand, if the Monitors were not satisfied with Union efforts in a

given area, they could report their views to the court. After a hearing at

which the Union could present its side, the court could hand down a decree
either ordering the Union to proceed according to the Monitors' recommenda-

25 Slip Opinion at 8.
26 Slip Opinion, appendix at 40.

2T Ibid.
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tion as embodied in the court order or it could decide that the Union's posi
tion in the matter was correct. The point is that there is no unilateral determina
tion as would be the case in a receivership; the Union is always given ample
opportunity to defend its actions.
As stated by Pomeroy:

Equitable remedies ... are distinguished by their flexibility, their unlimited variety,
their adaptability to circumstances, and the natural rules which govern their use.

There is in fact no limit to their variety and application; the court of equity has the

power of devising its remedy and shaping it so as to fit the changing circumstances of
all parties.28

The instant case presented a unique problem to the ingenuity of the equity
court. The court of appeals called it "a complicated situation affecting
1,500,000 union members."29 The response of the district court and the

parties more than met the challenge. Monitorship rather than receivership
was a sensible and just solution which preserved the power of the Union to

bargain with management while at the same time taking positive steps to

promote integrity between the Union and its members.
It is submitted that the courts have a positive duty to act in the area of

internal union reform and that the absence of effective steps by the legislature
makes that duty even more pronounced. The district court's response in the
instant case squarely met the problem and will prove invaluable as a basis
for future court action.

NEIL MCBRIEN

TAXATION�Strike Benefit Payments Made to Strikers in Amounts
Measured by Individual Need Without Regard to Union Member
ship Are Gifts Which Are Excluded From Gross Income. Kaiser v.

United States, 262 F.2d 367 (7th Cir. 1958).
On and before April 5, 1954, plaintiff Kaiser was an employee of the Kohler

Company of Sheboygan, Wisconsin. On that date, a strike, authorized by
members of Local 833 of the United Automobile, Aircraft and Agricultural Im
plement Workers of America (hereinafter referred to as the Union) and ap
proved by the International Union, was commenced against the Kohler Com
pany by its employees. Beginning on May 4, 1954, Kaiser, although not a

member of the Union until August 19, 1954, received strike benefits from the
Union in the form of food, clothing and rent payments. These benefits were

given to union and nonunion members alike, provided they were on strike and
were in actual present need of such benefits. When Kaiser filed his income
tax return for 1954, the District Director of Internal Revenue added to his
adjusted gross income the value of the strike benefits Kaiser had received.

28 1 Pomeroy, Equity Jurisprudence � 109 (Sth ed. 1941).
29 Slip Opinion at 5.
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Kaiser paid the additional tax and sued for a refund. The jury in the district
court found that the strike benefits were gifts. The trial judge granted a motion
by the government to set aside the jury verdict and entered judgment in
accordance with the government's motion for a directed verdict.1 On appeal
the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit reversed. Held,
the strike benefits did not constitute gross income. The court went on to say
that the strike benefits were gifts which are expressly excluded from gross
income under section 102(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (herein
after referred to as section 102 (a) ) .2 It was further held that the basic condition
for receiving the strike benefits was the actual present need of the individual
striker who neither gave nor promised anything in return for this assistance.3

Section 61(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (hereinafter referred
to as section 61(a)) reads in part, "gross income means all income from what
ever source derived . . . ."4 Section 102(a) is one of several sections under
Part III of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 which specifically exclude cer

tain items from gross income. This section expressly provides that: "Gross
income does not include the value of property acquired by gift, bequest,
devise, or inheritance." The problem in the instant case involves the broad
definition of gross income under section 61(a) as opposed to the specific ex

clusion of gifts from gross income under section 102(a).
The term "gross income" in section 22(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of

1939 (hereinafter referred to as section 22(a))5 has been broadly construed by
the Supreme Court.6 In Commissioner v. Jacobson, the Court, speaking through
Mr. Justice Burton, stated: "The income taxed is described in sweeping terms

and should be broadly construed in accordance with an obvious purpose to tax

income comprehensively. The exemptions, on the other hand, are specifically
stated and should be construed with restraint in the light of the same policy."7
In Commissioner v. LoBue, Mr. Justice Black stated: "We have repeatedly held
that in defining 'gross income' as broadly as it did in section 22(a) Congress
intended to 'tax all gains except those specifically exempted.' "8
In defining "gross income" under section 22(a), Congress intended to

use the full measure of its taxing power.9 The statutory term "gross income"

i Kaiser v. United States, 158 F. Supp. 86S (E.D. Wis. 1958).
2 Kaiser v. United States, 262 F.2d 367 (7th Cir. 1958).
3 Id. at 368.
4 Emphasis added.
5 Int. Rev. Code of 1939, ch. 1, � 22(a), 53 Stat. 9 (now Int. Rev. Code of 1954,

� 61(a)).
6 Commissioner v. Glenshaw Glass Co., 348 U.S. 426 (1955) ; Commissioner v. Jacobson,

336 U.S. 28 (1949).
7 336 U.S. at 49.
8 351 U.S. 243, 246 (1956).
� Commissioner v. Glenshaw Glass Co., 348 U.S. 426, 429 (1955) ; Helvering v. Clifford,

309 U.S. 331, 334 (1940) ; Helvering v. Midland Mut. Life Ins. Co., 300 U.S. 216, 223

(1937) ; Douglas v. Willcuts, 296 U.S. 1, 9 (1935).
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as denned under section 22(a) has been incorporated into the Internal Rev
enue Code of 1954 in a simplified form, and is still broadly interpreted in the

light of legislative history.10 Therefore, it seems apparent that if proper effect
is to be given to the liberal construction of section 61(a) by the Supreme
Court, the strike benefits in the instant case must be considered as gross in
come unless such benefit payments can be found to constitute gifts under sec

tion 102(a).
Provisions such as section 102(a), specifically excluding certain items from

gross income, on the other hand, have been strictly construed by the Court
in the light of the purpose of Congress to tax comprehensively.11 Accordingly,
the taxpayer in the instant case bears the burden of proving that the strike
benefit payments made to him are gifts to be excluded from gross income.12
Gifts have been judicially defined as the voluntary transfer of property by

one to another without any consideration or compensation.13 However, Con

gress intended to use the term "gifts" in its broadest and most comprehensive
sense, and not to limit it by the common-law notions of consideration.14
Basically, a gift within the meaning of section 102(a) is something for nothing15
and is made from a detached and disinterested generosity.16 The mere fact
that the payments are voluntarily made does not establish them as gifts since
"a gift is distinguished primarily from other voluntary transfers by its gratui
tous character."17 This gratuitous character is largely measured by the
donative intent.16 In Fisher v. Commissioner 19 the taxpayer's employer volun
tarily gave the taxpayer $6,000 upon his retirement, but the employer claimed

10 H.R. Rep. No. 1337, 83d Cong., 2d Sess. A18 (1954) ; S. Rep. No. 1622, 83d Cong., 2d
Sess. 168 (1954). In discussing � 61(a), the House Report states:

This section corresponds to section 22(a) of the 1939 Code. While the language in
existing section 22(a) has been simplified, the all-inclusive nature of statutory gross
income has not been affected thereby. Section 61(a) is as broad in scope as section 22(a),
Section 61(a) provides that gross income includes "all income from whatever source

derived." This definition is based upon the 16th Amendment and the word "income" is
used in its constitutional sense.

H.R. Rep. No. 1337, supra at A18.
11 Commissioner v. Jacobson, 336 U.S. 28, 49 (1949).
12 Webber v. Commissioner, 219 F.2d 834, 835-36 (10th Cir. 1955); Botchford v.

Commissioner, 81 F.2d 914, 916 (9th Cir. 1936).
13 Kirchner v. Lenz, 114 Iowa 527, 530, 87 N.W. 497, 498 (1901) ; Seymour v. Seymour,

28 App. Div. 495, 497, 51 N.Y.Supp. 130, 131 (1898) ; Ingram v. Colgan, 106 Cal. 113,
124, 38 Pac. 315, 316 (1895).

14 Horst v. Commissioner, ISO F.2d 1, 2 (9th Cir. 1945).
15 Commissioner v. LoBue, 351 U.S. 243, 247 (1956) ; Commissioner v. Jacobson, 336

U.S. 28, 50 (1949) ; Helvering v. American Dental Co., 318 U.S. 322, 331 (1943).
16 Commissioner v. LoBue, supra note 15, at 246.
17 Brown, Personal Property � 37 (2d ed. 195S). (Emphasis added.)
18 Bogardus v. Commissioner, 302 U.S. 34, 44 (1937); Webber v. Commissioner, 219

F.2d 834, 83S (10th Cir. 19SS) ; Fisher v. Commissioner, 59 F.2d 192, 193 (2d Cir. 1932).
19 Supra note 18.
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a salary deduction for that amount. The court held that the lack of a donative
intent was clearly indicated when the employer charged such payment upon its
books as a salary deduction. In Nickelsburg v. Commissioner,29 where a

corporation made a "wedding gift" of $7,500 to its president without claiming
such amount as a deduction, the court still held it to be taxable as income
These cases indicate a general tendency of the courts to interpret narrowly the
specific exclusions from gross income such as section 102(a).
The majority opinion in the instant case places great stress on the fact that

the basic condition for the strike benefits was the actual need of the individual
worker, and that therefore such payments should be considered non-taxable
gifts. This approach ignores the significance of a fact considered by the dis
sent,21 i.e., that only strikers, a class in which the union has a direct interest
because of its aims and activities, could receive these benefit payments. An
individual worker, regardless of how great his need may have been, would
receive nothing if he failed to fulfill the condition of being a striker. This
condition of being on strike constitutes consideration, and negates the donative
intent necessary for a gift. It is not necessary that the consideration be the

performance of some act which will be a benefit to the offeror,22 although in
the instant case the benefit would seem to inure to both. It seems clear that
the benefit payments were not made from a "detached and disinterested gen
erosity" and did not constitute "something for nothing."
The strike benefits here represent in substance a replacement of wages

insofar as they are derived from union membership dues. Membership dues
are deductible from income23 and this may well have been a determinative
factor in the position taken by the Commissioner in an earlier administrative

ruling in 192024 which was reconsidered and reaffirmed in 1957.25 These rul

ings, which in effect held strike benefits from labor unions to the individual
member to be taxable income, may have been based on a policy decision to

prevent a double deduction. The lower court placed some reliance on these

rulings26 and reasoned that if Congress had not intended to tax such strike
benefits it would have refuted said rulings. It is submitted that since the in

stant case appears to be the first to challenge the administrative rulings men

tioned, the "re-enactment" doctrine should not be afforded great weight as the

absence of judicial controversy may have prevented Congress from seriously

20 154 F.2d 70 (2d Cir. 1946). But see Mutch v. Commissioner, 209 F.2d 390 (3d Cir.

19S4). This case appears to indicate a policy favoring clergymen.
21 262 F.2d at 370-71 (dissenting opinion).
22 Davis v. Yellow Mfg. Acceptance Corp., 242 F.2d S03, SOS (6th Cir. 19S7) ; Bromfield

v. Trinidad Nat'l Inv. Co., 36 F.2d 646, 649 (10th Cir. 1929).
23 I.T. 2888, XTV-1 Cum. Bull. 54 (1935).
2* O.D. 5S2, 2 Cum. Bull. 73 (1920).
25 Rev. Rul. 57-1, 1957-1 Cum. Bull. 1S-17.

26 158 F. Supp. at 870-72.
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considering this problem. It should be noted here that such rulings, although
entitled to some weight,27 have no binding or legal force.28
It is further submitted that even if the holding in the instant case seems

justifiable in view of modern economic and social theory 29 it appears to be

based upon an improper rationale in view of the technical aspects of the

definition of gifts and the general policy of the courts to interpret strictly
exclusions from gross income so as to give a broad construction to "income" as

defined in section 61(a).
ANGELO A. IADAROLA

TORTS�Fireman Injured in the Discharge of His Duty May Recover

When Landowner Actually Knew or Had Constructive Knowledge

of Hidden Danger and No Warning Was Given. Scottish Rite Su

preme Council v. Jacobs, 266 F.2d 675 (D.C. Cir. 1959).

On January 19, 1956, plaintiff responded to a fire alarm and proceeded to

premises owned by the defendant. Once on the premises, it was found that
access could not be gained to the interior of the building through the doors.

Consequently, a ladder was raised against the side of the building and plaintiff
mounted this ladder in search of an entrance. After reaching the first roof,
plaintiff climbed an iron ladder attached to the side of the building which led
to a door. Plaintiff then proceeded to return for firefighting equipment when he
fell into an open ventilation shaft and was injured. This opening was created

by the failure of defendant's employees to replace a metal grille over the
ventilation shaft.
Plaintiff thereafter filed suit, alleging negligence on the part of defendant.

At trial, it was admitted that defendant's superintendent had knowledge of
the missing grille. It was also shown that no warning of this particular danger
was given to plaintiff and that the defendant's watchman had no knowledge of

plaintiff's presence until after the incident and injury in question.
The court instructed the jury that to entitle the plaintiff to recover they

must find that the condition of the premises was the proximate cause of plain
tiff's injuries. The jury was further instructed that, along with this finding,
they must find that defendant should reasonably have foreseen that the plaintiff
would come upon the premises in the event of a fire; that defendant knew of
the open ventilation shaft and realized that this constituted an unreasonable
risk to plaintiff which he could not discover in the exercise of due care; and
that defendant did not act as a reasonable and prudent man by failing either
to make the condition reasonably safe or to warn plaintiff of the condition and
risk therein involved. The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff.

27 United States v. American Trucking Ass'ns, 310 U.S. 534, 549 (1940).
28 United States v. Bennett, 186 F.2d 407, 410 (5th Cir. 1951) ; Fleming v. A. H. Belo

Corp., 121 F.2d 207, 213 (5th Cir. 1941).
29 19 U. Pitt. L. Rev. 824, 826-28 (1958).
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On appeal, the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia

Circuit in a brief per curiam opinion, citing no cases, affirmed.1 The opinion
recited that it had been alleged that a dangerous concealed condition existed on
the premises and that the plaintiff had not been contributorily negligent, and
then concluded that there was no error.2
The court did not touch upon the question of duty to warn or the status

of plaintiff and, consequently, a study of the existing law must be made in
order to determine the significance of the instant case.
The question of the status of a fireman must first be resolved because

liability in these cases is predicated on negligence. Negligence, in turn, hinges
on the violation of a duty and the status of the injured party determines the
degree of care owed the individual plaintiff.3
The majority rule, as propounded by the cases and other authorities, is

that, absent a statute or an ordinance, a fireman is a licensee to whom an

owner or occupant owes no greater duty than to refrain from injuring him
willfully or wantonly and to exercise reasonable care to avoid injuring him

by any active conduct.4 In the case of invitees, however, the owner or occu

pant must keep the premises in a reasonably safe condition.5 A few cases

have accorded firemen this status but under very restricted circumstances.6 A
third view, and seemingly the best reasoned, treats firemen as a class sui generis,
the result being that the landowner or occupant has a duty to warn of hidden

dangers if he knows of such condition and of the fireman's presence. The land
owner is not charged with keeping the premises in a reasonably safe condition
since the fireman, unlike a licensee, may enter without consent.7
In the instant case, the trial court's instructions paraphrased section 345

of the Restatement of Torts. That section imposes on an owner or occupant of
land the same duty to a fireman as the former owes a licensee.8 In the absence

1 Scottish Rite Supreme Council v. Jacobs, 266 F.2d 675 (D.C. Cir. 1959).
2 Ibid.
3 Firfer v. United States, 93 U.S. App. D.C. 216, 218, 208 F.2d 524, 527 (1953) ; 38

Am. Jur. Negligence � 92 (1941).
4 E.g., Gibson v. Leonard, 143 111. 182, 189, 32 N.E. 182, 183 (1892) ; Woodruff v.

Bowen, 136 Ind. 431, 442, 34 N.E. 1113, 1117 (1893) ; Aldworth v. F. W. Woolworth Co.,
295 Mass. 344, 347, 3 N.E.2d 1008, 1010 (1936) ; 38 Am. Jur. Negligence � 125 (1941) ;

65 C.J.S. Negligence � 35(2) (1950).
5 38 Am. Jur. Negligence � 96 (1941).
6 Meiers v. Fred Koch Brewery, 229 N.Y. 10, 127 N.E. 491 (1920) ; Clinkscales v.

Mundkoski, 183 Okla. 12, 79 P.2d 562 (1938) ; Taylor v. Palmetto Theater Co., 204 S.C. 1,
28 S.E.2d 538 (1943) (semble) ; Buckeye Cotton Oil Co. v. Campagna, 146 Tenn. 389, 242

S.W. 646 (1922).
7 Shypulski v. Waldorf Paper Prods. Co., 232 Minn. 394, 396, 45 N.W .2d 549, 550 (1951) ;

Krauth v. Geller, 149 A.2d 271, 278 (Super. Ct. N.J. 1959) ; Beedenbender v. Midtown

Properties, Inc., 4 App. Div. 2d 276, 281, 164 N.Y.S.2d 276, 280 (1957).
8 Restatement, Torts � 345, comment b (1934) .
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of a contrary interpretation by the court of appeals, it must be assumed that
the lower court ruling was correct and that plaintiff was a licensee.
As mentioned above, in the majority of jurisdictions the owner or occupant

of land is not liable to a licensee except for willful or wanton misconduct or for
active negligence. As to whether there is a duty to warn the licensee of hidden

dangers known to the owner, a split in authority has developed. Some courts

have held that there is no such duty,9 while others have recognized an obliga
tion to warn.10 A further split can be noted among proponents of the latter
view. Some courts have restricted this duty to warn to cases involving un

usual hazards such as explosives,11 while others do not so restrict this duty.12
Sound reasoning supports the view that there is a duty to warn. It is true

that a fireman assumes the risk of firefighting as such and all the dangers in
cidental thereto but, as was stated in Smith v. Twin State Gas & Elec. Co.,
"[I]n reason it is not contemplated that he shall have no protection against
dangers not fairly to be expected or not incidental to his work."13 It would
seem that the better rule is that the owner or occupant owes a duty to warn

in order to afford a fireman some degree of protection.14
The instant case presents a question of novel impression for the District

of Columbia. There are no adjudicated cases either as to firemen or police
men. The leading case setting out the duties and liabilities of a landowner to
wards those entering the premises is Firjer v. United States.15 In that case the
plaintiff visited the Jefferson Memorial and instead of proceeding over the
regular pathway took a short cut through a grassy plot and was injured when
he fell into a deep hole. In a suit charging negligence, the court of appeals
affirmed a judgment for the defendant. Without deciding whether the plaintiff
was a licensee or a trespasser, the court stated that he could not recover in
either instance.16 In either case recovery could be obtained only for intentional,
wanton or willful injury or the maintenance of a hidden engine of destruction.17
As regards licensees the court further stated that a landowner "is merely
required to refrain from wanton injury and he should not knowingly permit
such licensee to run upon a hidden peril . . . ."18

9 Annot., 55 A.L.R.2d S2S, 531-33 (1957).
10 Id. at 526-31.
11 E.g., Anderson v. Cinnamon, 365 Mo. 304, 308, 282 S.W.2d 445, 447 (1955) ; Mason

Tire & Rubber Co. v. Lansinger, 15 Ohio App. 310, 319, aff'd, 108 Ohio St. 377, 140 N.E.
770 (1923).

12 E.g., Shypulski v. Waldorf Paper Prods. Co., 232 Minn. 394, 402, 45 N.W.2d 549, 553
(1951).

13 83 N.H. 439, 448, 144 Atl. 57, 61 (1928) ; accord, Campbell v. Pure Oil Co., 15 NJ.
Misc. 723, 727, 194 Atl. 873, 876 (Sup. Ct. 1937).

14 See also Bohlen, The Duty of a Landowner Towards Those Entering His Premises
of Their Own Right, 69 U. Pa. L. Rev. 340, 356 (1921).

15 93 U.S. App. D.C. 216, 208 F.2d 524 (1953).
18 Id. at 220, 208 F.2d at 529.
17 Id. at 219, 208 F.2d at 528.
18 Id. at 219, 208 F.2d at 528. (Emphasis added.)
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Defendant in the instant case placed heavy reliance on the word "knowingly"

and argued strongly that since defendant's watchman had no knowledge of the
plaintiff's presence there was no opportunity to warn and the defendant was
not liable. Defendant further argued that the lower court's refusal to include
the word "knowingly" in its instructions to the jury was contrary to Firfer
and as such constituted reversible error.

By affirming, the court of appeals apparently overruled these objections and
followed the lower court's construction and interpretation of the case. It now
remains to be seen what significance the instant case has in the field of tort
law in the District of Columbia.

Obviously, this holding is to be classified among those cases requiring a

warning on the part of the landowner. It seems apparent also that it is not
to be viewed as a case which requires the existence of an unusual and extra
hazardous danger before a duty to warn will be imposed.19 The "hidden
danger," the open ventilation shaft, does not seem to meet the classification
of danger defined by these cases.20 It is suggested that this case falls into the
category represented by the case of Shypulski v. Waldorf Paper Prods. Co.,21
which seems to represent a more liberal view and to follow more closely section
345 of the Restatement of Torts. The Shypulski case uses strong language in

refusing to append liability where there was no opportunity to warn. After

holding the defendant liable for failure to warn, the Minnesota court went on
to say that there was a duty to warn firemen of hidden perils "where the
landowner or occupant has knowledge of the peril and the opportunity to give
warning."22

Hence, knowledge of the peril and opportunity to give warning seem to be

prerequisites to holding a landowner liable even under the more liberal rule.
The law in the District of Columbia, as set out in Firfer, also requires an

element of knowledge. No mention is made in that case of a duty to warn,
but it is submitted that a reasonable interpretation of that case will impose
upon the landowner the same duty as is expressed in section 345 of the Re
statement of Torts, i.e., that he owes the fireman the same degree of care as

a licensee.

The language in Firfer indicates that a landowner should not "knowingly"
permit a licensee to run upon a hidden peril.23 But to what does "knowingly"
refer? Knowledge of the peril or knowledge of the licensee's presence? It is
clear that were it to refer only to knowledge of the licensee's presence this
would not be sufficient to append liability for it is well-settled law that to hold
a landowner liable to a licensee it must be shown that the former knew of

19 Cases cited note 11 supra.
20 See Anderson v. Cinnamon, 365 Mo. 304, 308, 282 S.W.2d 445, 448 (1955).
21 232 Minn. 394, 45 N.W .2d 549 (1951).
22 Id. at 402, 45 N.W.2d at 553.
23 93 U.S. App. D.C. at 219, 208 F.2d at 528.
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the hidden peril.24 It is equally clear that knowledge of the peril alone will

not suffice for if the landowner has no reason to believe that a licensee will
enter upon his land, the perilous situation will not ordinarily furnish a basis

for liability. Hence, it is urged that "knowingly" encompasses both knowledge
of the peril and knowledge of the licensee's presence. Since the landowner can
not "knowingly" permit the licensee to run upon a hidden danger, some affirma

tive action of the landowner is required. The owner can either rectify the con

dition or he must give warning thereof to the licensee.
A further element enters into the instant case since it was alleged, and un

contradicted at trial, that defendant did not have actual knowledge of plain
tiff's presence until after the injury. As indicated above, defendant argued
that, absent such knowledge and an accompanying opportunity to warn, no

liability could attach 25 Plaintiff, on the other hand, contended that construc
tive knowledge was sufficient 26 By instructing the jury along the lines of the

Restatement, the lower court adopted the plaintiff's position.27 In affirming,
the court of appeals has seemingly adopted this construction of the word

"knowingly" and further has adopted section 345 of the Restatement as being
law in the District of Columbia.
It would seem to follow that if the holding of the instant case were to be

pursued to its logical conclusion, a duty to warn will be imposed upon the
landowner unless the condition has previously been made safe. Regardless of
an opportunity to warn, this duty will attach if the landowner knew or should
have known that firemen might enter upon the premises.
Such a holding must be regarded as representing a most liberal view towards

recovery in this field, bordering on near-categorization of firemen as invitees.

Perhaps the very liberality of this holding was the reason for the brief, non
committal opinion delivered by the court of appeals. It is suggested that the
court did not wish to bind itself to such a liberal holding by a decisive precedent.
The value of the instant case as a precedent is at least doubtful, and it

is certain that further adjudication along these lines will be necessary before
the law can be regarded as settled. It is submitted, however, that the decision
in the instant case shows a predilection on the part of the court of appeals to
wards a greater degree of protection for the fireman, whom the trial judge
termed "the forgotten man in this personal injury field."28

p. j. LA FORCE

24 Annot., 55 A.L.R.2d S2S, 536-39 (1957).
25 Joint Appendix, pp. 117-18, 121, Scottish Rite Supreme Council v. Jacobs, 266 F.2d

675 (D.C. Cir. 1959) [hereinafter cited as Joint Appendix].
28 Joint Appendix, pp. 123-24.
27 Compare Joint Appendix, pp. 123-24 with Restatement, Torts � 345(a).
28 Joint Appendix, p. 118.



BOOK REVIEWS
THE PHILOSOPHY OF LAW IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. By Carl Joachim

Friedrich. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1958. Pp. x, 253. $4.75.

This scholarly book is substantially an English version of a work
which Professor Friedrich1 published in Munich under the title Die
Philosophic des Rechts in Historischer Perspektive. This work appeared
in the Enzyklopddie der Rechts-und Staatswissenschaft.2 But significant
variations and additions have been made in the English edition. An

example of a major shift of view is the statement of the author in

chapter VI that he no longer regards his former opinion "that Thomas

Aquinas favored monarchy as a form of government, regardless of con
stitutional limitations," as tenable.3 Other changes4 have been made,
particularly in chapter XI, which deals with law as a command, in the
sense understood by Hobbes and the utilitarians. The same is true of

chapters XX-XXIV, where the author has expressed his most recent

philosophical convictions.
The book consists of two distinct parts. Part One is entitled "The

Historical Development"; Part Two is called the "Systematic Analysis."
In Part One the author has included nineteen chapters, or one hundred
and eighty-eight pages. To Part Two he has allotted only five chapters,
or forty-one pages.
Part One contains a survey of the world's most original legal philoso

phies since the era of the Old Testament. But an exception to the selec
tive principle of originality is made in Chapter XIII, wherein the natural-
law jurists of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries have been dis
cussed.5 While the expository historical elements in the book predomi
nate over the analytical, nevertheless there is a short critical evaluation
in Part One of many of the philosophies presented. As a political
scientist, Professor Friedrich is always conscious of the political process
in relation to law and morals. This is especially so in Part Two wherein
the democratic lawmaking process is emphasized.
In Part One the norm of evalutation is justice in the sense of an objec

tive reality of "ought," at least to the extent of a transpersonal reason.
With this norm Professor Friedrich is able to approve the concept of

1 Dr. Friedrich is the Easton Professor of the Science of Government at Harvard Uni

versity.
2 Friedrich, The Philosophy of Law in Historical Perspective vii (1958).
3 Id. at 43 n.2.
4 Id. at vii.
5 Ibid.
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law as the will of God as found in the Old Testament, and as a participa
tion in the order of justice as taught by Aristotle and Plato. His adoption
of this norm makes him sympathetic to the Stoic Roman natural law

and to the doctrine of St. Augustine that law is "order and peace of the

community of love."6 It makes him friendly to the doctrine of the

Scholastics that law is above the political order and that the people are

entitled to a decisive role in government. It coincides with the value

judgment of Locke who believed that a constitution should be founded
on the natural law.

Conversely, the application of the author's juridical norm led to a

condemnation of certain legal philosophies. Thus, Professor Friedrich
attacks the positivists, formalists, and sceptics for believing that law can

exist "in a vacuum, unrelated to values."7 He is critical of the doctrine
of sovereignty as formulated by Bodin, Althusius and Grotius, because

"justice is subordinated to order and thus to the will of him who pos
sesses the authority to make the laws."8 He concludes that "Hobbes
retained the verbiage of natural law while draining it of its substance,"9
and that "the persuasive vagueness of Bentham's formulations does not

withstand any kind of searching criticism."10 He disagrees with Mon

tesquieu who wished "to liberate law and the laws from . . . rational
fetters and to explain them by the nature of things."11 He expresses
disapproval of Spinoza's philosophy by writing that "Spinoza's pan
theism was so violently rejected by his contemporaries that his doctrine
of natural law, based so blatantly upon power, did not have any concrete
influence upon legal development."12 He finds a contradiction in Savigny
and Hegel, writing that "there is in Savigny ... a strange fissure, which
is akin to the contradiction in Hegel's attitude toward the national
spirit."13 He is convinced the Marxist insistence that the materialist
dialectic philosophy exhausts the nature of law is unsound.14
Professor Friedrich has commended the doctrine of natural law

throughout the book, especially the Thomistic concept. He hails the
rather recent revival of natural law in Europe and America, associating

6 Id. at 35-41.
7 Id. at 3.
8 Id. at 66.
9 Id. at 91.
10 Id. at 97.
11 Id. at 107.
12 Id. at 112.
13 Id. at 139.
14 Id. at 152.
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it with such jurists as "del Vecchio, Geny, and Krabbe and, in a wider
sense, also Duguit and Hauriou."15 Acceptance of natural-law thinking
by the author is manifest from his opinion that the concept of the com

mon man springs from natural-law notions.16 This concept is important
because it leads to that of the moral equality of the individual and his
right to share in the dynamic process of politics. Indeed, "justice needs
to be comprehended within the context of politics."17 Only natural-law
thinking can justify the author's contention "that the will even of the
majority must be related to the 'higher reason' of a system of values�
values that are not seen as purely subjective preferences."18 Such think
ing alone can account for the author's opinion that justice must be
related "to the complex value system of a man, a community, or

mankind."19 His high regard for the Thomistic concept of natural law
is evidenced by his broad conclusion that there is "the need for a

standard of justice by which to evaluate the positive law, a standard
firm and yet not subject to the criticism which destroyed the older
natural-law doctrines."20 He adds that "this is a broad philosophical
problem to which only the Catholic tradition has a coherent metaphysical
answer."21
But unfortunately the author may have unintentionally beclouded the

true meaning of the Thomistic doctrine of the natural law by the use of
an ambiguous nomenclature. Thus, in describing this doctrine, Profes
sor Friedrich has employed such phrases as "rational theology,"22
"Christian natural law,"23 "philosophical natural law,"24 and "theological
reason."25 These phrases may fail to communicate the fact that Thomas

Aquinas did not disturb the rational basis of the Aristotelian-Stoic

concept of natural law. This law is known to be divine, not in the sense

that it is prescribed by a particular theology, but only because reason

discovers a divine Lawgiver Who is the Source of the natural law.
Reason perceives the difference between moral good and moral evil as it

is Id. at 178.
is Id. at 197.
it Id. at 198.
is Id. at 203.
is Id. at 199.
20 Id. at 188.
21 Ibid.
22 Id. at 44.
23 Id. at 56.
24 Ibid.
25 Id. at 54.
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is related to human behavior. Obligation attaches to the doing of the

good and the avoiding of the evil.
Good is almost immediately associated with that type of human con

duct which is conducive to the supreme value of man, as an individual
and as a member of society. Evil is almost immediately related to actions
which violate man's rational nature. Almost self-evident is the goodness
of the behavior dictated by such ethical norms as are found in the Ten
Commandments.

Up to this point there is nothing characteristically pagan, Christian or

agnostic about the existence or content of the natural law. As yet, super
natural or divine positive law or theology, in the sense of law which has
been immediately revealed by God and accepted on faith, has not entered
the picture because there is unanimity, generally speaking, among all
men whose rational faculty is freely operating. It is reason alone which
recognizes that the natural law is divine, and hence immutable, universal
and more than subjective or even transpersonal, according to Thomas
Aquinas.
Acceptance of a specific supernatural law by a jurist or legal philoso

pher becames relevant only when more detailed behavior is examined to
ascertain whether it is part of the content of the natural law. Men of
good will, of equal intellectual attainments, and of similar educational
backgrounds will disagree only in that area of the natural law which is
not self-evident, or almost so, but which is reached only after consid
erable induction and deduction.
For example, jurists who believe in natural law as the promulgation

of a divine Lawgiver, through reason, may and do disagree as to whether
divorce followed by remarriage during the lifetime of the divorced spouse
is contrary to the natural law. But they will not disagree as to the neces

sity of some kind of a marital institution for the protection and rearing
of the human species. A natural-law jurist who is a Catholic will have
the benefit of certitude resulting from an insight afforded him by Catholic
theology, which teaches that such a marriage is contrary to the will of
Almighty God. But the non-Catholic natural-law jurist may continue to
adhere to his position, i.e., that such a marriage is not divinely prohibited.
This disagreement as to detailed human behavior, however, will not make
the natural law Catholic or non-Catholic, although jurists who accept the
doctrine of the Scholastics may be Catholic or non-Catholic. Indeed,scholastic jurists who are Catholics disagree among themselves as to
more remote applications of the natural law, for example the right-to-work legislation, since theology and the divine teaching authority of the
church are silent on this point.
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The tenet that the Catholic Church, through its divine mission, has
the right and duty to decide the content of the natural law when reason

able men disagree is not a part of the natural law but of the supernatural
law. In fact, if a person is convinced in good faith by an unbiased and
completely informed reason that a part of the content of a particular
law which is alleged to be of supernatural origin conflicts with his con

cept of the natural law, he must be guided by his interpretation of the
latter. Thus, Aztec theology which dictated human sacrifice should have

yielded to the test of the natural law.
In conclusion, it may be that the book undertakes to cover too much

in the limited space available. It may be that the materials in Part One
and Part Two, respectively, should have been treated in two separate
books. It may also be that there is a slight recession from the natural-
law position toward the end of the book where the author seems to yield
to a power concept of law. Thus, in the final chapter he concludes that
international law depends on the physical fact "that a sufficiently large
number of peoples . . . live themselves in constitutionally organized legal
communities."26 But in any event, Professor Friedrich has made a

unique and useful contribution to the field of jurisprudence by a pano
ramic history of legal philosophy in the ever present context of law

making and the state. In so doing he has convincingly refuted the errors

of positivism, and mightily aided the revival of natural law everywhere.
Brendan F. Brown*

DOUGLAS OF THE SUPREME COURT: A SELECTION OF HIS OPINIONS.
Edited by Vern Countryman. Doubleday & Co., Inc., New York, 1959. Pp. 401.
$5.95.

Dean Countryman has performed a great service in his collection of

the opinions of Mr. Justice Douglas on the occasion of the twentieth

anniversary of the Justice's appointment to the Supreme Court. This

one-volume presentation of the most important opinions of Mr. Justice
Douglas has cast in relief the tremendous contribution which the Justice
has made to the cause of personal and economic freedom. Dean Country
man has surrounded the opinions with short prefatory and supple
mentary explanations which place them in their legal and historical

setting. The explanatory comments are succinct and helpful, serving

26 Id. at 224.
* Professor of Law, Loyola University of the South.
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their purpose without repeating or elaborating the substance. That this

must have presented problems is clear when one considers the treat

ment of the story in Rosenberg v. United States.1 Yet the issue and the

atmosphere of that case are clearly portrayed. In general, the notes

serve admirably to underline the significance of the opinions. The same

is true of the lively and informative biographical sketch which consti

tutes the first chapter of the book.2 The entire volume is an excellent

presentation by the editor.
But this is only the smaller part of the story. The focal point of the

book�the jewel in the setting�is the record of Mr. Justice Douglas'
views on the great issues which have come before the Court. Even to

those of us who have followed closely Douglas' opinions as they have
been issued, the collection of those views here has a surprising cumu

lative impact.
Here are the Justice's views on the wide variety of subjects which

have come before the Court in the last two decades. Here are cases

dealing with the relations of executive, legislative and judiciary; the

interplay of state and federal power; the economic rights of private
individuals vis-a-vis the state and federal governments; the area of free
trade and restraints on competition, including patents and copyrights;
the application of fiduciary standards in the business community; and
taxation and labor law. The cases show a broad understanding of the

practical consequences upon our economy of various regulatory meas

ures, and the ability to make a forthright and simple statement of the
nub of even the most complex issues. Thus, for instance, it is a pleasure
to read again the FPC v. Hope Natural Gas Co.3 opinion and find that
a public utility rate case can be compressed to two printed pages of clear
and cogent prose.4
However, from my point of view, and from Dean Countryman's also

I believe, the most enduring contribution of Mr. Justice Douglas is his
contribution to the field of personal liberty. For however consequential
the opinions in the Justice's previous field of business law (Pepper v.

Litton),5 utility valuation (Hope Natural Gas),6 and in the field of
1 Countryman, Douglas of the Supreme Court: A Selection of his Opinions 251-59

(1959). Mr. Countryman has recently been appointed dean of the University of New
Mexico Law School.

2 Id. at 9-29.
3 Id. at 113-19.
* Id. at 118-19.
5 Id. at 126-31.
6 Id. at 113-19.
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patents, he will in my view be longest remembered for his devotion to
the rights of those whose liberties are threatened by government action.
Only one of the five chapters is headed "Liberty"7 but, throughout the
volume, we see the Justice's paramount concern with this subject.
Whether it be dealing with presidential seizure of steel mills, mergers
of competing enterprises, patent grants or fair governmental procedures,
the Justice's philosophy is consistent. The function of government is to

protect the rights of citizens in the manner prescribed by law. We find
dedication to the view that shortcuts, whatever surface appeal they may
present, are dangerous paraphernalia of centralized and dictatorial gov
ernment, inimical to a free society. Thus the Justice finds no justifica
tion for special executive action rather than the more deliberate

legislative procedure in dealing with presumptions which eliminate

procedural safeguards of hearing and confrontation, and for interroga
tion of persons suspected of crime without strict observance of limitations
on police action. Most important is his insistence on the right of the
individual not to be labelled, not to be blacklisted without fair proce
dure, not to be stifled in discussion by legislatures or courts. Despite
the fact that so many of the opinions included appeared as dissents, I
believe it is fair to say that in many areas those dissents may well now
be the position of the Court. Other of these dissents are of the character
of great truths which, if not observed today, will give inspiration to

Justices of the future in the same way as dissents of great Justices of
the past: Holmes, Brandeis, Cardozo, Stone, Harlan and Bradley.
The opinions of Mr. Justice Douglas in Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee

Committee v. McGrath8 and Dennis v. United States,9 inter alia, are shin
ing examples of refusal to be stampeded by the anti-communist hysteria of
a few short years ago into imitating the tactics of dictatorship. His record
is clear and courageous; non-conformists right or left, Communists, pur
veyors of hate, racists�however unpopular their message�are given by
the Constitution, and should be assured by the courts, the fullest free
dom to speak their minds no matter how odious their views may be to

members of the courts. A few words from Dennis may appropriately
be quoted:
Free speech has occupied an exalted position because of the high service it has given
our society. Its protection is essential to the very existence of a democracy. The

airing of ideas releases pressures which otherwise might become destructive. When

7 Id. at 271-398.
8 Id. at 165-71.
9 Id. at 366-75.
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ideas compete in the market for acceptance, full and free discussion exposes the
false and they gain few adherents. Full and free discussion even of ideas we hate
encourages the testing of our own prejudices and preconceptions. Full and free
discussion keeps a society from becoming stagnant and unprepared for the stresses
and strains that work to tear all civilizations apart.10

Justice Douglas' opinions in these two cases show that he has confi
dence that this system will work and that the way to wisdom is not

suppression of free speech or the liberties of those whose views are

believed false or evil but protection of the rights of freedom in reliance
on the "common sense of our people."11
The expression of a courageous faith in the individual and a free so

ciety instead of one of centralized control by the government finds its ex

pression equally in protection of the steel plants against presidential
seizure12 and of Communists to preach their doctrines peaceably without
fear of criminal prosecution.13 The opinions contain many pleas to the
public�and sometimes to his colleagues on the bench�to forget the im
mediate pressures and the desirable objectives which suggest that a

shortcut today may be innocuous and to consider the possibilities for
evils inherent in the shortcuts when government may use them for a

different or contrary purpose. (See, for example, Youngstown Sheet &
Tube Co. v. Sawyer14 and Beauharnais v. Illinois.15)
This long view which couples full understanding of the problems

immediately before the Court with awareness that the Court is also
influencing the indefinite future, is a recurrent theme of Mr. Justice
Douglas' opinions. The courage and tenacity of his devotion to the
principles of liberty for the long future cannot help but have a strong
influence on the history of the Court.
It is to be hoped that Dean Countryman will give us new volumes at

periodic intervals during many future years of Justice Douglas' service
on the Court.

Milton V. Freeman*

10 Id. at 369.
11 Id. at 374.
12 Id. at 48-53.
13 Id. at 366-75.
14 Id. at 52-53.
13 Id. at 277.
* Member of the Bar of the District of Columbia and the Supreme Court of the

United States ; Member, Arnold, Fortas & Porter.
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THE ADVOCATE'S DEVIL. By C. P. Harvey, Q.C. Stevens & Sons, Ltd., London,
1958. Pp. ad, 166. $2.75.

This is an amusing book which also tells a story. It is primarily a

story that only a trial lawyer would enjoy because it is written by an

English barrister who is also a "silk," or more properly, one of Her

Majesty's Counsel; hence the letters Q.C. after his name meaning a

queen's counsel.1 The title of the book is quite appropriate, for the
author's main theme is the temptations which beset a trial lawyer in his
art of persuasion or, as Mr. Harvey prefers, his art of imposition. That

is, the temptation to ask one question too many on cross-examination, to
ask a question the answer to which he does not know, to rebuke the

judge when he has made a rather obvious blunder, to intimidate a

witness by browbeating him in cross-examination, to be melodramatic
before a jury in an effort to sway them. All of these temptations are

indeed manifestations of any advocate's devil.
The book is short, containing only seven chapters; the first four

chapters are devoted to the four areas in which these temptations arise,
the first being that of the advocate, who to us is the trial lawyer. Here
the author depicts the typical operation of an English barrister, his

obligation to his client as well as his obligation to the bar and the
conflict between them as to which shall rule him. The personal anecdotes
recalled by the author make this section of his work most interesting.
After demonstrating that most lawyers are "ham" actors while trying a

case, the book moves on to a discussion of juries. Here are treated
various views of the jury: the lawyer's view, the jury's own view of its
function and the court's dim view of the jury. All of this adds up to the

point that no one really understands what the jury is or how it thinks.

Having disposed of these two items, Harvey then gives us a very candid
look at the bench, particularly at the way that lawyers conduct them
selves before different judges. His main theme here seems to be that

judges, after all, are only human beings and should be treated as such;
but his sympathy does not prevent him from complaining that judges
are always telling lawyers to "keep it short." The author does suggest
many ways of circumventing this judicial edict, however.
The fourth chapter of the book is devoted to solicitors. Due to the

separate bar existing in England, this chapter, unfortunately, has very
little significance to a practitioner in this country. The solicitor is what

1 They are commonly referred to as "silks" because of the silk gown which only a

Q.C. is privileged to wear. All other barristers wear a gown made of stuff.
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we would commonly refer to as an "office lawyer," for as the author
describes him:

The bulk of a solicitor's work is non-contentious and prophylactic. If you want to

make a will, or to buy a house, or to settle money on your children, or to wind up
the estate of your deceased aunt, or to form a limited company, or to lend money on

mortgage, or to sell the goodwill of your business, or to appoint a new trustee,
or to dissolve a partnership, or to terminate a lease, or to separate from your wife,
or to sell an invention, or to license a dog-track, you will be well advised to employ
a solicitor.2

When your legal problem is of a nature to warrant litigation the barrister
then takes a part, and he does not enter the picture until he is retained

by the solicitor, not by the client. Therefore, Mr. Harvey devotes a

considerable amount of space to the relationship between barristers and

solicitors, particularly cautioning young barristers against the tempta
tion of playing up to solicitors and their clerks to get increased business.
This course of conduct would probably have its parallel in our insurance

practice, that is, in the case of trial lawyers who represent insurance
companies and who may have a tendency to ingratiate themselves with
insurance companies' representatives in order to get more insurance trial
work for their law firms.

Having completely disposed of the legal profession in England in all
its four aspects, our author bravely sails into the common law itself, only
to point out that while it may be a great thing today, it was not so

yesterday. Tracing through some of the historical incidences of the
common law, he takes notice of a few of the ridiculous situations that
existed as a result of special pleadings and the common-law fictions. His
description of the "Reasonable Man" is especially delightful.
This unsufferable creature, who stalks through every chapter of the law of torts and
is not above meddling with contracts as well, has a way of life which is all his own.

He never reads a newspaper while walking along the street or steps off a pavement
without looking both ways; he makes regular tests of the tyre-pressures on his
motor-car; he never leaves a letter unanswered for more than forty-eight hours; he
always puts on goggles when working a lathe; before buying a railway ticket he reads
the conditions of carriage contained in the company's handbills; he knows the differ
ence between felony and misdemeanour; he is always on the look out for a loose
stair rod in his house and for butt-rot in the elm trees in his garden; he does not
forget to turn the gas off; he pays no attention to rumour or gossip; he has never

been known to make a joke ; and if he has not long ago been divorced by his wife it
can only be because she is the Reasonable Woman�a character unknown to the law.
Although the Reasonable Man does not make the mistake of supposing that other
people are as prudent as he is, he has strong views about what they will say or do

2 Harvey, The Advocate's Devil S8 (19S8).
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(or at any rate what they ought to do) in any given circumstances, and these views
he conveys to the legal profession.3

On the theory that the past should bury its dead, Harvey leaves the
field of common law and takes up the question of the "Moral Land
scape"4 involved in the legal picture. The conclusions to be drawn from
this section are really difficult to make out, for at times Harvey thor
oughly condemns his own profession for its half-truths and at other
times completely justifies this approach. He tells us, "The code of
morals which is accepted by the bar is conditioned by circumstances,
some of which are ineluctable while others are quite artificial."5 With
this pragmatic approach he characterizes various moral situations in
which the lawyer finds himself and compares them to those found in
other professions. One of these comparisons is quite erroneous, i.e., his
view that, "I am given to understand that if a doctor is a devout Roman
Catholic and is faced with a delivery which may prove fatal to the
mother or to the child his duty will constrain him to sacrifice the mother.

Well, I disagree; but I am prepared to leave it at that."6 A little research
into moral theology would have demonstrated to this "silk" his error.

The concluding chapter is entitled "Happy Ending?"7 Here again
Her Majesty's Counsel takes us through the history of English law and

compares the present conduct of a barrister to his ancestors, particularly
describing Sir Edward Coke in his reprehensible role as Attorney General
at the close of Elizabeth's reign and the beginning of James I's, with very

enlightening quotations from the treason trial of Sir Walter Raleigh.
In comparing the British system to that of the United States, the

author points up most of what is bad in the American trial practitioner's
conduct and contrasts it with the modern British barrister's behaviour,
only to conclude that English trial practice has reached a much greater
height in its search for truth than its American counterpart.
This is an amusing book, but it is equally provocative and in certain

instances downright annoying; nevertheless, I would highly recommend
it to any law student or American trial lawyer who is interested in the
advocate's art of imposition.

E. Riley Casey*

3 Id. at 85.
4 Id. at 92-129.
5 Id. at 99.
� Id. at 96.
7 Id. at 130-66.
* Member of the Bar of the District of Columbia and of the State of Maryland; Mem

ber of the Honourable Society of Gray's Inn, London; Adjunct Professor of Law, George
town University Law Center.
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